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Chapter

c00 NATE4 1y ,A PLANE*

8-1.. Introduction.
} Ik

Tnconnection'withour_scussionofdistartle we introduced

the idea of a coordinate system on a line,. A coordi-_ate sys m

on a line is de erminedby any pair of points on it; with one

point of thispa_r designated as the origin and the other

designated as the unit-point. A coordihate system o.a

is a one-to-one correspondence between the set of all real

numbers4and the seat of all points in the line, such that the

coordinates, i.e., the numbers associated with the point's, can
0

'be used, to determine distances betWeen points.

A
'0

PiPoblem Set 8-1

1. on.line AB assume a 'coordinate system which assigns the

coordinate 0 to A. and 1 to . P is a point on

AB with coordinate x For each listed condition plot:

the set of all points P determined by that condition.'

(a) x = 5 .

(b) x = -3

(c) x = 3AB

(d) x = 4AB .

(e) x = AB .

f) x = t AB and t is an element

(g). x =.k ; k 1

h)x=k - AB; k>0
(i) x= k . AB ; 0 < k< 1

j) x = k AB ; k > 0

505



8-1

A coordinate system on AB assigns coordinates

to points- A, B; P rebpectively.i-Plipt the set of
such that x satisfies the Liven conditions.,

a) x )"0 and x 'is an integer. Describe the set.
lb) x < 0 and x is real.

-2 < x < 5 ; x is an in eger. llow many points

belong to this set?

-(d) -3 < x < 1 x :is real. Sow many points belong to

this' set?

-5 < x < -1 x is real.

Using mathematical' terms describe the point sets in
(b), (d), (e).
%

and3. If A, C, P are on ray ,AF, and have respective

coordinates 0, 1, 3, x, what is the vai e or v-antes of

x determined by each of the following conditions?

(a) AP = 2AC'.

(0- AP . 5AC

(c) AP = k AC .

(d) BP = 3E0 .

(e) BP = k

(f) BP = 2AC .

4. Suppose a coordinate system on a line m is given. If

and q are points in m ,with coordinates P and

rpectevely, find the distance from F, to

(a) p ./5 /- (e) r- 3 ., q r

(b) p .! -7 q . -8 . ) p.r+ 12.

(c) p = 3. , q a -5 (g) p =- a ; q = -a , e. > 0 .

(d) p.= -9' q . 4 . *(h) p.a,q.b.
Suppose a coordinate system is established on line m ,

and P and Q are points on m with coordinates p

and q respectively. If P, T1, M, T2, Q are collinear

in that order and represent the midpoint and trisection

points of Trq , find the coordinates of M, -T T2 in
1, -2

the following. Record your results for each problem on

a separate number line. (Refer to Theorem 3-6.)

(a) P = 3 , q (d) p . a , q .b b > a

(b) p- -10 ,q . -1 . (e) p=r+a,q.r- a , a < 0

(c) p - -2 , q p = (r + b) - 2 .
tt

b) 4

5 c



8-1

6. In each of the following problems indicate the location

ofthe objects lettered from A th'rou'gh H by using

'either a pair or a triRle of symbols.

(a) Seats in an auditorium.

ROWS r
LI H

LE

4
SEATS

6 7

Houses at the intersection of streets-a_ avehues.

Pier6A5 SOO
NO° d



8-3.

Tables in rows in the floors In a store-.'

Point on the surface of the 'earth.

45° NORT

20° WEST

45° WEST

PRIME 'MERIDIAN

EAST

EAST

EQUATON_

7Q° SOUTH

Using the data of Part (d), indicate the position

of airplanes whion are above each of the listed
points. Assumft the one aboAWO A .has An elevation
di' 5000 _d that the elevation of each one
from A to U is 200 ft, more than the preceding.
one.

508



8-2: A Coordinate System in a Plane.

)

SI3Dpose,-thatia plane...15 even and, iin it further notice,

that all points and'llnes under consideration lie in this plane.

,,Suppose further that aunit-pair of points (A,A ) , as

discussed -in Chapter 3, is given. All distances are to-be

considered as measured of distances relative to this unit - pair.-

F.
Let

41

0X and -0Y- be any two perpendicular lines with 0

their point of intersection: Let -I and J be points in OX

and OY ,reSpectively, such that OI = 1 m 0.1 . There is a
4111

coordinate system on OX with the point as origin and the

,point I as unit point. We call this the 3-coordinate

systeM and the "coordinate in this system of a point of -OX

its x-coordilnate. :Similarly 0 and J are the origin.and

unit point of,a coordinate system on OY . We call this syS4em-
,

the y- coordinate system and theJcoordinate in this system of

a point on OY its y- coordinate.

Thus in the dAgraM 1 and .3' are the unit points of

their respective coordinate-systems. Point 0 is the origin

of both the x- and

y-coordinate systems.

The cqprdinate of point

P is 3 with respect .

to the X-coordinate

system and the
. . _

coordinate of R with

respebt to the y-coordi-

nate system is 2

Name the coordinates of

points S and T

it necessary to specify

the coordinate system in

each case? Why?

2 R

509



8-2

The line is called the x-axia and OY is called the
y=xis; their point. intersection, 0 , is ealled the origin;

and the plane determlied by them is called the xy-Olane.
ecause of the waytriese'axe' usually are shown in plctdres on

a chalkboard, it ip customary to,call lines parallel to the,,'t y

cx-axis,horitontal lines, and lints parallel to thelraxip

'vertical lins. It i customary tb think of, ae'lying to
the right of the origin and of as lying above the origin.

This means, then, that the points on the x-axis with positive

coordinates lie to the right of the origin, while the points

on the x-axis with negative coordinates lie to the left of the
origin. Where do the points on the y-axis with positive

coordinates lie? Where do the'points on the y-axis with

negative coordinates lie?

0 We are now ready to define a coordinate system in the

xy-plane'which is deta-atmlned by the x- and the y-coordinate
systems. We consider a. particular point first,. Suppose that
Q is a point, that the vertical line ,ilrough Q cuts the
x-axis Ap the point whose x-coordinate is j , and tihe hor

zontal ;line through Q cutE','the y-axis in the point whose
y- coordinate is 2 . We Say in this case that the x- coordinate

of Q is 3 , that the y-coordidat of Q is 2 , and We Call

the ordered pair of numbers (S, the coordinates of Q



8-2

are ngw reedy for the. general case. Let P be any

paint in the icy- plane. From our prquious,work we know that
ie-

thereis'exactly one linethrough )F perpendicular to the

-axioiand exactly one line through 1\ perpendicular to

,-axis. Why? The point P has an q(-coordinate and a

y-coordinate which we now define, The k-cOordinate is

x =coordiryAte of the projection',oiY- P ir.Jt9 the x-axis and

y-coordinate of P is the y- coordinate- of the projection

P into the y-a7is. We sometimes call_ the x-coordinate of

P and the y-coordinate of P the coordinkt6s of P

coordinates of the y- coordinate of P are considered

pair of real-numbers in

number of the pair and tfe y-coordinate is the second. If the

x-coordinate of P is a and the y`- coordinate of P' is b

the coordinates of P are written as (a,b) . Note that the

numbers in an ordered pair need not be distinct. Thus (5,5)

is an ordered pair of real

which the ,x- coordinate

The

ordered

is the first

numbers Of course ) and

'(3,8) are different ordered -airs. In fact, (a,b) (.0c,d)

if and only if a = c and b = d

In the diagrams A the projection of P into the

y-axis. Thusx-axis and B is the projection of P

the x-coordlnate of P is a and the y-coordinate of P is

b . We call the ordered number pair (a,b) the -xy-coordinates
)-

cif P

511



8-2

Since the projection of a,point into a line is un que, it
follows that there is exactly-one ordered-pair of yea_ numbers
assigned to each point as its coordinateslOonversely, if

(a,b), is any ordered pair of --al numbers there is eXactly'one
,poInt P in the xy-plane which has (a,b) assigned to At aa
its coordinates. Indeed, there is a unique vertical line

through the ',dint on the x-axis with x--coordinate a , and a
unique horizontal line through the Point on the y-axis with
y-doordinate b . And P is the unique point in which this

vertical line and this horizontal line intersect. Ther#fore
there is a one-to-one correspondence between thet.-set of all

points in the xy-plane and the set of all ordered pairs of real
numbers.

Corresponding to any three points 0, I, and J , such4 W
that Oi I 0.1 and OI 1 = OJ there is a coordinate system
in the xy-plane. This coordinate system is the one-to-one

correspondence which we described above. Although there are

many icy- coordinate systems in a plane, we usually think of

-only one of them in a given problem or theorem. Once a

coordinate system has been set up we may use ordered pai

real numbers as-names for points.. The coordinate pair of, a'

point is a good name for a point in view of the one-to-one

correspondence described above. Thus we may say that the
point Q has coordinates (-2,4) or that Q (-2,4)

Sometimes we simply write -Q(- 4) . Occasionally we use the
symbol xA to denote the x-coordinate of the point A and

the symbol yA to denote the y-coordinate of the point A

Thus (x
A-
,y

A-
) is another name for the point A

We have used "above," "below," "right," "lei' " to

describe the position of a point. These words were introduced

for convenience and we can get along without them if we are
challenged to do so;, Furtheiglore,' there are situations (not

in this books however) in which it is convenient to take the

positive part of the x-axis as extending to the left, or the

positive part of the y-axis as extening downward, or some

other variation.

512



8-2

In descrthing the location of a point in the icy -plane it

is sometimes.convenient to specify the portion of the plane in

which it lies. The lines .OX and OY form four angles.

Every point in the plane lies in OX or In OY Or in the
istr

interior of one of the four angles whose sides lie on OX and

OY . The interiors of these angles are called quadrants. The

first quadrant is the set of all points whose x- and y-coordi-

nates are both positive. The second quadrant is the set of all

points whose x-coordinate is negatiVe and whose y-coordinate

is positive. The third quadrant is the set of all points

whose x-coordinate-and y-coordinate are both negative. The

fourth quadrant -is the set of all points whose x-coordinate is

positive and whose y-coordinate is negattve.,. We denote these

quadrants as _ III, IV.

513



8-2

Suppose we wish to describe the location of the Point

P = (5,-3) .without using the words "right," "left," "above,"

"helow."Y-Wemight say that P is in the fourth quadrant,

that it.is in a vertical line which cuts the x-axis in a point

5 'units from the origin, and that it i

which cuts the y-axis in apoint which

origin;

a horizontal line

3 unit- from the

In the following probIems'we usv the words "plot" and

" "graph. "" To plot a point means to draWi'-a picture of the axis

. and to mark a dot in the proper place as a picture of the

point. A name for the point is frequently written beside its

pictUEe. We use tyie word graph to mean a set ,c31' points To

draw (or plot) a:iraon s to draw a picture which shows the

axes and the setlof points. If there are infinitely many

points in'a set, its graph is sometimes drawn by drawing line
0

segments, or by shading the appropriate region. The picture

of a graph always shows the axes, but they are not a part, of

the graph unless it is so stated. The label X is placed

along t positive part of the x-axis; the label, Y is placed

along the positive part of the y-axis. It is usually desirable

to label at least one point on OX other than the origin with

its x-coordinate, and at least one point on O other than the

origin with its y-coordinate. If we wish to represent a line

segment including its endpoints, we semetimes emphasize the

endpoin s as in the following picture.
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If we wish to represent a 8e which consists of all point

of a line segment exCeptits en pints, may de-emphalize the

endpoin,ts a in the.following picture.

If e axes,,or a portioh of them, are a part of the graph

may indicate thi's by makin& "heavier Ilnes%"

Example 1. Plot the point? A(-2,0) , B(3 c(4,1

Example 2. Draw toe graph of the line segment with

endpoints (3,- and (3,1)

515
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Example 3. If A = (,,2)., B = (0,2) C = 0,0)--,-
D =, (2,0) , draw a graph of the set of all points whinl belong

to the polygon ABCD or its interior.

B(0 A(2.2)

C(0,0) C(270

Example 4. Draw a graph of the line segment whose

endoolnts are (1,0) and (6,o)

Problem Set 8-2

1 Plot the poAn (1,0) , (3,1)

-3.9) 1:'(01-2

Given P = 6)

If Q 1, the point in which the vertical line

through P intersects the x-axis, what are the

coordinates of Q ?-

(b) If R -is the point in which the horizontal line

through P intersects the y-axis, what are the

coordinates of R

)



8-2

Without plotting, name- the quadrant: ich'each of the

,following points lies

r,-1 1/3)

,(3,()

Explain what it means to say that ,our-'0ordipate 'system

in a. plane has- established a one=ts '..correspondence

, 4.3)

betwen the set of _ovdered pairs o

'set of points in,a plane.-

IT points P, -Q, H have eoordinat4s

, (3,5) , respectively,*they are collinear lei what order?

.Describe the set of all points in a plan .for which the ,

x-coordinate is 3 ; for which the y-coordf6ate is'--5 .

Describe the intersection cf these two sets.

umbers and the

Plot the set of all points (x,y) for hl x and y

are both integers and x and y satisfy the'following

conditions:

x

set?

y = -3

set?

=4 x <

many points?

(d) 0 < x < 2

points?

5 . How many points belong to this

b

Y

How many points belong to this

. This set contains how

This set contains how many

Flo_ the set of all points (x,y) 'in a plane sat.isfyirng

the following conditions. Describe each set using
40
mathematical terms.

(0 1 < x< 5, Y x 4 , 2 <

(b) x y 2 x= -3 , y K

(`c) x 1 , y > 2 x < 3 , y < =1

(d) x > 1 . y < 0

(a) If A = (3,0) and B - s the length

of segment AB ? stify Your answer.

) If C (3,4) and D = (7,4) , what is the distance

CD ? Justify your answer.



10. Without plotting, arrange the following ,points in order

from lowest to highest. Ignore the ,variation in their

distance from the y-axis.

(8,6) r3) (-1, 3,0) -1_ (0,1)

11, Without plotting, arrange the following points in order

from left to right, (Ignore the variation in their

distance from the x- axis.)

) (-3,4) o 8) ,-3) (-*,6) r,-

*1,2. What is the length of the segment AB given the

coordinates of its endpoints as follows:, 54-

(a) (3,8) , (3,-5) (d) (a,r) (b

(b) '(7,12) , (-6,12) (e) (mit) , 5),

(c) (V-lo

Describe the set of all point with coordinates (x,y)

which satisfy the-Conditions In each of the following:

(a) X > 0 y < 0

(b) x is positive, y is non-negative.

(c) x and y are both negative.

(d)
-

is any real number.

is any integer and y is any integer.

is any real number and y is any real number=.

*14, Plot the points listed and in each part give the

Coordinates of the midpoint of the segment determined by

--'these roints.

(a) (0,0), o,8):

(b) (3,7) ,11

(C) (-5,-3)

(d) (10,4) -10,4)

Give the coordinates of the midpoints of the segMents

Whose endp-ints are:

(a) (10,a ) (c) (2a,c)
-)

(b)< (1,a) , (1,0 (d) (xl,y1) (_2,y1)

16. Describe t o ition ofhe point (-7,-8) without

using the words "right," "left," "above," or." below."

5



8-3. Basic Theorems.

Now that a coordinate system for a plane Has- beensieflned,

we may extend our ideas ,about distance to include dis:,tance

between po1nts-.in a plane. 'In doing this,,IX is conVenientto

introduce *the cioncept of absolute value or .a number'.

:luppose' A and IF are distinct points on line and

coor,dinates are A and relTectiveli)-. To find AB',

the' disanc.6 betWeen A_ and we'taki,, a bor b_- a
whichever is positive.- IT we do not know wither a'',5b or

b > a , we cannot tell which is positive. Theefore to

indicate that we wish to choose the'one which is positive, we

use the symbol a hi , read "absolute value of a b

Of course we want la hi b -al and for this reason we

ma cc the following. definition.

DEFINITION. If a > b then la - hi =a-b
and, lb al a ii

Example 1. If a=7 and b - 5 ia= bl =2
If' a = 5 and b y =bi=2

Eamp10 2. Show that if ci > 0 then x

n1ution 1-xi = I-x 01 . Since 0 > -a

1--x 01 = 0 (-x) = x

Example Show that 1)6 t 31 - 3 .

Solution: 1-6 31 = 1-31 - 3 ..

Note how the concept of absolutd value simplifies the

statement of the next theorem.

THEOREM 8-1. If P and Q are points on the same vertical

line, then PP. Yp YQ

1. If P and Q /are on the y-axis, then he theorem is

proved by the use of th& Ruler Postulate

2, If P and Q are not on the (y-axis, let A and

be the spective projections of P the
. I

--axis.

519
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Then h=ey ourOefinit on of y-coordinates we know t.'4

and ycl, yB Now yA :and yB are the same as the
y-coordinates of A and 'EH and,tvherefore 1YA YEL,

,ABQP is a parallelogram, it follows that AE = PQ,ince

and hence that 'PCB, lYp

YP- YA

THEOREM 8-2. If P and Q are points on the same horizontal.

line, then PO, ixp -

. rProof: A proof similar= to for Theorem 8 -1 can 'be

given.

THEOREM 8-3. Every vertical line is perpendicular to every

horizontal line.

Proof. This is a special case o orolla y 6-5

We have seen how to use xy-coordinates to measure the

distance between two points when those points are on horizontal

or vertical lines. We now proceed to develop a method for

finding the distance between two points that are on an oblique

line. We introduce the method by means of two examples.
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Example 1. Find OA if 0 -

7

and A ---

Let B be the projection of A into the x-axis. Then

OB = 3 and BA = 4 . But AOBA

the Pythagorean Theorem we get

(0A).' (OB

(OA )- 9 + 16

Is a right triangle.

+ (BA

Using

6
(OA = 25

OA 5 .

Example. 2. Find PQ if P = (1,-7) and Q = (8,8),

Solu_tion:
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Let R be the point ,-7) . Then

PR 18 11

(FR)

We

to

7 ; QR 18 IL 4 -7 1

PQ V2714

+ 15`

-

PRQ is a: right tran

15 ; and

49 242:3 = 274

proceed to the theorem, wi=4ch, onCe proved, will eriable

find the distance between -any two 'points with,put t4'Nerjenee

a right triangle. The result Of `this theor0 is.o.ipten

referre d to as the distance formula for points in pine.

THEOREM 8-4. If ,y1) an0

in _-1e xy-plano, then

2r,3;) are two pdints

Proof: Let R = (x-
Y

-y) if P P-
-1 1 2 is an oblique

,,,,egment, then F1RP , is a right triangle. Then

-(P1P2

and since

(PO P R

)2 - -

(1Y2 y11)2

Yil PR - 1x2 x11

g_)
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- If

2
' 'horizontal,

Y2

0 - If R-I
2

P_ 'is vertical, then

and x2 -Ix- =! D
1

In either easp the relationships

are stl1 Valid.

Exa41e 1.. Fyld AD if A , 7,15) and B

P1
a4.1

R

5t

olutiun AD = - 7 + (13 - 15 lc = 2

Example 2. Find CD if C 7

Solution:

1

1,5) and D 5;=1)

-1 5r 36 -+ 36

Example 3. The vertices of 4ABC are A(-1,-2) ;

B(4,0) , C(2,5) Prove that AAEC Is aight isosceles

triangle.

"Proof: We have to prove (1) A ADD is loonreles.

(2) AAPC is a right triangle.

We can prove both if we know AB , BC , EA

We can see that AD - BC and therefore AABC Is Isosceles.

We can see that (AB) + (DO' -.'(CA )-J and therefore A'APC

Is a rig,ht triangle.
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THEW_ i -5. If P-'and Q are two points in tne same

Vertical line, then the midpoint Mt of Ti is tne Po

Proof: Since P, and M lie in tne same vertical

line x = Let A, B, and C be the re pective

projections of P, Q, and M into the y-axis. Then

Yp = YA $ YQ = YB and ym yc Since M is the midpoint

of PQ it follows from Theorem 7-2 that C is thco midpoint

of AB It then follows from the definition of a midpoint

that YB
YC 2

M=

Therefore
Yi +-YQ

2
and

THEOREM 8-6. cif ,P and Q are two points on the same

horizontal line, then the midpoint M of yq is/ the

point

x
QM =1 T

Proof: A proof similar to that for Theorem 8-5 may be

giVen.
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THEOREM 8=7. If P and Q are distinct points on a line

which is neither vertical nprhorizontal, then the thtdpoint.

M of 1C is the point

Proof: Let A, E, C be the respectiv e` -projections of

F, Q, M into the y-axis. Let D, E, F be the respective

prOjedtionS of P, Q, M into the x-axis. It follows from

Theorem 7-2 that C is the midpoint of AB and F is the

midpoint of DE . It follows from the definition of a midpoift

that

Since: yA = yp

Since x- x
P

Therefore

YA B and x
2 F -2

and

X 1- ,1

YB

Yp Y
then ym

then
x

Since in Theorem 8-5 xp )(CIXp when
'P
x_

y
P QTheorem 8 -6 yp

2
when Yp YQ

and in

we may combine the

results of the three preceding theorems as follows;
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A.

THEOREM 8-8. If P = xyi, y

distinct points ina4plane hen the midpoint

is thd point,

. midpoint 0

If

PQ.

Solution:

3

. (7,4) , find the!

M 'be the and °int of R

5,6)

Example . If R = i2,5

midpoint M of RS

d S= 1-_ , find the

Example 3. ;If A = (0,0) B = (0,6

find the length of the median from A to

Solution: Let. D he the midpoint oI Ed . Then

+ 0 _ 0 + (4,3)

526
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8-'9, Let a be any real number. Tien: the set of all

points in the xy-plane each if which has x-coordinate

a 15 a'°.'vertioal line.

U

Proof: Let m

I

be the vertical line which cuts the x-axis

at the point A whose x-coordinate is. a We must establish

two statements:

1. If a point lies in m then

-2. If a point has x-coordinate

its x-coordinate is a

a then it lies in m

e first of these thestatement follows immediately from

definition of x-coordinate. The second statement is proved

indirectly. Suppose, contrary. to Statement (2), that there is

a point P whose x-coordinate is a and which is not in m

Then the vertical line through P. contains A .. Then we, have
_ _

two vertical lines containing A : m 'and PA . But this is

impossible. Why? Therefore every point with x-coordinate a

lies in

THEOREM 8-10. Let b be any real number. The set pf all

points in thexy-plane 'with y- coordinate a

horizontal line.

Proof: A proof similar to that for Theorem can be

given.
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problem Set 8-3
- -

Use the distance formula

) 1.6,1,4 0- r
(b) (0,0) a.nd' (-6,10

(c) (1,0 and (6,14)

(d) (8,11) and (15,35)..

(e) (3,8)' and (-5,-7) .

(f) (-2,3) and (-1,4)

to find the distance between

(g) (10,1). and (49,81)

(h) (-6,3) and (4,-2)

(I) (3,4) and -(71 0)

(j) -(U,3) and (-4';0

(k) (8.1,6) and .5.9,4.9
(1) (3r,r) and (-2r,Gr)4.

2. Find the midpoint of AB

respective coordinates

(a) (0,0) and 0,10)
(b) (0,0) and (-6,10)

r.,---(c) (1,2) and (6,14)-.

(d) (-2,3) and (1,4)

3.. (a) Write a formUla for

A and B 4ave

(e

(g)

-2) and ( -5,6)

a,7) and '(3a,-3)

S) and (-3r,5s)

the square of the distance

between (x
1
,y

1
) and (X2'5r2

(b) Write the following statement as an equation:

square of the distance between

is 25

Show that the triangles with

triangles. Use the distance formula to find the

(0,0) and

The

y)

vertices as given are right

of the sides of each triangle.

(o,o) (3,4) , (3,o)

(-6,2) (5,-1) , (4,4)

( -2,-3) , (4,5) , (-4,1)-

(1,3) , (5,6) ,

(13,-1) , (-9,3) , (-3,-9)

(7,140) (0,6)'i (940)

The vertices of a quadrilateral

C(5,4) and D(0,4) .

(a)

(b)

lengths

are A(0,0) B(5,0)

Show that AC = BD

Show that the midpoint of .."'PT and

BD is the same point.

3

e midpoint of
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The vertices of a triangle are

C(2,-1) . Find the midpoint o_

he median_ to

i B(0,5 ) and

Find the length of

The vertices of a triangle are R(41-2) S(5,10) and
T(4,-2 ) .' -Find the lengths of the medians to ST and
RS .

-.Find the coordinates of the midpoint C of AB if
A.= (-LA) and B = (7,4) . Then use the distance
formula to verify that AC = CB . lAB

(a) Show that A(6,11) is equally distant from B(- 2)
and C(3,0)

(b) Show that two of the medians An AABC are equal
.length.

10. Use the distance formula to show that A(a,2) , B(4,8)
and C(6,11) are collinear. (Hint: Show tha-
AB BC =AC .)

11. If the distance between E(6,-2) and. F(0,y) is 10
find the possiblA,y-coordinates of F'.

12.- Find the coordinates of the points on the x-axis whose
listance from (1,6) is 10 .

I ing the distance formulas, prove that AD.= BC if

,a = (0,0) , D= (b,c) B = (a,0) and C = (a b,

14. The vertices of a square RSTP Are R(a,a) S -a,a
T(-A,-a) P(a,-a)

congruent.

Show that its diagonals are

529
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15. T Thu are two coordinate Systems in this diagram. One has

axes labalad -N. and Y . The other has axes labeled. XI

and lrr . All ''axes have the same scale. Estimate-the

coordinates of P and of Q in the xy-sydteM arid-then/

calculate the length of- Fa . Then estimate the

coordinates of P and Q in the x'y'- system and again

calculate the length of . Do you think that the

length of f4 is independent of the choice of

X

8-4. The Set-Builder Notation.

In our discussion of sets in Chapter 2 we considered the

set of all positive integers. The underlined phrase clearly

defines a certain set of numbers. In general, a set is

defined by a list of its elements or by a property of its

elements. If a set hfs an infinite number of elements, we

cannot list all of its members so we use a property or

properties of its elements to define it.

Consider the following property of a real number:

between 3 and 5 . Some real numbers which have this

property are 3.5 , 4.5 3.1 , 4.9 , 3.001 , and 4.999

530
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Some real numbers which do not have this property are , 5,
-7 46 , 0 , -4.3 5.7 , 5.001 , and 2 . The set of all

real numbers between 3 and 5 is a clearly deflned set; A

symbol which-denotes this set is (x : 3 < x < 5) . We read
it: the set of all x such that x is between 3 and 5

There, are three parts within the braces: the set of all of

something, before the colon; the colOn, which is read "such

that;" and a stated property after the colon.

Consider next the fbllowing property of a point (x,y)

its x-coordinate is 3 , and its y-coordinate is a real number.

Some points in this set are (,3,137) (3,0) ,

(3,105732.4) , and (3,3) Some points not-in this set are
(5,3,)-, (4,0) (77.2)..,-. A symbol which' denotes this set

((x,y) : x 3) We read it the set efall Roints (x,y)

such `that x 3 Frequently, as in this example, we under-,

Stand that x aid y are real numbers even if it is not

indicated in the symbol.

In general,- the symbol (a : property) , which we call

the set-builder symbol or, notation- denotes the Pet of allthe 0

elements a each of which hab the stated property.

Example 13 Use-a set-bUilder symbol to denote the set of

all points in he_first quadrant.

Solution:

Alternate solution:

(F P

((x,Y)

s a'point in Quadrant I) .

x > 0 and y 01 .

Example 2. Use a set-builder symbolto denbte the set of

all points whose x-coordinate is 7 and whose y-coordinate

is a number greater than 5 .

Solution:,

Alternate solution:

(x,y ) : x - 7 and y > 5

((7,Y ) : y > 5) .
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Example 3. _Paotthe:graph of the Bet ,

(4X,y) : 3 y 5) The set includes all points -in the

infinite strip betWeen the two horizontal lines and on these

lines.

Example 4. Blot the ,set ((x,y) : x < 1 or x > 3) .

The set contains all points in thf -two halfplanes which are

suggested by shading, and all points in the edge of one of

these halfplanes.

i3'J
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Campo e Conditions.

InExample 2 above, the set ((x,y ) x = 7 and y > 5)

was disOussed and in Example 4, the set

((x,y) 4 x < 1 or %K. > 3 In the set-builder notation used

to indicate these sets we note that the property 1.istecy.n

Case is a composite-condition, that is tOSay,' a combination'of

conditions. In Exanpie 2 the conditions: x 7 , y > 5 are

connected by the word "and";-in Sample 4 the conditions

x < 1 , >3 are connected by the word "or."

Our pu ose is to illustrate briefly how these composite,

conditions hould be interpreted in so far as they are used in
bun work.

-statement

Let c
1

be the statement x = 7 and c2 the

y > 5 Let Si' ('(x,y):t cl)

((x,y) 2 and 33 ((x,y) : and

and

1 (b) so°

As shown in the diagrams above

c, is a halfplane. Do you .see

(c )

s
1

'vertical lineis a

the special relationship

Which 33 has to 01 and
3

i. the interior of a ray,
.

and
1

d Now let c3 be theS_

statement x < 1 and c4 the statement x > 3 . Let

T1 w' ((x,y) : 53) , T2 ((x,y) : e4) and

T3 = ((x,y) : c3 or c4) .

is the intersection of
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Describe T- ; T2 . Now desc be T3 . Notice that in this

case T-
3

is the union of T
1

andand T-

In general when workihg with the set-builder notation you

should remember the following:

(1) A set whose defining propbrty is a composite condition

using the connective "and" can be considered the intersection

of the sets determined by the individual conditions of thp

-composite.

(2) A set whose defining property is a compobite con ition

using the connective "or" can be considered theo.tnion of h_

sets' determined by the individual conditions of the ftMpoSite.

Example 1. What are the points in the set

((x,y) : x > 0 a4 y''> 0)

This is the set of all pointS y). such that x > 0 , or

y > 0 , or both x > 0 , y > 0 . The tet contains all points

in the plane except those in the third quadrant, in the

negative x-axis,,in the negative y-axis, and the origin. Note

that the graph Is the union of the graph of x > 0 and the

graph of y > 0 .
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Example 2. ((x,Y) 3 x < 5 and 1 < y < 4) .

ThIs is the set of all points inside and on the

rectangle whose vertices are (3,1) (3,4) , (5,4)

(5,1)

When dealing with sets defined by a composite '0. ndition

using the connective "and," a comma often is used in'place of

the word "and." Thus the set ((x,y) : x = y >3 -is
understood to be the same' as the set

((x,y)
=
x 5 and y > 3) .
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Problem Se =

Ide t.#'y tne,quadrant7wah.the pro 'per Raman numema.

(a) ,(x,y)

(b). (x,y)

(c) (x,y) :

(d) ((x,y)

(e) ((?;0)':

> 0 and y < 0) is Quadrant

x < 0 and y < o) is Quadrant

x < 0 and y > 0) is Quadr=ant

x > 0 and y > 0) is Quadrant

5.T > 0 and x < '0) is Quadrant

C(1,37') x5r> 0) is the union of QUadrants
and .

(g) f(x,y),: xy < 0) is.the union of Quadrants

and .

(h) ((x,y) : xy 0). -is the union of

(i) ((x,y) : x > 0 and y X 0) is the union of
(j) ((x,y) : > 0 and < 0) .ids Quadrant ,

(k) ((x,y) : x < 0 and y = lx1) is Quadrant

2, Find the coordinates of the endpoints of all possible

segments which satisfy the given conditions.

(a) AB lies on the y-axis with the Origin at its

midpoint; AB = 7 .

) AB' is a subset of the x-axis; A, Q, B are collinear
in that ordAr and AO 7 10B ; AB A 12 .

2
AB is either horizontal or vertical; A is at the

(f)

origin; AB = r .

AB 11 to the x-axis and 17 is 5 units, above the

x-axis; the y-axis bisects AB ; AB.= 8 .

AB ='5 A lies on the x-axis; B lies on the

'y-axis; OA = OB

AS is in the y-axis; A is at the drigin; AS 7 6n I( 7E'; CD 4. AB ; C' is 2 units above A and
3 units to the right of A.

3. Find the coordinates of the vertices of the indicated

_polygons:

A coordinate system places isbsceles triangle ABC

so that the origin .is the midpoint of base At ,

is a subset of the x-axis, O'ZIlies above the

x-axis, AB = 6 , OC = 4

3
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(C)

isosceles-triangle ABC whose altitude is 3

and whose base has length 5 . The base is a subset

of thelr-axis,,:and the opposite vertex, C , is on

the positive x-axis.

An isosceles triangle- ABC has AB = 6

AC = BC ='5 . The origin is at the midpoint of the

ove,base, the x-axis contains the base, and C

the x-axis.

A parallelogramA ii for which AB = 7 ): A and

I) have coordinates (0,0) and (3;5): respectively,

and IR is on the x-axis.

In each of the following findhe coordinates the

vertices of the polygon:

(a) Aright triangle ABC has LC a r_ __le,

CA = 21 and CB = 10 . A coordinate system places

C at the origin and B in the negative x-axiS.

(b) An isosceles triangle AEC has,base ofof length 7-

4 and altitude to: of length -3 , A coordinate

system places at the origsin and B in the.

positive x-axis.

Same as (b), except that C is at the origin. A

is in Quadrant 1, and AB is perpendicular to the

x-axis.

An equilateral triangle 'ABc has side of length 10 .

A coordinate System is established with the x-axis

containing AB and the positive y-axis containing

C

5. Find thVcoo/dinates of the vertices of the polygon

determined in each of the following:rq

A, right triangle ABC has LC a right'an le,

CA -= a and CB = b A coordinate system places C

atthe origin, B. in the negatiVe x-axis, and A in

the positive y-axis.

a)
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An isosceles triangle ABC has base AB of length

b , and altitude of length a . A coordinate system

places A at the origin, B in the positive x-axis

and C above the x-axis.

The triangle in (c) is placed so that C is at the

origin and the altitude lies along the positive

x-axis.

(d An equilateral triangle has side of length s and

a coordinate system is established so that one side

lies along the x-axis and the opposite vertex is in

the positive y-axis.

8-6. Equations and nequaliti

((x,y) = x 3) is a line. It contains, all those points

and only those points in the xy-plane whose x-coordinate is 3

and whose y- coordinate is any real number. We say that x = 3

is an equation of the line or think of x . 3 as a condition

imposed upon (x,y) . The condition x . 3 places a

restriction on the x-coordinate but no restriction on the

y-coordinate. Thus the line ((x,y)%: x = 3) contains

infinitely many points, such.as (3,-173.447) -2)

3 -1) , (3,0) , (3,25) , (3,127.3) . Of course there are

infinitely many points not on this line, such as (2,3

(2.999,-7) , (0,-3)

((x,y) : x > 3) is a halfplane. We say that x > 3 is

an inequality for the halfplane. This halfplane contains all

those points and only those points in the xy-plane whose

x-coordinate is a real number greater than 3 and _whose

y-coordinate is d real number. Is (5,-5) in this halfplane'

Is (-5,5) in this halfplane? is (3,3) in this halfplane?

What set-builder notation could you use for the edge of this

halfplane?

In some textbooks the set .,y : x = is called the

locus of the equation x . 3 ; ((x,y) 4 x > 3) is called the

locus of the inequality x > 3 In general a locus is a set
,

determined by a condition or a combination of conditions.
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Thus the locus of all,points in the xy-plane which are e

distant from the lines (x,y) : y= -7) )and

((x,y) : y 13) is the line ((x,y) : y 3) . our text

-however we will use the expression "tie set of all points -such

that" rather than the term locus.

Consider the sets S and T given as follows:
*,

((x,y) :x 5) and T ((x,y) : x+ 1 6) A-poln'

'(x,y) satisfies the condition x - 5 if andk,only if it

Satisfies the condition x + 1 =-= 6 . In other words, if (a,b)

is a point in T , it is also a point in S , and conversely.

Hence we may write S = T . The equation S T is an equation

involving sets (of points in the xy-plane) and you should recall

that two sets are equal if and only if they have exactly the

same members. This-occurs if the sets are defined by

equivalent equations. The equations 5 and x + 1 6

are examples of equivalent equations. In algebra you learned

how to derive equivalent equations in the process of solving

equations. Thus

2x + - 4x 13

3 2 x + 13`

-10 - 2x

2x - -40

x = -5

are five equivalent equations. Each of them becomes a true

sentence if x is replaced by each of them becomes a

false sentence if x is replaced by any number different from

-5

Problem Set 8-6

1. Find the distan

[(x,y) : x

Write the coordi _

((x,Y) y = 3)

_en lines (( _ y x ) and

Jf three points on the line
A
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I

Plot _h1 e7set

(a) ((x,y) : x = 2) .

;(b) ((x,Y) y

4. Describe thermion of the two set., in Problem 3. May

this be written as the set ((x,y):x . 2 or y 3)

5. What is the intersection of the two sets in Problem 3?

May this be written as the set ((x-,.-y) : x = 2 and y = 3)?

As the set ((x,y) 2 , y 3)

Plot the set (x,y) x - 2 and Q < y < 3)

What geometric object do- this set form?

How' many elements does it contain?

Plot the set cif points whose coordinates are Eiven L,:21o:v;

and describe the graph in each case.

(a) (x 3)

((x,y) : x < 3)

c) 1Y y < 2 or y > 4)

(d) y) : y < 2 or y > 4.)

. Plot and describe each of the graph., given below:

(a) The union of ((x,y) t x > 3) and ((x,y) y

Express this union with one set-builder symbol.

(b) The intersection of ((x,y) : x < and

((x,Y) = y > -2) . Express /this set with one set-

builder symbol.

(c) The set

(d) The set

((x,Y)

((x,Y)

x > 0 and y < 31

-4 < < 2 and -2 < y < 5)

Express in set-builder notation the set of all points in

the xy-plane which satisfy the following conditions:

A set of points at a distance of 5 from the line

whose equation is y 2

A set of points 4 units from the y-axis.

A set of points :3 units above the x-axis and

5 units to the left of the y-axis.

A set of points. the same distance from the:point

A(0,3) as from the point .B (0,-3) . If P is any

point in this set, prove PA . PB . If P- is any

point such that PA . PB , prove P is in this set.
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10. Which of the following are pairs of equal sets?

(a) ((x,y) :,3x + 6 . x -i- 8)- and C(x,y) : 2x = 2)

(b) (x,y) : x + 3 > 7) and ((x,y) : x > 4)

(c) (x,y) : 5x - 2 < 2x._+ 4) and ('(x, y) : 7x 21)

(d) ((xiy + 4 < 8) and ((x,y) x )

(e) 3) and (x : 6 > 3x) .

*11. Answer the qUestions Indicated by filling in the blanks

in each of the following:

If OC, NB, MA are

AB = 3 ;parallel and

BC = 6 ;

Then E0 k AB '; k =

NO = t MN ; t =

AC - k' AB ; =

and MO MN

.11g. _AI
B-KrIf cAA' II B' II PP'

then AP = k AB ; k

A'P' A'B'_
and A'P'

A'C'

A'B' -

A'C' A'B'

AP AB .
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(d) If a coordinate system

on assigns the

coordinates 0, 2, 8

A, B, P

respectively,
pt

The (A,B)-coordinate

system on line

assigns coordinate k

to point

AP = k AB . Then

AP' = k I'D' = k 14 2

Why?

OP' =

x

AP = k AB .

A"P" = k 15 31

0P" =

y

P(x,y)
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qg) Aboordinate sytem on 'line assigns coordinates

0, 1, k to A, B, P respectively. Where doe., P

lie'if ,k has values as indicated below?

87. Finding the Coordinates of Points of a Line.

We have:seen that ((x,y), : x ,3) is a vertical line.

It is understood that y may be any real.number.

tural to ask if there is an expression something

like thts -or an oblique line. Actually there is, and it is a

useful'tool in geometry.

To,showchow to find such an expression we consider a

particular line
;

the line AB where A - (1,2) and B

Since thethe line AB is determined ,py the points A and B

it seems reasonable that we should be able to find the

c6ordinates of other points in AB . For example, if P

in As and if AP 2AB we Should be able to find the

coordinates of P

511-3

-5)
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If Q __- in B and, AQ , we should be able to find
the coordinates of Q . If R is in the ray opposite to AB
and if AR = A we should be able to find the coordinates of

R Actually, P = (5,8h, Q = (2, R -1,-1) . We

can get these coordinates by working an individual problem for

each point. But our objective here is to derive an expression

offrom which the coordinates of P, Q, R- or for that matter any
41-10.

other point on AB can be obtained by simple replacements.

In Chapter 3 we studied a coordinate system on a line.

At the beginning on the present chapter we.defined an

xy-cOordinattsystem in terms of two coordinate systems on

lines: the x-coordinate system on the x-axis and the

y-coordinate system on the y-axis. We wish now to consider a

coordinate system on the line AB . We call it the

(A,B)-coordinate system. In this coordinate system, the

coordinate of A is 0 and the coordinate of B is 1 . For

the point1 A, B, P, Q, R, we have coordinates as tabulated.

4
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x-coordinate Y-coordinate (A,i -cOordinate

1 2

,

0

,

P 8 2

Q.
0, _

Ft -1 -1

k

The expression which we shall derive shows us he

the x- and y-coordinates of a point in terms of it

(A, B)- coordinates.

The (A,B)-coordinate system on ABA established a one-to-

one correspondence between the set of all realnumbers k and

comp_

the set of all pointS in. -11.t . If k > 0 the corresponding

point is ln- ABw (but not A itself); if k = 0 , the corre-

sponding point is A ; and if k < 0 , the corresponding point

is in the ray opposite to AB

Let k be any real number and P(x,y) the corresponding

point in AB . Then AP = k AB if k 0 , AP - -k AB if

< 0 .

p, A:13 into the x -axis. Let p", A", B" be the respective

Let PI, A', B' be the respective projections of

projections of P, A, B intothe y-axis. P is in the

x-axis, then P = PI ; if P is in the y -axis, then P = P"

From Theorem 7-3 it follows that the segments formed by A',

B', P' on the x-axis and the segments formed by A" B", P",

on the y-axis axle proportional to the corresponding segments
41-0-

in the line AB Therefore .
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8-7 if k> 0

AP = k AB

A'1" k A' B'

1k 11 k13 11

Since x > 1

k < 0

-k AB

(1) ASP' = -k A'B'

11 = -k13 - 11

Since x < 1

-x ± 1 -2k

x 1 2k

A" P" = -k AM"

IY = 21 -k15 21

Since

-y 2 =

It follows that P (1 + 2k, 2 + 3k) and that
.1111-0-

AB = ((x,y)- : x = 1 + 2k, y 2 + 3k, k is real)

The equations x = 1 + 2k, y = 2 + 3k are called
parametric equations for the line AB the symbol k is

called the parameter, Each value of the ,parameter yields

exactly one point on the line, the point (1 4-.21.c 3k )

The value of k is the (A,B)-coordinate of the point; it tells
us that the point is in AB if k > 0 , in the ray opposite to
AB if k 0 , and that P is 1k1 times as far from A as
B is. The following table shows several values of k and
their corresponding points.

2k L=:Lf2111_
0 1 2 (1,2)

1 3 5 (35).

-1 -1 -1 (-1,-1)

2
5 8 (9,8)

7 15 23 (15,23

1 1
7 0 (- -TM

1000 2001 3002 01,3002)
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as

If we think of A(1,2) as (xl,y1) and B(3,5) as--
) , then the parametric equations for AB can be written2

k(x2 xl) y yi + k(y2 - y1)

Note how these formulas resemble that of Theorem 3-6.

Are these formulas true for any oblique line determined
by two points (xl,y1) and (x2,y2)/? Although we could

prove that they are by constructing a proof similar to that

for AB in the above illustration, shall not write it out
here. It is natural to ask whether'we can write parametric

equations for horizontal and vertical linen. You will find
that we can in the next problem set. Theat results are con-
solidated in the following theorem.

THEOREM 8-11, If Pi(xial)

points, then

171P2 ((C15r) x
k is real)

and P y2) are any two

= X
i
+ k(x xi),

k(Y2 Y1),

According to Theorem 8-11 every linen the xy-plane can

be "represented" by a pair of parametric equations. A natural
question Does every pair of parametric equations represent

some line? The answer to this question is no. Consider, for
example, the set

((x,Y) x . 1 + k.0, y= 2 k.0, k is real)

It is easy to see that x 1 and y - 2 -Xoz-gvery value of

k and hence that S is a set whose only element is the

point (1,2)

However there is a method of identifying those parametric

iquations which do represent a line in'a plane. We state it

As our next theorem.

5L7
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THEOREM 8-12. If a, b, c, d are real numbers such that

_d d are not both zero and if

S' ((x,y) : x = a + bk, y m c 4- dk, k is real ) ,

then S Is a line.

Proof: Taking

A(a,c) and B(a-

follow- that:

AB ((x,y)

0 and k = 1 we get two:points

c + d) . From Theorem 8-11 it

x a + bk, Y 7
therefore AB - 3 and S is a li

Example.

If T = -,y : x = -2 + 3k,

then T is.a line.

+ dk, k is real);

7 + 2k, is real)

If k = 0 , then x - 7 . If k = 1 ,

then x = 1 , y -== 9 Thus A(-2,7) , and B(1,9) are two

points in T . Using Theorem 8-11 we get
-Pr

=AB = ((x,y ) : x = -2 y = 7 + 2k, k is real

Therefore AB and T is a line.

We can use parametric equations for a line in expressing

the coordinates of the points of a line segment or a ray. If

k
l' 2

k-
' 3

k- correspond to P
l'

P
2'

P' , respectively, theh

k2 k2
is between -k and k- if and only if p

2
is between

3

P
1

and P
3

. This follows from the properties of coordinate
/ .

systems on aline as discussed in Chapter 3. Thus we get

segments or rays simply by restricting the values which k

may have. For example, AB where A = (1,2) and B = (3,5)

is ((x,y) : x 1 A- 2k, y 2 ± 3k, 0 < k < 1) Similarly,

AB is ((x,y) x = 1 + 2k, y = 2 + 3k, k,) 0)



Example 1:

Given A = (3,0) , B = (-1,2) Using Theorem 8-11
express, using set-builder notation,

(a) AB ,

(b) AB ,

(c) AB ,
_

(d) the ray opposite AB ; al so find

the midpoint of A , and

the- point P such that A is between and B

and PA = AB

Solu _ In this problem we take xl - yl = 0 ,

xo = -1 , y 2 Thus x0 xl . -4 y, yl =

AB(a) ((x,y) x = 3 - 4k , y - 2k k is real)
(b) AB = ((x,y) : x = 3 - 4k , y -= 2k , 0 < k < 1) .

(p)- AB {(a) x 3 4k . 2k , k 0) .

(d) the ra- 'opposite TE7 is

[(x,y) x = 3 - 4k , y 2k k < 0)

the midpoint of 'AB (set k n is

(3 - 4 1- a (1,

the point P set k is -2)

Example

4,
Given A = (0,4) and B (3,0) Find the point C on
_

AB whose x-coordinate is -2

Solution: In this problem we take xi 0 , yl - 4

x2 = 3 , y2 0 Then x2 - xl = 3 -2 - yi = -4 and

AB = ((x, y) x - 3k , y = 4 - 4k , k ls real)

We set x

y - 4 - 4(-

0 Then -2 = 3k , k 7 , and

4
8 0

Therefore C
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In Example 1, Part (e), we found the midpoint of a

particular segment AB . The midpoint of AB= is -10 ned by

setting k =
1

in the :parametric equations. In gene al

1 1 1
x xB

x_.,(= +xA
A

=, xA + ffxB _ = xpi + gxB A
+

2

1 _ 1 1 1 '. YA + YB
Y YA + f(YE 7 YA + 7YB V'ti 7YA YE 2

and therefore the midpoint is

+ xB + y_
A A

-2

Notice that this e _lt checks with the result derived in

Theorem 8-8.

Problem Set 8-7

1 Using parametric equations and set-builder notation

express AB , AB AB , and the ray opposite to AB if

(a) ,A = (1,4) , B = (2,6)

(b) A = (-1,3) , B = (2,0)

(c) A =! (0,0) , B = (3,2)

-(d) A = (1,1) , B - (4,4)

(e) A (-1,3) , B - (1,-2)

(f) A = (-3,-2) , B (0,1)

(g) A - (a,b) , B = (c,d)

(h) A = (a,, B =

Find the coordinates of the midpoint of AB

Problem 1(a) ; 1(b)

Using the midpoint formula find the coordinates

midpoint of the segment with-the given endpoints.

) (5,7) and (11,17)

(b) (-9,3) and (-2,-6) .

(c) (4,8) and
(d) (3.5,- )'and (1.7,-6)

-b) and (-a,b)

r s) and

the
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4. In each of following the endpoint and midpoint of a

segment are gi\len'in that order. Find the coordinates
,

of the other endpoint.

(d) (6,2) and (2,-1)

(a,b) and (5943b)

(3r,$) and (0,4s)

(a) (4,0) and (9,0)

(b) (3,0) and (5,2)

(c) (-2,3) and (3,5)

Find the cdordinates of the trisection point of NB
nearer A in Problem 1(c) ; 1(0)

Find the coordinates of the trisection point of AB
nearer B in Problem 1(e).

7 Find the coordinates of P AB in Problem (b)

such that

(a) AP 2AB

(b) AP --- 100AB

AP = AB .

AP - r AB .

Find the coordinates of P in the ray opposite to AB
in Problem 1( ) if

(a) AP = 2AB

(b) AP = 20AB .

(c)

(d)

AP t= 3.5 AB .

AP 7 AB .

Find the coordinates of F in AB- if A = (- .and

B = (3,-2) , and

AP = 3PB

(b) BP = 4PA

BA - BP

(d) PA - 5BA

10. Let C = -1,2) , B = (5 . Is 1o7-11 vertical,

horizontal, or oblique? Use Theorem 8-11 to expre

CD Try three different values of k to see if

the three points are on CD .

(b) Using C ,a) , a) x1 show that

Theorem 8-E1is true for horizontal lines.

Using E , F (a,y2) yl / y2 show that

Theorem d'lats, true for vertical lines.

11. Usingparametr equations and -tbuildernotation
express the sides Of the triangle whose vertices are:

(a) A(0, B(0,3) , c(4,0)

p(-3,0) , B(0,3) ,- F(3,0)
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Draw the graph:

(a) ((x,y) x= 1 1--2k ,y. 2 -k k is real) .

(b) ((x,y) : x = 2k , y = k 0 < k 2)_.

(c) ((x,y) : x= -1 k = -k k 0)

(d) ((x,y) x = k y = -k k

(e) ((x,y) ': x 3 , yak 1 .

Given A = (- g B = (2, -2) and C is on WEI%

(a) find the y-coordinate of C if its x-coordinate

is 5 .

find the x-coordinate of C if its y-coordinate

is 8 .

find the y-coordinate of C if its x-coordinate

is 29 .

(d) find the coor96nate of C if it is on the x-axis.

i(e) find the cooininate of C if it i on the y-axis.

-1.4. The vertices, of a triangle are A(0,0) , B(9,0) , C(3,6)

Find the coordinates of D , the midpoint of EN; E

the midpoint of EU ; and F the midpoint of UA . Show

that a trisection:point of each median of triangle ABC

is 0(4,2) .

Given p ((x,y) x = a ck y a b dk k is real) .

(a) Show that p is a vertical line if d . 0 .

(b) Show that p is a horizontal line if d = 0

(c) Show that p contains the origin if a = 0 . b

8-8. Slope.

We are now ready to study one of the important properties

of a line. which corresponds to the idea of the steepness of

inclination of a line in the-world of everyday affairs. The

steepness of a stairway depends on the relationship between the

rise and the run of a step.

AP 2 RISE
PR RUN
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If one stairway has steps with a certain rise and run and

another stairway has steps with rise and run each twice as

large, is it clear that the steepness of the two stairways is
the same? In other words, a run of 2 with a rise of 1 gives
the same steepness as a ,run of 4 with a rise of 2 .

2

The steepness or pitch of these stairways may be defined as

the number obtained by dividing the rise by the run, in
either case.

The concept of the slope of a line is based on the idea

of "rise divided by run." If we think of one step connecting

two points Pi(xl,y1) and P2(x2,y2) on a non-vertical line,

then the rise is ly2 e yli and the run is lx2:- xil

r
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We' ould de

by

-e the elope, of the. segment

15r2_7 Y11-
,1N2

segment 1715' , is defined an

But we do not.

Y2 Y1
x- x
2 . 1

as rise divided':

e slope of a

The _ormula-withOut

the absolute value is easier to handle, and it turns out to be.

'more useful. The absolute value of the slopeconveys.only the

magnitude'of'the slope. The sign of the slope conveys the

additional idea of "elopes up or down!" as suggested in the

figure:

4, (1,7)

SLOPE 3 2=2 3
1-4

(SLOPES DOWN)

(4,3)

-Starting with the concept of the slope of a segment we

now develop the concept of the slope of a line. Consider the

line B where A = (1,2) and 9 (3,5) . Then

AB . ((k,y) : x= 1 2k , y'. 2 3k , k is real) .

Let us compute the slopes of several segments PIP2 On . .

Take F1 as the point corresponding to k1 and °E2 as the

point corresponding to k2
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P- slope of I7377

1

k2 1

(1,2)

(1,2)

(1,2)1

(9,14)

+ 2k1, 2 + 3k

'0)5)

,(7,11)

(-5,-7)

(-7,-10)

2k2, 22, + k

. 2

7

-2

a

11 - 2

-7 2

-5'-

-10 - 14 _

Note that ther ope of every segment of -1Wer- is . Note also
that 3 and 2 are the coefficients of k in the equations for
y and x respectively: Let us check the last line of the table.
Suppose k1 and k2 ar'e any two distinct values of k'. Sub-

stituting in the parametric equations we get

if k

f k

Then

ki, x1 . 1 + 2k1, yi = 2

k2, x2x- = 2k2, y2 . 2

+ 3k1,1,

+ 3k2

P-

1

P2

=

.

1

(1

+ 2k 2^ 2k1,

+ 2k2, 2

+ 3k1

+,3k2

xl = (1 + 2k, ) - (1 + 2k1 ) j 2(k2 _

Y2 7 y1
-(2

-I-

3k2) (2 + 3k1) = 3(k2 -

Y2 Yi 3
x x
2 1

)

Does every nonvertical line have the property that all of its

segments have the same slope? We show that this is indeed the
case.

Let c be any line and let

any two points on c . Then

C
1-
C
2 xi((x,y) x = k

2

k is real).

555
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As the example abOve we take.twO distinct values of k
say p and _41 , corresponding to two distinct points P and.

Q sin C1C2 , and find

xp XI + p(x2. x1} and

x + q(X2 x and

Y- = Y (Y1 P 2

Y.- Yi ci(Sr

Then

YQ = (Yi P Y2 Y

x - x + p(x2 xi)P
X
CI

(
-1 1

Before we divide yp = yQ by

Yi ± (1(Y2 Y1)] (P

[x1
ci(x2 P

we should assure our-

selves that x, 0 . If xp xQ 0, tthen xp e xQ
17.

and C1 2C is a vertical line. If C
1
C- is a nonvertical
2

link, x xQ 0 , x1 - x2 / I and

Yp YQ Y2

x- , = x x
-Q. 2

y
xi

This proves that all segments of a non-vertical line have the

same slope. We may then write the following definition and

theorem.

DV1NITION. The slope of a non-vertical

equal to the slope of any of its segments; the

slope of a non-vertical ray is the Slope of the

line which contains the ray.

Notation. The slope of AB, IV!7 AB is denoted

by mA WE respe=ctively.
AB B m

'1111EOREM 8 -13. The slope of a non-vertical line p is

Y2 Yl
x

, where P
1
P- is any segment of p and
2

s
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Iliang7heoreM 8-1 we' can write parametric equations for.a"

line which passes through two given points. In the folldwin
theorem we pee how to write parametric equations for a line

passing thrOugh a given point and having a given slope.

THEOREM 6-14. if p iS the line through (x1,y1)- with

slope m = ,r t hen

1. p = ,y) : x =

and

2 P m x,Y) x = xi + k

+ kf k is real)

k' is real)

Proof: Su pose h is a nianter such that (x1 + g yi + h)
is a point on p . Then the slope of p 'is

(Y1 h Y1 h
7T7FTYZ7c

hSince the slope is 17 by hypothesis, it follows that
8

and h = f Therefore (xy,) and (x1 + g., y1 + f) are

two points on I and it follows from Theorem-8-11 that

p = ((x,y) x =xi + kg y = yi + kf k is real)

Next let n be a number such that (x1 1 , yi is

a point on p . Then the slope of p is

(Y1 n) Yi
n+ rr

Since the slope is m by hypothesis, it follows that

Therefore (x1,y1) and (xi + 1 , yi-+ m) are two po n

on I and it follows from Theorem 8-11 that

(2) p= (( y) :x= xi y =y1 + km , k is real)
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We ndw consider three possibilities for the slope ofa

Line;, it is positive, it is zero, or it is negative. Let

Pi (xial) and P2 (x2,y2) be two,points of a line We

suppose that the points are named so that P2 has the larger

x-coordinate. We disregard the possibility x2 = xi , since

this would imply that P-1P2 is a vertical line.

4
Possibility 1. The slope is positive. Then y2 - y

and x2 - xi are both positive or both negative.. Since we

named the points so that x2 > xl it follows that x2 - xi

and y2 yi are both positive. This means intuitively that,

as a particle moves along P1P2 from left to right (from the

point with x-coordinate xi to the point with x-coordinate

x
2

) it is going uphill.

Possibility 2. The slope is zero. Then y2 - y1 = 0 .

This means intuitively that, as a particle moves along the
11--

line, P
1
P2 it is moving on "level ground." (The y-coordinates

of all the points of the line are the same.)

Possibility 3. The slope is negative. Then one of the

numbers, y2 - yi and x2 xi , is positive and the other

one is negative. Since we named the points so that x2 > xi

it follows that x2 - xi is positive and y2 - yi is

negatiVe, that is, y2 < yi . This means intuitively that, as

a particle moves along F1P from left to right, it is going

downhill.

6' 41
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This section closes W several examples involving the
slope idea.

Exam

Given A . -8 and B = (-2

Solution:

Find

Example 2. A line r passes through (1,3) and has
slope 5 . Find the point on r whose x-Coordinate is -3

, Solution: r = -y) :x 1 -Fic,y= 31-5k is real)
Set x = -3,. Then -3 = 1 k ,k = -4 y . 3'- 20 = -17 .

-Answer: (-3 -17)

Example 3. Find the slope of the line

((x,y) x = 3 4k , y . 2 , k is real) .

Solution:

k = 0: (x,y) = 3,2)

k =, 1: (x,y) = (7,2)

-Then the slope is 2 2
- 0

k - 0 and 1 to get two points on the

Alternate so on: By inspection of the parametric

equations, x2 x
-2 -1

4 and y2 - yi = 0 . Therefore
0 ,m = 7 = v

Problem Set 8-8a

1. Find the slope the segment joining the points in each

of the follow ng pairs.

(a) (0,0) 6,2 (f)

(b) (0,0) and (6,-2) (g)

(c) (3,5) and .(7,12) (h)

(d) (0,0) and (-4,-3) (1)

(e) (-5,7) and (3,-8) (i)

559

and

(-2.8,4) and (4.2,-1)

(,0) and (0,_ .

(1000,-500 ) and (1001,-499)

(a,b) and (b,a); (a b)
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Replace the "?" 'by a number so that the line through

the two points will have the si.ope given. (Hint:

Substitute in the slope formula.),

(a) (5,2) and m = 4 .

(0' ( -3,1) and m d 1

(c) (6,-3) and , m

id) ( ?,12) and (5,12) , m = 0

,Plot the points A ( -1,0) , B(6,2) , C(4,5 ) ,

:am ABCD' Find the slopd of each side of ABCD

Which two sides have the same

Plot the quadrilateral

Q(2,3) R , S(- Which paArs of sides

have the same slope?

5. Without plotting tell whether the slope of the segment

joining the points in each of the fallowing pairs has a

positive, zero, or negative slop. Then tell how you

would interpret the sign of a slope.

PQRS

slope?

with vertices B(0,4)

a) (-3,4)

-3,4)

-3,4)

and (2,0) . (3,2) and (5,0)

and (2,4) (5,0) and (3,2) .

and (2,8) (-1,4) and (0,10)

6. Which of the segment joining the points-in each of the

following pairs is steeper?

(0,0) and (100,101 ) or (0,0) and (101,100

7. Find the slope of the line segment joining (a,,t)

(b,) if a b

8. Given: B = ((x,y) x a 3 - 2k, y = -1 3k, k is real}.

What is the, slope of

Parametric equations of a line are useful in plotting the

graph of a line when one point and the slope are given.

Consider, for example, the line I through P(1,2) with
3slope 7 .

((x,y) : x = 1 4- 2k, y = 2 +3k, k is real) .

If x = 0 then (x,y) = (1,2)

If k = 1 , then (x,y) = (3,5)
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If k = 2 , then (x,y) 5,8)
If k =,3 then (x,Y) = 7,11)

Note that as k is assigned values 04.1i-2,

(Successive increases of -1 ), the corresponding
,

x-values are 1, 3, 5, 7, ... (successives increases of
2 ),and the corresponding y- values are 2, 5, 8, 11,

(successive Increases of 3). Note that 2 apd' are
the' coefficients of k in the parametric equations, and
that is the slope. The numerator and denominator
of the "slope fraction" tell us howto get from one point
to another on the line as suggested-in the figure.

Y

Use

the

this method to plot the lines determined in each of
following;

Pi = (03,2) ; slope.=

(0,0) slope =

P1 = (2,-4) ; slope =

Pi = ; slope =

b
-1

(0,0) ; slope =

-l0. Plot the graph of lines through the origin having the
following slopes:

(a) .

by,
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11.
1.Write

the parametric equations for the lines in

Problem 10.

Our next theorem, gives us a relation between he:concept

of parallel lin and the concept of Sio

THEOREM 8-15. Two non-vertical lines are parallelif and .only
0 if their slopes are equal.

Proof two distinct non-vertical lines p and q

be given. We have two things to prove:

(1) If p then their slopes are equal.

(2) If the slopes of p and q are equal, then p

(1) Suppose

P

Let
1

,y1) and P_ _2,Y two Points in p

vertical lines through P1 and P2 intersect q in

Qa + h) and Q2(x2,y2 + k) , respectively. Then

P1 Q1 Q2 P2
is a parallelogram. Therefoe P1 Q

1
= P

Since P
1
Q
1

- IhI , P2Q2 a Ikl , and since h and k are

both positive or both negative, it follows that h = k
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But the slope of p is

and the lope of is

(y2 k) - (yi h)

x2 -
-1 x2 xi

Therefore the slopes are equal.

(2) Next, Suppose there is a number m which is the
slope of both p and q . We want to prove that the lines
are parallel. We do.this by showing that if they have one
point in common, then they are the same line. Suppose then
that they have a point, say R(xi,y1) , in common. Since p
is not vertical, it contains, a point P(x2,y2) such that
x2 xi . Sinde q is not vertical, it intersects the line
((x,y) : x = x2) ; that is,' 4 contains a point Q(x3,y3)
such that x3 = x2 . Since the slopes of PR and QR are
the same,

Y2 Y1
lc 2 1

Y2 4-11-Y -h Y2 Yi

Y2 Yl

xl2

Since x2 . x3 , the denominators x2 - xi and x3 - xi ,

are the sameA Hence y2 - yi = y3 - yi , or y- . y3 . This
means that Q = P . In other 4ords, if p and q integsect
then p and q are the same line and therefore parallel. If
p and q do not intersect then they are parallel by

definition. This completes the proof that if the slopes of

p and q are equal, then p and q are parallel.

A natural question to ask is the following one. if the

Slopes of two segments are equal, and have a point in common,

are thdy collinear? This suggests the test for collinearity

stated in the next corollary.
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Corollary 8 -15. Three points' A, B, C are collinear

if and only if m_ = in , or they lie on a vertical line.
.AB BC

This "if,and'only if" statement is a short statement

combining the two statements:

(1) If m = m then 'A, B, C are collinear.
AB

(2) If A, B, C are Collinear, and do not lie on a

vertical line, then m = m

Proof: Let A, B, C he three points and let

m2 = m . Then
BC

= ((x,y)

(X y) X xB k = yB

= xB k y = yB kml k is real]

If m1 =
'2

m- then = and B, C are collinear.

A, B, C are collinear, then it follows directly from

Theorem 8-15 that ml = m2 t

56 4
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Problem Set 8-8b

'11111w "411-110*1. Show that AB II CD and that AD II BC

(4) A =-1-3,-2)-, B 7

(b) A . (5,-3) , B =

(c) A = C-3,0) , B =

(5,i) , C = (6,6) , D = (-2, )

(15,-2) C = (26,-2),, D = (16,-3)

(1,5) C = (10,2) D = (6, -3)

2.--A Show that _'.`AP is not parallel to -CD if A = (6,2) ,

13 = (-1,4) = (-1,2) D.=

(a) Is e point B(4,13) on the line joining A(101)
to C(5,17) ?.

(b) Is the point (2,-1) collinear with (-5, and
(6-8) ?

(c) Given: A . (101,102) , B. (5,6) and C (-95,-94).

Determine whether U!=rew
(d) Given: A = (101,102) , B'-= (5,6) , C = (202,203)

and D . (203,204) . Are illAer and CD parallel?
Are they equal?

(a) Given: A = (3,8T-ltnd the slope of line p
2containing A is 7 . Find the coordinates of

three more points on p .

(b) Given B . (-1,0) and the slope of line q

T.
containing B is - T. . Find the coordinates

three more points'on q

5. Write a pair of parametric equations of the line

containing (3,4) whose slope is
2

Write a pair of -parametric equations of the line

containing (-1,3) whose slope is -1 .

(Hint: -1 = .)

6. Given: AB =-((x,y) x'= y = -1 3k k is real)

What is the slope of AB ? Express CD in parametric
411--ww.

equations if CD and CD contains (0,0)

7. Given a- ((x,y) :x= 1 2k ,y= 2 - k , k is real) ,

b ((x,y) : x = 3 y = -1 h h is real) ,

show that a II b . As part of your proof, show that

a / b

565



8. 'Given x,y) x = 1 ± 2k, y = 3 4k, k is real) ,

x,y) : x = 1 4h, y = 3 - 8h, h is real) .

Show that p q

Given m = ((x,Y) : x - 1 + 2k, y = 2 + 3k, k is real)

n ((x,y) x = 1 - 2h, y - 2 + 3h, h is real)

Show that m acid n intersect in one point.

(b) Find the coordinates of that point.

10. Four points taken in pairs determine six segments. Which

pairs of distinct segments determined by the following

four points are parallel? A(3,6) , 9(5,9) C(8,2)

D(6,-1)

11. Show by considering slopes that a parallelogram Is

formed by drawing segments joining in order A

)

9(5,1) (6,-2) and 9(0,2)

12. Show that if one of two parallel lines is' vertical, then

the other is also.

13. Given A(-2 -4) , B(4,2) , C(6,0) . Let fl be the

midpoint of AB and E the midpoint of BC Show

that DE is parallel to AC .

14 It is asserted that both of the quadrilaterals whose

vertices are given below are parallelograms. Without

plotting the points determine whether or not this is true.

a) A(-5 B(-4,2) , C(4,6) , 9(3,1)

(b) P(-2,- Q(4,2) R(9,1) , S(3,-3)

15. Show that the line through (3n,0) and 0,n

parallel to the line through (6n,0) and (0,2

Assume n # 0 .

16. P - (ail) , Q (3,2) R = (b,1) - (4,2) Prove

that PQ RS and th

a = b - 1 .

II RS if and only if



8-9. Other Equations for Lines.

In the preceding sections we have used parametric equations'

to express the coordinates of the points of .a line. In this

section we find anotfler expression which "represents" a line.

We illustrate with a particular line.
41-10.

Consider the line AB where A - (2,5) and B = (4,8)
Then -'P'x,y is collinear with A and B if and only if

Ym mince and
AP

is collinear with A and B if and

F A or

AB

AP

3
7 , F(x,Y)

only if x - 2 or Y) = (2,5) r 5
x

x - y 5
If (x,y) - (2,5) then = 0 ,

then

x '23__,- Y 5 x - y 5Y 5 - and Conversely if n, 3

then or (X,y (2 ) . It follows hat P(x, )

. X - 5is collinear with A and B if and only if
2 3

Therefore

If we think of A

expression appears as

4 r.

AB --- )

x

and , the

This suggests e folio wing theorem.

THEOREM 8-16. If P yl) and

is an oblique line, t

I.
PQ

and if PQ
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Proof: The point R y collinear w

if and only if R 7 P or , that is
TQ(x,y) = ,y1) or

that is, if and only if

then

P and Q

and' only if

Corollary 8-16-1. If IN, is the line,of Theorem 16,

PQ
y. Yi

Y) Y Y1 *--X(
1

Proof: To prove this we show that the equation of the

x xl y y_

theorem, xo xl

of the corollary,

Y2 yl
is equivalent to the equation

To get the second form from the first, multiply both sides of

the first by yo yl ; to get the first from the second

divide both sides of the second by y2 - yl .

Corollary 8-16-2. If

yl

p

with slope m , then

568
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Proof: If m C this follows immediately from

Corollary 8-14-1 since p also passes through

(X,D)Y,)
-1

+ 1, m)
and then

Yo Y1
m

x - xi

If m = 0 , the equation reduces to T- yi

DEFINITION. The equation
X -
x s x_

called the two-point form for the

of an oblique line FlP2 , where

Pi (xl'Yl)

DEFINITION.

y Yi

Yo yl

equation

The equation y y1 m(x xl)

Is called the point slope form for the equation

of a non-vertical lino with slope m and

passing through (xl,y1)

Example 1.

CD = ((x,y)

C (7,-3) and 9 = (4 -5) , then

y + 3
((x,y

x 7 y + 3
-3

x y + 3

Wimple 2. Write an equation for the line through

with slope 4 Answer: y + 2 - 4(x 4- 5)

Example 3. If A - (2 , 9 = (3,4) , C (

9 = (0,-1) , find the point of of
_

ersection of AB and CD .
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AB

Solution:

((x,y)
y

U=5 -1 +,2

A
-Also m 3

slopes areare unequal the\lines intersect in some point

D

x,y) 3x

-1 2
7

y =: 5)

-- -5)

Since these

Then 3x1 yl - 5 ,
5Y1 = -")-5

(xliY1)

Ikaltiplying both sides

of the first equation by 5 and a( ing to the sides of the
/'

5second equation we get 16x1 = 20. Then
xl V"'

44P.
Therefore AP point (1

Problem Set 8-9

5
7)

Write an equation in two-point form for the line

determined by the given pair of points.

(a) (1,4) and (4,3) (d) (-3,2) and (5,-4)
(b) (c and (-3,0) (e) (0,0) and (1,-8)
(c)-(0,-5) and (3,0) (f) (-1,1) and (1,-1)

Write an equation in point-slope form for the line which

contains the given point and has the given slope.

(a) (0,0) ,

(b) (-3,5 ) ; .

(c)

(d) (-3,-2) 0

(e) (-3,2) -1

(f) (0,-5) 3

Write an equation in point-slope firm of the line that

contains the given point (5,8) and is parallel to the

line found in Problem

= (1 , and C = (5,4. In triangle AEC , A = (0,0) ,

(a) Write an equation

(b) Write an equation

(c) Write an equation for the line that contains the

median from A

for AB

for AC ,
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Write an equation for the line that contains the

midpoints of AB and AC

Write an equation for the fine -44V11

If D = (7,7) , find the coordinates of the point

f intersection of W i-d BCF.

Below are equations of lines. Which of these lines

contains (2,3) ?

) 2y = 3x

(b) 3y - 2x

c) y 3 = 2(x - 2

(d y = 2x-- 1

7 +
y 2
x - 3 2

#6. Write an equation of the line that contains- (-2,4 ) and %\

whose slope is the given number.

(d) 71 .

(e)(b) 1 .

(c)

Given below is a Set of four lines. State which pairs

of lines are parallel.

p = ((x,y) x 2y = 8) , q ((x,y) y .-1) 2

r .,((x,y) : 4x 2y - 3) '2 s = ((x,y) 2x - 4y 11)

8 For each pair p and q determine whether p q

p and q intersect in one point, or p = q

(a) p ((x,y) : x - 2y = and q ((x,y) : 2x + y =1)

(b) p = ((x,y) : x - 2y - 8) and q ((x,y) : 2x -ity=161

(c) p = ((x,y) :,x - 2y -= 8) and q ((x,y) : 2x -4y=10)

9. Given two non-zero numbers a and show that

= 1 is an equation of the line that contains

(a,0) and (0,b) . This form of a linear equation is

called the intercept form.

10. Given two numbers m and b show that y = mx + b is

an equation of the line whose slope is m and which

intercepts the y-axis at a point whose y-coordinate is

b . This form of a linear equation is called the slope-

intercept form.

571



8r10. Perpendicular Lines.

We have seen that two non-vertical lines are parallel if
and-only if their slopes are equal. In this section we develop
a condition in terms of slopes for the perpendicularity of two
lines. If one of two lines is vertical, then a necessary and
sufficient condition that the lines be perpendicular is that
the other one be horizontal. The following theorem is a state-

Ment about the perpendicularity of two non-vertical lines in
terms of their slopes.

THEOREM 8-17. Two non vertical lines are perpendicular if and

only if the product of their slopes is -1 .

Proof: Let the given lines'be dkoeed by pi and Q,

and let their sloped be m and m I respectively. We have
two statements to plove.

(1) If
Pi

I p2 , then

(2) If m. -1 , then

- -1

Pi I p2

prove both statements together as follows.

Let q be the line containing (0,0) which parallel
to pi . Let cio be the line containing (0,0) which is
parallel to p2 . The slope of qi is mi and. the slope

q2 is m2 . Let qi and q2 intersect the vertical line
((x,y) x 1) in R(1,- ) and S(1,$) respectively.

572
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Then m m = 0

OR

m
OS

0

Therefore` (1,m1) and 1

Then pl 1 p, if and only if

only if Tff I To7§

From the Pythagorean Theo

follows that

p1 1 Po if and only if

and if and

and its converse it then

Using the distance formula we get

2 0
(OR m1 +

-1 ,

Then Pi 1 P2 if and only if 1 + ml

if and only if

if and only if

if and only if

which completes the proof.

1 +

573
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Example 1. Given A = (2,5) , B
D 8,7) , show that AB CD

Solution:

Since

7 - 5

AB

7 - 1

4C-eb-

3

-1 it follows hat AB I D .

(4,1)

Example 2. Given P = (4,-15)
, Q = (-17 ) , R - (0,5)

determine whether or not PQ is perpendicular to QR

Solution: 3 t 15 18 6 3 - 5 2
-17 4-- -777 7 ' ---17 17Nye"'

Therefore Q is not perpendi

Example 3. If A (0,0) , B = (4,3) C

D === (-5,11) , prove that the diagonals of quad ilater[ ABCD
are perpendicular.

Solution: Since

9

Example

11 3

AC

, it follows that AC i BD

4. Given A = (5,-7) B = (0,0) C (7)

since

determine whether or not triangle ABC is a right triangle.

Solution: Since _ - 7
, m = 6 , m -- , it

AB 5 Tc-
(

follows that AB I BC andOlence ABC is a right triangle

with right angle at B . \

574
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Example 5. Given A - ( -1,3) , and B = (5,-1 ) , find an

equation in point-slope for for the perpendicular bisector of

AB in the xy-plane.

Solution: Since the. -lope of - 3 2
7 , it

follows that the slope of the perpendicular bisector is

-1 5 -

a

equation of the perpendicular- bisector is y =

or 3x - ?y = 4

The midpoint of AB - (2,1) Then the

Alternate solutiOn: The m dpoint of AB is (2,1) ando
3slope of the perpendicular Bisector AB is 7 in

the above solution. Then parametric equations for the

perpendicular bisector are

x = 2 - 1 3k

Then 3x = 6 + Ok 2y = 2 + 6k ; 3x - 6 = - 2
4. _

3x.- Vy = 4 . It follows that 3x - 2y = 4 is an equation

for the perpendicular bisector of TA in the xy-plane.

Problem Set 8-10

Lines p, q, and s have slopes

1 respectively. Which pairs of lines are perpendicular?

-4 , and

The vertices of a triangle are A(16,0) , n(9,2) , and

C(0,0)

(a) What is the s ope of AB

(b) What is the slope of a line brat is perpendicular

to AS ?

(c) What is the slope of BC ?

(d) What is the slope of a line that is perpendicular

to 7J ?

Show that the line containing (0,0) and is

- .perpendicular to the lipe containing (0,0) and (-2,3)



4. Show that ABC if A . (a,b) (0,0 and
C (-b,a) where a ,Z 0. and b 0

5. Given the points P(1,2) , Q(5,-6) , and R(b,b

determine the value of b so that LPQR is a right
angle.

Given AB ((x,y) x . 1 2k and y = 2 3k
k is real) , and 411Cllw= ((x,y) : x = 1 - 3k and

y = 2 -I- 2k , k Is real) .

Prove: (1) AB- and CD intersect in

(2) AD I CD .

Given :AB = ((x,- x . -1 4k y 2 - 3k , k ly real
If CD-1 AB and 7D contains (-2,2) , express D with
set notation symbols and parametric equations.

The vertices of triangle ABC are A(0,0) , B(3

and C(4,-1) Using parametric equations express:

(a) The line through B that is parallel to AC .

.411ww(b) The line through B that is perpendicular to AC .

w-_,
(c) The line through A that i parallel to BC

(d) The. line through A that i rpendicular to DC -.

(e) The coordinates of D if D is on
D

and

-4!6171 BC .

Using slopes, show that the quadrilateral A(8,0)
C(-2,0) , D(0,-4) has four right angles.

10. Express in set notation the perpendicular trisector of the

segment that joins the following pairs of points.

(a) (3,3) and (1,1) (c) (-3,73) and (3,5)
(b) (-3,2) and (3,-1) (d) (0,0) and (a,b)

11. Show that if (a,b) and d) are distinct points,

the line p containing them is perpendicular to the

line q joining (b,c) to (d,a)

Given A = (0,0) , B = (4 C = (3,

(a) Find x so that AB I CD .

(b) Find x so that W11.11 CD

D
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13. Given: A( 9 ) and B(t,1,-2). Calculate the slope of the line

perpendicular to AB though A and draw the line.

14. Given P(-3,1) , Q(0,-5) , and R(5,0) Calculate m

(a) Through

(b) Through R.

-411-15-

draw a line parallel to PQ

draw a line perpendicular to PQ

l5tThe slope of a line p through (2,3)

(a) Give the coordinates of two other points on p

(b) Give the coordinates of two other points which are

contained in a line through (2,3) perpendicular

to p

PQ

16. Given a quadrilateral A B(a + c,

D(a,b + c)

(a) Prove that AC lls= BD

(b) Prove that AC I BD .

(c) Prove that AC and BD have the same midpoin

a + c,b +

8 -11. Parallelograms.

This section -clontains several definitions and theoreMb

relating to parallelograms. In Chapter 6 we defined a

parallelogram as a quadrilateral each of whose sides is

parallel to the side opposite it and proved two theorems.

They are

1. In any parallelogram each side is congruent to the

side opposite it. (Theorem 6-6)

If two -sides of a quadrilatere are parallel and

congruent, then the quadrilater.al is a parallelogram.

(Theorem 6 =7)

In Problems 2 and 5 of Problem et 6-7,and Problem 5 of

Problem Set 6 =8b, we proved statements which we now introduce

formally as theorems.
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THEOREM 8-18. A quadrilateral is a parallelogram .if each of

sides is congruent to the side opposite it.

THEOREM 8-19. A quadrilateral

if etch angle is congruen

s \a parallelogram if and only

to thean le opposite it.

We now consider cases of special parallelograMs which

have properties not common to all parallelograms.

.DEFINITION. A parallelog a rectangle if

and only if it has a right angle.

Perhaps you think of a rectangle as a quadrilateral having

four right angles. It is possible to start with this as a,
.definition or the one given above. In either case the -they/

statement becomes a theorem.

DEFINITION. A parallelogram is a rhombus if and

only it two consecutive sides are congruent.

DEFINITION. A parallelogram is a square if and

only if it has a right angle and two adjacent

sides that are congruent.

You should notice that every square is a rectangle and

also a rhombus. We might say that the set of squares is the

intersection of the set of rectangles and rhombuses. We can

picture roughly the-set relations as follows:

578"-L-4-
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In' this diagram the region marked P represents the set

of parallelograms; the region marked R the set ofR1
, _

rectangles; the region R, , the set of rhombuses; the region
marked 9,, the set of,squares.

The following theorem is a direct consequenc-

definition of a rectangle and Theorem 8-19.
OUP

THEOREM 8-20. A quadrilateral is a rectangle if and only

It is equiangular.

The proof is left as a proble

As a .direct consequence of

and Theorem 8-18,' we also prove:

definition of a rhombus

THEOREM 8 °-2l. A quadrilateral is a rhombus if and only if it

is equilateral.

Problem Set 8711

1. Does a rhombus have aT1 the properties of a paYallerogram?

'Does a parallelogram have all the properties of a rhombus?

Explain.

2. Define a squa e in terms of: (a) a rhombus,

(b) a rectangle.

579
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3. (a) Write the tit%) parts of Theorem 8-20.

(b) Prove both parts of the theorem.

k. (a) Write the two parts of Theoret 8-21.

(b) Prove both parts of the theorem.
j: _

5. Identify the following statements as true or false

able to justify your answer for each statement.

(a) If a quadrilateral is a rectangle, it is equiangular.

(b) quadrilateral is equiangulare it is a rectangle.

If a quadrilateral is a rhombus, it ia equilateral.

If a quadrilateral is equilateral, it is a rhombus.

If a +quadrilateral is regdlar, it is a square.

The two triangles determined by a diagonal of a

parallelogram are congruent.

g) If the triangles determined by one diagonal of a

quadrilateral are congruent the quadrilateral is a

parallelogram.

8-12. Using Coordinates in Proofs.

We have seen that the xy-coordinbe system is a useful

tool in solving problems in geometry. As we pointed out in

the beginning of this'chapter, there are many coordinate'

systems in a plane. It is natural to expect that a coordinate

system selected to "fit a problee_might be a better tool than

one set up without reference to the problem. And this is

indeed the tase, as we now lllustr e.

Example. Prove that if-'a line segment joins the midpoints

of two sides of a triangle, its length is half the length of

the third side.

A

Proof I:

SUppose a triangle and a line segment joining the Mid-

points of two of its sides are given. Label the given triangle

ABC so that the given segment joins,the midpoints of sides

,17 and Call these ml dints D and E 'respectively.

50
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We now set Up'an xy-coordinate system in the plane of

triangle ABC which seems to fit the problem. We Choose line
ox as the line B . We choose-point A as the origin. The
line OY is taken as the line in the plane ABC which is
perpendicular to 41dre-at A . Then A e (0,0) , B (b,0)

C = (c;d) , for some real numbers b, c, d . (We,know that
b / 0 since A and B are different points. We know that
d 0 , since A, B, 0= .are noncollinear points.)

Then we use the midpoint formula to get

; 0 ; d

b + 0 + d

d%

b + c

Then P and AB are hor ntal lines and

I

b c

2 1

AB - lb 01 - Ibl

follows that DE AB ,

Proof

and this complet e proof.

ti

In the above proof we labeled our figure and set up a

coordinate sem to fit the problem. We now give a proof

using a coordinates ystem w ch is not set up to fit the

problem. Scan this proof

with the above proof.

see.how

581

compares in difficulty
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SuppoSe a triangle AEC is given and that D,E, F are the

midpoints'of Ter, Wr, wm, respectively. Then using the

midpoint formula we find that

But

D
x
A
+ x

C YA Yo

Using the distance formula we

E

get

xBc y
B
; y

C

AB
B T-A

1
Therefore DE 7 AB_. Similarly EF =

k

582
0
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As yOu can see from these two proofs an xy-coordinate

system which is set up to fit the problem simplifies the

expressions involving coordinates which are used in the proof.

In Proof I we found that yr) = = yE . This proves that DE

is horizontal and hence that DE 11 AB .

It might appear in our first proof, that we are proving

only a special case. Actually the proof applies to all cases.

The x-axis and the y-axis can be chosen anywhere in the plane

so long ap they are perpendicular to each other. For con-

venience we chose AB as the x -axis. We cannot then choose

AC as the y-axis. For then AC j AB and this would mean

that the proof is for the special case of a right triangle.

After selecting a line for the x-axis we may select any point

in it as the origin: We chose' A as the origin. Then OY

is/taken as the unique line in the plane of triangle ABC

which is- perpendicular to X at A The proof is general

since we can set up such a coordinate system starting with.

any triangle and the segment joining the midpoints of two of

fts sides-.

We state as a theorem what we have proved.
1

THEOREM _2. A line segment which joins the midpoints of two

sides of a triangle is parallel to the third side and its

length Is half the length of the third side.

Problem Set 8 -12

1. Prove Theorem 8-17 if the coordinates of the vertices

ABC are: A (0,0) , B = (2b,0) , and C = (2c,2d)

, Is there any advantage in choosing these coordinates

rather than the coordinates in Proof I,of the example?

If there is an advttntage, explain.

2. Given LI ABC with AB1= = 8, and AC 10 .

Find the perimeter of ElDEF , if D, E, and F are

midpoints of the sides of_the triangle-
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3. It is desired to measure the distance between two trees on

opposite sides of a building.

If the two trees are represented

by-points X and Y , then

locite a third point Z from

which both X and Y may be
seen. Place stakes at M and

'N , the midpoints of 77 and

How can you find the

.2 distance between ,X and Y
after measuring MN ?

Explain.

6

In Problem 1, if c 0 then ZiA216 is a

triangle. Explain.

Prove that the midpoint of the hypotenuse of a right

triangle is equally distant from the vertices of the

triangle.

Given isosceles triangle ABC Set up a coordinate

system with the vertex of the triangle on the y-axis and

the corresponding; base of the triangle on the x-axis.

PrOve the statement: If a triangle is isosceles, the
0

medians to the -two congruent tides of the triangle are

congruent. - [Hinl:, Let vertices A and B be contained

in he x-axis and vertex .0 be contained in the y-axis.]

8. Prove the statement: If the medians to two sides of a

triangle are congruent, the triangle is isosceles.

9. Write a single.statement which combines the statements in

Problem 7 and Problem 8.

4
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3. It is desired to measure the distance between two trees on

opposite sides of a building.

If the two trees are represented

by-points X and Y , then

locate a third point Z from

which both X and Y may be
seen. Place stakes at M and

'N , the midpoints of 77 and
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Explain.
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Prove that the midpoint of the hypotenuse of a right

triangle is equally distant from the vertices of the

triangle.

6 Given isosceles triangle ABC . Set up a coordinate

system with the vertex of the triangle on the y-axis and

the corresponding base of the triangle on the x-axis.

PrOve the statement: If a triangle is isosceles, the
0

medians. to the -two congruent ,sides of the triangle are

congruent. - [Hinl:, Let vertices A and B be contained

in)he x-axis and vertex .0 be contained in the y- axis.]

8. Prove the statement: If the medians to two sides of a

triangle are congruent, the triangle is isosceles.

9. Write a single.statement which combines the statements in

Problem 7 and Problem 8.
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THEOREM 8 23. Given quadrilateral ABCD with A = (0,0)---
B = (8,0) , D = (b,c) , then ABCD is a plarallelogram if

and only if C (a b,c)

Proof: There are two thing. to prove;

(1) If ABCD is a parallelogram, then C = (a b,c

(2) If C = (a b,c) , then ABCD is a parallelogram.

(1) Suppose ABCD is a parallelogram. Let C = (x,y) .

Ar,op-
Since AB is horiz ntal, then D is also horizontal. There-

fOre y . c . If b / 0 then neither AD nor B is
vertical. Since ALL!' EC it foliws that m = m and

Wr
hence that

b x But y= Therefore x - a = b
a -

x - a + b , and C = b,c) If b = 0 , then D is in

the y-axis and AD is vertical. Since BC II WU , BC is

also vertical and, x x a b., and again

C(aA-bx)

586
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(2) If- C (a b,c) then 1V is horizontal and hence

parallel to AB . Also DC = la +'b bl = lal

AB = la - 01 = lal Then DC = AB and DC 11 It

follows that ABCD is a parallelogram.'

Corollary 8-23j_ If the coordinates of the vertices of
a parallelogram are A = (0,0) B = (a,O) , C F (a b,c) ,

and D = (b,c)- then the parallelogram is a rectangle if and

only if 6 . 0

Proof: There are two things to prove:

(1) If ABCD is a rectangle, then b =0
(2) If 13'= 0 , then :ABCD is a rectangle.

PART ( I)

587
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1) If 'ABCD is a rectangle, then ZA is a right-'

e and AD I AB Therefore, D is in the y-antis and

= 0

(2) If ABCD is a parallelogram and b = Q. , then

D = (0,c ) . Since D is on the y-axis we know that ite(AB
LA is a right angle. Therefore, ABCD is a rectangle:

Corollarjr 8523-2. If the coordinates of the vertice-

a. parallelogram are A = (0,0) , 5 = C = (a b,c

and D (b,c) -where a > 0 then the parallelogram is a

rhombus if and only if a =

Proof: There are two things to prove:

(1) If ABCD is a rhombus, then a =

2 2
(2) If a = c , then ABCD is a rhombus.
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(1) If ABOD Is a rhombus,

By the distance formula AB = a 2

substitution property of equality a

then by definition AD =

v
.4/

and AD = b2 4- c
2

By the

C
T

(2) It is given that a = c

formula AB = a , and AD = b2 ÷7
property of eqUal.ity =, AD . Since

the parallelogram' ADDDare congruent,

rhombus.

. By the distance

By the substitution

two 'adjacent sides of

the' parallelogram is a

We shall use the results of Theorem 8-23 and its

corol aries to prove certain properties of the diagontils of a
parallelogram, a rectangle,' and a rhombus. The following
experiment will help us to discover these relations.

Experiment

Draw several pictures of a parallelogram, a rectangle, a
rhombus, and a square. Use a protractor and a ruler to

discover the properties that appear to be true with respect to

the diagonals of each of the given quadrilaterals. Record

your findings in the chart by checking the quadrilateral Which

has the listed property.

Diagonals
bisect each other

Diagonals
are I

Diagonals bisect
the angles

Parallelogram

Rectangle

Rhombus

Square

THEOREM 8-24. A quadrilateral isa parallelogram if and only

if the diagonals bisect each other.

$
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Proof. There are two things to prove:

(1) If ABCD 15 a parallelogram, then AC and BD

each other.,

AC and EU bisect each other, then ABCD

is a parallelogram.

) C 0

(0,0)

Y

PART (I)

PART ( 2)
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(1) You will be asked to prove PArt (1) of Theorem 8-24

n he next problem set.

(2) tet thecoordinates of he quidrilAter I be
A , B (a,0): C = (x,y ) and D (b,0) . Since

P7. and TU bisect eacnpther they have the same midpoint.
Thus

and . b
;

From this we see that b and y m c .- Therefore

C (a 1- b,c) And bar 11114arem 8-23' ABCD is apwrallelogram.

You will be asked to prove the following theorems'in the

next problem set. You should' note that there are two parts

to the proof of each theorem. You should write out the two

parts of the statement which must be proved before e teginning

your proof.

Theorem 8-23 and' the t'wo corollaries will help you set up

the coordinate system for Theorems 8-25 and 8-26.

THEOREM 8-25. A parallelogram is a rectangle if and only if

the diagonal's are congruent.

THEOREM 8-26. A parallelogram is a rhombus if and on1y'if the

diagonals are perpendicular.

THEOREM 8-27. A parallelogram is=a,rhombus if and. only A
diagonal bisects one of its angles.

Problem Set 8 l3

Prove Part (1) of ,Theorem 8-24.

Prove Theorem 8-251.

Prove Theorem 8-26

Prove Theorem 8-2

51 (I
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5.0 List the properties of a rectangle that are not true o.
all parallelograms.

6. List the properties of ,a rhombus that are not true

parallelograms.

Keeping in mind its definition, may a squire be considered
ASP.

a rectangle? a tiharibus? Then'A square "inherits" the

properties of And

8. Make a chart like the following and check which figures

have the listed propertied.

arallelo-
a-

rectangle rhOmbus square

.__

oppo i- sides are 1

opposite sides a

opposite Ls are

consecutive L. are supp.

diagonals bisect each Other
,--

diagonals 'are =

diagonals are

diagonals bisect angles

it is' ,equilateral

it is equiangular

it is re &ular

. Starting,with the set of all quadrilaterals e)ep/ain how

.-the set' Of parallelograms, rectangls rhombuses and

squares may be considered as subsets.



4. Tra Zoide.

DEFAITION. A qUadrilateral with one pair of sides -

Parallel and the other pair of sides not parallel
is oalled,a trapezoid.

DEFINITION. The parallel sides of a trapezoid -are

called the bases of the trapezoid; the other two.

:sides are called the lets of the trapezoid.

DEFINITION. If rt3= is a base' or' trapezoid ABCD
then A and B are a pair of base angles of the
trapezoid.

4

DEFINITION. A line segment which is perpendicular

to the lines containing the bases ofithe trapezoid
and which has its endpointsin4these lines is

Called an al de of the trapeioid.

DEFINITION. The line segment which connects the

midpoints of thelegb of's, trapezoid is called

the median of the trapezoid.

DEFINITION. A- pezoid whose legs Are congruent_

is called an =osce.les trapezoid.
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Problem Setj3714

1. Prove that the median of a trapezoid is parallel to'itst

bases and that it3Slength is hair the'sum of the lengths
of its base(. Hint: It ABP be the trapezoid with
A . (0,0) , B = (2a,0 ) C (2b,2c) p .-(2d12c)'

2. Using the result of Problem 1, find the length of the

segment marked x or y in the following diagram.

Parallel lines are indicated by arrows, lengths by

numbers, and congruent segments by dashes.

(b)

3. One angle of a trapezoid measures 100 .. Can you find
the measures of its remaining angles? If, in addition,

you were told that the opposite angle has a measui4e of

70x could-you then find the measures of the two

remaining angleq:?. What are they?

4 Prove that a pair of base angles of a trapezoid are

congruent if. and only if the trapezoid is isosceles.

(Decide 'first whether you will or will not use
coordinates.)
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Prove that.the diagonala

of;a trapezoid are)congruent

if and only if it is

isosceles. (If you. use

coordinates you might

lloo Cse oordinates as-

shown. 'Then you have to

prove:two statements,)

(1) If d = -b ; then the

diagonals are congruent.

I the diagonals are

congruent, then, d

61. Prove: The segment joining

the midpoints of the

diagonals of a trape oid

is parallel to. the bases

and 'equal in length to

half the difference of

their lengths.

815. Concurrent Lines.

In this section we prove several statements whith contain

the phrase "the set of all points." Membership in the set is

determined by a condition or a combina on of conditions. ,The

,proof of such a statement consists of ,two parts. We 'must

prove that:

- 1. Any point beloftging,to the set satisfies the given

condition.
)

Any point that satisfies the, given condition belongs

to the set.
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TH$OREM 8-28. The set of all poi is in a plane which area

-equidistant from two given --in the plane is the

perpendicular bisector of the segment joining the given

pOints.

roof: Given two points 'A and B and'a plane which
41-419-

contains them. Choose AB asthe x-axis and the midpoInt

as the origin.

Then the-re\s a real number a , a i 0 , such that

-A = (-a,0) and Bst=(a,O) . Then the y-axis is the

perpendicular bisector of AB . there are two parts to the

proof.

(1) If P is in the y -axis, then AP = PB

(2) If AP = PB and P is in the xy-plane, then P

'is in the y-axi

(1) If P is in the y-axis, then P = (0,b) for some

number b and

(AP)2

(BP)2

and AP p BP

(

2 2
(0 a2

0 - b)2 = a2

(2) If P(x,y) -is any'point'such that' AP d PB , then

it follows from the distalke formula that

There

(x y = (x - a)
2

y-
_2 2

0
t 2ax a-

2
y
2

= x
2

- 2ax a-
2

kax = 0 ,

= 0

ore P is in the y-axis.-
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For the purposes of the next corollary it IA convenient to

have a definition of concurrent lines.

DEFINITION. The lines in a set of lines are called

concurrent if and only if there is exactly opepoint

which lies in all of them; the segments in a set of

segments are called concurrent if and only if there

is exactly one point, which lies in all of them.

According to this definition and.our earlier definiidns,
we note that concurrent rays lie on concurrent,,lines, or in the

special case of two opposite rays, they lie on the same line.

Corollary 828-1. The perpendicular bisectors of the sides

of a triangle are concurrent at a point equidistant from the
vertices of the triangle.

Given triangle ABC . Let p, q and r be the

perpendicular bisectors of TO, VU and AG , respectively.

Either, p and r intersect or p is parallel to r If

we assume p H r then AB r But r AC by hypothesis.

What theorem does-this contradict? The assumptiOn that p is

parallel to r is false. Therefore p intersects r at a

point.

If 0 is the point of intersection of p and r , then

OB . OA and OA = OC by Part (1) of Theorem 8-28. Therefore,

OB = OA = OC by the transitive'property of equality. There-

fore, 0 is in q by Part (2) of Theorem 8-28. This proves
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that Pp q,' _and r are .cOncUrrent at a pointequidi

from A, B, and C, the vertices of the triangle.

ENi 8-29. The set of all points in the interior of an

angl which are equidistant from the lines which contain

the sides of the angle is the interior of the midray of

the angle.

Proof We on

an angle ABC and

have

(1)

(2)

a proof without co _dinates. Let

D be given.

wo things to'proVe.

If P is in the

from P to AB-

If P is in the

distance from P

P to E then

interior of BD , then the distance

equals the distance from P to B
interior of &BC and if the

to BA equals the distance-from

P is-in the interior of BD

(1) Suppose P is an interior point of BD ; Since

m LAC < 180 , then m LPEC < 90 and 1t follows that the foot

of the perpendicular from P to BC is some point on VP:,
call it F Similarly, the foot of the perpendicular from P

411-111.
to BA is some point in BA , call it E . ABPE ABPF

Hence the distances of P from SBAby S.A.A. and PE = PF

and BC
4-W

are equal.

(2) Since P is in the interior of the angle and

PE rail% PF ne% and PE = PF , then APBE ZSPBF

m LBW = m LEBF . Therefore BP is themidray of L.
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Corolla- 8-29-7* The lines which contain the angle
bisectors of the angles of a triangle are concurrent at a point-
equidistant from the sides Of the triangle.

Let AABC with angle bisectors A_ BE, CF tie given,. Now

A d CF (except for the points A and :0 lie in the_

_-ame-nalfplane with -edge and CF are not

parallel (since the measures of /CAD and ZFCA are each less

than 90 ). Let I be their point of intersection. From

Fart (1) of Theorem 8-25 it follOwS that I is equidistant

from A and AC and also equidistant from 4We and tr.
11am.It follows that I is equidistant from AB and BC and by

Part (2) of Theorem 8-25 that I lies in 'BE -. This means

that W1410r and tVir are concurrent in the point I and

I is equidistant _om W1174M57. And B .

Problem Set 8 -15

1 Given A(-3,0) , B(0,4) C(5,0) -. Plot points A, B

and C andshow by a drawing how to locate a point D

such that DA = DB .-!DIC 'plan your drawing and state

the theorem (or corollary) that suggested it.

Given -A(-2,0) , B(0,-6) , and

find a point D such that the
_

BC and A are equal. State

that suggested your drawing.

Given A(-3,0) B(5,0) , and

protractor to:

C(3,0). Using a protractor

distances from D to 4Wew,

the theorem (or corollary)

C (0, Use a xuler and

a) Find a point X such that AX = BBC

frdm X to 41%eir and A are-equal.

and the distances
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4

Find a point on the x-axis that is eglially distant,

from A and B
Find a point on they -axis that is equally dlstant

from AC and BC
41-40.

.

In triangle' ABC , D is the midpoint of

midpoint of CA , and F the midpoint of X

(a) If AB = 12 CB = 9 , and AC = 10 , find DE, EF,

FD .

Provo that DE'll that II ; that

FD CA .

The perpendicular'bi ector of AB is also

,perpendicular to The Perpendicular bisector'

of BC .is also perpendicular to 3 The

perpendicular bisector of CA is also perpendicular

E the

to

Are the lines that contain:the altitudes of triangle

DEF concurrent? Explain.

5. We sketch two proofs of the following statement: The

lines that contain the altitudes of a triangle are

cone ent. You are (to fill in the missing parts of each

proo en decide which proof seems to'bamore

satisfying.

Proof I:

It ABC be the triangle. Consider the line through A

parallel to ;:the line through B parallel to A7C7

the line through fC parallel to AT . It these lines

meet in P, Q, R as shown in the diagram. Shover that

ZNPAB ACBA and that PA = CB . Similarly show that

CB = AQ . It follows then that PA-= AQ . In the same

way PB = BR and RC = CQ . The altitude from A to

is contained in the perpendicular bisector of

Complete the proof.
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Proof 11:

Let the trianKle be ABC

and choose axes so that

A = (a,0) B ='(0,b) ,

and C = (0,0) . Then the

y-axis contains the V

altitude from B to AC

bb
m = -7 m =
CB AB

Why? Therefore the slope

of the altitude, h
a

from

A is and the slope of

the altitude from C 110 ,

S . Why?

Theline'thatcontairishais
((x,y) : x = a bk, y = 0 4- ck k is real) ;

the line that contains he is

((x,y) x = c + bp , y = 0 ap
,

p is real)
.

a _
Setting k = -s- we find that (0, ) is contained.

in h
a

Why? Setting p = we find that (0, - ab
is also contained in h Why? Since the x-coordinate

of this point i 0 , the point is on the y-axis, which

contains h, . Therefore the lines which contain the

altitudes are concurrent.

6. Prove Corollary 8-28-1 by coordinates.
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In this chapter 4..,re defined coordinates in a plane and we
used them as a tool in formal geometry. We have seen some
"neat" proofs involving coordinates. In other situations we
hae decided to write proofs without coordinates. In

constructing a proof using coordinates it is usually wise to
set up a coordinate system which makes the expressions involving
coordinates as sltsplb as posibIle:,

developed; several expressions for the coordinates of

the points of aline, with itonsiderablegisphasis on the use of

set-builder notation and Parametric eciations. We defined the
slope of a non- verticai line and used it to get conditions for

perpendicularityand parallelism of .oblique lines:

p l q if and oniyjf mp m_ ,

P ll q if and only.if m

developed_ several equations for lines:

the two-pOint form,

the point-slope form.

We developed several formulas:

the ance formula,

the midpoint formula.
I

The chapter includes sel,, al theorems on triangles:

one about a line joining midpoints of two sides,

one about concurrence of angle bisectors,

one about concurrence of perpendicular bisectors .of} sidest

The following table summarizes several definitions and theorems

which are concerned with quadrilaterals. Each line in the

table yields a statement of the form: An A is a E if and

only if C . Proofs for statements with no reference listed

are easy.
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A B C by ,

quadrilateral,
,quadrilateral

parallelogram-,

parallelo&am

opposite sides are paraall
..

opposite sides are congruent

'Defn-
Ch. -6
Ch..8

quaUrilateral parallelogram two sides are paral7Tel and
congruent

Ch. 6

quadrilateral parallelogram 'diagonals bisect each otherNjh.8-24

quadrilateral

quadrilateral

rent at

square'

all sides are congruent

b,

all
.

sides are congruent and
all angles are right angles

qUad ilateral trapezoid exactly one.pair, cf. dides
is parallel.

Defn.

--e'
quadril teral

parallelogram

rectangle,

rhombus

all angles are congruent

all sides are congrupnt

th.8 0

Th. -1

parallelogram rectangle diagonals are congruent Th.8-25

parallelogram rectangle all anglos are right angles

parallelogram rhombus diagonals are perpendicular Th.8-26

-parallelogram' rhombus diagonal bisects one angle Th.8-27

rectangle square all sides are congruent

rho oU square ;all angles are congruent

Review Problems

1. Plot _hpgraph of each of the following.

(a) p = [(x,y) x 0 < y < 31
q x,y) y = 2 , 0 < x < 3)

r ((x,y) x = 1 + 2R , y = 1 21c c is an

loteger and -2 < k < 2)

(d) s ((x,y) x+ y 3 0< x < 3 and 0 y< 3
t = [(x,y) : x + Y 3 , -3 <x < 0)
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Is the folloOing ihformatio sufficient to prove
quadrilateral ABCD a pa 1Jelogram?.

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

(g)

(h)

(.1)

(k)

(1)

AB

AB

11

AB

LA 1'

1-6 bise

AC bisect:

AB 1 AD ; 1
AAA ACED .

AABD ACD
LC AB 11 DC

LA C AB - DC

NE I

AD

AD II' BC .

'ED Is EZ .

D

BD bisects 17\
AD; BC 1 CD

3. The diagonals of a rhombus are 16 and 30 . Find
the perimeter: of the rhombus.

4. The ratio of the lengths of two mides of a rectangle

is 3 4,,. The length or the diagonal of the rectrigle-

is 40 ; find the lengths of the sides of the rectdngle.

Three vertices of rectangle ABCD are A

B (3--1) , and *C(3,5) .

What is_ the

What isithe

What is the

What 1s AB

What is AC,

Write B

fourth vertex?

'midpoint of AB ?

midpoint of -AC

? Show that AC

using parametric e

=

quations.

Write AC using parametric equations.

Find Q on AC such that AQ a 4AC

Write parametric eclyiatio is for the line through C

that is perpendicula'r to AC
4

An isosceles triangle has vertiCe (0,0) ( a,0) )

(2a, 2b')

(a) What is the slope of the median from (0,0) , if any
(b) Whatis the slope of the median from- (4a,Q)., if any?
(c) Find the slope of the median from j2a,2b) , if any.
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7. In square ABM:, R is the midpoint of and

it the-midpdtnt, of .CAR 'intersects MI in T

Prove

Prove

Prove

that BS ---- AR .

that BS 1M,
that TD = AB

Let ".A = (0,0) and 'B e (2a,0)

Prove that.ithe median of-..0, ezoid bisects a diagonal.

9. (a) What is an equation of the x-axis?

(b) What is an equation ;f the y -axis?

) Show that all points of both axes satisfy the

equation xy = 0

10. A rhombus ABCD has *A at the origin and TE it th-

positive x-axis,

Quadrant I.

A = 60 , AB = 6 , C is in

(a) What are the coordinates of' C ?

(b) What ape the coordinaied of D ?

Find" AC .

(d) Show that AC' BD . .

(e) Using parametric equ-ations express AC :

1. 'Write an equAion for the set of points

(a) whose distances to (-3,0) -and (5 _) are equal.

(t )' whose diStances to the x-axis is, 3

(c) whose distfnces to the x- and y -axes are equal,

(d) whose'distancea to the horizontal lines y = -2

and y = 8 are equal.

whose x-coordinates are 12

whose y-coordinates are -8

(e)

(f)

12. Show that triangle ABC- is a right iposceles triangle

if- A - (3,4) , B (-1,5) , C =_ ( -2,1)

13. Using parametric equations express
a
the set

equally distant from A(0,4) ,and B(,8,0)

The point A(c,6) is equally stant from B

and- C(3,5) . Find the value of

f points



15. The dist e om ,(h 3) to the x-axis is twice

distarice to the y -axis. Find h (Two answers.)

16. ~ABCD is'a parallelogram. Show that the segment that
join6 D. to the midpoint of AB trisects AC .

17. In triangle ABC , 10* is

_in 'AB and' E is in

AD = 2DB ,and CE = 2EA

BE and DC intersect in

Show that

3 DP 1
- and pu = -6-
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- Chapter 9

PERPENDICULARITY, PARALLELISM, AND 000RDIN6ES IN SPACE

-4:

9-1. Introduction.

Our first contact with points, lines, and planes,in space
, / :I /-

was in Chapter 2, but since then our work ha:s'been a1 bet
,

completely restricted to points and lines iii a single plane.

-Now, having investigated plane geometry in some detail, we are

ready to turn our attention to space geometry. In particular,

in this chapter we extend the ideas of perpendicularity and

i

Nerallelism to figures which may not be contained in a plane.

Most of the results we are going to discuss are familiar

to us from our past exporierxe.0 However, we often miss the

essential features ofthings we have se a hundred times, and

i,certain results which are true in the p _ne are not true in

space. Moreover, without practice it is hard to visualize

geometric relations in space and harder still to- represent the.

by drawings On a sheet of paper.- To save time, it therefore

seems wise to omit the proofs of most of our theorems and

concentrate instead on getting a thorough understanding of the

results themselves. Fortunately, the proofs of the theorems

in this chapter are quite similar to the deductive argulAents

we have seen in previous chapters, and a few samples will be

An adequate indication of how the rest can:be constructed. Of

course at any time you are free to use any theorem that has

been previously stated, whether it his been proved in the text

or nod.

In preparation for the work which follows it will be help-

ful for you to review tif'6--ISIm-l"''space relations introduced in

Sections 2-5, 2-6, an 2 -(, And then to go carefully through

the exploratory problems which are given below. The ability to

makeAnd interpret drawings of three-dimensional configurations

will be great value to you through the rest of this course.



Be sure that you can do these two things. Appendix V offers-

many sugge'stions which may be-helpful to you.

Exploratory Problem

In the following sketch of a rectangular block, certain

combinations,of edges, considered separately, suggest

certain configurations of lines and planes=

In each of the following, copy the drawing of the block

and darken the appropriate

the indicated configuration.

-es to suggest your idea of

(a) Two distinct -intersecting lines.

(b) Two distinct parallel lines.

(c) Two lines which are neither intersecting nor

parallel.

(d) Three mutually perpehdicUlar lines.

(e) Three parallel lines which are not coplanar.

(0 A line intersecting one of two parallel lines but

not th other.

Two distinct lines which are perpendicular to the

same line and parallel to each other.

(h) Two lines which are perpendicular to the same line

at different points but are not parallel to each ott

(i) A line parallel to a plane.

(j) Two distinct lines which are parallel to the same

plane and parallel to each other. IL

Two lines which are parallel to the same plane but

not parallel to each other.

(1) No distinct parallel planes.
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(p)

(q)

Two perpendicular planes.

Three mutually perpendicular planes.

A plane perpendicular to each of two distinct

parallel planes.

T:,o distinct lilies perpendic iar to the same plane.

Two distinct pint perpendicular to the same line.

2. 'Without including any unnecessary lines, make drawings of

your own to suggest the configurations in Parts (d), (h)

(j-), 0), (1), (n), (p), (q) of the

preceding problem.

rpendicularlty Relations,

In Section 4-s we defined what we mean by two perpendicular

'lines. In this 'section we are going to discuss theperpen-

dtcuiarlty relation between a line and a -lane. 'Before we

define this formally, however. you should study -the fell swing

experiment-7 and from the clues they give you, you should try

to make up a definition-of your own.

-Experiment-
;

1. In Section 4 =10 we learned that in a- plane there is a

unique line which Is perpendicular to a given line at a

given point. Is this true in space? Hold two pencils so

that they appear perpendicular to each other. Can you hold/

one of the pencils in a different position and still have

it appear perpendicular to the other at the Same point?

How many different positions can one pencil assume and

remain perpendicular to the second pencil at same

point?-: Do you think these "perpendiculars" might lie in

the Same plane? Would such a plane be perpendicular to

the other pencil?

Place a sheet of paper on your desk. lIedd your pencil so

that it appears perpqndicular to the paper. With a second

pencil, draw a line on the page that appears to-be

perpendicular to the first pencil:

Esc
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Can you shift your first pencil so that it remains'

perpendicular to the line at the same poin \but is

not perpendicular to tnp paper?

Draw another line, intersectingthe first. Now,

place your pencil so that it appeara perpendicular
-

to both lines at their point of intersection. Does

the pencil appear to be perpendiculer'to.the plane

df tne paper? Can you hold your 'pencil so that it

is perpendicular tokthe paper?

Draw additional lines through the point Aer-
section. Does the pencil appear to be perpendicular

to each of them at that pot t? 'Is it still perpen--
dicular to the plane?

What do you think would be,a good definition of a
,

line perpendicular:to a plane?

The preceding experiments lead the following definition:

DEFINITION. A line and a plane are perpendi6ular to

each other if and only if they intersect and every

line lying in the plane and passing through the poin

of intersection is 'perpendigular to the giveD line.

The folowi

this definition:

PA PB , `PC

-to PQ

ee suggests he,rela ons described/by.

all lying in plane
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The results which we obtain in_this chapter can all be

derived without additional postulates. However, our develop-

ment proceeds much more easily if we accept as postulates two

treorems whose proofs are long and rather involved.

p The first, Postulate 24, should remind us of Theorems 4-21

and 5-11 which-deal with the existence of a line containing a

giveb-po\ int and perpendicular to a given-line. This postulate

is all tat we need at present. The second, Postulate

we snail introduce in Section 9-4.Y

-Postulate There is a que plane which

contains a given point and is perpendicular to a

given line.

We should understand clearly that in this postulate no

restriction is placed on the given point. It can equally well qv

be a point on the given line or a point which is not on the

given line. The postulate says simply that wherever the point

may be, there is always one and only one plane which contains

the point and is perpendicular to the given line.

From the-definition -©f' perpendicularity, we knoW that if a

plane 7 is_perpendiar to a line 1 at a point F on

, then every line in which passes through F is

perpendicular to . However, we do not yet know whether

there can also be lines perpendicular to at F which do

The following theorem answers this questionnot lie in

for us.

THEOREM 9-1. The plane which is perpendicular to a given line

at a given point contains every line which is perpendicular

to thegiven line at that point.

Proof: Let ) be any line and le

is perpendicular to

that .if

)21 lies in

the point F

is any line perpendicular- to

be the plane which

we must show is

then
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Now tine intersecting lines and determine a plane, say

and by Postulate 9 this plane intersects the plane

in a line, say

Moreover, since ...e" lies in the perpendicular plane 19

it must be perpendicular to Ae at F . .Hence, in the plane

/2 I 'both and _ are perpendicular to at the point

F .

But by Theorem -21, in a given plane there is exactly

one perpendicular to a given line at a given poi-

and must be the same line. That--.i

in the perpendicular plane /2 as asserted.

According to our definition, before we can say ha --

line is perpendicular to a plane at a point F

Hence

must lie

must be sure that io perpendicular to every line in

which passes through F . The next theorem tells us th we do

not need nearly this much information tO be sure that..aline is

perpendicular to a plane.

THEOREM 9 -2. If a line is perpendicular to. each of two inter-

secting lines at their point of intersection, is

perpendicular to the plane determined by the two lines.

.1 I L.)
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Proof: Let m and m' be tvt distinct Oh

intersect at the point F and let be a linewh en is.

perpendicular to both m and at F . Let 272,4ethe

plane determined by the intersecting lines, m apci-jel-, and

let 7 be the plane which is perpendicular to

According to the

Hence the

theorem both

planes ;V and lir7

and m' must lie In

have both m and m, in

nd X must be thecommon. Therefore, by Theorem 2-10,

same plane; that is, the plane determined by the two lines,

m and m' , is the plane which is perpendicular to at F ,

as asserted.

Postulate 24 assures us that there is a unique plane which

is perpendicular to a given line at a given poict, but it does

not answer the corresponding question of the xistence of a

line which is perpendicular to a given plane at a given point.

However, this is settled by the following theorem.

THEOREM 9-3. There is a unique
-

a given plane at a given p

rich is perpendicular to

the plane.

shall omit the proof of this theorem. The general ,

outnke is suggested by the following figure. is the plane

which is perpendicular at the given point, F ; to any

particular line, p Which lies in the given plane,

and passes through F . The required perpendicular J is the

line in which is perpendicular at F to the line, r

in which PAantd i(2 intersect.
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The .corresponding theorem dealing with the existence of a

li-e which passe6 thrdugh a given point not in a plane and is

perpendicular to the'plane is More conveniently handled a little

later atev'we have discussed parallel relations In space.

Problem Set 9-2

In each of the following pr ©blens, draw your own diagram

as part of the. proof.

1. In the figure, if /PQH is a

right angle and Q and H

are in shOuld you infer

from the definition of ,,a line

perpendicular to a'plane that

PQ Justify your answer.

In the figure, points

B, R, K and, T are in

plane ,:and Wb71

Which oil the following

angles must be right

angle LABR
_

RBT /TBA LKBR

614
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3. In the figure, plane/27

contain: the noncollinear

points R, S, P, but rn

does not contain T

(a) Do points R, 0 and

T determine a plane?

Why?

(U) If SP Ls perpendicular to the plane of R, S, T
which angles in the figure

Why?

--4. In the figure, the point A

and the square FRHB are

not coplanar; AB 1 FB .

How many planes are

determined by pairs of

segments in the figure?

Name them.

(b) At least one of the segments

in this figure is perpendicular to one of the planes
asked for in Part (a). Which segment? _ich plane?
Justify your answer.

In the figure, point R

and triangle ABF are not

coplanar, ZABF is isosceles

with vertex B is the

midpoint of AF , and

R HB .

must be right angles?

How many different planes

are determined by pairs

of segments in the figure?

Name them.

(b) Find a segment that is

perpendicular to a plane.

State the perpendicularity

and the theorems which Justify your .statement.
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In the figure; QP C at P

and %ri:PR- . Must PR lie

in plane C ? Why?

Planes » and ersect In

, as shown In the figure.

,-41BREir lies In E
plane ABR -intersec_ in

(a) Is -AB 111T3r? Why?

(b) is 'Irg1"11(t? Why?

(c) Is -1Wriltr? Why?

8. In this figure, FB plane

and In A RAB h lies in

plane , fR - BA . prove

AABF '1='- A RBF and /FAR, /FRA

Given the cube shown, with

BR BL . Does

Prove that your answer is

correct.

616
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(Since we have not yet given a precise definition of a

cube, we state here, for use in your proof, the essential

properties of the e4ges of a cube:

The edges of a cube consist of twelve congruent

segments, related as shown in the picture, such that any
two intersecting'segme_ are perpendicUlar.)

4

--Rarallel Relations.

In this section we are going to investigate parallel

relations between lines and planes in space, and this requi-es

that we ffrst define what .mean by saying that a line and a

plane, or two planes, are parallel. The following definiti

are natural extensions of the definition of parallel lines

which we gaVe in Section 62 .

DEFINITION. A line and a plane whose intersection

does' hot consist of exactly one point are parallel

to each other.

DEFINITIONS. Two Planes (whether distinct or not)

whose intersection is not a line are parallel' planes

and each is parallel to the other.

With these definitions in mind, the following experiments

should help you tb visualize the properties we are going

to discuss.

Experiments

Draw a lines\on a sheet of paper on your desk. Now hold

two pencils above your desk so that each appears parallel

to the line. Do the pencils appear parallel to each

other? Can you hold them so they are parallel to the

line and not to each other?



If two distinct lines ire parallel. to a plane, are

they necessarily parallel Ito. each ether? The

Parallel Postulate tells us that there is a unique

line which contain a given point and is parallel to

a given line. Do you 'think there is a Unique line.

. which contains a given point and,is _parallel to A

given plane? Hold two pencirs 'so, that they "intersect

Can you hold them so that both of them are also'

/parallel to the desk top?

Hold the two pencils cl-lhat hey represent sk-_

(noncoplanar) lines. Can you hold them so that the-

are both parallel to 'the desk-, top?

(a) We have learned that in a- plane; if a line intersectE

one of two parallel lines in a point, it intersects

the other in a point also. Is this true in space?

Draw two-distinct parallel lines on a sheet of

paper. Can you hold a.penail_so_it. wili_intersect

one of the parallel lines but not the other?

Suppose a plane intersect one of two parallel lines

in a point. Do you think it must intersect the other

also?

Suppose a line intersects one of two parallel planes

in a point. Do you think it must intersect the

other plane also?

(d) Sketch diagrams to illustrate Parts (a), (b),

Suppose a plane intersects'one of two parallel planes.

you think it must intersect the other plane also? If a

plane intersects each of two parallel planes, what can you

say about the lines.of intersection? In your classroom

consider the parallel walls "intersected" by'the floor.

Are the lines of intersection parallel? Think of a book-

case. The shelves are parallel planes, the end panel-, an

intersecting plane. What aboutthe lines of intersection?

Draw a diagram,of two distinct parallel planes intersected_

by a third plane.

A
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9

As Experiment 3 (a) in the preceding list suggests, in

space geometry it is not true that if a third line meet', one

of two parallel lines it must meet the other one also. However

'there are analhgous theorems which are true in space, and to
the we now turn our attention.

THEOREM 9-4. If aplane intersects one of two disein t parallel

lines in a pointkit intersects the other line in point
also

Proof: Let

contained in a plane

sec

d be two distinct parallel 'i_nes,

, and let be a plane which inter=

single poiwit Pione of the lines

Clearly,

Theorem 2-9,

cannot contain

Ild coincide with

because otherwise, by
p

and hence contain
, contrary to the hypothesis that it meets

one point. Therefore

with

can have at-most one

Now by Postulate 9, since

ircommon

they

and

in just
,

in commonnt

ve a point

ust have a line

meets each of

say p in common. Moreover, since

in t most one point, p must be

distinct from both are
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NoW:in the plane the line

parallel lines, 4 and , in a

it-mitst4lto meet the Other line

Since the line p is contained

point P
2 is also contained in

in a single point, as asserted.

p meets one of the two

ingle point, P1 . Hence

, in 6 point, say P2 .

in the plane ;49 , the

Therefore 7 intersects

The next theorem follows easily from the preceding one,

and we shall ldave its proof as a problem

THERE 9- If a plant4 .6 Araliel to one of two parallel

lines, it is also-parallel to the o

THEOREM. 9-6. If a plane intersects each of two distinct

parallel planes, tT e intersections are two distinct

parallel lines.
9

Proof: Let

end let

Since de and

both.4? and

and ,t is a line,

if! and ..40/be two distindt

be a plane which intersects both

and

parallel planes

and

do not intersect, 004 must be distinct from

By Postulate 9 the intersection of .049

say' r . Likewise the intersection of 0067

is a line, say s
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Moreover, these lines lie in the same plane, namely , and

have no point in common, since the planes and d have no

point in common. TherefOi.e, the intersections, r and s

are distinct parallel lines as asserted.

We should observe tha

hypothesis that the plane

he preceding theorem. contains the

intersects each of the parallel

planes, and . Actually, it is possible to prove the

strong9r-result that if a plane intercepts one of two distinct-

parallel planes (and does not coincide with it) then it inter-

sects the second plane also and the intersections are parallel

lines.

THEOREM -7- If a line intersects one of two distinct parallel

planes in a single point, it intersects the other plane.in

a single point also

THEORM 9-8. If a line is parallel to one of two parallel,

planes, it is parallel to the other also.

The asset -' -ions of Theorems,9-7 and 9-8 are illustrated by

Figures (a) and (b), respectively. We shall omit their proofs

however.

(b)
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Problem Set 9-3/

Make a:Ocetch tc ilIustftte the bypathesis of each-oDthe-

i'011oWing statements:- Indicate-whether each statement is

True (T) or Falie (F).

) If two distinct lines are parallel, every plane

containing only one of them is parallel to the:

other line.

If two distinct lines are,pdra! every line

intersecting one of them inters cts the other

In_two planes are parallel, an= line in one of the
7 ,

Planes paral el. to the other plane.',.:

If two planes are, arallel, any'lirte.in one of the

planes is parallel to any line in the other plane.

If a plane and aline are both perpendicular tb

the same line, they are paiallei to each other.

If a plane and a line are both parallel to the'same

line they are parallel to each other.

If each of tw distinct parallel planes intersects a

third plane, e lines of intersection are

perpendicular

(h) If two planes are parallel to the' ame line they

are parallel to each other.

'Two lines parallel to the same plane are parallel

to each other.

If a plane intersects two intersecting planes, thd -

lines of-intersection may be'paraliel.

2. Hypothesis: Plemes

and are parallel

shown, with in

and A in

intersects

AE intersects

AC F ZE .

WU
B and

at

Prove:.

622
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Prove Theorem 9 5.' (Hint! Let be a plane which-is

parallel to one of two-parallel lines;
1

and
'

say Then,ehe Of:the followi 4.-must be true.

(a) is parallel
2

(b) Eintersects

Use Theorem 9-4 to prove that (b) is impossible.

in a single point-.

9-4. Relations Involving Perpendicularity anclParallelism.

In Sections 9-2 and 9-'3 we considered relations in space

which involved, respectively,,,only perpendicularity and only

parallelism. In this section we shall investigate configura

tiona which involve both,perpendicularity and parallelism.

Since we shall omit'the proofs of most of our theorems, you

should perforM carefully the following experiMents and make

sure that you understand and can visualize the relations they

suggest.

Experiments

1. If two planes are parallel to a third plane, do you think

they are parallel to each other? Illustrate by holding

two books so that,each is parallel to the top of your desk

Do the books appear to be parallel? Draw a diagram of

three parallel planes.

Do you think there can be more than one plane

,contains a given point

Why?

h

d is parallel to a given plane?

`=If two distinct planes are perpendicular to-the same line,
.

do .you think they can intersect? Illustrate your

Con6lusion by piercing two sheets of cardboard (or small -

sheets cif. paper) with a pencil. Draw a diagram of two

IiStinct 'planes perpendicular to a given line.

62L
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Take a piece of cardboard, pierce; it with your pencil and

'plaCe it so:that it appars perpendicular to the pencil,

at the midpoint of the pencil. Mark a point OD the,Oard-

board and ,find the diptanee frost that point to each end

of the pencil. Are the distances approximatelyj the same?

Choose another point and make a second measurAent. Draw

a diagram of a plane perpendicular to a segment at the

midpoint of the segment.

If a line is parallel to a plane and is not contained in

the plane, do you think all the perpendiculars joining.-4

the line to the plane:Aare:coplanar? Are these perpen-

dicular segments equal in length? Are segments which are

perpendicular to each ctf two diatifict parallel planes' and

have their endpoints in the planes equal in length?

Illustrate with a diagram.

THEOREM 9-9. Two planes which are perpendicular to the same

line are parallel.

Proof: 'Let andands be two planes each of which is

perpendicular to a line Ae There are two possibilities to

consider:

(a) is parallel to A?

(b)
,

intersects "67 in a line.

If we can prove the second case Impossible, the theorem Will,

be established.

Suppose then, that .P and intersect in=a line. Thus

)67 and ie are distinct. By Postulate 24 the points, say P

and R , in which Ae intersects the respective planes #47 and

must be distindt.

Let L be a point in both of the planes P and oe

but not on Ae . From the definition'of a plIme perpendicular

to a line, .it follows that P is perpendicular to at P

and LR is perpendicular td at R . Hefice, since P and

R are distindt points, we have two. lines each containing L

and each perpendicular to

624
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This is impossible, according to Theorem 511;'hence the

*possibility that 79 and ..0t2 intersect in a line leads to-,a

contradiction and must be rejected. Thus ido and Fare
parallel, as-asserted.

THEOREM 9,10. If a line is perpendicular to one of two

distinct parfllel planes it is perpendicular to the other

also.



Proof: be two para leljaaneif and 1 tx

be a line-Which-il:perpendibular to one of them, sa

at the point P . Tien by Nega*m 9-7, must also inter
in a point, say R .

Let RI be any point of distinct from R and let 4V(
be the plane. determined by RI and Then Y/intersects

in the line RRir. and, by Theorem 9-6, must intersect 147

in a line, PP' which is parallel to RR,

Thus rn is perpendicular to one of two paral

(Why ?) and hence, it must be perpendicula

Sihee RI was any point in A9 diatinc
R , it follows that A is perpendicular to every line,

in ir which contains R . Hence, by definition, ...le is

perpendicular to the p ane , as asserted.

We shall-omit the proofs of the remaining theorems in

be-tion, but since some of them are asked for in the next

problem set,,it is necessary for us to introduce here the

second of the postulates we referred to in Section 9 -2. YOU
will find that with this postulate the misses proofs are not
difficult to construct.

lines,- namely PT'

to the other also.

from

[-

Postulate 25. Two lines which are perpendicular

Lo the same plane ,are parallel.

THEOREM 9-11. If a plane is perpendicular to one of two

distinct parallel lines, it is perpendicular to the other

fine also.

The assertion of this theorem is illustrated in the following

figure:

626



TEOREM 9-12. If two 1

th are parallel

les are each parallel to a third line,

each other.

This theorem completes the discussion we began in Chapter 6.

There we showed that in a.plane if each of two lines is parallel

to a third line, they are .Parallel to each other. The present '

theorem assures that, this result is true without the restriction

that the three lines lie in the same plane.

THEOREM 9713. Given a plane and a point not in the plane,

there 18 a unique line which passes through the point and

is perpendicular to the Oahe.

This theorem dotpletes-the discussion webegan in

Theorem 9-3. These two theorems together tell us that throu

any point there is a unique line which is perpendicular to a

given plane.

The next two theorems describe properties of planes which

are obvious calanterparta.of familiar properties of lines.

THEORE 9-14. There is a unique plane parallel to a given

pane through a given point.

-M 9-15. if two planes are each parallel to a third plane,

they are parallel to each other.

Theorems 9-12 and 9-15 provide the final steps in

establishing that the relationship of parallelism has

characteristic properties like those of equality, congruence,
and similarity. The relationship of parallelism for lines in

space has the reflexive, symmetric, and transitive properties.

Likewise the relationship of parallelism for planes has the

reflexive, symmeric, and transitive properties.

In Chapter 6 ve-considered a line and a point not on the

line. We proved that the shortest segment joining the point

to the line is the segment perpendicular to the line. As we

might expect, a similar result holds in space.



9.4
6 be a plane and P paint 'not on ti . There are

._ent joining P to fact one for every point

on By Theorem 9-13, exa- ly one of these segmeilta is

perpendicular to e*

THEOREM 9 -16. The shortest segment joining a point to a plane

not containing the point is the segment perpendicular to

the given plane.

The proof of this theorem we shall leave as a problem.

On the basis of this theorem, we formulate the following

definition.

DEFINITION. The distance between a point and a

plan0-711-6r-Ncontaining the point is the length of

segment joining the given point to the giVea

ne and perpendicular to the given plane.

Iw Chapter 6 we proved that two parallel lines are every-

where equidistant, and the same propertk holds for parallel

planes. More precisely, we have the following theorem.

6a,



THEOREM 9 -17. All segments which are perpendicular to each of.

two distinct parallel planes and have their endpoints in
the planes h -e the .same length.

In Chaptr-8 we showed that in a plane the set,. of all

points which are equidistant from two given points :P and Q
is.the line which is perperidicular to the segment at its
mldpoifit. The corresponding result in space geometry is the
following:

THEOREM 9-18. The set of all points which are equidistant from

the endpoints of a given segment,is the plane which

-contains the midpoint of the segment and is.perpendi u a-

to the line which contains the segment.

The proof' of this theorem is deferred to Problem Set 9-7
where it will be an exercise in the use of coordinates In proof.

Problem Set 9-4

1 Assuming here that

AX BX

AY =

AW BW

AZ = BZ

why are W, X, Y, and

Z coplanar?

2. Hypothesis:

D in

I AB

Prove:-

629
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Hypothesis: In the figure

717 1177 7'

CD 1 )7 .

Prove: AD = CB

4. Plane is the perpen-

dicular bisecting plane

of AB as shown in the

-figure.

) AW

,

Does FW

Explain.

,

Problems 5 -8 are concerned with geometric projection. The

following definitions are needed.

DtrINITION. The projection of a point into a plane

is the point of intersection of the given plane and

the line which contains the given point and is

perpendicular to the given plane.

63o
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Consider two examples in the diagram: P is the projection
)1( into ;-the point Q is in

into is Q itself.

and the projection

DEFINITION. The projection of a set of points into

dplane is the set of all points which are projections

into the plane of points contained in the given set.

(h)

projection as defined above, answer the following.,

Is the projection of a

Is-the projection of a

Can the projection of

an angle?

Can the projection-of

angle?

Is the projection of a right angle always a right

le?

Can the length of the projection.of a segment be

greater than the length of the segment?

If, two segments are congruent will their projections

be congruent?

If two lines do not intersect can their projections-

be two parallel,lines?

If two lines do not intersect can their projections

be two intersecting lines?

If two segments are parallel and congruent, will

point always a point?

segment always a segment?

an angle be a ray? a line?

an acute angle be an obtuse

their_projections'be congruent?
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Let the projection of point A ±nt plane be A'

distinot,fropy A . Let AP;be the ray opposite to' AA''

Let B ilelaypoint such that-the.lengther 13Lle 6

inches. Draw a diagram showing the projection of WIN

into 215 , and find the length of the prOjection'of 7Cff

into %Pe .in each of the following situational

(a) WS I I

(b) m,
(c) m LPAB = 30 .

(d) m LPAB = 45

(e) mL B= 60 .

7 Given the figure with

AB not in plane 7 ,
mY the projection of

7M into plane

0 the midpoint of Tr ,

and N the projection

of 0 into 77

Prove that .N is the mid -

point of

8. Hypothesis: BD is the

projection of EIU into

-plane 2,1 . AB lies in

plane and LABC is

a right angle.

Prove: L_ ADD is a right

angle. (Hint: Let M
be perpendicular to

plane ;0( .)

Prove Theorem 9-16.

1
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9-5. Dihedral An4leS.

Section 4-13 we introduced the notion of a dihedral

angle via the following definition:

pBFINITIC/C A dihedral angle union of-a line,

and twojialfplanes having this line as e

lying in the same plane.

At that time we were unable to assign measures to dihedral,.

angles, but now that we have discussed perpendicularity and

parallelism in space we can do so easily. First, however; we

must reduce the problem to one involving ane angles, for

which measures have already been. defined.

The following figure shows a dihedral angle, namely

LP -Q =S , and a plane, a. which is perpendicular to the

edge of the dihedral angle. We Observe, in the diagram, thlit

intersection of the plane and the dihedral angleis tne

union of two rays, and furthermore that theset.wo.concurrent

rays, namely B and BC , are not collinear. Thu;s the

intersection,is an angle.
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DEFINITION. The intersection of a dihedral angle

and any plane perpendicular to the edge of the

given dihedral angle is called a plane angle of

the dihedral angle.

If all plane angles of a dihedral angle were congruent,
it would be natural to take their common measure as the measure
of the dihedral angle itself. The next theorem guarantees that
this can be done.

THEOREM 9-19. Any two plane angles of a. dihedral angle are

congruent.

Proof: Let S and V be the vertices two distinct

plane angles of the dihedral angle LA-PQ- (Figure (a)).
Let U and. W be points distinct from V on different sides
of Ly . In plane UVS , apply the Point-Plotting Theorem and
locate point R on LS such that

(1) UV =: RS .

plane WVS , locate point T on such that

( 2 ) ST .

To prove the theorem, we must show that /V -71/ . In order

to do this, we shall apply the S.S.S. Congruenoqs Postulate to

show that LSUVW :-='= RST .

h3h
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mince 6r and ZS are plane angles of the dihedral angle,

each of the planes UVW and RST is perpendicular to W:.

By Theorem 9-9, the two planes are parallel to each other. ,By
4- 4 11.

Theorem 9- UV and RS are parallel. -This fact, .togetnpe

with (1), shows that UVSR is a parallelogram. Hence the

segments UR and V are both parallel and congruent.

A similar argument shows that WVST is a parallelogram,

and therefore that the segments V and WT are both parallel

and congruent. By the transitive property of parallelism and

congruence, the segments UR and WT are both parallel and

congruent. In other words, UWTR is a parallelogram. Hence

UW RT

Combining the S.S.S. Congruence Postulate tells

us that

ZYUVW 72' .

Finally, ZV and our proof is complete.

With the last theorem established, the measure of a

dihedral angle can now be defined.

DEFINITION. The measure of a dihedral angle is the

number which is the measure of any of its plane

angles.

DEFINITION. A right dihedral angle is a dihedral

angle whose measure is 90 .

DEFINITION. The planes determined by the faces of

a right dihedral angle are said to be perpendicular.

The proofs of the followi theorems about perpendicular

planes are not difficult. ave been left as problems.

THEOREM 9-20. If a line is perpendlcular to a plane, then any

plane containing this line is perpendicular to the given

plane.
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THEOREM 9-21. If twqplanes are perpendicular, then any line
in one of the planes which is perpendicular to their line

, of intersection is perpendicular to the other plane.

THEOREM 9-22. If two planes are perpendicular, then any line

perpendicular-to one -of the planes at a point on their

link of intersection lies in the other plane.

THEOREM 9323. If two intersecting planes are each perpendiculai

to a third plane, then their line of intersection is

perpendidularto this plane.

The - assertion of the preceding theorem Is illustrated in
the following figure. Planes '',A2 and i;f2 are each perpendicular:

to the plane .0f , and their line of intersection, is

therefore perpendicular to 4/

Problem Set 9-5

1. (a) How many dihedral angles are formed by the floor,

walls, and ceiling of your classroom?

If two planes are perpendicular,-what kind of

dihedral angles are formed?

Give a definition of an

acute dihedral angle,

obtuse dihedral angle.
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Draw three figures showing, respectively, an acu

a right, and an obtuse dihedral angle. .

Give a definition'of adjacent dihedral angles.

Illustrate with a drawing.

Give a: definition of supplementary dihedral angles.

Illustrate with a drawing of apair of adjacent

supplementary angles.

Give a definition df complementary dihedral angle.

Illustrate with a drawing of a Pair of adjacent

complementary angles.

Each of AP, BP,. and CP

is perpendicular to the

other two.

m /13 m Lic ' 45-

What is the measure of

Lc-PA-LB ? of ZCAB

Prove Theore

Hypothesis: Referring to

the figure on the right,
.410.

I 4; and AB i PQ

4o-4w .

Prove AB I cao

(Hint: Take PQ in

C

4. Prove 'Theorem 9-23.

Hint: Referring :p"-tle' liustrative figure in the text,

in plane .draw XN I NC and YN 1 NB 3
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5. Planes and are

perpendipular-to D.

-41 _11/ _

Lines BK and EH-, in
plane fi , determine

with 41117r two planes

which intersect ne
4 11r

AD and AC Certain

lengths are given, aS in

the figure. Are BKDA
and BACH parallelograms?,

Can you give a further

description of them? Is

6BHK ZW,D ? Can you

give the length of 75 ?

Prove:. plane

dihedral' angle, then

perpendicular to the edge of a

it is perpendicular to each face
of the dihedral angle.

Review Problems

Chapter 9, Section

1. In this problem, the symbol always denotes a line and
the symbol always denotes a plane. Fill in each
blank with the one of the following words

always, sometimes, never

which makes the resulting statethent true. In each case
make a sketch to justify your answer.

(a) If .AL is parallel tois parallel

_then in
3 '

and

parallel

(b) If
i

io perpendicular to and

perpendicular to , then

perpendicular to

h1H

is parallel to

to

is



If is \ erpendicular

dicular to

to

(d) If

to

(e) If

then
A

3 perpendicular

then I is

parallel to

a then is

perpen
2

perpendicular

1
and is parallel

1

perpendicular to P2

and is parallel to

(f) If is parallel to Pi

to then

(g) If

parallel to

and

2

1
is perpendicular

parallel to

1
is perpendicular to --2 and

perpendicular to

perpendicular to

If

then is

is perpendicular to

then ..719 is
1

-1 is perpendicular to

perpendicular to , then

parallel t

If P is perpendicular to l and

then is

and is parallel

prpendiculart-

perpendicular to

parallel to

-is

2 Mark each of the following statements true or

false (F)

If a line is tpprpendicular to each of two distinct

lines in a plane, it is perpendicular to the plane.

If three distinct lines are perpendicular to the

same line at the same point, the three lines are

coplanai.

Through a point not on a line, more than one plane

can be passed perpendicular to the given line.



(d) Through a point not on a plane, only line can be

drawn parallel to the given plane.

(e)- Through a point not on a plane, only one plane can

be passed 'perpendicular to the givqn plane.
(f) If a plane is perpendicular to the edge of a dihedral

angle, it is perpendicular to each face of the

dihedral angle.

(g) If two planes are perpendicular, a line in one of

the planes is perpendicular to the other. plane.

If two planes are perpendicular, a line perpendicular

to one of the planes will lie in the other plane.

If a plane intersects one of two distinct parallel

lines, it intersects the other also

if two distinct lines are parallel, one and only one

plane can be passed through one of these lines

parallel to the other.

(k) If 'a line is parallel to one of two intersecting

planes, it is parallel to their intersection.

Two planes parallel to the same line are parallel.

Through a line not perpendicular to a plane, a plane

perpendicular to the given plane can be-passed.

The projection- of a segment into a plane is a

segment.

Which of the following lines or planes must be parallel?

Which of them must coincide?

(a) Lines through the same point parallel to the same line.
) Lines perpendicular to the same plane.

); Lines perpendicular to the same line.

(d) Lines parallel to the same line.

(e) ;Lines parallel to the same plane.

(f) Planes perpendicular to the same line through the

same point.

(g)

(h)

(i)

Planes parallel to the same plane.

Planes perpendicular to the same plane.

Planes through thy: same point -allel to the same

plane.

Planes, through the same point perpendicular to the

same plane.

(k) Planes parallel to the same line.
64o



9-6. Coordinate Systems in Space.

In-Chapter 3 we introduced the fundameutar idea of a

coordinate system on a line, or a one-dimensional coordinate

system, as it is some imes called. In Chapter 8, we extended

this--idea to coordina systems in a plane, or two-dimensional

coordinate systems. Now that we have the necessary information

about perpendicularity and parallelism in space, we are in a

position to discuss coordinate systems in space, or three-

dimensional coordinate systems. As we should expect, our

development here will be very much like the development of

two - dimensional coordinate systems in Chapter 8 and for this

reason we shall omit many of the details and concentrate instead

on the results themselves.

Let OX and OY be any two perpendicular lines and let

OZ be the unique line (Theorem 9-3) that is perpendicular to

the plane of OX and OY at their intersection, 0

Clearly, then, each of the lines OX , OY , OZ is perpen-1

dlcular to each of the other two, so that we have in fact three

mutually perpendicular lines. Let I, _ and K be points on
4-10.

OX OY and respectively such that

OI = OJ OK = 1 .

On the line OX there is a one-dimensional coordinate system

with the point 0 as origin and the point I as unit point.

On OY there is a one-dimensional coordinate system witih,the
4 11.-point 0 as origin and the point as unit point. On OZ

there is a one-dimensional coordinate system with the/point 0

as origin and the point K as unit point. We shall refer to

these coordinate systems as the x- , y- and z-coordinate

systems, respectively.
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The lineline OX is called the x-axis, the line 41(::-rillwis

called the 1-axis, the line 9 is called the

Collectively OX OY OZ are called the coordinate axes.

The point 0 , which is common to the three coordinate axes,

is called the origin. The plane containing the x-axis and the

y7axis is called the xy-plane, the plane containing the x-axis

and the z-axis is called the xz- plane, the plane containing

the y-axis and the z-axis is called the yr-plane. Collectively

these planes are called the coordinate planes.

From the thec rems we proved in Section 9-1, it is clear

that all lines parallel to the z-axis are perpendicular to the

xy- plane. Similarly, all lines parallel to the, y-axis are

perpendicular to the kz-plane, and all lines parallel to the

x-axis are perpendicular to the yz-plane. Using the convenient

set-builder notation, these important observations can be

summarized as follows:



9-6

"Pictorial"
description

"Parallel"
description

"Perpendicular"
description

n:n II z-axis) (n:n 1 xy-plane)

n :n II y-axis n:n I xz-planet

n:n II x-axis

6L

(11;n j yz-plane)



It should be clear also that (a) all planes parallel to

the xy-plane are perpendicular to the z-axis, (b) all planes

parallel' to the xz-plane are perpendicular to tie
- -

all planes parallel to the yz-plane are peril ndi-ettlar to

the x -axis.

"Pictorial"
description

"Parallel" "Perpendicular"
description riptien

xy-plan z-axis)

V

y -axis )

1 I yz-plane
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As you will remember from Chapter 3, a coordinate system on

a line is a one-to-one correspondence between the line and the

-et of real numbers., Similarly, as you learned _in Ohapter.8

_rdinate system in a plane is a one-to-one correspondence

between the plane and the set of'ordered pairs of real numbers.

Now we are going to establish a coordinate sym in space as a

one-to-one correspondence between space and the set of ordered

triples of real numbers.

a

To do this, let P be any paint in space. Then through

P there passes a unique plane which 1,s perpendicular to the

x-axis (Postulate 24). This plane intersects the x-axis in a

point which has a coordinate, say x , in the one-dimensional

coordinate system established on by the ordered pair

(0,1) . This number, x , we define to be the first coordinate,

or x-coordinate, of P

Similarly, through

perpendicular to the

in a point which has

system determined on

number y we define

y-coordinate,(f F

P there passes a unique plane which is

y-axis and this plane intersects- t-e y-axis

a coordinate, say y , in the coordinate

(-)Y- by the ordered pair (0,J ) . The

to ,be the second coordinate, or

. Finally, through P there passes a

unique plane perpendicular to the z-axis, and this plane

intersects the z-axis in a point which. has a coordinate, say

z
-1-1P-

, in the coordinate system determined on 0Z by the ordered

pair (0,K) . The number z we define to be the third

coordinate, or 5- coordinate, of P .
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Conversely, if any order & = triple, say (kl,y1,z,)

given, there is a unique point_ F' having (x',y',z') as its

coordinates.41FIn fact, there is a unique plane perpendicular to
the x-axis at the point whose x- coordinate is x' , and there

is a unique plane perpendicular to the y-axis at the point
whose y-coordinate is y' . These two planes cannot be
Parallel (Why?), hence they must intersect in a line, m

which by Theorem 9-23, is perpendicular to the xy-plane.

Finally, there is a unique plane which is perpendicular to the

isz-axis at the point whose z-coordinate is z' . Since

perpendicular to this plane (Why?), it must intersect it
point F' , whose coordinates are clearly (xl,y-/-1, as
required.

Fig

a

As our efforts in this chapter have already illustrated,

it is difficult to represent space configurations by drawings

on a sheet of paper. You ought to-practice plotting in a three-

dimensional coordinate system o that you can make drawings and

visualize the space relations ich they suggest. __)f course,

you should begin yourpractice With simple situations, Mich as

plotting a single point, a pair of points, a sogplAit, or\a line.
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Figure (a) shows how a single point may be plotted. Figures

(b) and (c) below show a segment and a line. Notice that an

essential technique in plotting is the ability to draw a line

parallel to acoordinate axis. -Notice also the significance of

perspective along the x-axis.' You may wish to refer again to

Appendix V for further help.

Figure (b) Figu

By Postulate 24, it is clear that the procedure which

4 0etermines,the coordinates of a point, P , works just as well

when P is in one or more of the coordinate planes as it does

when P does not lie in any of the coordinate planes. Hence,

it should be easy for you to verify the results which are

summarized in the following table.
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Set of
points

Form-of the coordinates
of any point of the set

origin (0,0,0)

-y-axis (0,y,0)

z-axis' (0,0,z)

xy-plane x,y,0)

xz-plane (x,0,z)

yz-plane (0,y,z)

Equations) Satisfied by the
coordinates of any point of
the set

X si 0 y- 0 and z

x ='-40 and

y = 0 and z

z = 0

x = 0 ,and y = 0

y = 0

x = 0

z 0

From the definition of the x-coordinate of a point, P

it is clear that all points which lie in a particular plane,

, perpendicular to the x-axis have the same x-coordinate,

say x = xi . It is also clear that, conversely, any point

whose x-coordinate is x1 must lie in the plane . In

other words, the coordinates of every point in a plane which

is perpendicular to the x-axis satisfy an equation of the form

x a x , and conversely, any point whose coordinates satisfy
-1

this equation lies in this plane.

Similarly, we can say that all points which lie in a plane

perpendicular to the y-axis have the same y-coordinate, say
y yi , or in other words have coordinates which satisfy

the equation y = yi , and conversely.

What do these observations tell us about the coordinates

of points which lie on the line of intersection of a plane

perpendicular to the x-axis and a plane perpendicular to the

y-axis? Do you see that if a point P lies simultaneously in

a plane whose points have coordinates satisfying the equation

x.-xi and in a plane whose points have coordinates satisfying

the equation y = yi , then the coordinates of P must satisfy

both'of these conditions? if you understand this, it should

not be hard for you to-verify the assertions in the following

table.
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- Set of points Form 'of the coordinates
of any point of the set

uation( ) satiSfied,
by the(ceordinates of
any point of the set

plane

plane y-axis

plane 1.-z-axi

line j xy-plane

line I xz-plane

line I yz-plane

,y,z)

(x0Y1'42)

(x,y$zi)

X -- X
1

Y1

(xl,y1,z) x m xi and Y

(xl,y,z1) x x1 and z = zi

(x,y1,z1) y = yl and z = z

Problem Set 9-6

Using the same set of axes, plot the points Pa. Q, H, S,

-T, U, V : P(0,1,0)- ; Q(-3,0,0) R(-3,1,0) S(-3,1,4)

T( 1 4) ; U(3,-1,4) V(3,-1,-4)-.

2. Using the same set of axes, plot the points A, B, C, D, E

A (0,-1,3) B (3,4,6) ; C(-4$21-7) ; D(1,-3,0) ; E(5,2,-4)

Describe the location of all the points in space for which

(a) x = 0

(b) x . 2

(c) x = -3 .

Illustrate with a sketch for each part.

4. Sketch the set of all points in space which satisfy the

given condition.

(a) y - 0 . z = 0

(b) y = 2 . (d) - -4

5. Describe the set of points represented by each of the

following:

((x,y,z )y a z 0)

(b) ((x,y,z):x = 0) .

(c) ((x,y,z):x z = 0) .

(d) ((x,y,z):x = y z = 0)

(e) ((x,y,z):y = 2 and x 0)

1P- (f) ((x,y,z):x . 2 y = 1)

650
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9-7.*

6 SUggFetat convenient set of coordinates for the eight

vertices:

(a)

(b)

of a cube each of whose edges has length a ;

of a rectangular solid (parallelepiped)" having

mutually pez-vendicular edges of lengths a, b, c

respectively.

Where are all the points in space for which x
Sketch the graph.

9-7. The Distance Formula in Space.'

In Section 8-2, we proved-two theorem

8-2) which enable us to determine the dish

points on a line parallel to either of the

Similar results hold in space, and we have,

THEOREM 9-24. If Pi and P
2

to the x-axis, then P1P2

2 are the x-coordinates

THEOREM 9-25. If Pi and P2

to the y-axis, then P1P
2

y2 are the y-coordinates

are points

a Ixi - x2I

of P
1

and

are points

IY1 --Y2I

of P
1

and

THEOREM 9-26. If Pi and P2 are poi

to the z-axis, then P1P2 3 Izi -

are the z- coordinates of P andare _ _

a 2

(Theorems 8 -1 and

nce between any two

coordinate axes.

specifically:

on a line parallel

, where x1 and

P2 , respectively

on a line parallel

, where yi and

P2 , respectively-

t- on a line parallel

651

, where z and

sp
'

P2-- respectively.
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The proofs of these theorems are very:easy and we shall

them. Two applications these theOremS are illustrated

hb following figures.

If A - (6,3,1) and B =

then. AB-= 16 -

/1 ==4 /I/ / -/7-77/ /

If C = (3,5,1) and B =

then BC 13 7 51 © 2 .

IL
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As one of the important applications of plane coordinate

systems; we developed the so-Called distance formula

12' D X
2' 1 2 1 1 Y2 Yl

Wh ch enables-us to find the distance between any two points,
Pl(x1,y1) and P2(x2,y2) , in a plane. it is now iatural to

seelra formula, analogous to the distance formula in a plane,

which will express the diStance between any two points in space
inerths Of the coordinates of the points.

To do this, let P1(x1,5r1,zi) and _ 'Y2'22) be any
two points in space, and consider the figure which is formed
by the three planes through Pi which are respectively

perpendicular to the coordinate axes and the three planes
through P2 which are respectively perpendicular to the
coordinate axes. Let A and F be the points tx v

N-2t''
and (x2,y2,zi)
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First, suppose that P, and P2 do not -lie in a plane

which is perpendicular to one of the coordinate axes. Clearly,

is RerpendicUlar to the yz-plane. (Theorem 9-23) and hence

parallel to t x -axis (Postulate 25). Similarly AF is

perpendicular o the xz-plane and hence parallel to the y-axis,
4111-11.

and

to the z

angles

the two

respectively

rpendlcular to the xy-plane and hence parallel

Therefore L.?
1-
AF and LP FP

2
ire right

Hence, applying the TheOrem of Pythagoras to

angles AP1FP2 and APIAF we obtain

and

-FP1)2 =
(AP,)2

(FA)2

Now substituting for (FP, from the second of these equations

into the first, we get

(P2P1
2

(FA)]

P2P1
OAP ) FA)

2
(P

But according to Theorems 9-24, 9-25- and 9-26, respectively,

AP-_-1x- x11

IY2 Yll'

zil

Therefore, substituting,

or, since

PI

hi 2
=- q

P P
-2 1

FA

,F

yl 1

for every real number
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If P- and P
2 lie in a plane which is perpendicular to-1 ,

one or the coordinate axes, then either x2 = Xi , y2 = yi ,

or
-z 2

z- , and one or more of the terms,under the radical in-1
the last formula-is zero. It isjeaSy to see that the formula
is still valid. For' instance, if z2-. zi , then P2 F

and clearly the correct expression for P2P1 ls

Likewise, if P1 and determine a line which i perpeh-
dicular to one of the coordinate planes; then two of the

coordinatesofP-rmtht equal the corresponding' coordinates
-1

of P2 , and only one of the terms under the radical in.the

formula for P
2
P
1

is different from zero. Again the formula
is valid. For instance, if y2 . yi and z2 = zi , then
P2 = A and the correct expression for P2P1 is

P
2P1 . APi = 1x2 xl1

Finally, if: P2 = Fi , then

every term in the formula for P
2 2
P is zero. Thus P-P

1
= 0

as of course it should if P2 = Pi . Hence, in every case, the
three - dimensional distance formula

x1)2

= xi , y2 = yi z2 = zi and

(Y2 Y1

gives us the distance between the points P1(xl,yl,z1) anti

P -2'5r2!z2)
We state this result as a theorem.

THF0 9-27. The distance between the points

and P

P2P1
2-p-1

y2,z2) is given by

2
(y2
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le'l

What is the distance between the points "7 4,0
l-2,-2

By direct substitution

-formula, we obtain

into the three - dimensional distance

3 .

Exariple 2

Find the points which lie on the line perpendicular to

the Xy-plane at the point (2,3) and are at a
from the origin.

stance of 7

Clearly, any point which lies on the line perpendicular to

the xy-plane at the point (2,3) has x-coordinate 2 and
y-coordinate 3 . Hence, a point on this line is determined
as soon as its F, rdinate is known. Thus, we must determine
the value, or valu s, of z such that the distance from the

origin, 0(0,0,0) to the point P(2,3,z) is 7 . Using the
distance formula we thus have

PO

2
4 13 7

13 = 49

- 36

-b
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Thus there are two points which meet the requirements of the
problem, namely F1(2,3,6 ) and .P2 2,3 ,-6) . as can-be check
immediately.

Problem Set 9-7

Findthedi-t-cebetweenthe.poin- P and the-1 P2 if
coordinates of P1 and r2 areas follows:

(a) (4,-1,-5) ; (7,3,7) (d) (3,4,5) 4,1
(b) (0,4;5) (-6,2,8) (e) (o,1,0) u1,-1,-2)
(c) (3,0,7) (-1,3,7) (f) (1,2,3) ; (0,0,0)

2. A line. m is perpendicular to the yz-plane at the point
P(0,3,4). . Find the points which lie on line m and are
at a distance of 13 from the origin.

3. A line q is perpendicular to the xy-plane at the point
F(6,8,0 ) . Find the points which lie on line and are
at & distance of 10 from the origin.

4. A line is. perpendicular to the xz- plane and contains,
the point P(1,-2,1) . Find the points of which are
at a distance of 4 from the origin.

5. Show that A ABC with vertices A(2,4,1) , B .1,2,-

C(5,0,-2) right triangle.

6: Is the triangle with vertices A(2;0,8) , n(8, -4,6)
0(-4,-2,4) isosceles? Justify your answer.

7. Given. the vertices of two triangles, 6ABC and ADEF ;
for each of the triangles, determine if it is equilatRral.

A(1,3,3) S(2,2,1) , C(3,4,2)

D(6,2,3) E(1,-3,2) , F(0,-2,-5)

8. Show that the opposite sides of the figure A D
with vertices A(3,2,5) , B(1,1,1) ,

D(6,1,7) are congruent.

Does this prove that the figure is a parallelogram?
Explain.
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Show that the opposite sides of the tigure ABM)

With vertices A(5,1,1) , B ( ,1,0) C(4,3,-2)
i

D(6,3,-1) are congruent-.

4b) Show that the angles of the figure in'Part (a)-are

all right angles.

Bo the results in (a) and (b) prove tatthe figure

is a rectangle? Explain.

10. Using coordinates, prove Theorem 9-18. Hint: This

follows closely the roof of the corresponding theorem

in a plane.)

9 -B. Parametric Equations of a Line in Space.

In Section 8-7, we obtained what we celled parametric

equations of the line determined by two distinct points,

PI (xl,y1) and P2(x2,y2) , namely

x x, k(x2 - )

Y Yl k(Y2 Yl

For every value of k , the corresponding numbers,

and y , are the coordinates of a point on P1 2P and,

conversely, to every point on P1P2 there corresponds a

unique value of the parameter k such that these equations

give the coordinates of the point. By an argument similar to

the one which establishes the-result in the plane, it is

possible'to establish the corresponding result for space.

THEOREM 9-28. -If Pi(x ,y1,z1) and P2(x2,y2,z2) are any

two distinct points, then for every value of k the

point whose coordinates are

x = xi k(x2 xi)

Y Yl
k(y2

Y1)

z = z, k(z2 z1)

lies on P-P- and, conversely, to every-point on PIP
-I 2

.there corresponds a unique value of k such that these

equations give the coordinates of the point.
658



Example 1

-what are the coordinates of the point In which the line
determined by 3 7 2) and P- (1- -2) intersects the

le?

know that a point is in the xy-plane if and only if its
z-coordinate is zero. Our problem is to find the point on

41
P1P- whose z-coordinate is zero. Now, by'the last theorem,2
the coordinates of any point on PP are en by the
equations

x m 3 k(1 3) =3 - 2k ,

y = 7 k(1 -7} =7 - 6k,

z= 2 k(-2 - 2) F. 2 - 4k

Hence, for the point whose z-coordinate is zero, we must have

1
k = .

Substltutt

find,

2 - 4k = 0
,

value into the formulas for and we

The required point is the point with coordinates (2,4,0)
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- A F.x.9. pl.e 2

Show that the diagonals of a cube (a) have equal long-the,

(b) sect each other and (c) are not perpendicular to each

other.

Proof: Let the length of each edge of the cube be 2a

Choose the coordinate axes so that one vertex, A , is at the

origin and three edges lie in the positive x- y- , z -axis.

Then, the endpoints of diagonal AB are A(0,0,0) and

B(2a,2a,2a) . Another diagonal, CD , has endpoints C(0,0,2a)

and D(2a,2a,0)

(a) AB = (2a - 0)2 (2a
0)2 0)2

0)2 (0 - 2a)2 tilTaT=CD = 1/(a = 0)2 4- (2a

a
2

= 2a I/7

2a 1/7

Therefore, AB . CD . Similarly, AB = GH = EF

The length of each diaipnal of a cube is times he

length of each edge. %7

(b) AB = ((x,y,- ) :x . 0 A- 2ak y = 0 A- 2ak z = 0 ± 2ak

k is a real number) .

By taking k = 1 we find the midpoint of rS to be

(a,a,a

A -W
Similarly, CD ( (x,y,z):x = 0 + 2ah y = 0 A- 2ah ,

z . 2a - 2ah h is a real number)

By taking qe find the midpoint

a,a,a) .

66o
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(c)

Similarly, we find that the midpoint of (a,a,a
and the mldpoint'of M is (a,a,a)

Thugl, any two of the diagonals bisect each other.

If M is the common midpoint of the diagonals, then, by
Part (a), AM = AB = a4/7 and CM . a4/7 . Thus

(AM)2 = 3a2' and (CM)2 = 3a2 but (AC)2 (2a)2 ":27u

Therefore, (AM )2 1:(MC)2 (AC)2 Hence, 465171P. and CM .

are not/perpendieu a

By this same reasoning all other pairs of diagonals can
be proved not,perpendicular.

Problem t 9-8

1. In Example 2 above, prove GH = 8F = Ag .

` 2. Given points A(-2 0,) , and B(8,2,-2) , use set
notations

(a) AB .

and param tric equations to express

(b) 'AB . AB .

3. (a) Find the midpoint of AB in Problem 2.
(b) Find the trisection point of AB nearer A

(c) Find the4trisection point of AB nearer B
(d) Find P if P is in B and AP = 3AB .

*

(e) Find P if P is in the ray opposite to A

and AP . 3AB .

Au-4w(f) Find the coordinates of the point in which AB .

intersects the xy-plane; the xz-plane; the yz-plane.

(g) Find the coordinates of the point In which AB-, inter-

sects the plane whoSe equation is z = 3 ; whose

equation is y = -2 ; whose,equation is x = -3 .

4 Prove that the diagonals of a rectangular solid are equal

in length and that they bisect each other.

5'. Show that A(-1,5 , B(1,4,4) and C(5 are

collinear.

b
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6. What are the coordinates of the point P in which the

line detellained by P1(2,1,3)' and P2 (3, -2,1)

intersects the yz-plane?

7. What are the coordinates of the point P in which the

line d,';ermined by Pi( -4, -1) and. P2(3, -2,2)

intersects the xz-plane?

9.

A rectangular solid has three adjacent faces in the

coordinate planes. One vertex is at the origin and

another has coordinates (2a,2b,2c) . What are the

possible relationships among a, b, c if two of the

diagonals are perpendicular to each other?

Given the points A(7,1,3) , C(4, -2,3) , find the

coordinates of the midpoint, M of TU .

(b) Consider the points B(5,0,0) and D(6,y,Z) .

Find y and z so that the midpoint of BD is

the same point M as in Part (a).

(c) Is figure ABCD a parallelogram? Explain.

10. Using ideas of midpoints, as in Problem 9 above, show

that the figure in Problem 8 of Problem Set 9-7 is a

parallelogram.

11. Using ideas of midpoints, as in Problem 9 above, show

that L;he figure in Problem 9 of Problem Set 9-7 is a

rectangle.

9-9. Equation of a Plane.

Our study of the equations of lines in both two-and three

dimenSional coordinate systems raises the question of whether

or not planes in space can likewise be characterized by

equations. The answer is Yes , and we shall conclude the

chapter by finding an equation corresponding to a plane.

First, however, it is convenient to introduce the following

definition.
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DEFINITION. If A? is any plane, then an equation

of is any equation with the following properties:

(a)

)

Con

The coordinates (x,y, ) of every point of 12

satisfy the equation;

Any values (x,y,z) which satisfy the equation

are the coordinates of a point of

e following example.

F ample 1. Let F be the point (3,2,4) andletAg°
be the plane containing F and perpendicular to OF.

z

X-

A point R(x,y,z) lies in X-- if and only if R F or

FR I OF . By the Pythagorean Theorem, /OFR a right angle
if and only if

(1)

Now (OR

and... (OF

and (FR

Hence', (I ) bebecomes

+

Thus

bx + 4y + 8z = 2 29 7

or

3x + 7y + hz =

0 i

- 6x - 4y = 8z + 29
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As a check, we observe that the coordinates 4) of

satisfy this equation, since 3 3 + 2 2 + 29

Note that the numbers 2,4 which appear as the

respective coefficients of x,y,z in the equation of the plane

are the same as the coordinates of the point F , and that the
number 29 is the sum of the squares of the coordinates of F

We use the discussion in EXample 1 as a guide,in treating

the general case. Suppose that 2 is any plane not containing

the origin 0 . Let F(a,b,c) be the point where

intersects the line

containing 0 and perpendicular to . By Theorem
.f. ,

point R(x,y, lies in the plane ,X;i if and only if R F

or LOFR is a right angle. But by the Pythagorean Theorem,

-A0FR has a right angle at F if and only if

(OR (FR

Since we know the coordinates 'of 0, R, and F , it is a simple

matter to obtain the distances OR OF , and FR by means of

the three-dimensional distance formula. Hence the last equation

can be written

0 ( [(a + (b (c - 0
)2]

+ [(x ± (y c) ]



9

or, squaring the binomials and collecting terms,

2
x +

2
y

0
z
2

+

or finally,

2
+ c2 + x 2ax + a

2
+ y

2
2cz + c-

0
2ax + 2by + 2cz = 2a + 2b2 + 2o2 P

ax + by + oz b
2
+ c2

b22by + b- + z
2

This equation is satisfied by the coordinates of every point of-Tr.

including F , and by the coordinates of no other points.

In other words, this equation is an equation of the plane.

If contains the origin, the above derivations must be

modified a little. In this case, let m be the line which is

perpendicular to at the origin and let L(a,b,c) be any

point on m except the origin. A point R (x,y,z) will now

lie-in 1 if and only if R is the origin or /LOR is a

right angle.

But 4,LOR will have a angle at 0

(LR (L0)2 + (0:

Ob5

and only if
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Evaluating these distances tv,L,mangy of the three-dimensional

distance formula and :simplifying as we did in the previous case,

we now find that the coordinates (x,y,z) of any point in

including the origin, must satisfy the equation,

ax + by + cz = 0

The only distinction betwen this equation and the equation of

a plane which does riot contain the origin is the value of the

constant term.

Our discussion thus far has not touched J1 the related
question: Is every equation of the form

ax + by

an equation of some pi rte ?' ihe answer to this Yes , but

we shall not take time to prove this fact. Instead, we merely

summarize our observations in the following theorem.

THEOREM 9-29. Every plane has an equation of the form

ax'+ by + cz d , where one or more of the numbers

a,- b, c is different from zero; and every equation

this form is an e cation of a plane.

Example_ L.

What is an equation of the plane which is determined by

the points P1(2,0,0) , F,(- 0) , F1(0,0,3)

By Theorem 9-29, we know the required plane has an

equation or-the form

ax + by + cz d

which is satisfied, in particular, by the coordinates of P
1 '

Pp , and P3 If the coordinates of T
1

satisfy this equation,

then substituting,

2 +b . 0 +c 0 or a

hnn
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larlI, since the cOordamates of P2 satisfy the equation,

a. 0 +b.i+c 0 =e1 or b- d

and, since the coordinates of P also satisfy the equation,

a . 0 +b' 0 +0 3 -d or c=

Substituting for a, b, and c we obtain

+ dy + z = d

or, multiplying both members by 6 and dividing by d

3x + by + 2z =

This is the required equation.

Example 3.

What is an equation of the plane whose points are equi-plane

distant from the points A(1,-3,0) and B(2,0,-5) ?

Let P(x,y z) be any point. The condition that P lie

on the required plane is expressed by the equation PA = PB

That is,

x - 1

or

or

2x + 1 )

(y

y + 3)

2)' + (y

y

-y2 + 6Y + 9) +

or (by rearranging terms)

(x y
2

+ by + 10 F y- +

f
Finally, by combining terms, we obtain

plane in simple form:

+ by 10z === 19 .

667
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10z + 25)

x + 10z +
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Example 4.

Sketch the plane P given by

= ((x,y,z):2x - y + 3z 6) .

The coordinates of each point of intersection between /9
and a coordinate axis are readily determined, as follows. If
a point is on the x-axis, its y-coordinate is zero and its
z-coordinate is zero; thus the intersection of 029 and the
x-axis is the point (3,0,0) be µse 2x - 0 + 3 0 = 6
yields x = 3 . Similarly, the axis is ((x,y,z) x = 0 =
and it intersects at the point (0-6,0) . The point of
intersection of

of the plane 444- is conveniently made Py p1ottli the triangle
`whose vertices are the three points (3,0,0) (0 -0,0)
(0,0,2

and the z-axis is (0,0,2) A "sketch"

pie

Find an equation _ c

points
he plane which contain; the three

(1,- (2,1,-3) and (-1, 1) .

A point in the plane must have coordinates (x,y,z) such
-that ax + by + cz - d That is, if the point (1,2,3) is
in the plane, then

. 1 + b - 2 + c 3 = d

E15 8
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Similarly, if the point (2,1,-3) is in the plane then,

a . . 1 + c(-3) - d

and, if the point (1,32,1) is in the plane then

(-1 ) + b(-2) + c 1 - d

find values of a, b, c, in terms

satisfy all three of these equations, to be

lid
a - b

7d 3d
c

d which

Substituting these values in

the equation ax + by + cz d yields

ild- 7d
(

3d
d

lix 7y +

an equation of the required plane.

Problem Set 9-9

rite an equation of the plane determined by three pints

whose coordinates are

(140-0) (0,1,0) , (0,0,1)

(b) 3, 1) (0,1,0) , (0,0,2)

(c) (3,0,1) (1,2,0) , (0,2,

(d) 1,-1,0) (2,0,3) (0,-3,1)

Determine an equation of the plane whose points are

equidistant from p1(1,2 and P2(2,5,4)

3. Sketch a diagram of the plane represented by each of

the equations:

(a) 5x + 4y

( b ) x + y + -

Find an equation of the plane which contains the point

Q(1,-2,2) and is perpendicular to the line containing

Q and the origin.

509
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5. Find an equation of the plane which contains the three

points whose coordinates are:

(a) (0,-2,1) (2,0,-1) (-2,-3,2
(b) (1,-2,1) 1) (-2,-3,2

(c) (1,-2,1) 3,-1) (-2,-3,2

Find the coordinates of the point of intersection of

the plane and the line if

72- (( y,z):3x + 5y + 14z - 11)

and

((_ y,z):x 2 y = 1 k z - 4 - k mai )

9-10. Su mmary.

In this chapter we have studied properties of parallelism

and perpendicularity for lines and planes The 'relationship

of parallelism for lines in space is reflexive, symMetric, and

transitive. The same three fundamental properties hold for

parallelism of planes. The relationship of perpendicularity

for lines in space is symmetric, but neither reflexive nor
.transitive. The same three remarks apply

0
to perpendicularity

for planes.

If a point and a line in space are given, there are:

a unique line containing the given point and parallel to

the given

many planes containing the given point and parallel to the

given line,

a unique line containing the given point and perpendicular,

to the given line,

(d) a unique plane containing the given point and perpendicular

to the given line.

If a point and a plane in spacelay- given, there are:

many lines containing the given point and parallel to the

given plane,

(b) a unique plane containing the given point and parallel to

the given plane,

670
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a unique line containing the given point and perpendicular

to the given plane,

(d) many planes containing the given point and perpendicular

to the given plane.

Given a unit-pair, a postulate in Chapter 3 described for

us the distance between two points. In Chapters 4, 5, 6 our

theorems on perpendicularity and parallelism enabled us to

introduce the distance between a line and a point and the

distance between two parallel lines. In Chapter 9 our study

of perpendicularity and parallelism permits us to extend the

notion of distance again. We can speak of the distance between

a point and a plane, the distance between a line and a plane

that are parallel to each other, and the distance between two

parallel planes.

The ideas of parallelism, perpendicularity, and distance

play a basic role in developing a three-dimensional coordinate

System. In a one-dimensional system a point is identified by

a single real number, in a two-dimensional system 1d9 an ordered

pair of numbers, and in a three-dimensional system by an ordered

triple of numbers. The formula for the distance between two

points in space is a natural extension of the formula in

two-dimensional geometry. The parametric equations of a-line

in space are a natural extension of the parametric equations

in two-dimensional geontetryQ The first-degree equation in

x, y, z, representing a plane in space, is a natural extension

of the first-degree equation in x, y, representing a line in -

two-dimensional geometry. The coordinate method for proving

theorems or analyzing problems I- fully as useful and

convenient in three-dimensional

071
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Review Problems

Chapter 9, Sect ons,6 to 9

1. Plot the point_ A, B, C, and D if the --oordinates c

the points are:- A(2, -2,5) ; B(2 ,4) C ,3,-4

p(-2,0 4)

2. Find stances between the following pairs of points;

(a) (0,4,5) and (- 8)

(b) (3,0,7) d (-1,3,7) .

Findthe midpoint of each of the segment: determined by

the/pair of points in Problem 2.

Wrte parametric equations of the line

p$:irs of points in Problem 2.

determined by each

The coordinates of the midpoint of a segment are

(8,-4,1 If the coordinates of one of the endpoints

of the, segment are (4,-1,3) , find the coordinates of,

the other endpoint of the segment.

6. The coordinates of the vertices bf a triangle are given

in each of the following problems. Classify the triangle

in each of the problems-.

(5,9,11) , (0,-1,-4 11,1)

(b) (4,3,-4) (72,9,-4 ) , (-2,3

2,4,2) ,5,4) (4,2,1)

7.1 The coordinates of three points are ilsted.ln each of

) the following problems. Tell whether the points are

/ collinear or noncollinear.

(a) 3,-2,7) (6,4,-2) (5,2,1)

(b) (1,2,5) (3,3, ( -5, -1,14)

(c) (0,4,3) (1,5, (4,7,0) .

(d) (3,-1,6) , (1,2,2) (-1,5,-2)

8. Given four distinct points A, B, C, and P If

AB = CD and AD = BC , is ABCD a parallelogram?

Explain
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9 Given four noncollinear points A, B, C and B . If
the midpoint of AC

a parallelogram? Explain.

is the midpoint Of BD , is AD

10. Does the plane whose equation is x y z = 4

contain the point snose coordinates are (3, -1,2)

11. What is the intersection of the xy-plane and the plane

whose equation is 2x 7 3y+ z = 6

12. Describe the following:

13. What is the equation of a plane whose ntS are

equidistant from the endpoints of a line segment with

coordinates (-2,-4,7) and (4,9,1)

M is the midpoint of an edge of the rectangular solid

shown in the figure below.

Prove by means of coordinates

that MB = MC .

1 ,
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REVIEW PROBLEMS

Chapters o -9

if the statement is true;

went is false:

if the state

1. The measure of an exterior angle of a triangle is

greater than the measure of any interior angle

of the, triangle.

2. Twd antiparallel rays are distinct

3. The angle opposite the longest side !' of a triangle 16

.p,he angle that has the greatest measure.
7

4.,/ A set of parallel lines intercepts congruent ,Cegn

on any transversal.

if Tr; I 17, then AB Ad.

There is a triangle whose

and 135.

7. Two lines are parallel if each of them

cular to the same line.

s have length 351, D13,

10

Given two lines and a transversal of the lines, e

pair of alternate interior angles are congruent, the

other pair are also congruent.

Given two intersecting linesoand a transversal c hose

lines, no pair of corrqsponding angles determined by

the given transversal are congruent.

The bisectors of a pair of

are parllel.

five interior an

11. 1\t a point on a line, there are Infinitely

perpendicular to the line.

12. The distance between a line and a point not on the

line is the length of any segment connecting the

point and the line'.

13. The planes which contain the respective faces of a

right dihedral angle are perpendic
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14. If two angles of one trienglie are congruent respectiv-

ely-to two angles of another triangle., then the third,

angles are congruent.
a

l The'acute angles of a right triangle are complementary.

10. An exterior angle of a triangle is the supplement

one of the interior' angles of the triangle.

17. One of the angles of a right triangle may be An

tune angle.

Tw right triangles are congruent if the hypotenuse and

a leg of one are congruent respectively to. the hypoten-

use and fl leg of the other.

19. If a line' intersects one of two parallel lines, it

intersects the other.

20. Two lines that are equal are not parallel.

Anytwci consecutive angles of a parallelogram are

supplementary.

22. In A ABC, if 7 m L A = 50 and mLB = 40, then BC

is .the longest side of the triangle. Nn

23. If x, y, and 'z are three lines such that x II Y

and y j1 z, then x II z,

. 24. If x, y, and z are three lines such that x y,

and .37 1 -z then xi z

25. The contrapositive_of a statement is logically equ -

91ent to the converse of the statement.

A triangle has a right angle If the. lengths of the

sides of the triangle are proportional to .7, 24, 25.

27, if one pair of opposite sides of a quadrilateral are

parallel and contruent, then %he quadrilateral is a

parallelogram.
1

:28. The length of the diagonal of 4,square can be found by

multiplying the length of a side by
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29. A dihedral angle the union of two halfplsnes.

30. Given three distinct coplanar parallel lines and two

distirIct' trsnpversals, the segments formed on one of

the transversals are proportional to the correspond-

.ing segments formed on the other transversal.

'31. In A ABC, if mLA < mALB, then AC < BC.

32. If the lengths of the sides or a triangle are 20, 21,

and 31, the triangle i; a right triangle.

33. If the measure of oneof the angles of a right triangle

is 30, then th length of,the, leg opposite that

angle is equal to one -half the length of the hypo-

tenuse.

34. Given a correspondence between two triangles, if two
A

angles of one triangle are congruent to the corres-

ponding angles of the other, the correspondence is

similarity.

35. If a, b, c, are the lengths of the Sides of one

triangle, if k is a positive number,- and if

ak, bk, ck, are the lengths of the sides of another

triangle, then the triangles are similar.

36. Given two'triangles, if an angle of one triangle is

congruent to an angle of the other, and two sidles of

one triangle are proportional to,two sides of the

other, the triangles are similar.

37. If the legs of,s right triangle have lgths a and

and if the hypotenuse length then

b = )(c =a).

38. Given a -correspondence between two triangles, iftwo

angles end a side of one triangle are congruent to

the corresponding parts of the other, the corres-

pormitnce is a congruence.

39. GiVen a correspondence between two triangles, if two

sides and an angle of one triangle are congruent to

the corresponding parts of the ot0F, the corres-

pondence is a congruence.
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Two isosceles triangles are congruent ie vertex

angle and the base of one triangle are co

respectively to the vertex angle and the base of the

'other.

41. Any two rectangles are similar.

42. If (a, x) = (x, b), then ab = x2 .

43. Congruent convex polygons are similar with a propor-
tionality const nt of 1.

44. Any two equil -al-trianglos are similar.

45. If x and y are two distinct positive numbers,

if the lengths of two sides of a rectangle are x and

y, and if the lengths of the sides of a second

rectangle are x 6 and y 6, then the rectangles

are similar.

46 If a, b are proportional to c, d with propor-

tionality constant k, and c, d are proportional

to e, f with proportionality constant g, then

a, b are proportional to e, f with propor on-

ality constant

47. If a line intersects the i riots two sides ofline _
. _

a triangle so that correspon ing segments are propor-

tional, the line is parallel to the third side.

k

48. The ratio of the perimete

is equivalent to the ratio of any,pair Of corres-

ponding sides.

49. If p, q' are proportional to b with propor-
b ationaiity- constant k, :then =
P q

-f two similar triangles.

5Qi Any real number is permitted to be a constant of

proportionality.

51. The lines which contain'the respective bisectors of

the angles of a triangle are concurrent at a point

equidistant from the vertices of the triangle.
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Any pair of opposite angles of an isosceles trapezoid

are-supplementary.-

If the diagonals of a quadrilateral are perpendicular

and bisect each other, the quadrilateral is a rhombus.

54. If the coordinates of a quadrilateral ABCD are

A(_5, -2), B(-4, 2), C(4, 6), D(3, 1), then the

quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

55. The points (0, b, -2), (3, 4, -2 and (1, 4,

are the verti6es of an equilateral triangle.

56. If two segments are congruent, their projections

on a given line are congruent.

D7. If a plane is parallel to one of two distinct parallel

lines, it is parallel to the other.

5 Given A.(-1, 0), B(6, 2), C(4, 5), D( -3, _),

then AB H.
59. The distance between any two distinct points in a plane

is a Rositive number.

60. The intersection of a line and a plane is a point.

61. If a diagonal of a convex quadrilateral separates it

into two congruent triangles, the quadrilaterpl is.a

parallelogrlam.

62. If each pair of opposite sidesof a quadrilateral

are congruent, the quadrilateral is a parallelogram.

63. The opposite angles of a parallelogram are congruent.

64. A diagonal of _ parallelogram bisects two of its

angles.

65. The plane

the three

whose equation

points (1, 2,

is x+ y+ z
1), (3, -1, 2),

contains

and (5, -3,

66. The perimeter of the triangle formed by joining the

midpoints of the sides of a given triangle is half the

perimeter of the given triangle.

67. If the diagonals of a quadrilateral are perpendicular

aildongruent, the quadrilateral is a rhombus.

2).



68. If a line intersects one of two parallel planes in a

single point, it intersects the other plane in a

single

69. If the coordinates of points A, B, C are ( 9, 11),

(0, .1, -4), (, -11, 1), respectively, then ABC
is a right triangle.

70. ((x, 411, x . 4-4k, yi= 1 -2k, is real) contains
the point (3, -1).

71. ((x, y): xc= 1 . 3k, y = 7k, k is real) and

((x, Y): x = 9k, y 1 + 21k, k is real) are

parallel lines.

72. ((x, y): x s 3k, y

ing through the origin.

73. If each of two planes is perpendicular to a third

plane, they are parallel to each other.

74. The projection of a line into a plane is a line.

ic is real) is a line pass-

75. If a ray in one face of a dihedral angle is perpen-

dicular to the edge of the dihedral angle, the line

containing the ray is perpendicular to the plane

containing the other face of the angle.

76. Through a point not in a plane, there is exactly one

line perpendicular to the plane.

77. If a plane 19. ersects two other planes in parallel

lines, resr4 tively, then the two planes are parallel.

78. If a line is perpendicular to al plane, then any plane

containing this line is petpend_cular to the given

plane.

79. A quadrilateral with three right angles is a rectangle.

8P A = ( ..2, -4, 7), B = (2, 2,. and C = (4, 5,

then A, B,and C are collinear.

81.- ((x, y,.z): 2x - 5y z = k) contains the point
(3, 2, 1).

82. There are infinitely many plane perpendicular to a

given line.
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83. If a plane is perpendicular to etch of two lines, the

two lines are coplanar.

84. If each of three noncoll nea points of a plane is

equidistant from two dis-i t points P and Q,

then PQ is perpendicular to the plane.

85. If each of two planes is parallel to a line, the

planes are ptrallel to each other.

_

86. If each of two intersecting planes is perpendicular to

a third plane, then their line of intersection is

perpendicular to this plane.

67. The itqirsection of the xz-plane andthe plane

equation is 2x - 3y z a o is

((x, y, . 2x z b and y = 0).

88. If A, B, C, and D are four distinct points in

ose

space such that AB 7 CD and BC AD, then ABCD

a parallelOgram.

'((x, x 3k, y = 2k, 0 < k < 1) is a segment.-
90. ((x, y): x = 2 3k, y . 2k, k is real) is

line having the slope 37.

91. ((x, y): x = 3 k, y = 1 2k, is contained

in Quadrant

92. 'y): x 3k, y = 2k, k is real) and

Y): x = 3) intersect at the point (3, 2).

93. The intersection of ((x, y). x = 3k, y = 2k, k is real)

and ((x, y): x = 2h, y = 3h, h is real) is the

origin.

((x, y): x . 3k, y . 2k, k is real) is perpendi-

bular to ((x, y): x s 2k, y 3k, k is real).

95. If two angles have the property that the sides of

one are antiparaliel to the corresponding sides of

the other, the angles are supplementary.

96. If ABC is a right triangle and CD- is the altitude

to the hypotenuse of the triangle, then A ABC is

similar to ACD.
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97. The union of the set of all rhombuses and'the set of

all rectangles is the set of all squares.

9a. If ABCD is a quadrilateral and WS V5 and r5 II
then ABCD is a parallelogram.

99. If ABC is a right triangle and n5 is the altitude

to the hypotenuse of the triangle then thd square of
the length of Ur) is equal to t e product of the

lengp of AD and the length of LAB.

100. The altitude of an equilateral triangle each of whose

sides has length s Cs iHTE.
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Chapter 10

DIRECTED SEGMENTS AND VECTORS

10-1. Introduction.

Many of the quantities which we encounter in life are

adequately described by a unit of measure and'a number.

Expressions of this sort, such as 5 inches, 20 degrpes,

75 cents, 2 hours, 10 cubic feet, or 15 mileq per

gallon, can be represented as the distance between two points

on the appropriate scale, and for this reason are called

scalars. On the other hand, there are numerous quantities

such as displacement, velocity, acceleration, and force, for

which mole information than this must be given before they are

adequately specified.

Consider the simple idea of a displacement, for instance.

If we are told that a boy walked two miles, we really don't

.know very much about what h did unless we are also told the

direction in which he walked. Even if we know that he walked

two miles northeast, say, we don't have a complete deScription

of what he did. He might have started at school and walked two

miles northeast, or he might have started, at his home, or any

number of,,other points:

School

Home

6
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We have

know

(a

(b)

(0)

an adequate description the boy's walk only if we

/
he point from which he started,

e direction in which he walked,

h distance he walked;

tly, if we know

the point from which he started,

(b) the point at which he ended.

Speaking in somewhat more abstract terms, it appears that

a displacement can be represented in either of two ways:

(a) By a segment extending a given distance in a given

direction from a given point.

(b) By a pair of points, one identified as a starting

point, the other as a terminalFpoint.

A segment, as we defined it in Sectio_ 3-6, is Just a

set of points'and has no direction associated with it.

Similarly, the set consisting of the endpoints of a segment
has no direction associated with it. Hence neither the
segment AB nor the set (A,BJ is adequate to\describe the

displacement from A to B because neither distin- ishe

between this displacement and the displacement from B t

which is quite a different thing. Clearly, we can specify

the displacement which starts at the point A and ends at
the point B by using the ordered pair of points .(A,E)

However, if we wish to describe a displacement by means of a

segment we must extend our original definition:

DEFINITION. A segment is a directed segment if

and only if one of its endpoints is designated

as its initial point, or origin, and the other

endpoint is designated as its terminal point or

terminus.



Notation. The symbol (7413) is used to denote the

directed segment whose origin is A and whose

terminus is B . In a drawing a directed segment

is shown by placing a half arrow-heed at its terminal

point, thus:

DEFINITION. Directed segments which have the same

initial oints and the same terminal points are

said to equal.

DEFINITION. By the length of the directed segment

(A,B) we mean AB , is, the length of the

associated segment AB .

In the next section we develop some of the properties of

directed segments, using the concept of displacement to motivate

our work. Then in later sections, we introduce the important

generalization of a directed segment known as a vector.

:0- Directed Segments.

In the last section we introduced the idea of a directed

segment by considering the displacement of a single object

from one point to another. Let us now consider a ,number of

objects which move equal distances in the same direction along

parallel lines, as for example a group of planes flying in

formation or the linemen of a foothali-,team charging down the

field together in their pregame Warm-tip l,
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The displacement of the planes, in the first case, and of the
players in the second, are all different because no two begin
and end at the same points. -None the less, in each of the two

cases there are characteristics common to all the displacements;

SpecifiCally, the displacements take place in the same direction

along parallel lines and involve movement through equal distancee

In many applications it is convenient to be able to refer

concisely to directed segments with these characteristics, and
to provide for this we introduce the following definition:

DEFINITION. Two directed segments, (A,B) and

(d7t) are equivalent if and only if AB s CD

and MI n7r.

(We suggest that you review Section 6-7 regarding parallel
rays at this point.) This definition is illustrated in the

following figures:.

In each case

equivalent be-

figures, are tie

equivalent?

_ direk ted segments

use AB = and

directed segments

and

A'D'S`.

and

11,,B,) are

In these

(77R7)

A,B)

AB 11

(A,B)

Nbtation. We indicate that

to '(C D) by writing

(A,B) 4-- C,D

1
686

A,B is equivalent
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It you understand the defiriltiOn of equivalent directed

segments you should have no trouble verifying the following

statements.

roperties of Directed figment nLlivatence.

1. Directed segment equivalence is reflexi

(A,B) A03

Directed segment equivalence is symmetric:

If , then 1C,D (A ,B )

ansitive:Directed segment equivalepO'is

If (A,D

then

,P)

A fundamental property of directed segments is given by

the following theorem:

THEOREM 10-1. There is one and only one directed segment which

ii equivalent to a given directed:segment dnd has its

origin at a given point.

Froof: Dy definition, the directed segment which has'its

origin at P and is equivalent to (A,B) must lie on the

unique line , which contains P and is parallel to AB.
Moreover the required directed segment must lie on the Unique

ray of which has P rcir its endpoint arid is parallel to

AB . Finally, on this ray, the terminal point, Q , of the,

required directed segment must have the property that AB = PQ

and by he Point Plotting Theorem, there is one and only one

-uch point. Hence the theorem is proved.

If we _eturn to the idea of displacement for a moment, and

consider the -oblem of getting rom one point to another in a

city, it is c.ear that only.rarel can orie*go directly from

one point t another. Usually, cause of the buildings which

are in the way, one must walk do1rn one street a certain

distance, then turn a corner, and continue on another stree

to reach his destination.

)
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4

Instructions for gettin around in a city reflect this fact,

and we are all accustomed to being told to go so many blocks

in one direction and then go so many blocks in another to _get

to, some desired address.

The observations suggest, firpt of all,, that any dis-

placer5evt can be achieved in various ways by a succession of

other displacements. In the second place, they suggest that

it may be convenient when speaking of displacements to use a

coordinate system in describing simple displacetents which

together produce a given displacement.- For instance, it is

clear from the following figure that the displacement from the

point A(2,1) to the point 13(7,4) can be achieved'by first

performing the displacement from the initial point )A(2,l) to
Q-74r-



the point C(7, and then continuing with the pisplacement.

from C to-the terminal point B(7,4)-. It can also be

accomplished by first performing the displacement from the

initial point A to the point D (2,4) and then continuing'

with the displacement from D to the terminal point B . A

displacement to the right of 7 - 2 . 5 and an upward ails-

placement of 4 - 1 3 .regardless of the order in which

they are performed, thus combine to give precisely the dis- ,

placeMent from A to B In termssof the gi'en coordinate.

-stem, the numbers 5 and 3 associated with the displace-

menta allel to ray ox and the-ray , respectively,

thus f: -entally related to the'displacement from A(2,1)

to B(7 r. 1

The extension of the fo-rgding observations to directed

segmepts is contained in the following definitions.
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DEFINITIONS. If al) d ,y2) are

points in the xy-plane, the number x2 - xi is
,..

called the x-comrnent-1of (P- Pl' 2 and the

number y2 - yl is called the y-cOmponent of

(Pl'P2

The= ordered pair:Qf numbers (x2 7 xi
'
y2 -

are called the components of P1,_2, (Mote

the use of brackets to indicate components.)

Althoughoa given directed segment-determines a unique

pair of components it is.not

components determines a unique

--------aawe have

determine a

true that a given pair of

directed segment. For instance,

st seen,:the=_- ta- _A-(2_,l.) and (7,: =)

Arected _segment with components (5;3) , but so

do the points C-(4,2) and D(9,5) . What-is another directed'

segment with component =s (5,3) ?' There are many more, but it

is possible to derive the following theorem.

THEOREM 10-2. Two directed segments (P1,P2 ) and

are equivalent if and only if they have

components-.

the same

To establish this theorem, we must show two things:

1. -If (17)37,11'2) and (F?-
,3' 4

they are equivalent.

2. If (P1,P2

have the same components,

and (P3 are equivalent, they

have the same components.

To prove these assertions requires4the consideration of

two cases, according as the Tour points P1 , P2 , P3 , Pk

are or are not collin#ar. To save time, we shall give only

the outline of the p in the general case where the points

are noncollinear.
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-114

1. Let the coordinate Pi, 4'2, P3, P4 be,

(x1,Y1), (x2,Y2 ), (x3a3), 4,Y4 Then therespedtively,

hypothesis of the first part of the theorem is that

If

X
x1 x3 and

x - Xl x4 3 - 0 , then

are vertical and lienceparal):el.

then by ion

Y2**- YI Y4 Y3

the lines 4Iir d-111-11-y3P4

2 l =
if

X x x4 0

r

Yl -Y4 Y3
-- X1 X4 sX

Therefore, the slopes of PiP2

by Theorem 8-12, the lines are

when the given points are not

. Now from the hypothesis that-

and -R
-3

P
4 are equal and,hence,

parallel. In every case, then,

llinpar, P
1
P
2 is parallel to

we obta

X2 7xl x4 and
Yi Y4

at once

x3 - xi s x4 - x2 and y3 yi a y4 y2 .

Hence, by an argument analogous to the one we have just given,
it 4 firfollows that PP is parallel to TP4
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Therefore, if P1,.P2, P3, P4 arenc collinear, they form a

parallelogram, P1P2P3P4 . Hence

P-P - P P
1 3 4 '

and P2 and P lie'on the same side 'of ling -P4 3

Therefore (P1,P2) and (P3,P4) are equivalent, asassertpd.

Now suppose that (P ,P2 ) = (P3iP4)

P - xi + 3c , y2 - Yl 4- Y3) .

(P3,P5 ) are

E (x2_ 7 xi

or

But thes6 are also

then, frOm the firs

that

But the h

Then the componen

Yi Y3 Y31

Yt Yli

se

he components of .(P,,,P,) . It-f0IIOWs,

part of this thebrem (which we have proved)

(P3,P5-

othesis of this part tel

2

us that

Because of the transitivity property of directed segment

equivalence we conclude that

(P3,P5

By Theorem 10-1, it follows

xe 4- x3 = x4

or

X- = __3
Cl

that P5 P4)
or

Y2 -'Yi Y3 Y4

Y

Y2 Y1 Y4 Y3

This competes the proof of the theorem.
ti

As,n immediate consequence of this last theorem, together

withithe Pythagorean Theorem, w$ have the following result:
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THEOREM 10 -3. If -P
1

and P- haVe coordinates-2
x ,y-) respectively, the le th of any d
-2-

segment equivalent to (pl,P2) is

1/(x2
y1)2

We have, in-effect, defined equivalent direeted,segments-

a! directed segMents having the:same length and direction,

regardless of their 1nitioi. points. Another interestin&Slass
of directed segments,iconsiststof those having the same initial

point and direction, regardless of their 1_ ths.' This leads

to the idea of the product of a directed segment -and_ a nuMber,

whiCh 1S made precise in the following definttion:

DEFINITI ON.` Let (A,B ) be any directed segment

let 'k be any real number. The iirodact, k(-A,13

is the directed Segment (A,X) where X is the ,

point whose coordinate is k in-the coordinate

system on AB , with origin A and Unit Point B

bEFINITION. The directed segment -1 (A,B) A,B)

is called the opposite of the directed segment ( )

The following figure illustrates the multiplication of a

directed segment by the numbers 2 and -2

(k.2)

A B X

Ax= 2AB

(k=-2)

AX= 2-A -(-2)-AB

We note that, if k > 0 then X is in AB- ; if k < 0

then X is imthe ray-Opposite to AB 4f k 0 then

X -- This last result introduces the possibility of

a zero directed q_20211.t.
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As we -might expect, whina'directed segmant is multiplied.

,by a number, k., the components.of the direetedsegment are

both multiplied by the same nuMber, More precisely we have the
following theorqT.

THEOREM 10-4. If the coordinates of Pi and P2 are (x1,y1)

d (x2,y2), respectively; then the components of the

directed segment P ) which is k times the directedl3
segment (P1,P2 ) are k(x and 1(y yi)

Proof: Let (P.
12
-P
-3

the-Tigo: Point _Theorea_

x = xi 14x2 = xi)

or

Thus

xi
'
y3 7 yi

y1 k(y2

x k(X
-1 -2 xi)

and y y (
3 1

(PisP) fic(x2 xl

Problem Set 10-2a

Y1)]

1., A and B are two points. List 41a the directed line

segments they determine.

2. B, C are three points; List all the directed line

segments they determine.'

In the figures below list the equivalent directed line

segments. A

C

E

FIGURE
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If A, B, C, D are dist nct points and (A,B ) s ((.0 n)

show for each'Of the follows cases that (A,C ) (Bo))

(a) -A,. B, C, D are Collinear in that order.

(61 A, C, B, D are collinear in that order

(c) No three' of A, B, C, D are collindar,

(d) Why did we not consider three points Collinear

in Part (e)

(e) Why do we not Consider A, C, D, B collindV't) in

that order?

If B, F, 0, 'H are distinct points, B,F ,HG)
and a line is not perpendicular to BF and does no

intersect BF , show that the projections of (B,F

cnr- are -e-cirival-ent

projection of B on be B' ,and consider three

cases:

)

(b)

G is contained in W.
G is in the same halfplane as F with respect

to BB'

G is in a different halfplane from F with

respect to 14BBIP.

and

6. Determine k so that each of following statements

is true.

(a) (A,Z)

(b) (A,E

(A,F

(d) (D,A ) A k A,F

(e) (A,E ) A k AC

(A,D ) A k(A,F

(g) (A,F ) k A,B

(h) (B,_ A k(A,D

(1) B,C A k (A,F)
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7. A, B- are collinear points. Find--r-N. Such

s (

that

r(AB) and s such_that B,,A) , if

(a) X is the midpoint of segment n ;
(b) B is the midpoint of segment rg ;

(c) A is the midpoint of segment MY

(d) X is two-thirds of the way from A to B ;

(e) B is two-thirds of the way from A to X ;

(0 A is two-thirds of the from B to X

8. In triangle ABC , X is the _ dpoint of AC and Y
is the midpoint of MX . Determine k so that each of

the following statements is
)

(a) (B,X) A k(B,Y

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e).

(r)

(g)

(B y) A k(B,X)

(A,C),A k (C,A)

A,C) A k(C,X)

C,X) A k(X,A

(C,A) A k(A,X)

X,B) Y)

In the par elogram ABCD , g is the midpoint of CD

and 'trisects at F as indicated below.

0

Determine k so each of the following statements is true.

(a) (D F) k(D,B)

(b) (D,E) a k(C,D

(c) (B,D) Alc(B,F

(a) (F,B) = k (D,B)

(e) (F,13) A k B,D)

(A,B) A k (D,C)

(g) (A,D) A k

0
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Having now discussed briefly the product of a directed

segment and a number, it is-natural to ask if the sum ..of two

directed segments can b'e defined. Sinc6 the displacement from

B to C following, or in a sense "added to,". the displacement

from A to B accomplishes exactly the same thing as the

displacement frod A to C

it seems ytural to write

(4,B ) + (B,C) (A,C

However, as a possible definition of the sum of tWm...pirected

segments, this expression has serious limitations, for it

pertains only to two directed segments for which the terminus

of the first is the origin of the second. With the idea of

equivalent directed segments in mind, we might go further and

say that to add (C,D) to (A,B) where B and C are

different points ifirst determine-the unique directed segment,

equivalent to (C,D) (Theorem 10-1) and(B,D1) , which

then add it to

definitions.

00/ D

(A,B ) , according to the above geometric

597
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This procedure permits us to form the sum of any two directed
segments. However, 414e resulting prodess is a very curious

type o addition, for, as the following figure shows,
(A,B + (C,D) is not the same as (C,D) + (A,B)

From the preceding figure, it appears that'although

*(C,D)

(A,B) + (C,D) is not the same as (C,D) + (A,B) these two
directed segments are equivalent. That \this'lb actually the

ease follows from the next theorem.

THEOREM 10-5. The components of (F T7?;).

sums of the corresponding components

3i- 4

To prove this, let the

.(xl,Y1)y (x2Y2), (x3,Y3),

ctmponen/ts of (Fl
' 2

) are

components of (P3,F4) are

are the

a

oordina es of F P P
1, 2' '

4,y4) , respectively. Then the

and

,[x2 s xl , y2 - yi]

[x4 x3 , y4 - y3] .

and the

be

Now to add

'
P--P ) to (F1,F2) we must first determine the directed

segment, (P2,F4') which is equivalent to
(P3,P4)

equivalent directed segments have the same components

Since

(Theorem 10-2) it follows that the components of (P are
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x 444)
Rif ( x4-)13-1-x2 Y413+Yi)

Prm,y0

P2(x Y2)

Y4I Y2 Y4 13 *

Hence the coordinates of areare

x4
4

x3 + x2 and

Therefore the components of the sum

P 11 (P
3'

P
4 l'-4

P 1") are

x2) xi = (x4

(Y4 Y3 Y2) (Y4

-Y4 + y2 .

(Y2 Yl)

Clearly, the components of'the sum, (P1,P2) + (P3,P4) are

the sums of the corresponding components of
/

(P
1 2
,P-) and

(-P3'PL:) , as asserted.

__.h.
From this theopem, it is apparent that P) + (F3,

_ _%...
--.,

and P3,PO + (P1,P2) have the same comp6nents. Hence, by

Theorem 10-2 they are equivalent. Thus we have the following

theorem:

THEOREM 10-6. (P1,P2) + (F3J4)

equivalent directed segments.
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10-2.

The following thidrem

Theorem 10-5

THEOREM 10-7. If

then (P1,P2

On the basis of eltireceding discussion, it should o__
to us that instead of fo our attention on directed
segments, it might betbet

PI, P-)

(P3,pf

VQ2) and
_N.

3. 2

!date cons uence of

to consider as fundamental

entities'the various sets of ,equivalent directed segments.

This is really not'difficult to do, even though each set.

contains infinitely many members, for according to Theorem 10-2
each such set is ch erized by a unique pair of components,

and conversely. I other words, there is a one-to-ohe,corre-c

spondence which matches each ordered pair of real numbers with

each set of equivalent=directed segments. Moreover, if ble

define the sum of two sets of equivalent directed segments,

an- d to be the unique set which contains the sum o

any dir cted segment from Si and any directed segment from

we have a process of addition in which, by Theorem 10-5.

andahearem 10-6 it is true that

Si + 32 32: +

In the rest of this chapter we shall adopt the point of

view we have just describe& Sets of equivalent directed

segments, or the. ordered pairs of Components which are in

one-to-one correspondence with these sets, we shall call

vectors. ,A directed segment is thus not a vector, although.1

clearly determines the vector consisting of all the directed

4.

segments equivalent to the -en one. ch directeSesegment Is
thus a representation of a vector,-in somewhat the same way that
each member of a set of equivalent fractions such as

4

1 2 9
113

is a representation of a unique real number.
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In the next section we shall introduce formal definitions

vectors and their properties. (However, theSe are all

motivated by,the properties of directed segmehis which-we have

discussed in this section. If you keep the latter in mind, the

work ahead lyou should seem a natural extension of, what we

haVe-alPeady done.

.1.

Problem Set 10-213

1. You may recall from the algebi'a of real numbers the

following definition:

2.

FIN TION. If a, b ire two real numbers, then,

a - b is the real number c 'such that b ± c a .

The operation of finding c where, a, b are

given is subtraction.

Using the above definition as a guide write a definition

for_the subtraciion of two directed.line segments.'

In triangle ABC

(a)

(b)

(A,B) B,

? s

?

(B,A) (B,)

B,A) (B,C)'(c) ? =

(d) ? (AI) -A

(A}A)

(e) A,B) (V) + (CA)
(f) (B,A) (A,0 (TN
(g) (C,A 9 = (C,7h)
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In parallelogram

(a) (A,B)-4

(b)

(c) (Tyt B,C) +
(C(d)

(A,s1_5

Given two directed line s

horizontal lines 'and

ants (A,B) (C D) and

as indicated ,below.

Find.graph

(a)'.

(b) (U7b)

A

cally

What is true.about the two su

Given

2

(A,-B) (C:b) , (E,F) as shown below;_

are horizontal lines.

A

Find graphically

+ C,D)

(b) (C,D) + (E,F

(A,fl) + (E,F
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(d) Do this by adding the' sum

in (b) to (A.,)

Do this by aping

to the sum in (i).

E,

What app6at's to be true of 'the two sums iz d)and.(e)?

6. Letting 1 inch represent 2 miles, find graphlcali4

the resultantidisplacem6ht if an automobile traVels,4'

mile due north then 5 miles northeaSt.

7. ABCD is parallelogram. E is the midpoint of AB ;

AC and DE trisset each other at F

10-3. Vectors.

Motivated by our discussion at the end of the preceding

section, we begin our work in vectors w th-the following

definitions.

DEFINITION. Any real number is called a scalar.

DEFINITION. A vector is aPI ordered pair of real

numbers, called the components of the vector.
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Notation. A vector will often be denoted by a

single lowercase letter with a half arrow above

it, thus: u If a and b are the components

of a vector we may also denote the vector by -the

syMbol [a,b] If the components of a vector

are the same as the components of a directed

segment (P,Q we may denote the vector by the

symbol, PQ

We should note that square brackets, rather than parentheses

are used in the symbol [40] , fpr the vector whose components

are a and b , - This-is done to avoid confusion with Ordered

pairs of real numbers such as (x,y) -,which are the

coordinates of a point. We should also be careful mot to

confuse the symbol, ford the vector detefmined by the

point P and Q with the symbol, PQ , for the ray determined
,

by P and Q . The former has only a half arrow above the

let e the latter has/a full arrow.

DEFINITION. If ii --fa,b] , the number 4/a

called the magnitude, or length, of u

Notation. The magnitude, or length, of

denoted by the symbol lul

DEFINITION. The ordered pair [0,0] is called

the zero vector.

`DEFINITION. If [a,b] and if k is any

real number, the vector

[ka,,lcb] k[a,b] =

is called the product of th- vector u and the

scalar k

DEFINITION. Two vectors are equal if and onAg

if their respective-components are 'equal.
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DEFINITION. Non-zero vectors whose components are

proportional are said to be parallel,

The next theorem follows immediately from the definition

parallel vectors and the concept of slope.

THEOREM 10-8. If P1JP_ and P
3-
P
4

are parallel vectors, then t,

/
P
1-
Pi and P_P

4
are paralleln

3-

The-following simple riot very important theorem an

immediate consequence of the definition of parallel vectors,

the definition of the product of a vector and;s scalar, and

the definition of tOe magnitude of a vector.

THEOREM 0-- If u and 1r, are parallel vectors, then

where

DEFINITION. If u = [a,b] and

the vector

[a c,

called the

[a,b] [c dl

of and

u+ v

DEFINITION. The vector' II.. (-1)T is called

the difference between a and v

_

Notation. The difference between u and v
_

is written - v

The following important theoremisAn immediate conse-

quence of Theorems 10-2 and 10-5.
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THEOREM 10-10. The sum of the vector p
1-

F'.- and the vector

P3 4P he vector P 1X where X is the unique poin

such that P2X P3P1:

0

_
4 The-geo rical significancel,f this theorem is illustrated'
in the-following figure.

P4

a+c

d

P-P, = [a,b]

P
3-
P = [c,d]

- 4

PoX = P311-1.

PAX = P1132 + P3P4

= [e. + c, b + d]

Since vectors are not numbers, there is no reason to

believe that they obey e same laws that govern the operations,

cif arithmetic. Actually'thR addition of vectors and the

multiplication of vectors by scalars do obey the familiar laws

of arithmetic. For this reason we shall merely list these

properties for reference, and verify in only two cases that they

do, indeed, hold for vectors.
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Properties of Vectors

1. If v are vectors, then u + V is a vec o-

2. if are any three vectors then

= u + (v + w)

There exists a vector, 0 , such tha for any v_

U u .

For every vector j there exists a vector such that

= 0

5. -If

b. If

7. If

8. if

If U

are any two vectors, then V V +

are any two vectors and k is any scalar, then

k(u + v) = kzi + kv

is any vector, then kll u when k - 1

is any vector and h , k are any two scalars then

(h + k)tt = hU

any vector and h k are any scalars, then

ku) hid.= k

10. If a is any vector and k is any scalar, -Then_

1 = Ikl 11-11

Property 1 is an immediate consequence

the sum of two vectors.

definition

To prove Property 2, let u = [a,b] , v = [c,d] , and

w [e,f] . Then

([a,b] + [c,d]) + [e,f]

= [a + c , b +.d] + [e,f]

[-(a + c) + e ; (b + d) ']

= + (c e) b,+ (d + f)J,

[a,b] + [c + e , d + f]

[a,b] + ([c,d] + [e,f])

C + + a) , as asserted.
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Properties 3 and 4 follow immediately from the definition

of the sum of two vectors and the definitions of the zero

vector and the-difference between two vectors.

Then

To prove Property 5, let u = [a,b] and v = [

u v = [a,b] [c,d]

= [a A- b d]

(c a , d

[c,d] [a,b]

v u , as asserted.

The proofs of Properties 6 to 10 are very much like the

two proofs we have given, and to save time we omit them. In

each case, it is the corresponding property of the real numbers

which appear as components that plays the decisive role in the
proof.

Problem Set 10-3

1. If A, B, C are respectively (1,2) (4,3) (6,1)

express each of the following vectors in component form.
=

(a) AB

(b) BA
_,..

(c) AA
_,..

(d) AC

(e) CB .

(f)

(g) BC .

Same as Problem 1 if A, B, C are respectively (-1

(4,-3) , and (- -1)

If A, B, C are respectively

find X so that

(a) AB - CX =

(b) AX - CB .

(c)

(d)

(4,3) ,

same as Problem 3, if A, B, C are respectively (-1

(4,- , (61=1
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5. Given - [3,2] , = [-4,3

Determine the

(a) + 5

(b) a - c

(c) b a

(d) a + b

following.

(e)

(f)

(g)

6. Using the vectors in Problem

(a) -25 +

(b) 2(g

-3g.
(d) 25-

b

(e)

(C)

(g)

a

b +

-a -

[5,-

- a .

c

determin6

'p

-a + 3b + to

1--

a tb 7c

Using the vectors in Problem 5, find the real number

which expresses each of the following.

(a) PO (e) P-

(b) lb (f) +

(0) 161 (g) It- +

(d) kl

Determine a and b so that

(a) [a,b] + [3,4] [3,1] .

(b) [a,b] + [2,1] - [1,-3]

[1,0] = [2,4] + [a,b]

(d) [0,1] [:3,1] + [a,b]

[a,b] + [3,1]

Physicists have found that forces and velocities obey the

law of vector addition. Physicists call this sum the

resultant. Using this knowledge and a scale of 1 inch

to represent 2 miles per hour, solve the following

problem graphically.
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A river has a 3 mile per hour current. A motor

boat moves directly across the river at 5 miles per

hour. How fast and in what direction would the boat be

traveling if there were no current and the same power

and heading were used in crossing the rive

10-;4. The Two Fundamental Theorems.

Many of the applications of vectors depend upon one or

the other of two theorems, which we shall now prove.

You will note in the proofs of these theorems that we

refer to diagrams of geometric figures when we speak of vectors.

While 'a vector is an ordered pair of numbers and not a set of

pointsthe fact that a directed segment determines a vector

AndAhat a vector together with an initial point determines a

directed segment, enable us to think of a directed segffient as

a vector.

THEOREM 10-11. If OA and OB are two non-zero vectors

which are not parallel and if 0 is any vector in the

plane' 04B thSn there exist scalars h and k such

that

OP = k0B

If OP is the zero vector, it is obvious that h = k = 0

If OP is parallel to either or OB , the assertion of

the theorem follows immediately from Thegrem 10-9. If OF

is neither the zero vector nor a vector parallel to OA or
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OB , let m be the line which contains P and is parallel to

OB and let n be the line which contains F and is parallel

to OA .

Let M be the intersection of m and OA and let N be the

intersection of n and OB . Then by Theorem 10-9,

OM = hOA and ON = KOB

Finally, since ON = MP , it foil' s by Theorem 10-10 tha

OP = OM + ON = hOA kOB

as asserted.

Theorem 10-11 has an interesting algebraic interpretation.

If OA = [al,a2J OB lbl,b2j and OP = [bl)pc_)] , then the

assertion OP bOA kOB is true if and only if there exist

numbers h and k such that

. [P-,P-] = + k[b
1 2 l' 2 1 ,

+ [kbi,kb]

[ha + kb1 , ha_ + kb,]

This in turn requires that

and

ha, + kb_ p_
-1 I

ha,
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Now we know that these equations have a unique solution for-

h and k unless their coefficients in one of the equations

ar zero orunless'.their coefficients in the two equations are

prbportional If the coefficients are proportional, then

a
1

b
=1 or equivalently

2 -1

a
1

La
2

But this is precisely the condition that OA and OB should

be parallel, a situation ruled out by the hypothesis of the

andtheorem. Thus, if OA and OB are nonzero, nonparallel

vectors, whose components are known, it is possible to express

a third vector, op in teims of OA and OB in a purely

algebraic way.

Example

Express in 'terms. of u a [ 2,3] and t = j

To do this, we must deteraine h and k so that

[5,2] = h[2,3] + k[-1,4]

= [ 211,3h] + [ -k,4k]

= [ k , 3h + 4k]

This requires that

2h - k= 5 and 3h + 4k 2 .

Solving these two equations simultaneously, we find

h = 2 k = -1

Hence

The second of our fundamental theorems is the following.

THEOREM 10 -12. If a and v are non-zero, non-parallel

vectors, and if x, y, z, w are scalars such that

xu +yv + wi7"1

then

x = z and y - w
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To prove this, we observe that by adding the vector

u yv to both sidesoof the given equation,

we obtain

xu yv = zu

XU

or, using Property 9

(x -

If x - z yd 0 we can write

4

y)v

From this we conclude either that a is the zero vector
(if w y = 0) or else that t and v are parallel (since

one is a scalar multiple of the dther.) However each of- these

alternatives contradicts the hypothesis of the theorem. Hence

x z cannot be different from zero and so x = E But if
, then it follows that

0 (w

and since_ v is not the zero vector, by hypothesis, it follows

that w = y . Hence

x = z and w = y , as asserted.

Troblem Set 10-4

Determine and y so that each of he following state-

ments is true.

1. [-6,-1] a x[3,4] 1- y[4,3]

x[3,-1] y[3 1],-7 [5,6]

x[3,2] 4- y[2,3] = [1,2] .

4. x[3,2] ± y[-2:3] = [5,5] .

5. x[3,21 y[6,4] [-3,-2]

4- ,I
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10-5. Geometrical Application of Vectors.

Many theorems in geometry can be proved by means of
,

vectors. In this section we shaki present several typical

examples of vector proofs of geometrical theorems.

THEOREM 10-13. The midpoints of the sides f.any quadrilateral

are the vertices of a parallelogram.

Proof: Let A, 13C, D be the vertices of ti v quadri-

lateral and let P. Q, B, S be the midpoints of the sides

AS , , DX , respectively.

D D

By hypot

Hence

and

Moreover

Therefore

s

= + Bit = + )

PQ AB + BC

AD + DC - AB + BC , since each is eqUa1 to AC

SR = PQ

which implies that SR = IN and

is'a parallelogram, as asserted.

71 1
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THEOREM,1014. Ttie segment joining the midpoints of two sides

of a triangle is parallel to the third side and the length

of the segmentis one half the length of the third side.

Proof: Let A, C be

let D and be the midpoints of
-r-4
ok A

vertices of the'triagle and

and AC respectiv y.

By hypothesis DA = BA and AE

DE DA BA

Hence

Which implies that DE

DE BC

and DE II -BC- as asserted:

THEOREM 10-15 A Quadrilateral is a parallelogram if and only

if its diagonals bisect each other.

Proof: Let. ABCD be the parallelogram and let M

the interse tion of its diagonals,
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AD u and DC =,v , Then AC = u +'T and
DB = v - u . Since A, M, C are collinear, AM is some

...

'scalar multiple of Ka , say x u + v) . Similarly

DM = y(v.- u :.-Sinde' AD + DM = AM , we have

u

or, collecting like terms,

(1 - y x

= X ( +

Therefore 1 x - y = 0 and y x - 0

Solvingilhese simultaneously we find

_ 1x = y =

Hence

These imply AM = SAC

d DM = ;DB

d DM DDB as asserted.

Now let ABCD be any quadrilateral with its diagonals

bisecting each other at M so that .= MB and AM = MC .

t = AM MC and w =DM =MB Then AB= t w and
_.,.

w +.t ; therefore AB = DC , which implies that AB =

and Wie114155. Hence ABCD is a parallelogram.

Let

Problem Set 10-5

1 The segment Joining the midpoints of the non-parallel.

sides of a trapezoid is called the median of the

trapezoid. Prove thatOths median of a trapezoid is

parallel to the bases and has a length equal to one-half

the sum'-of the lengths of the bases.

2. Let ABCD be a trapezoid, with AB II CD , and E, F

the midpoints of AC BD respectively. Prove that

EF = DCI

Prove that the medians of a triangle are concurrent at

the point which trisects each median.
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ABCD be a parallelogram, with E the midpoint of

and M intersecting rff at F . Prove at F

point of trisectionOf rem .

ABCD be

such that AE

Prove that AF

a parallelogram, with E the
1

= ,11B , with N intersecti_m
1

AC
m + 1

10-6. TherScalar Product of Two Vectors.

point on

at F

In Section 10-3 we defined what we meant by two parallel

`vectors. It is now convenient-to introduce the ideas of

perpendicular vectors.

DEFINITION. Two vectors, PiQI and P2Q2 are

said to be,perpendicular if Figi is per ndicular

to P

In many applications it is important to be able to tell whether

or not two vectors are perpendigular. To develop a procedure

-for deciding this question, consider two non-zero vectors

OP ---- [pl,p2] and* OQ = [ql,q2] . These will be perpopdicular

if and only if nPOQ hasa right angle at 0 . By the )

1
Pythagorean Theorem, this will be the case

if and only if



0-6

Now OP

Mend

and the refo e

PQ m

P4= (12 P2]

Now, recalling the definition of the magnitude or length o:
p2 davector, we can write IQ12 loi ii2

in the form
2 -2 2 . 2 2 2%

.(q1 P1)- (42 P2)- (Pi- 17 P2 ) + q22)

r, expanding and collecting terms,

2 2 a 2
-41 241P1 242P?'+ P-

Hence,

-2 p +
1-

=, 0

$.

P141 -I- P242

2
q2

Thus, since the preceding steps are all reversible, we nave

established the following important theorem.

THEOREM 10-16. Two non-zero ictors are perpendicula; if and

only if the sum of the products of their respective

components is zero.

The number plqi + p2q2 obtained from the components tif

the vectors [p1,p2], and [q1,q2] is a very important quantity,

and it is convenient to have a name for it.

DEFINITION. If

the number pig, +

product of a and

= [p

p242

p2) and v = jql,q

is called the scalar

Notation. The scalar prOduct of a and v is
denoted by the symbol. Tt V' (read "ddt v"
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We should understand that the scalar product of two

vectors is a scalar and not a vector. The name scalar product

is used to emphaAize this ratt.

There are several'important a braic properties of the

scalar product of two vectors with which we should be familiar

These are not hard to prove, and we leave the proofs of the

first two as exercises.

Property 1. u=v=v-, u

Property 2.

Property 3. If k ls,a scalar, t.1

= k(u 177)

11.V+1.1*W.

Property 4. = I

have already seen'(Theorem 10-16) that two no -zero

ve torg are perpendicUlar if and only if their scalar' product

is zero. However, whether two vectors are perpendicular or

not, their scalar product has an interesting geometrical inter-

Ider7,etation. To discover this let OP and e'two non-zero

vectors and let. OF be a scalar multiple of OPT, say

OF = kOP . Then

We note that P = 0 if and only if OQ = kOP whiCh means
-1.

that ofiq and OP are parallel. Now if F= 0 , 'FQ and OP

will be perpendicular if and only if

OP = FQ = OP (OQ - kOP =

0 r, using properties 2 and 3 for scalar products,

OP * kOP . OP
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10 be the valUe 6 --determined by this equation.
Then--,,

OP CQ = k' OP OP = 10 0

WM IoPI
Q

711063I 10PI

if

if

if

k1

10

> 0

= 0

< 0

To Interpret this result it is convenient to introduce

tne followins definition.

DEFINITION. By the projection of a vector Kg on
a vector CD we mean theVector where M

and N are, respectively, the feet of the perpen-

diculars from A and B to.the line 441nr.

The following figure. illustrates this definition.

is the projection
_a.

of AB on CD .

Now 10: is the value assumed by k when FQ I OP . Hence

10013 is the projection of 5a on op and 1100PI is the

length of this projection. Moreover, if FQ = 0 , then

is parallel to OP and 01 is its own projection on OF .

Hence in all cases, 100P. is the projection of 01 on OP .

Returning now to the expression for, OP . OQ which we

derived above, and noting the symmetry of the scalaj product

guaranteed by Property 1, it follows that,except for sign,

the scalar product of two vectors; OF and OQ ,'is equal to

either:
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The length of OF multiplied by the le:

projection of OQ on OP , or
__.

The length of oq mnitipixe4:- le
-.1.

projection of OP an tQ

h of the

The sign of.the spalar product is positive if > 0
';tbdt is-, if , F * lies on the ray dr, and negative if < 0 ,

that is, if F lies on the ray opposite to OP;

As an example of the use of the scalar product in coordinate

geometry, let 0(0,0) and F(a,b) be two distinct points in

the xy-plane and let

O at F If P(x,y)

be the line which is perpendicular to

is any point of Ae. distinct from F

will be perpendicular to OF if and_ only If

OF FF ='0 . Nei u a (a,b) and FF.= (x y b)

(Why?) Hence OF r = 0 can be written

a(x b(y --b) = 0 or

2 2
ax by a b-

By direct substitution, it is easy to Verify that this equation

is also satisfied by the coordinates of F . Hence this

equation is an equation of the line By an altost

identical argument it can be shown that if contains 0

an equation of is

ax by =0 .

It is interesting to compare this discussion with the derivation

of an equation of a plane in Section 9=9.
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Problem ,Set 10-6

In each of-the following-IxObIeMS determine the scalar

product and from it tell-whether the two vectors are

perpendicular.

1. [-5,2] [6,15] . 6. [7,3] [3,-7]

2. [6,3] 7. [2,-4] , [4,6]

[-5,-2] [3,5] . 8. [12,2] , [-4,-24]

k. [ -2,3]. , [6,7A-k] 9. [6,-3] , [2,1]

5. [3, -2] [-3,2] 10. [9,2] , (-2,9]

11. Using the scalar product, show that the line through

P(3,5) and Q(7,-1) is perpendicular to the line

through R(0,.0) and 3 (12,6) ,`

12. Using the scalar product; show that. P(5,7) , Q(8,-5)

and R(0,-7) are the vertices of a right triangle,

13. By using Properties 1 and 2, show that

(11 - 11) t w -u *Z-VWi-VZ
14. Show that an equation of a line through,the-origin is

ax by a 0

15. Prove- Properties 1 and 2 of the algebraic properties

scalar products.

10-7. Summary.

A dirScted segment is the mathematical entity which

corresponds to a displacement in the physical world. It differs

from a segment in that'one'of its endpoints is identified as-an

origin and the other as a terminus. A directed segment there-

fore tells both a length and a direction. After defining

equivalent directed segments we introduced a vector as a set' of

equivalent directed segments. Since equivalent directed

segments have the same components we can consider a vector to

be an ordered pair of numbers, and this is how We defined a

vector. We used vectors to prove some geometric theorems.

These proofs were sometimes simple due to the fa t that the

algebra of multiplying vectors by scalars sim lar to the

7
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algebrawe studied.in previoud grades. The chapter ended

with scalar multiplication whichlenables us to prove two

lines perpendicular and to find the projection of one vector

on another.

1. Given. ABCD

Review Problem

_ a parallelogram and E and isection
points of AC , such that E is between A and F
Prove that DEBF is a parallelogram.

Given parallelogram ABCD , and E and F so chosen,
that AB- t BE = AE and CD DF g CF &and- BE = FD

is a parallelogram.Show that AECF

Show that the peinto p(6,8), ;4(o,-2 ) , R are
collinear.

,Show that P(4,0 ) , ,R(00.0) and S(-3,2)

are the vertices of a parallelogram.

If,

(a)

(b)

[k O] . [-3,2]

a + b (e).

a - c (d)

In' the CigUre, P and 'E are

midpoints of AE and AQ
respectively

(a) (A,D)

(b) ?(A,D

(c) (A,D

(d) (B,C

(e) (D,B

B,C) ?(A,E

D,E ?(A,C

B C D E

. [7,8) Lind

a + b c .

?(A,C

A, B, C, D are vertices of a parallelograi List all

the directed line segments they determine, and indicate

which pairs are equivalent.

7'D '1
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8.

.

If ABCD is a parallelograM, express in terms of
7 i

(a) (D,a) and (53) A,B) and A_,D
__,..

.

(b) (E V) and (M (B,A)
--N.. ...

(c) (W7t) and (B )

ABU is a parallelogram and F, Q, R, S are the

midpoints of the_ sides.

For each of the following directed line segMents, find

an equivalent directed line segment of the form

(a)

(b)

0,P

(0:t) (e) (D,

(00 (f) (At7b.

(g) (

(d) (571) . (h) (B ,D

10. Determine x- and y

x(3,1) y(2,-1] =

hat

(13,1]

(b) 4'2;3] 4- Y[3,1]

x[3,6] + y[4,2] = [4,2]

(d) x[-3,2] + y(1,1) [0,0]

(e) x(1,2] Y[ -1,1] = [6,6]

724
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(b)

(C)

12. If A, B, C a (6, 2,1)

express the following vectors,in component forin--.-
(

(a) AB

(b)- BA

(c) - AC

(d) CB

(e) g .

13. Determine the scalar product of

a_ 1A,21- ,- [2,-1] , .(d) [3,6] , 1,11

(b) [14] [3,1] . (e) , -1,1]

[3,2] , [4,2] .

14, Ina cube, what is the maximum number of-equivalent

directedfj.ne segments?

15. In a r, what is the maximum number of equ alent

direc ee-Ane segments?

16. A man is standing on top of a hill. He weighs 200

pounds. Represeht as a vector each of the following:

(Use a scale of 1 inch = 200 pounds.)

(a) The downward pull of the earth's grairity on him.

(b) The upward push of the hill on him.

17. An object is suspended by ropes as shown in the figure.

If the object weighs 10

exerted on the junction C

70

undsi what is the'fo 014

by the rope' CB ?
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18. A weight of 1000 poinds is suspended from wires as

shown in the figure.

What force does the

C ?

(b) What force does the wire BC exert on, C ?

19. A 5000 pound weight is suspended as Shown in the figure.

Find the tension in each of the ropes CA CB , and CW

wire AC

" horizon 01

exert oh the unction

20. A, ship sails east at 20 miles per hour. A man Alks
across its deck'towa the south at 4 miles per hour.

What is the man's' velocity relative to the water?



Chapter 11

POLYGONS AND POLYHEDkONS

11 -1. Introduction.

In the physical world nature abounds in geometric shapes.

Many of these shapes are.representationsof polygons and poly-
,

hedrons. For example, the sections of a honeydotb are hexagonal;.

each sn w crystal is in the shape of a tiny hexagon; diamonds

.-..,

are in t i e form of reguAroctahedrons; salt crystals appear to

be tiny, ubes; and quartz crystals:have the shape of hexagonal

pyramids.

an uses the shapep of regular polygons in designing

for ,landscapes, in making bolt heads, Chickenwire, stop

signs, and linoleum tiles. Box cartons, buildings, and sky-

scrapers take the form of prisms and other polyhedrons.

In this chapter, we continue our study of polygong with

special emphasis on the area of polygonal-regions. It is

interesting to note that one of the first practical uses of

geometry was that of finding area. Many people think that

geometry had its origin in the fourteenth century.B.C. along

the banks of the Nile River. At that,time,the king of Egypt

divided the land into plots and obtained his revenue from the

annual rent which the landholders were required to pay. Each

year the Nile River overflowed and carried away portions-of

doll. This necessitated a remeasurement of the land so that

the rent demanded of an individual that year would be

:proportional to the land which he held.

It is alio interesting to note that the word geometry

comes from two Greek words gt meaning "earth" and tnetrein

meaning "to measure." 41ence't14 first meaning of the word

geometry was "earth measuremeht."

Today the study of area is also important. Ldnd is bought

and sold by the acre; the floor space of a building is
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considered in determining the rent of an off e, factory, or
storeroom the Area of the wing of an airplane is Important it

designing the airplane; painters, bricklayers, BurveyorS,,map

makers, and interior decorators must know how to calcUlate the

area of simple geometric figures.

In the latter part of thin chapter, we introduce figures

in three dimensions whidh axe closely analogous'to the polygon

we have studied ih two dimensions. Each of these figures is
called a polyhedron. We shall investigate some of the,lnter-

t

esting-propertiesof this set of surfaces. 'However, the study

of the measure ofl polyhedral-region will be deferred.

11-2. Polygonal-Regions.

A triangular region consists of a triangle-anceits

interior. Each of the following diagrams represents a

triangular-region.

01111111110 bi ad 0111111
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A polygonal region is a figure in a plane, like one of these

four:

Notice in particular that a polygonal-region may have one or

more "holes" in it. A polygonal-region can be "cut uel=into

triangular regions. For example, each of the first two

polygonal-regions shown above is "cut up" in the diagrams,

below.
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DEFINITI ONS. A -lar region

triangle and its Interior.

I
A 1222112Eal-region is the union of a

of coplanar triangular regions.

e union Of

nite number

Each of the following figures pictUres a polygonal-region as a
union of triangular regions.
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The preceding two pairs of pictures suggest that a poly-

gonal-region can be considered as a union of triangular-regions,

in more than one way.. Note that we often do not shade a

polygonal-region in a picture, in case the context makes clear

that we are considering the polygonal-region rather than the

polygon which is the "boundary" of the polygonairegion.

One of the above diagrams shows five diagonals of a convex

polygon with eight sides. These five diagonals have a common

endpoint and they,"cut up" the polygonal-region so that we see

the polygonal - region as a union of six triangularregions.

Noting that 5 - 8 - and 6 =, 2 , we are ready to

consider the general situation.

Consider any convex polygon, say PiP,...Pn . We wish to

observe that the union of the convex polygon and its interior

is the union of n 2 triangular-regions and is therefore'a

polygonal-region.

Pn-

In the figure, the dots indicate other possible NTrtices and

sides, because we do not know

number of sides of the polygon

the number n-is.) The

n -Since the polygon is a
4t''convex polygon, the n 1 rays

I

are concurrent in that order. Two the corresponding segments,

namely PiP, and lyn , are sid the polygon,'whtle the

remaining n - 3 segments, P1P3 PiP4 , P113,1:1 are

all of the diagonals with one endpoint at Pi . (Some of

these diagonals are shown in the figure, and other possible

diagonals are suggested by

) ( 3 1

a
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These, diagonals and the sides of the polygon give us triangles,.
AP

1
P23 'P AP 1-P3P

' '
the number of which-4 Z"P'1Pn-lPn ,

is n - 2 . The union of these triangles and their interiors
is the union of P-1 P- Pn and its interior. Thus the union
of a convex polygon, and its interior is a polygonal-region.

Furthermore, we observe that the n - 2 triangles
mentioned abofe have the property that the interiors of no two
of them intersect. Hence, if a convex polygon hap n sides,
the union of the polygon and its interior ls the union of
n - 2 triangles and their interiors such that the interiors of
any tWo of the triangleS do not intersect.

DEFINITIONS. If a polygonal-region is the union of a

convex polygon and its interior, then the polygon is

polygonal-region and the',
interior of the polygon is Balled the interior of the

called the boundary of the

polygonal - region.-

In this chapter, we make use of triangular-regions in two
ways: (1) to determine the sum of the measures of the angles
of a convex polygon, and (2) to study the areas of various
polygonal-regions.

Problem Set 11-2

Show that each of the following is a polygonal-region.

More specifically, show that each is a union of triangular.
regiqns such that the interiors of any two of the triangular=
regions do not intersect. Try to find the smallest number

of triangular-regions in each case. (Note: The boundary
in Part (d) is a star-shaped polygon, and each side of the
polygon is collinear with another side of the polygon.
The boundary in Part

a

(g) is a polygon having two nonOon-

secutive sides which are collinear.)-
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a)

4

(f)

d)

73a' //

(b)

(e)

(g)
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2. In the following figure, A, B, C, D, E, F, are.callec
vertices, the segments AB, BC, CD, DE, EG, GA, EF, FD, 1- - _

are called-edges, and the polygonal-regions .ABE, FED,
BCDF are called faces. The exterior of the figure will
also be considered As a face.

the number of faces be f the number of vertices be
v , and the number of edges be e . In a theorem which
was originated by a famous matheMatician, Euler, and
which refers to figures of which the above figure is an
example, there occurs the number f - e f v . Using the
figure, .let's compute f. = e v . You should see that
f ---, 4 , v = 7 , e 9 , and this gives us f - e v 2
Using the two figures below, compute f = e v . Notice
that the edges are not necessarily segments.

b) Suppose thi figure to be

a section of a map show-

ing counties:

7 3 I
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What do you observe in the results of the three

computations?

In Part (a) take a poi& in the interior of the

quadrilateral and draw segments from each of the

four vertices to the point. How does this affect

thenumber f = e ± v ? Can you explain why?

Take a point in the exterior of the figure of

Part .(a)` and connect it to the two nearest vertices.

How does this affect the computation?

If you are interested in this problem and would like to

pursue it further, you wil ]. find it discussed in "The Enjoyment

of Mathematics" by Rademacher and Toeplitz and in "FUndamental

Concepts of Geometry" by Meserve.

11 -3. Sum of the Measures of the Angles of a Convex Polygon.

In Chapter 6 we proved that the sum of the measures of the

angles of a triangle is 18d,. As an application of this I

portant theorem vt9 studied the sum of th*measures of the

angles of a convex quadrilateral. Let us review the method

which we used (see Theorem 6-13 and its proof), but let us

express the -ideas with the aid of the new teminology introduced

in the preceding section.

If the quaPilateral ABCD convex quadrilateral,

then polygonal-region ABCD is the union of th-e-two-Atri-

\ angular-regions ABC and ACD

We showed in the proof of Theorem 6-13 that the sum of the

measures of the four angles of the quadrilateral is the same

as the measures, of six angles, three from each of the two

735
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_triangles. Thus we obtained the number 2 180 , or 1360
as the sum of the measures of the angles of the convex quadri-
lateral.

4.

We wish to extend this discussion to the case'of a convex
polygon of any number of sides. The following exploratory
problem utilizes our observations in the preceding, section

concerning the representation of a polygonal-region as the
union of triangular-regions, no two of whose interiors inter-
sect.

Exploratory Problem

Consider the diagonals from A in each of the convex
polygons pictured below. Eva procedure similar to the one we
used with the quadrilateral, find the sum of the measures of
the angles of each polygon. Summarize the results in a data
table as shown.

7
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Number of sides
of convex
polygon

Number of diagonals
from A

Number of
triangular
regions

Sum of measures
of angles of the
polygon

4 1 2 2 x 180 = 360

5 ..

3

7 4

n

This exploratory problem leads us to the f011owing

.important result.

THEOREM 11-1. The sum __ the measures of tie angles

convex polygon of n sides 2) 180 .

Proof: het V be any vertex of the given convex polygon

with n sides, and let the polygon be VAPC...dH . There are

n 3 diagonals from the vertex V . The union of the tri-

angular regions AVB , WJC , GTE is the polygonal region

VABC...GH . There are of these triangular - regions, and

the interiors of no two of them

intersect. The- total measure of

anglesall the angles of these

is (n - 2) 180 . On the

other hand, the total Measure of

all the angles of thete triangles

is the same as the sum of the

measures of all the angles of

polygon - (Why )

V

Corollary 11-1-1. The measure of each angle of a regular

polygon of n sides is

-360
or 180

73



Proof: A regular polygon of n sides has n anglet;
and all of these angles have the same measure. Hence each has

measure -'2)(180) Now

n .-180 =- 180
n

360

The notion of an exterior angle of a triangle, as described

in Chapter 5, may be extended in a natural manner to polygons

of more than three sides.

DEFINITIONS. Let V be any vertex of a convex

polygon.

The angle of the polygon with vertex V is some-

times called the interior angle of the polygon

at V

Either angle which forms a linear pair with the

interior angle of the polygon at V is called

an exterior angle of the.polygon at V

THEOREM 11-2. For any convex polygon of n sides, the sum of

the measures of exterior angles, one at each vertex of

the polygon, is 350

Proof: At each vertex of the

polygon, choose an exterior angle.

The chosen exterior angle and thN

interior angle at that vertex are

supplementary; the sum of their

measures 180 . The sum of the

measures of all the interior angles

and all the chosen exterior angles-
/-

is n 180 . The sum of the

measures of the interior, angles is

- 2)180 . By subtraction, the

sum of the measures of the selected

exterior angles is

180 - (n - 2) 180

738

i180 180 - 360 .
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Corollary 11-2-1. The measure of each exterior angle of

a regular polygon of n sides is 30--n

Proof: This statement is an immediate consequence either

Theorem 11 -2 or of Corollary 11-1-1. Why?

Problem Set 11-3

1. Find the sum of the measures of the interior ang es and

the sum of the measures of the exterior angles f a

polygon, one exterior angle at each vertex, if

of sides of the polygon is:-

(a) 12 (b) 22

the number

The Sum of the measures of the interior angles of a

certain regular polygon is 1080 . By Theorem 11-1,

Bence

a -d

Thus the numi

2)180 ----. 1080 .

n - 1080
1717

n .

sides of the polygon is 8 .

Find the number of sides of a regular polygon if the

Am of the measures of the interior angles is:

) 54o b) 900 (c) 2700

3. Consider a regular nonagon (nine aides). The measure of

each exterior angle is 360 or 40 . The interior angle

and an exterior angle at each vertex are a linear pair

of angles.

What is the measure of each interior angle of this

polygon?

(b) What is the sum of the measures of all the interior

angle



4. Use two methods to find the measure of each interior

angle of a regular polygon of 12 sides.

5. We know that an interior angle and an exterior angle at a

vertex of a polygon are a linear pair of angles. Thus if

the Measure of an interior angle of a regular polygon is

120 , the measure of each exterior angle is 60 . From

Corollary 11-2-1, it follows that 360
60 . Therefore

n 6

F -e number of sides of a regulari olygon if the

measure of each interior angle of the polygen is:

(a) 120

(b) 170

) 144

(d) 128

Complete the following chart:

Name-of
regular
polygon

Sum of the
measures of
the'interior
angles

Surn of the
measures of
exterior
angles, one
at each
vertex

Measure
of each
interior
angle

Measure of
each
exterior
angle

Equi-
lateral
Trian le

Square

Regular
Pentagon

Regular
Hexagon

Regular
Octagon

Regular
Decagon

71K)
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7. Consider a regular polygon cif twentysideS: Find the
measure of;

(a) Each interior angle of the polygon;

(b) Each exterior angle of the polygon;

(c) The sum of the measures of the interior angles of

the polygon;

(d) The sum of the measures of all the exterior angles

of the

In a certain regular polygon, the measure of an exterior

angle is one-.fifth the measure of an interior angle.

Find the number of sides of the polygon.

The sum of the measures of eleven angles of

twelve sides is 1650 .

What is the measure of the remaining a le?

(b) Do you have enough information to dec146 whether

the polygon is regular? Explain.
10, Is it possible to have a regular polygon with the measure

of each interior angle equal to 153 ? Why?

The star-shaped figure is formed by extending th6osides of
a regular pentagon. Find the measuri6 of the gle at each
point of the star.

a polygon of

12. Given a pentagon ABODE

and the measures of Lc

4 , 3, 4 Prove that

such that

d

= 150 , m /b =, 60 ,

are proportional to
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in regular polygon ABCDE...J of at least 5 sides,

prove that diagonal AD is- parallel to side BC

l'4. In the figure, we have given

a regular pentagon ABCDE

and a rectangle ABXY , where

C, Y, E are collinear in

tKat order. Find m LCDX ,

, and m LXBD

15. Consider the problem of how to cover a polygonal floor

with non-overlapping tiles such that any two adjacent

tiles have a side in common.

(a) Suppose that each tile has the shape of a square and

all tiles are congruent to one another. How many

tiles are needed to cover the surface around a point

which is at a corner of tiles?

(b) if the tiles are in the shape of congruent equilateral

triangles, how many are needed to cover the surface

around a point which is at a corner of tiles?

Could the tiles be shaped like other regular polygons

of the same number of sides and cover the surface

around a point without any overlapping? How many

tiles of any one polygonal shape would be needed?

(d ) If two tiles have the shape

of a regular octagon and

another has the shape of a

squareK,the three' tiles

would cover the surface

around a point without.

overlapping. What other

combinations of three

regular polygons (two of

which are alike) will do

this?

742
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Hint: Find solutions ef.the equation 2x ± y = 360
where x

and
y- are the mpasmres of the interior

angles of regular polygons having a different number
of sides. In the illustration x 135 and

y == 90 .

Investigate the possibility of other combinations of

tiles shaped like regular polygons which would be

suitable for use in covering a floor.

16. Consider a sequence of regular polygons with the number of
sides as follows: 3, 4, 5, n, Choose the

expression which correctly completes each of the following
sentences.-

The sum of the-me s:_res of the interior angles of the

polygons (increase decreases, remains the same.)

(b) The sum of the m _sores of, the exterior angles, one

at each vertex o the polygon, (increases, decreases,

remains the same

(c) The measure of a = interior angle of the polygon

(increaseff* dec_ 'ses, remains the same.)

The measuL.'4bibf an exterior angle of the polygon

(increases, decreases, remains the same.)

11-4. Area.

In Ch;ter 3 we introduced into our formal geometry the

notion of the distance between two points. Guided by our

experiences from the physical world, we selected postulates

and definitions which describe precisely the basic properties

of distance in our geometry. We then deduced by logical

reasoning other properties of distance an the connections
.

between-distance and related topics.} In particular, we

discussed Segments. A segment is a ain set of points;

its "size," commonly called its lengtPf, we defined to be the

same as the distance between its endpoints. The notion of
/-

congruence for two segments we described in tevms of their

lengths.

74_3
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In a similar manner In Chapter 4, after describing a

different type of set of points, namely an angle, we, stated,

by means of postulates and definitions, exactly what is meant

by the measure of an angle. Additional prcTerties of angle

measure we deduced as theorems.

We now wish to discuss how to measure a polygonal - region,

that is, how to deterffilne its "area." Apolygonal- region is a

set of points of a quite different t e from the segment or the

Lngle. We follow an approach like that used before; namely, we

select postUlates'and definitions which formalize in our

geometry the corresponding notion from everyday life. Notice

the resemblances between the postulates in this section and

those describing distance or angle measure. The first one

says that every polygonal-region has a unique measure relative

to any standard "unit."

Postulate 26. If R is any given polygonal-

region, there is a correspondence which asso:Ciates-'

to each polygonal-region in space a unique positive

number, such that the number assigned to the given

polygonal-region R- is one.

DEFINITIONS;The given polygonal-region R

mentioned in Postulate 26 is called the unit-area.

Relative to a given unit-area, the number which

correspond6 to a polygonal-region, in accordance

with Postulate 26, is called the area of the

polygonal-region.

Postulate 26 does not tell us what number the area of any

particular polygonal-region is (except the unit-area), nor

doev. it tell us how the -areas of various polygonal-regions

compare. We need more postulates to give us this information.

If a segment is the union of two segments whose interiors

do not intersect, then the measure of the given segment is the

sum of the measures of the other two segments. In the figu

AC = AB A- BC
A B

744
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Recall the corresponding,situation for

diagram, where Vtir is between VA

and VVC The interiors of the

two adjacent angles AVB find

LAW , do not intersect, and the

measure of LOC is the sum of

the measures of the two.angles

LAVB and LEIVC . We wish to have

areas of polygonal- regions. Thus,

polygonal-region consisting of the

its interior, as shown in FigUre a

angles, as shOwn in the

a similar property for the

for example, if R is the

parallelogram ABCD and
, then we want the area of

R to be the sum of the areas of the two triangular-regions

R_1 R2 The following

postulate guarantees this.

Figure a

postulate 27. Suppose that the polygonal-

region R is the union of two polygonal-regions

R
1

and R
2

such that the intersection of R
1

and R
2 is contained in a union of a finite

number of segments. Then, relative to a given

unit-area, the area of R is the sum of the

areas of R1 and R2

In Figure a, the two triangular-regions R1 and R2

intersect in a segment. Other illustrations are given in

Figures b and c.

Figure b

745L)
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In Figure b, the intersection of the polygonal-regions R1 and
R- is the union of three segments. In Figure c, the inter-

section (marked heavily) consists of one segment and two other

points; it is contained in the union of a finite number of

segments. In each case the sum of the areas of F- and R1 2
is the area of the entire pplygonal,region.

On the other -Mind, consider the polygonal-region shown in.

Figure d. It is the union of triangular regions Tl and T2 -

Figure d

Their intersection is not contained in a union of a finite

number' of segment, but instead is the cross-hatched polygonal-

region whose boundary is a quadrilateral.' Thus Postulate 27 is

not applicable to this case. If we tried to calculate the area

of the entire polygonal-region by adding the areas of Tl and

T-1.,_then the area of the polygonal-region which is the inter--2
sectionJwould be counted twice. Of course if we cut the

entire polygonal-region in a different way, we may be able to

apply Postulate 27.

We recall that two segments are congruent if and only if

they have the same measure. Two angles are congruent if and

only if they have the same measure. We wish to compare the

notions of congruence and area for polygonal-regions. since a

polygonal-region is the union of triangular-regions and since

we have extensively studied congruence for triangles, we

consider triangular-regions in particular. On the basis of our

experience in the physical world, two triangular-regions whose

respective boundaries are congruent

triangles have the "same size and

shape." Being of the same "size,"

their areas seem to'be the same.

The t postulate guarantees this.

746



ostulated VEL .Tr. two triangles are congruent,

then the reapective triangular-regions consisting

of the triangles and their interiors have the same

area relative to any given unit-area.

Thus two triangular - regions with congruent boundaries

have the:same area. Notice that the converse is not valid.

two triangular-regions have the sam- rea, we do not know

whether the triangles which are t it respective boundaries are
congruent or not. The picture sho two triangles which have
different "shapes," although the

"sizes," that is, areas, of the

corresponding triangular-regions

appear to be the same.

Ej

For any convex polygon, the union of the polygon and

interior is a polygonal-region. This polygonal-region has an
area relative to a given unit-area. It is customary and very

convenient to speak of "the area of the polygon" when we really
mean "the area of the associated polygonal-region." Thus, as

examples, we speak of the "area of a triangle" when we mean the

area of the union of the triangle and its interior; the "area

of a parallelogram" is a conveniently short phrase for the

"area of the polygonal-region consisting of the parallelogram

and its interior."

In the physical orld'the notion of area is closely

related to the notion of distance. If an inch is chosen as a

unit of distance, then'the customary choice

41For a unit of area is the "square inch."

This is the area of a polygonal-region

consisting of a square and ia interior

such that each side of the square is one

inch long. Although some other type of

polygonal-region can be chosen as the unit-area in our

geometry, we prefer, in this book, to adopt as our unit-area

the so-called "unit-square," which is defined as follows:

7474,



DEFINITION. GiVen a unit -pair for meaturingdistance,

a u: -area is Ca_led a unit-square if and only if the

unit--rea,Consists or a square and its interior such

that the measure of a side of the square is one.

The-diagram pictures-a unit - square

relative to the unit-pair. [A,A ] -

Our fourth postulate concerning area tells us how to

determine the area of certain polygonal-regions. It connects

the concept of area with the concept of distance developed in

Chapter 3.

Postulate 29. Given a unit-pair for measuring

distance, the area-of a rectangle relative to a

unit-square is the product of the measures (relative

to the given unit-pair) of any two consecutive sides

of the rectangle.

DEFINITIONS. Any side of a parallelogram is a base

of the parallelogram.

An altitude of the parallelogram relative to the

Illse is any segment which is perpendicular to the

and whose respective endpoints lie on the

parallel lines containing the base and the side

opposite to the base.

In particular, any side of a rectangle is a base of the

rectangle, and any side which is consecutive to the base of

the rectangle is an altitude of the rectangle (relative to the

base).

Our work in the following sections is largely concerned

with the areas of certain polygonal-regions and the lengths of
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certain segments related to the:polygonsj-regions-. It is
customary to shorten the phrase "the length of a side" of a
polygon and say simply "the side,"whenever the context makes
clear that we mean a number rather than a segment. In a like
mannela:baSe of a parallelogram or a diagonal of a polygon
is a segment, that is,,a set of points; sometimes, however, we

Use the word "base" or "diagonal" to mean the number which

the length of the segment; we do this only in case there is no

danger of confusion between the two different uses of the same
Word.

If the lengths of two consecutive

*ides of a rectangle are 6 and .3 ,

then we may consider the base. to be

6 and the altitude 3 ; or, We may

choose 3 as the base, in which

case 6 is the-altitude, For

either choice, the area of the

rectangle is 18

Using the terminol6gy given by the last de

Postulate 29 tells us that:

n _ ons,

The. area of a rectangle is the product of

its base and its altitude.

If the area, the base, and the altitude of a rectangle

are denoted by A, b, h, respectively, then

A s bh

As a special case, the area A of a square each of

whose sides has length s is given by

A 3 s
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Problem Set 11-4

1, ;Complete each of the folloWIng tables and angWer the

questions pertaining to each.

(a)

(d)

_qm Base. Altitude Area

a 2 6

c 12 2

d 24 '2

c Base Altitude Area

a 2 6

b 2

-c 2 27

CD Base Altitude Area

a 5 100

b 10 100

20 100

d 40 100

e 80 100

cn Base Altitude Area

a 1 2

ID 6

c 9 18

d 27 54

Consider a set of rectangled

with equal altitudes. If

these rectangles are arranged

so that the bases of any two

consecutive rectangles have

the ratio of 1 'to 2 A

then-the-ratio of the areas

of any two consecutive

rectangles is to

Conside a set of rectangles

with ual bases. If these''

rectangles are arranged so

that the altitudes of any,/o

consecutive rectangles have

the ratio of 1 to 3 then
the ratio of the areas of any

consecutive rectangles is

to

Consider a set of rectangles

with equal areas. If these

rectangles are arranged so

that the bases of any two

consecutive rectangles have

the ratio of 1 to 2 , then

the ratio of the altitudes of

any two consecutive rectangles

is to

What is the ratio of the bases

of any two consecutive

rectangles in the table? What

is the ratio of the corre-

sponding altitudes? What is

the ratio of the correspond-

ing areas? The four

rectangles are members Of a

set of rectangles.



2.

Complete the following sentences

If the ratio of the lengths of

ides of two similar rectangle

ratio of the areas is

If the rEAtio-of the

- to

a pair of corresponding

is 1 to the

engths Of a pair of corresponding

sides let4two similar rectangles is 2 to 3 , the

ratio of the areas Is to

This figure is

separated into

twelve, rectangular

regions. Let each

F small region be k

units long and one

unit high.

What is the ratio of the areas each of the following pairs
of rectangles?

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

3. (a)

(b)

Rectangle

rectangle

Rectangle

Rectangle

Rectangle

Rectangle

Rectangle

AN to rectangle AK . (Here

by naming a pair of opposite

AJ to :rectangle AR
AO to rectangle AF

BI to rectangle CI

BF to rectangle CF

BO to rectangle ND

we name a

vertices

We are given two rectangles with equal bases. If the
ratio-of the altitudes is 1 to 3 , the ratio of
the areas is to

If the bases of two rectangles are in the ratio of 1

to 4 and the corresponding altitudes are in the ratio
of 1 to 2 the ratio of the areas of the
rectangles is to

If the areas of two rectangles are equal - Ad the ratio
of the bases is 1 to 3 , then the ratio of the
altitudes is to

(d) If the bases of two rectangles are equal, and the
altitude of the second is 25 per cent more than the

altitude of the first, then the ratio of the areas of
the first to the second is

751
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4. The ratio of the lengths of wcy'consecutive Sides of a
rectangle is 4 to 5 . If the area of the-7rettang e is

5780 , find the length of each side.

Let a and b -be positive numbers. Show by

that the area of a square whose side measures a

the same as the sum of the areas of

(a) a square whose side measures a ,

(b) a square whose side measures b , and .

(c) two rectangles each 'of ,which has sides measuring

a and b .

In the figure, AC is a

diagonal of rectangle'

ABCD . The polygonal-

region ABCD is cut

into 6 -polygonal7

regions: the boundary

of R is a square; the

boundary of -R is a ,

rectangle; R3 R5, R6

are triangular regions

(a) The area of -2NABC

polygonal-regions

)

RI

R3

Ci

R2

b'

he sum of the areas of the

$

The area of zNADC is the sum of the areas of the

polygonal-regions,

The area of 11 ABC is equal to the area of AADC

Why?

(d) The areas of R5 and R6 are equal.- Why?

(e) The,areasofR-and R4 are equal. Why?

Therefore, the areas of R1 and R2 are equal.(r)
Why?
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11-5. Areas of Triangles and Quadrilaterals.

On the basis of the four postulates concerning area in the

preceding section, we can calculate the areas of trianglesi

parallelograms, and various other quadrilaterals.

THEOREM 11-3. The area of a right triangle is one half the

product of the lengths of its two legs.

Proof: Let triangle PQR have a right angle at R

the_lengths of its legs be a and b , and let A be the

area of the triangle. (The diagram above shows two pictures

of the,same triangle PQR .) Let T be the intersection of

the line parallel to -PR through Q and the line parallel to

Q.R through P . Then QTPR is a rectangle, and

= AQPT . By Postulate 28, the area of AQPT A

By Postulate 27, the area of the rectangle QTPR is A A ,

because-the two triangular regions intersect.only in the

segment N By Postulate 29, the area of the rectangle is

ab . Therefore

or

2A - ab

A

From this we can derive the formula for the area of any

triangle. Once we obtain this forrhula, it will include

Theorem 11-3 as a special case.

7
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THEOREM 11-4. The area of a triangle is one-half the product

of any base and the altitude to that base.

Prat': Let A be the area of'the given triangle XYZ .

Consider the altitude M5 to the side YZ, of the triangle.
$-

Let b = YZ and h = XD . Let the distances, bl and b" ,

between Da and the endpoints of the side opposite X be
chosen so that b' < b" There are three cases to consider.

15'

If D is between Y and Z , then cuts-the

given triangle into two right trianglesp.Aith bases

b, and 'V , as indicated. Furthermore,1'

b = b' b" . By the preceding theorem, these two
1 --right triangles have respective areas b ,h and

1
71)

If
h .

Hence, by Postulate 27,

A = tblh

b b")h

gbh

(2)

= .-2

(2 ) If B is one of the endpoints of YZ

is a right triangle. Therefore, A

Theorem 11-3.

754
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If 0 is not on the segment there are again

two right tri5hgles, namely Ant and AMOY . In
this case, b = b" HeAce

elh + A =(17,1 + b)h

Wh Solving the above equation for obtain

Explain how;

A 7ffbh

Since the length of any side of a triangle can be chosen

as the base, Theorem 11-4 can be amilied-to any triangle in

three different ways. The figure below shows the three _choices

for a single triangle. Any of the three fprmulas, A s bp,
A = lb h2 A = b3h3 , gives the area of the triangle.,

.avir

fi

Corollary_11-4-1. The area A of an equilatdl'al triangle

Is given by:whose `side haSlreWgtTi.

2

The proof is left as a problem.

THEOREM 11-5. The area of a rhombus is one half the product

of the lengths of the diagona,ls
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Proof:

diagonals of-the rhombus

M be the point of intersection of the'

EFGH , namely EU and MT.

H

Let d = EG and d' = FH The diagonals are perpendicular to
each other. Since TM is the altitude'to side SU of

triangle EFG , the area of AEFG- is

In alike manner, we note that the area of AEGH is

Hence, by Postulate 27, the area of the rhombus ls

4d(FM) -a 4d d(FE)

Corollary 11-5-1. The area A of the square whose

diagonal has length d is given by

1 2
2

The proof is left as a problem.

THEOREM 11-6. The area of a parallelogram is the product

any base and the altitude to that base.

7



Proof: Let A be the area of the parallelOgram PQRS
Let b and h. be a base and the corresponding altitude.

The triangles PQR and_ RSP which have the diagonal PR of

the Parallelogram as a common side, are congruent. Hence the

triangular - regions PQR and RSP have the same area, by

Postulate 28.

'APQR. Since

altiti.ude

Hence the, area or PQRS is twice,wthe area of

b and h are a base and a corresponding

is
lb
hof PQR , the area of PQ ,R.

the area of ,PQRS is 2(-bh) , or

Therefore

A = bh

Since the length of any side of a parallelogram can be

taken as the base, Theorem 11-6 can be applied to,any

parallelogram in two ways. The figures following illustrates

the two choices for a single parallelogram. In one case, we

obtain A = bh and in the other, A = b'h' . Either of

these two expressions gives the, area of the parallelogram.
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THEOREM 1177. The area of a trapezoid is one-half the product

of its altitude and the -um of its bases.

Proof. Let

altitude, b
1

be the area of the trapezoid, h its

d b, its bases.

b2

A diagonal of the trapezoid cuts the polygonal-region into two

triangular-region8 whose respective areas are 4blh and
1
b-h . (The dotted lines on the right,ln the diagram indicate2

why the two triangles have the same altitude.) By Postulate 27,
the area of the trapezoid is

1
1

A = *b_h 7b,h

Algebraically, this is equivalent to the formula

1
A --hkb b0)

1 2

DEFINITION. The median of a trapezoid is the se

which joins the midpoints of the two non-paralle

rent

sides.

Corollary 11 -7 -1. The area of a trapezoid is equal to the

product of its altitude and the length of its median.

The proof is left as a problem.

Summary --ovuulas:

Area of a rectangle:

Area of a parallelogram: A bh

bhArea a triangle: A

A = bh

Area of an equilateral triangle: A -
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a

Area of a rhombus: ad'
A

Area of a square: A = s , A

Area of a trapezoid: A

Problem Set 11-5

hm

1. Find th0Parea of a right triangle if the lengths of the

legs of the triangle are 6 and 10 .

2. Find the area of an isosceles right triangle if the

length of each of the congruent sides of the triangle

is 12 .

3. Find the area of a 45-45-90 triangle if the hypotenuse

of the triangle is 12 .

4. Find the area of a 30-60-90 triangle if the hypotenuse

of the triangle is 12 .

5. If h is the hypotenuse of a 45-45-90 tr angle, find:

(a) length in terms of h of the side opposite an

angle whose measure is 45

(b) The area of the triangle in terms of h .

6. If h is the hypotenuse of a 30-60-90 triangle, find:

(a) The length in termsJpf h of the side opposite the

angle with measure of 30

(b) The length in terms of h of the side opposite the

angle with measure 60 .

(c) The area of the triangle in terms of

750
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Find the unknown in each oaf the following triangles if
A is the area, b the base, and h the altitude.

A b h

12 10

b 6

12

(d) 12

In the diagram, the line containing A, C, D, E, B is

parallel to the line containing X, Y, Z, and is perpen-
dicular to p AC = 3 ; CD . I ; ED - 6 ; AX . 4

In each of the following, find the ratio of the area of

the first-named triangle to the area of the second-named

triangle.

) AAYC ; A AYD

) A.AYC ; A EYB

Refer to the diagrams

at the right and find

the area of each of

the following:

(a) AADC

(b) AXYZ

) LOST
(d) ADEF

A AYC ; AEZB

EYB ; AEZB
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10. Prove Corollary 11-4-1.

11. In the diagram to the right,

ABCD is a quadrilateral with

diagonals AU and -05

perpendicular to each other.

BD bisects WU . AC = -0 and

BD - 24. Find the area of

the quadrilateral.

12. If ABCD is a rhombus with diagonals

the area of the rhombus.

13. Find the area of a rhombus if the length of one side of

the rhombus is 15 and the longer diagonal of

rhombus is 24 .

find

14. The area of a rhombus

diagonal of the rhomb

other.

1600 Find the length of each

one is twice as long as the

15. Prove Corollary 11-5-1.

16.0 Find the area of a Square if the diagonal of the square

is 8

17. Find the area of a parallelogram if the base of the

parallelogram is 1? and the altitude of the parallelo-

gram is 7 .

18. The area of a parallelogram is 8430 and the altitude of

the parallelogram is 150 . Find the base%

19. Find the area

AD ==-=-14 , and:

Parallelogram ABCD if AB = 10 and

m /A = 60 .

(d) m LD - 20



The sides of a caralielogrape*re 8 and 10 respectively.
If the shorter altitude is 4 what is t. longer
altitude?

51. Find the unknown in each of following t-apozoids if
A is the area, h the altitude, and hl and b the
bases of the trapezoid.

A h bl bn

i)
8

24 io

72

5100 5

180 11

. ABCD is an isosceles trapezoid wit_

m ZA - 30 . AB = 10 and DC = ' . Find the area of
the trapezoid.

AB II DC and

Prove Corollary 11-7-1.

Find the side of a sqt, re if the area of the square is

equal to the area of a rectangle 16 feet by 9 feet.

25. In quadrilateral ABCD

DC II An and BE 1 DC .

If AB - 10 , DC - 14 ,

EB = 7 , find the areas

of GADC and cNABC
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26. The points PI S, . Q,

collinear in that order,

and the parallelogram

ABCD lie in the same

plane; and AP , W
CR and rg are perpen-

dicular to PR 0 AP = 12

BQ = 6 , DE 7 16 , QR = 5

CR = 10 , SQ = 2 , PS = 5

Find the area of ABCD

27. The vertices of a triangle have coordinates (-2,-3)

(-4,1) , and (4,5) . Prove that the triangle is a

right triangle. Find the area of the triangle.

28. Three

B(-6,-

the vertices of a rhombus ABCD are: A(0,0)

c(- -8)

(a) What are the coordinates of vertex

(b) Find the area of the rhombus.

The vertices of a trapezoid have the following coordinates:

A(0,0) , B (12;0) , C(17,6) and D(2,6) . Find the

altitude and the area of the trapezoid.

. The vertices of a quadrilateral ABCD have the following

'coordinates: A(-3,0) , B(2,4) C(6,0) , and D(3,-5)

Find the area of the quadrilateral. Hint: Consider the

altitudes of AABC and AAEC

31. The coo_ nates of the respective vertices of rectangle

ABCD are (34:2) , (10,2) , (10,7) and (3,7) . In the

same coordinate system, the vertices of AEFC are

(5,2) (3,5) , and ,(10,7) Find the area of AEFC

J.
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In the ladrilateral ABCE point D 1 between C and
EC II Aa AB

Prove: AC . 3D =

E

= CD = DE = EA

AD .

B

The hypotenu,,e of right triangle ABC

1 the altitude to the hypoteni4se.

Prove: At . AC = DC AD

A

34. Prove: If theodiagonals of a quadrilateral are perpen-
_--

dicular, the area of,the quadrilateral equal to ode -

half the product of the lengths of the diagonals.
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11-6. Area Relations.

In the study of area it is interesting and important to

compare the areas of two or more figures when they differ in

one or more dimensions. Proportionality is one of the most

effective methods of studying this change. Before continuing,

you may wish to review the definition and fundamental

properties of proportionality and of proportions, as presented

in Chapter 7.

Consider two triangles. &appose that one of the

ngles has base bi altitude h1 and area Al suppose

that the other triangle has base br0 , altitude h2 , and

area _ . Then

and

Hence, division,

A1
1

2

If the two triangles have the property

A,

A7 h
1

equal bases are proportional to the corresponding altitudes.

We note that A, k h, and Al k h1 where the constant

proportionality k is one-half the base of each triangle,

b1
, then

In other words, the areas two triangles with

1- t
namely k

a
1

0

If the two triangles under consideration have the

property hi , then

A, b,

Al
1

In other words, the areas of the two triangles are proportional

to the bases.
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tha

On -the other hand, if the two triangles have the property
Al ='A2 , then' blh, = b2h2 . In other words, the product

he base and altitude- is the same for one triangle as for
the other. This situation suggests a notion which is related
to the concept of proportionality and which we wish to discuss
now-, namely "inverse proportionality."

An important

expressed for the

numbers q, r,

a, b, c then the

to the largest of

property of -proportionality is the following,

case of three numbers: If the positive

are proportional to the positive

largest of the numbers

the numbers q, r, s .

a, b, c

numbers

corresponds

Dy contrast, as the
definition below shows, if the positive numbers q, r, s

inversely proportional to the positive numbers a, b, c ,

the largest of a,

numbers q, r, s . With this introduction, we are ready for
the definition.

are

then

corresponds to the smallest of the

DEFINITION. Suppose that to the positive numbers

q, r, there correspond the positive numbers
a, b, c, (that is, ,

The numbers q, r, ... are inversely proportional

to the numbers a, b, c .., if and only if all the

products of corresponding numbers are the same (that
is, qa rb = se =

As an example, the numbers 2 , 6 , 15

inversely proportional to the numbers , A

each product of corresponding numbers

As another example, find the num

that 2 , x , 5 a

By the definition,

are all the same.

are x - 3 and y

18

are

7 , 75 , because

x and y such

inversely proportional xto 6 , 4

the products 2 6 ,

Thus 12 = 2x , 5y
12
77

y

4 and 5 y

e desired numbers

We now extend our preliminary remarks about two triangles

the case of any number of triangles.
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THEOREM 11-8. Consider a set of two or more triangles.

If the bases of all the triangles are equal, then

the areas of the triangles are proportional to the

corresponding altitudes.

(b) If the altitudes of all the triangles are equal,

then the areas of the triangles are proportional to

the corresponding bases.

If the areas of all the triangles are equal, then

bases of the triangles are inversely proportional

to the corresponding altitudes.

Proof: For definiteness, we prove the theorem is _ a

of three triangles; the method applies to any number; by

choosing three, we avoid complications of notation in discussing

many triangles.

(a) By hypothesis, all the bases are the same number,

say b . Let the areas of the triangles be A , A' , A" ,

and let the corresponding altitudes be h h' , h"

Now A , A' = A"

A" are proportional to the numb

non-zero number t as the proportionality constant.

(b) By hypothesis, all the altitudes are the same number,

say h Let the areas of the triangles be A , Al , A" and

let the corresponding bases be b' b"

ce the numbers A , A'

h, h" , with the

f

("1
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Now A = b , Al A" = !#" . Thus A A' , A" are

proportional to b , b" , with the non-zero number

as the proportionality constant.

(c) By hypothesis, all the areas are the same number,
say A . Let the bases of the triangles be b b' , b" and
let the corresponding altitudes be h h' , h"

1 1-Now A --
2
bh , A

2
byht , A = =b"W-A That la, all of the

products bh , , b"h" are equal, since each of them is
equal to 2A . Thus, b b' b" are inversely proportional
to h , h' h"

Analogous to Theorem 11-8 is the following theorem for

parallelograms.
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THEOREM 11-9. Consider a set f two or more parallelograms.

(a) If the bases of all the parallelograms are equal,

then the areas of the parallelograms are proportional

to the corresponding altitude*.

(b) If the altittl4es of all the parallelograms are equal,

then theadPeaAof the parallelograms are proportional

to the corresppnding bases.

(c) If the areas of all the parallelograms are equal,

then the- bases of the parallelograms are inversely

proportional ter the corresponding altitudes.

The proof is ift as a problem.

A special case of Theorems 11-8 and 11-9 occurs when the

number of triangles or parallelograms is two. In fact the

case of two triangles has already been mentioned. Nevertheless

it is worthy of repetition. If b h , A are the base,

altitude, area, respectively, of one triangle or parallelogram

and if b' , A' pertain to the other, then the

respective parts of the two theorems tell us the following:

If b b' , then A , A' are proportional to

A
h h' , and hence -A-7- .

(b) If h h' then
A

(c) If A - Al , then bh b'h'

Problem Set 11=6

Prove Theorem 11-9.
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2. In the quadrilateral ABCG , ABDF i. a rectangle, and
ABCE and ABEG are parallelograms. Compare the areas
of the three parallelograms. Explain your answer.

As Shown in the figure, AD is divided into three

segments whose measures are proportional to 1 , 2

Compare the areas of the three triangular-regions

R
1 '

,

4 It is even that ,,, la, H 2 ; AC 11
iiBF

; CAB - 30 ;
Allw -i-ii.-

AB = 4x ; BC = bx . What is the ratio of the areas of

ADEB and ADFC ?

C

770
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-Profie: The diagonals of a parallelogram divide the

parallelogram and its interior into four triangular - regions

of:equal area.

Frew: that each median ofa. triangle cuts the triangular-

region into two triangular-regions of equal area.

7. AE , CD , and BF are medians of AAEC intersecting at

point 0 Prove that the areas of AA0B , ABOC and

ACOA are eqUal= Hint: Use Problem 6 to compare the

areas of

n AC D and A ; ABF and -z_FBC

AAOD' and AMR OBOE and ,nE0C3 .

Then prove that the areas of AA0B L\BOC , and ACOA
are equal.

The following experiment illustrates the fact that

point of intersection of the medians of a physical

triangle is the center of gravity of the triangle.

Cut a model of a triangle from cardboard and draw

the three medians of the triangle. Try to balance the

triangle on the head of a pin at the point of_ intersection

of the medians. Use the results in Problem 7 to explain

Why the intersection of the medians is the balance point

or center of gravity.
0

If ale area of AABC in Problem 7 is 2a6 , find the

area of each of the following triangles: AABO

A AOC /\ODB ALICE , AAOF

*10. Given: AABC B'h'

C
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(a) If AB = 12 , A'B' = 7 ear7d h = 10 ; find h'

(b)' If h = 9 , hl = 3 , and /MB' = 4 , find the
length of .

(c) If AB = 7 , BC = 8 , Aci. 6 , and AI BI

find the perimeter of &AIBIC1

11. In AABC , CO I AB br 11 CF = 20 ; CE = 10

CB = 30 , D = 18 .

The length of CO ;

The area of -DFC ;f

the area of ABC ;

The area of quadrilatera

ABFD

The areas pf two triangles are e ua What is the ratio

of the base of the toa base

corresponding altitude of the second

the second if,the

11.1

(a) Three times the corresponding altittde of the first.

(b) One-fourth the correspondipg altitude of the first. _

(c) Three-fourths the corresponding altitude of the firat.

(d) One hundred fifty per cent o the corresponding

altitude of :e-first.

(e) Ten per cent more_than the corresponding altitude

of the first.

13-. Are the areas Of two triangles equal if a base of the

second is 5 units more than a base of the first, and

the corresponding altitude of the second is 5 units

less than the correlpponding ali4udef of the first?
,

Explain your ansper.

14. What is the ratio Of the areas o o rectangles-if the

base-of the second is - 25 per(Cent more than the base of

the first, and the altitude of the second is 25 per

cent less. than the altitude of the fir OP?
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11-7. 'Relations in Similar Polygis.

THEOREM 11-10. Every similarity between triangles has the

,property that-t4e measures of the three sides and any

altitude of the one triangle are proporti--1 to the

measures of the corresponding sides and the orresponding
altitude of the other triangle.

Proof: Let be ..a similarity between

triangles. Let k be the proportionality constant. When

P

P kp' L q = kq' ,,r'= kr' . Let =RD and MD'
respective altitudes from R in AEU and from

. Let h = RD and h' = R'D' .

If D / Q , then consider the correspondence

RDQ.41---RIDIQI between right triangles. Since

(wt.:ty? ) and LPQR , the correspondencd is a
similarity. The proportiOnality constant for the similarity

be the

R' in

RDQ.0---10-RIDIQI is also k , since RQ = p = kp' = k R'Q'

Hence h =

pt

On the other hand if D = Q then h D = RQ p and
; in this case also, h = since

Thus, in every case/ P r

rI h' , with proportional

kp'

h are prOportional to

:y constant k .

THEOREM 11-11. 'Every similarity between triangles has the

proper 4y that.the areas of the triangles are proportional

to the squares of the lengths of any pair of corfponding

sides.
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Proof: Let PQR-41--AIPPKORI be a similarity_ ween

triangles. 'Consider any pair of corresponding side 7 TZ
and PIV and let r and r' be the respective lengths of
these sue=s. Let h and h' be the lengths of the altitudes

to these sides in the respective triangles.

P'

Let A and At -be the respective areas of r1PQR and AP,WW .

By Theorem 11-10, h } (rt,h' ) Thub

r

Now

By substitution,

t,-

A

I h I

r hT

A rrr

Thus, (A,__ 5 (r2 a

As an example, suppose that DEF4.----w-LMN is a

similarity between triangles such that an altitude of iNDEF

is three times as Long as the corresponding altitude of aLMN

Then, by Theoret 11-10, every side of ADEF is three times as

long as the corresponding side of ALMN , and every altitude of

ADEF is three times as long as-the corresponding altitude of

ALM . By addition, the perimeter of ADEF is three times

t1e perimeter of ALMN FurtherMore, by Theorem 11-11, the

area of '4,DEF is nine times the area of ZNLMN

We now turn our attention from triangles to polygons with

any number of sides.
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Theorem 1112 is concerned with perimeters and of course

applies to triangles as well as to other polygons. Theorem

11-13 generalizes Theorem 11-11 to the case of polygons with

n sides.

THEOREM 11-12. Every similarity between convex polygons with

eides has the property that the lengths of the n

sides and the perimeter of one polygon are proportional

to the lengths of the corresponding sides and the perimeter

of the other polygon.

Proof: Let the lengths of the sides of one convex polygon

be a, b c, ..., and let the perimeter a + b + c be p

Let the lengths

polygon be a'

a' + b' + +

of the corresponding sides of the other convex

b1 c' ..., and let the perimeter

be p' . Let k be the proportionality

constant for the similarity.

Then a = ka' b = kb' c kb'

p = a + b'+ c

= + kb' + +

= k a' + b' +c' +

=

Hence

Thus a ,'b ..1, p are proportional to a'

with proportionality constant k 6

THEOREM 11-13. Every similarity betweenIcOnvex polygons with

n sides has the property that the areas of the polygonal-

regions consisting:of the polygons and their interiors,

respectively) are proportional to the squares of the

lengths of any pair of corresponding sides.'

.60
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Proof: We-outline the proof; you are asked to supply the
details as a problem in the next problem set. Let

PoQoRI.. be a similarity between polygon's with
n sides. It k be the proportionality constant. The
diagonals from P cut the polygonal-region MR. into

triangular-regions; let the areas of these triangular-regions
A B

areas of the c

diagonals from

In a like manner, let wito, B' , be the

responding triangular-regions into which the
PI cut the polygonal-region

Prove that

Hence

Thus

eorem 11-11,

AF,Q,R1 ,

PRS 6PIRIS' etc:

TrA k2 k2 C
Bo

A + B + C +

A +_ B +
A' +

IC
2
A, I-

= k (Al +B' +C' +

etc.

Problem Set 11-7

The lengths of a pair of correspond! ng sides of two

Almilar triangles are 4 and 5 . Whet is the ratio of

NO areas of the triangles?
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2. The area of two similar triangles re 64 and 100

What is the ratio of the lengths o_ corresponding sides?

the ratio of corresponding 1ti udes? the ratio of

perimeters?

Two similar

triangle is

What is the

triangle to

second?

triangles are such that the area of the first

16 times the:area of the other triangle.

ratio of the length of a side of the first

the length of a corresponding side of-the

The areas of two similar triangles are 64 and 100 . If

a side of the first measures 24 , find the measure of the

corresponding side of the second.

5. The altitude of an equilate-al triangle
0

is equal to the

length of a side of a second equilateral triangle. What

is the ratio of the lengths of correspondi: sides? the

ratio of the areas?

6. Cut a triangle into three polygonal-regions of equal area

frty drawing lines parallel to a base.

7. By hypothesis, we have two

similar pentagons, ABCDE

AIBICIDIEI . We are

to prove that their areas

are proportional to the E

squares of the lengths of

any two corresponding

sides.

Restatement;
area ABCDE
area AIPUTDTP-

(Draw diagonals from A and Al ol the polygons.)

8. Frbbiem 7 asks for the prOof of Theorem 11-13 for the

Case of pentagons Use the same ideas and give a proof

of Theorem 11-13 for polygons with any number of sides.

9. . The areas of two similar polygons are 144 and 256 .

If a side of the first'rerasures 9 , what is the measure

of the corresponding side of the second?
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10. The lengths of the corresponding diagonalb of two similar
polygons are 7 and 10 . What is the ratio of the
areas? the perimeters?

11,. Find the ratio of the perimeters of two

if the areas are 25 and 50

12. Prove that the area of a square havi

giver square as a Side has twice the

square. k

13. Two similar polygons RSTIDI and R TIU,11, are such
that LR coincides with LR, The coordina es of

R = R'', of S , of S, are (2,2) , (2,11) , (2,8) ,

respectively. Find the ratiobf the lengths of corre-

sponding sides of the polygons; the ratio of perimeters;

the ratio of areas.

regular octagons

the diagonal of a

ea of the given

14. The areas of two similar triangles are 144 and 81 . If

a side of the former measures 6 , What is the length of

the corresponding side of the atter?

15. ;In &ABC , the -point D is on side AU , and AD is

twice CD . Let the line 4/ie-paxe/lel to intersect
_w_

"'VI' at E . Compare the areas of triangles ABC and DEC

16. How long must a side of an equilateral triangle be in order

that its area shall be twice that of an equilateral

triangle whose side measures, 10 ?

17. If similar triangles are drawn having, respectively, the

side and the altitude of an equilateral triangle as

corresponding_ sides, prove that the ratio of their areas
.

is 4 to 3

18. Two pieces of wire of equal length are bent to form a

square and, an equilateral triangle respectively, What is

the ratio of the areas of the two polygonal-regions

bounded by the respectiire polygons?
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11-8. Regular Polygons.

THEORE 11-14. The bisectors of the interior angles of a

regular convex polygon of n sides intersect at a point.

Proof= Given a regular conve polygon ,ABCDEF... with
AB CD DE EF , etc., and LA LB La LB '
etc.

a

C

t the bisectors of LA and ZB intersect at point V
Then ©AVB is isosceles, because m La'

Thus AV = BV Now m La. P m Lb m
spondence AVB-ifg-EBIC between triangles is

S.A.S. (Why?) Therefore ci Lc m Lb
1

B = m Lb

Hence the corre-

a congruence, by
,1B = m Z.0 .

That is, 6r4w is the bisector of LC In a like manner, we
can prove that AEVC is isosceles, that the correspondence

is a congruence between triangles, and that 'ITV4P.
upbisects ZD The sane procedure shows that EV bisects LE ,

etc. In summary, all the bisectors meet at the point V .

DEFINITIONS. The center of a regular polygon is

the point of intersection of the midrays of any

two angles of the polygon.

Any triangle whose vertices are the center and two

consecutive vertices of the polygon is called a

central triangle of the regular polygon.

A radius of a regular polygon is any segment join-

ing the center and a vertex of the polygon.

An apothem of a regular polygon is any segment which

Joins the center and a side of the polygon and is
,

perpendicular to that side.
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As an example, the center

of the regular h _gon in the

diagram is C There are six

central triangl one of which
is 4NABC . The °, g-ent Ta is

a radius pd the segment UN is
an apothem e regular hexagon.

Theorem 11-14 tells us that the

polygon is the point of intersection of all the bisectors of
angles of the polygon.

center of a regular

THEOREM 11 -15. Every central triangle of a regular polygon rs

isosceles and Is congruent to every other central triangle.

Proof: These statements, expressed now in the new language
of "central triangle," were actually established in the proof
of Theorem 11-14. Indeed, using the notation of that proof,

we showed that each of the central triangles AVB EVC , CVD

etc., is isosceles and that RAVE aBVC CVD

THEOREM 11 -16. The area of a regular polygon is one-half the

product of the apothem and the perimeter of the polygon.

Proof: Let ABC... be a regular polygon with n sides.

Let V be the center of the polygon, let a be the apothem,
and let e be the length of one side of the polygon. The

segments joining the center V and the vertices of the polygon
determine n central triangles.

A
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Each of these central triangles has base e and altitude a

and hence area ea . The area of the regular polygon is

therefore n(4ea ) = i

.1 f %
aLne) . Since ne is the perimeter- of

the polygon, the theorem is proved.-

Problem Spt 11=

1. Does a perpendicular segment from the center of a regular

polygon to a side bisect the side? Why?

2. The apothem of 'a regular hexagon is 10

length of each side of the hexagon?

3. The diagonal of a square has length 6i/7 What is the
radius? the perimeter? the apothem? the area?

4. Given an equilateral triangle whose side measures. s

find the radius and the apothem of the triangle in terms
of s .

What is the

The perimeter of a regular hexagon is 12 Find the

apothem, the radius, the area.

6. The radius of a s9 uare is r . Find the apothem, the

length of a side, the perimeter, and the area of the

square all in terms of r

7. The apothems of two equilateral triangles are 8 and 12

(a) What is the ratio of the radii? of the lengths of

their sides? of the perimeters? of the areas?
) Find the area of the smaller triangle by two

different methods.

8. Each side of a regular hexagon iS Find the

area of the hexagon.

(b) The apothem of a regular hexagosph is 12 . What is

the perimeter of the hexagon? the area?

(c) Use another method to find the area of the hexagon

in (b) . 1
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DEFINITIONS; A-221pledron is the union of a finite

number of polygonal-regions, each of which consists

of a convex polygon and fts.interiori such that <1)

the interiors of'any two of the polygonaI-regions

do not intersect and (2) every side of any of the

polygons is also a side of exactly one other of the

polygons.

Each vertex of any of these polygons is called

vertex of the polyhedron.

Each side of any of these polygons is called an

edge Of the pcilyhedron.

Each of the polygonal-regions is-called a'face of

the polyhedron.

As an example, consider the polyhedron in the above

diagram. It has five vertices. It has eight edges, two of

which are BC and n . It has five faces, one of which is

the Shaded triangularregion CDE

A polyhedron is named according to the number of faces

which it contains. Since the number of sides of a polygon is

the basis for naming a polygon, we expect some resemblance

between the names of polygons and the names of.polyhedrons.

The following table shows this analogy.
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Name POlygon Number 0

Triangle

_jades

3

Quadrilateral 4

Pentagon

Hexagon 6

Heptagon 7

Octagon 8

Nonagon 9

Decagon 10

Dodecagon 12

20-gon 20

Name of Polyhe on ber

(No polyhedron has three faces.

Tetrahedron 4

Pentahedron 5

He 6

Heptabedron 7

Octahedron 8

Nonahedron 9

Decahedron 10

12Dodecahedron

sahedron I 20

Faces

Prisms, pyramids, and frustums of pyramids are examples of
special kinds of polyhedrons. Other examples are the so-called
regular polyhedrons-.

DEFINITION_ Any non-empty intersection of a/poly-

hedron and a plane is called a section of.the

pOlyhedron.

A polyhedron is a convex polyhedron if and only if

every section of it which contains at least three

non-collinear points is either a convex polygon or

a face of the polyhedron.

A regular polyhedron is a convex polyhedron such

that:

eachjace is the union of a regular polygon

and its interior;

all these regular p

number of sides; and

have the same

all vertices of the polyhedron belong to

same number of faces.
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It is interesting t; note that there are only five types
of 4'egular polyhedions the regular tetrahedron, the regular

hexahedron (also called the cube), the regular octahedron, the

regular dodecahedron, the regular icosahedron. This fact will

be discussed again later in the chapter. Pictures o{ these
five types of polyhedrons are shown below

Tetrahedron
Hexahedron
6r cube

Dodecahedron

Octahedron

785

icosahedron
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Models pf - regular polyhedrons are not difficult to male,

and they are very helpful in studying tlpe properties of the

refular polyhedrons. .the plans for making thesmodels are
given below: They should be constructed froth stiff paper,

using dimensions that are-at least fiVe times-as large'as the
4

dimensions of the pattern.`

Tetrahedron

Octahedron

Dodecahedron

786
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Problem Set 11-
J

1. Make aj-table similar to the following'and'fil in the blanks

for 'e indicated regular polyhedrons.

RegUlar
Polyhedron

undary
of

Faoe

Number
of

Faces

Number
of

Edges

Number
of -

Vertices

Number
of Faces
(o Edges)
at e ,

Vertex

tetrahedron-
,

Octahedron

Icosahedron

Hexahedron

Dodecahedron
4

i

Fr m the preceding table, verify the formula f v 2

where f is the number of faces of the regulars polyhedron,

e is the number of edges, and v is the numbqr of vertices:

Da you think the formula is also true for polyhedrons whlsh

are not regular polyhedrons?

Explain why there is no polyhedron with three faces.

If you would like to know more about the relations that-

exist among regular polyhedrons, or if you are interested in

constructing' models that use regular polyhedrons as a basis

for their construction, the following books will be of

interest to you.

Steinhaus, Mathematical Snapshots

Cundy. and Roalett, Math- ati6a1 Models
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11-10. P al Ate.

In Chap - 4 and 9 we studied pltne angles and dihedral

angles. In this 'section we introduce another type f angle

known as the polyhedral angle. We also

properties of -lyhedtal angles.

A,picture of a polyhedral angle is the following:

study Some important

V %to..

This polyhedral angle is determined by the convexquadrilaterai

p1P2p3rk and the point V not in the plane of the quadri-
-IP-

lateral. The rays V , VP , are edges of the
2

polyhedral angie. Each of four angles at V , namely ZIP,VP2

Zrf

angle

angle and its interior; for example, in the plane VID1P4 , the

union of LID0T, and its'interior is a face. The polYtedral,

LP3VP4 41/Pi is a face angle of the polyhedral

A face of the polyhedral angle is the union of a face

angle itself is the set of all points belonging to any of the

faces. This illustration leads us to the. following definitions

7DEIIINITI0NS. Let a convex polygon and a point V

not in the plane containing the polygon be 'gAven;

the union of all the concurrent s which have

endpoint V and which contain a point of the

polygon is called polyhedral angle.

The point,, V is the vertex of the polyhedral angle.

e,EAch ray th endpoint V and containing a vertex'

ofthe polygon-is an dge of the$polytledral angle.
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An angle with vertex 'V and containing two

consecutive vertices of the polygon is a face

angle of the polyhedral angle.

A face of a polyhedral angle is the union of a-

face angle and its interior.

A ,polyhedral angle of three'. aces called a

trihedral angle.

Notation. If a polyhedral angle -is determined by

the convex polygqn: P1P2...Pn and the' vertex 'V ,

if Qi an interior point of VPi ; if Q2 is

an interior point of Vf;..., and if miZn is an

interior point of VP , then the polyhedral anglen
is denoted by the symbol

q1j'22"

In particular, the polyhedral angle may be denoted by

LY P1P2Fn

Other pictures of polyhedral angles are the following.

QlQ2Q,3 - RS Z



oratory Problems

How many trihedral_ anglee are formed by the walls, floor,

ceiling of your cla'ssr'oom? What do you think is the

measure of each of their face angles?

Can you make a model of-a trihedral angle with exactly'

one of the face, angles a right angle? With exactly two of

the face angles as right, angles? WiVh every_ face anglea

right angle? Is it possible to makea model of a poly-

hedral angle with four faces such that each of the face

angles is a right angle? Explain.

Make a model of a polyhedral angle with five faces so that

each face angle measures 6o Can you:make a model of a

polyhedral angle with six faces if each face angle meuret

6o ? Explain.

Do yoU think it is possible for a polyhedral angle to have

four'face angles whose respective measures are 5q 120 ,

90 , 100 Explain.

5. Complete the following statement: The sum of the measures

of the face angles of a polyhedral angle is

6 Construct a model of a trihedral angle, say LV - ABC ,

Such that the measures of the face angles LAVE , LBVC ,

LCVA are 8o , ko , loo ;. respectively. (The pattern of

such a model is given in the diagram below. The suggested

distances are measured in inches. As you completethe

model by bringing A and Al together, keep the rays

' "pointing downward from" the vertex V and keep face AVE

toward your right.)

Comps your model with those of your classmates. Do you

think-that all the trihedral angles represented by these

models are congruent to each other?
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Construct, as in Problem 6, a model of another trihedral

angle, say LW - DEF , where the measures of LDWE EWF ,

LFWD are 10 , 80 , 100 , respectively. Compare your

model with those of your classmates. Do all these

trihedral angles appear to be congruent?

Does the trihedral angle whose model you constructed in

Problem 7 appear to be Congruent to the trihedral angle

whose model you constructed in Problem 6

9. The models which you constructed in Problems 6 and 7 give

an example of lpair of "symmetric" trihedral angles.

What do you think is meant by saying that two trihedrhl

angles are symmetric to each Other?
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10. Drwpicturgy of a pair of vertical tr hedral angles.1

they appear to be congruent? Do they appear'to be

symmetric? (You should be able to guess the meng of
"vertical"

angles.)

11. Try and make models of trihedrafangles.with _a angles

measuring:

ihediml angles by analogy with vertical

(a)

(b)

40 ,

40 ,

50 ,

50 ,

100

.90 ,

, respectively;

respectively;

W 40 , 50 , 80 , respectively.

12. Explain the result of Problem 11.

13. Complete the following- sentence: The sum of the measures

of two face angles of a trihedral angle i

The preceding exploratory problems- -lead us to t

wo theorems, whose proofs we omit.

THEOIEM 11 -17. The sum of -the measures of arty `two face angles

of a trihedral angle is-'greater than the measure of the

third face angle.

THEOREM 11-18. The sum of the measures of all the face angles

of any polyhedral angle is less than 360

As an application of the precedil;g two theorems, consider

the following situation. Suppose that the measures of two of

the face angles of a trihedral angle are known to be 75 and

115 . We ask what information can be deduced about the

measure of the third face angle of this polyhedral angle Let

the measure of the third face angle be denoted by x

(1) By Theorem 11-17, we find that:

x-+ 75 ) 115 ,

x 115 > 7 , and

75 115 x
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of these inequalities tells us that

x 40 (Wby?)

Since x lb Positive, the second of

gives us no new information; and the

inequalities, namely f < 190 , also

any new information about the number

By Theorem 11-18, we find that

x 75 115 < 360 .

Hence

the ineqUalities

third of the

does not provide

(why?

x < 170

Since Part L1) tells us that x 40 and Part (2)

tells'us that x < 170 , we finally conclude that

40 < x [170

Prolem set 1110

In eaoh of the fdllowin, the measures-of two of the face

angles of a trihedral angle are 'given;, Find two numbers

such that the measure of the third face angle is between

them, in accordance with the information

Theorems 11 -17 and 1118.

(C )

(c)

provided by

80 , 105- 145 , 175

100 , 125 50 , 135

60 , 135 80 95

2 True - False statements Write

true; write 0 if the statement

-1- if the

is false.

statement is

Each of the three face angles of trihedral angle

can be obtuse.

(b)' A polyhedral angle can have four face angles that

are right angles.t_

(c) The measure of the face angles of. a polyhedral angle

with four faces-can be 50 , 65 , 100 , and 110
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, -

The measures of the face angles of a trihedral angle
Can be 140 , 130 , nd 120 .

If-the measures of two face angles of a trihedral
care 100 and 120 , the measure of the,third

face angle is less than 20

If each face angle oLa polyhedral angle measures
60 , the polyhedral angle must be a trihedral angle.

(g) If the measure of each face angle-of a polyhedral
%

angle , the polyhedral angle'must have four*

faces.

If a plane is perpendicular to one edge of a poly-

hedral angle, it is perpendicular to two faces of

the polyhedral angle.

Correspondintbto each vertext V of a convex

there is a polyhedral angle, whose vertex

is V andwilbse edges are the rays con-

taining those edges of the polyhedron

that have an endpoint at V. In the

illustrative diagram at the right,

the polyhedral angle associated with

vertex V of the polyhedron VABCDE

is LV ABCD . The faces of pe

po yhe4ra&ang]p with vertex V contain the respective faces
o the polyhedron that contain the point 'V

A

4

polyhedron,

V.

In the preceding section we described the so-called

regular polyhedrons. By pictures and models we found five

types of regular pojyhedrons. The number of respective faces

is 4, 6, 8, 12 _0

fe

The length of >,_i edge of a cube .(regular hexahedron) may

be any positive number. So although cubes can occur in any

"size," they all.have the same "shape," in other words, they

are similar_ to one another. In a like manner, regular

tetrahedrons of different "sizes" are nevertheless similar to

each other. In general, regular polyhedrons of any of the

five types we have studied are .similar to one another. The
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remarkable fact is that these -five typeb ale the .only fi rpes of

regularpolyhedrons that exist.' We formulate this as the next

theorem, whose proof we merely sketch

TUEOREM 111.1.9. There are no more than fisle types o regular

polyhedrons.'

outline or proof:

(1) A polyhedral angle has at least three face angles.

(2)'. The sum of,the measures of the face angles of a

polyhedral angle is less than, 36

The face angles of the polyhedral angle'corresponding to

each vertex of a regular polyhedron have the same measure.

(3)

(4) Therefore the measure of each face angle must be less

.than 120,.

(5) The measure of each angle of a regular polygon with 6

or more sides is at least 120 .

(6) Hence every face of a regular polyhedron has lee* than

6. edges; in other words, a face of a regular polyhedrbn

is a polygonal-region whose boundary has either 3 o4

4 or 5 sides.'

(7 Suppose that each face has 3 edges. Then,

(a) each face angle has measure. Go

(b) each ,polyhedral angle can have 3 or 4 or 5
*faces, by part (1) and (2);

(c) no more than three types of regular polyhedrons have

faces which are triangular-regions.

Suppose that each face has 4 edges. Then,

(a) each face angle has measure 90

(b) each polyhedral angle has exactly 3 faces, by

parts (1) and (2);

) no more than one type of regular polyhedron hds

faces whiCh are squares and their interiors.
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(9) Suppo t, at, each face has 5 edges. Then,

(a) each face angle hAS measure 108 ;

(b) each polyhedral angle has exactly 3 faces;

(0- no more than one type of regular polyhedron has

faces which are pentagons and their inter ors.

In summary, there are no more 141 five types of re-

polyhedrons.

.11-11 Prisms.

We now study another type of ,polyhedron -namely the, pr

DEFIKTION. A prism-is _ polyhedron such that two

of its faces (called base have boundaries which'

are congruent polygons

of the remaining faces

parallelogram with two

in paullel planes and each

hasa boundary which is'a

sid in the parallel plahes.

Prisms, are classified accordi:

ar

to their bases: A prism

m

each of whose bases is a triangular-region is called a

triangular prism; a prism each of whose banes is a rectangular---
region is called a recta ngular prism; and so on. Of particular

importance among tha_prisms each of whoSe bases has a

quadrilateral as a boundary are the foil /owing:

,Pa-allelepiPed

Rectangular Parallelepiped

o
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DEFINITIONS. A parallelepiped is a prism:=such that

the boundary of each of its bases is a parallelogram._

A rectangular parallelepiped is 4,parallelepiped

such that the boundary of each of its facesAt a

rectangle.

A cube is a parallelepiped such that the boundary

of.each of its faces is a.sQuare.

Notice that each parallelepiped ls,a polyhedron with six

faces', that is, is a hexahedron. In particular, the cube is

the regular hexahedron.

An ordinary box is a model-of a rectangular parallelepiped.
_

A prism such as a rectangular parallelepiped has three pairs of

faces, each of which_may be considered a$ a pair of bases. Is

this also true ofoaparallelepiped which is not rectangular?,
P*

Why? By contrast, onlyione pair of faces of a triangular prism

may be considered as the two bases. Why?

DEFINITIONS. With reference to a selected pair of,

bases of a prism, we define the following:

any one of the remaining faces is .ealled a lateral

face of trig prism;

the union of tee lateral faces is called the lateral

_Surface of the prism (sometimes known as a prismatic

surface);

any edge which is the intersection of,two lateral_

faces is called a lateral-edge of the prism;

the prism is said to be a right prism if and -only, if

a lateral edge is perpendicular to abase.

The left-hand figure below is picture of a priSm that

is not a right prism. Face AB(X is a lateral face and CZ

.is a lateral, dge of the triangular pristi. Each of the other

two diagrams below is a picture of a right prism.



A
Triangular prism Right triangular prism

Problem Set 11-11a

Right
pentagonal
prism

Explain why all the lateral edges of a prism are parallel
to-oneanother.

Prove that in a right prism every lateral edge is

perpendicular to each base.

DEFINITIONS. With reference to a selected pair of

bases of a prismwg define the following:

a cross-section'of the prism is any non-empty inter-

section of the priSm and a plane which is parallel

to, and distinct from, the planes- containing the
bases;

a right - section is any inter ection of tho prism and

a plane which is perpendicular to, and intersooAo

the interior of, every lateral edge.
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In the diagram at the right,

plane ABCD , plane E g01-1 , and

plane QRST are paYailel planes';'

and plane 'WM is perpendicular

to AE . Quadrijateral QRST

is a cross-section of the

ism and quadrilateral
WXYZ is a right-section

of the prism.

DEFINITIONS. With reference to a elected pair of bases

of a prism, 10)6'define the following:

any segment whose endpoints lie in the...two parallel

planes containing the baSes and which -is perpen-

dicular to these planes is an altitud of the

prism;

the sum of the areas of all the lateral faces of

the prism is the lateral area of the prism;

the sum of the areas of all the faces of the prism

is the total area of the prism.

A method of computing the lateral area of a prism is to

find the area of each of the lateral aces and then to add

thetn-,aeas,1 The following experiments help you to recognize

simpler method for finding the lateral area of a prism.
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Experiments

Cut along one of the edges

Note that this surface can

F
right prismatic surface,

r flattened into a rectangle as

shown in the next figure. "The base of the rectangle is the
of the of the prism, and the altitude of

the rectangle 1s the of the prism. Therefore,

they lateral Area of the ptism is the product of

and

Cut along the lateral edge of a prismatic surface that is not

a right prismatic surface. Tlatten this prismatic surface

-into a plane surface as shown in the following figure.
U

a line 'in the plane perpendicular to one of the

edges of the flattened surface- as shown. Does the length of

equal the sum of the
-1
altitudes of the parallelograms which

are the lateral faces of the prism? Why does the lateral area

of the prism equal the product of the lengths of R and a

lateral edge of the prism?

Boo



Change the flattened figure back to the original prismatic

surface. The length of 0 is the same as the perimeter of a

the p

T1EOREM 11-20. The lateral area of a prism is equal to the

product of the length of a latdral edge and the perimeter

of a right-section.

Proof: We are given a prism with bases PiP2...Pn and
_

...Q,_1102...Rn and right section Q1 . ;Jet L be theQ,a
R

lateral area of the prism, e the length of a lateral edge,

and p' the perimeter of the given right section. We are

required to, prove that L ep

R-

3

1. P1R1 =
4

QnQi_l_P1R1

Area of is e (c),_
1

Area of,
j

flQ-)

Area 'of =' R4P4 is Q4) , etc.

c'4. Sum of it he areas of n' parallelograms is Why?

Q1Q.-, C"' * Q3Q4 -1-I'n
Q + Q Q_

n 1

5. Therefore, L -=',--ep,,,, Why?

Why?

Why?

Why?
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Corollary 11-20-1. The lateral area o .a right prism is

the product of the length of a lateral edgel a.nd the perimeter-

of a base.

Problem Set

1. Supplyvthe reasons f9r the statements in the proof of
Theorem 11-20:

Pnpve!Corellary 11-20-1.

3. Find the area of the lateral surface of a right prism

whose altitude is 10 if the sides of the pentagonal bas,

measure 3 , 4 , 5 , 7 3 2 , respectively.

. Find the total area of a right triangular prism if the

base-is 'an equilateral triangle 8 inches on a side and

the altitude of the prism is 10 inches.

the sides of a cross-section of a right triangular

prism measure 3 , b and 3 , then any other -cross

section will be a triangle whose sides measure

and , and whose angles measure

and whose area is

The length of a lateral edge of a right prism is 10 and
its lateral area is 52 . What is the perimeter of the

base of the prism?

The apothem of the base right hexagonal prism is
8 The altitude of the prism is 20 . Find the

laleral area of the prism.

8. At one of the vertices of a certainsquare prism, the

associated polyhedral angle has face angles which

measure 90 90 , 30 , respectively. Each lateral edge

of the prism is .20 inches long, and the perimeter of

the base is 48 inches. Find the total area of the

prism.

Prove by the use of coordinates that the diagonals of a

rectangular parallelepiped have equal length.

10. Prove by the use of coordinates that the diagonals of a

rectangular parallelepiped-bisect each other.

802.
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11-12. Pyramids.

Pyramids reseMyTe prisms in several,respects. Many of the

terms such as lateral face, lateral edge, cross-section, and

lateral area are the same, and we shall '1_12-e them without formal

defir4tion.
1

*

DEFINITIONS. A pyramid is :a convex polyhedron

except forthe interior of oneof its faces, is con

tained in a polyhedral angle.

The vertex of the polyhedral angle is called the

vertex of the pyramid.

The face of the pyramid which is not contained in

the polyhedral angle is called the base of the

pyramid.

The segment which joins the vertex and the plane

containing the base and .is perpendicular to that

plane is called the altitude of the pyramid.

In the diagram below, V is the vertex of the pyramid;

the polygonal-region CDEFGH is the base of the pyramid; with

the exception of the interior of face CDEFGH the pyramid is

contained in V - CDEFGH .

V
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DEFINITIONS A pyramid is a regular pyramid if and

only if the boundary of its base is a regular

polygon and the center of the base is an endpoint

of the altitude of the pyramid.

The slant height of a regular pyramid is the

distance, between the vertex of the pyramid and an

edge in the basb of the pyramid.

0 In the following diagram, the altitude VQ of the
isosceles triangle EVA is the slant height of the regular

pentagonal pyramid.

Associated with the set of all pyramids is another

important class of polyhedrons. If we imagine "cutting off

the top" of a pyramid, the remaining figure suggests a frust

of the Pyramid. In the diagram b e low, the polyhedron with

vertices A,B,C,D P,Q,R, _ isafrustum of the
pyramid whose vertex is V and whose base is the polygonal-

region ABCD .

13a4.
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DEFINITION. Given a pyramid, a frubtum of the

pyramid is a polyhedron such that:

(1) Rne of its faces the base of the pyramid;

another of its faces is in a plane parallel

to the plane containing the base of the

pyramid, and

( 2 )

each of its other faces is contained in the

pyramid.

The proof of the following theorem is left as a problem.

THEOREM 11-21. Let a triangular pyramid be given.

(a) Every eross7section of the pyramid is a triangle

similar to the boundary of the base.

(b) if the distance from the vertex of the pyramid to

the plane containing the cross-section is k and

if the altitude of the pyramid is h , then the

area of the .cross-section and the area of the base

are proportional to the numbers k2 and h2

--)
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obl Set 11-12

Prove that the bou daries of the lateral faces of a
regular pyramid ar= isosceles triangles whiZh are
congruent to one another.

Prove that the lateral area of a regular pyramid is given,-
1by the formula A = Tap , in which p is the perimeter of,

the base and a lathe slant height.

If p is the perimeter of the base of a regular pyramid
and a is the slant height, find the lateral area of the
pyramid, in each of the following cases.

p = 18 ,

p = (yards) aet

Find the area of the lateral Surface of a regular square

pyramid if each side of the base is 8 inches long and

the slant height of the pyramid is 5 inches long.

9. What is the slant height of a regular pyramid if the

Area of its lateral surface is 80 and the perimeter of

its base is 20

Find the altitude of a regular square pyramid with a

lateral edge Measuring 25 and a diagonal of the base

measuring 1?

Fill the blank: The boundary of each lateral fae of a

frustum of a pyramid is a
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8. Derive a formula for the lateral

area of a regular frustum (such

as tl-lat shown in the diagram)

if p is the perimeter of

the lower base, ID, is the

perimeter of the upper base,

and .a is the altitudeef-a

lateral face of the frustum.'

The bases of a frustum of a regulay -pyramid-are squares

8 inches and 6 inches on a side. The altitude of a

lateral face of the frustum is 4' inches. Find the

lateral area and the total area of the fruStrum.-

10. In a frustum of a regular. square pyramid, an edge of the

lower base measures 14 and an edge of the upper base

measures 8 . If the lateral area of the frustum is 22C ,

find the altitude of a latel,a1 face of the frUstdm.

11. In a pyramid with vertex , rectangular`base ABCD Viand

altitude VO (as in the diagram), let EFGH be a

section similar to the rectangle ABCD such-that the

proportionality constant 1

(a) A FVG 4BVC Why?

(b) VO 1 Why?

) AKVG AOVC . Why?

(d) What is the ratio of

VA to VOr

e) Suppose the perimeter

of the rectangle ABCD

is 36 What is the

perimeter of the

rectangle -EFGH
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Suppose the altitude of a lateral face of the pyramid

is 18 . What is the altitude of a corresponding

lateral face of the frustum?

(g) what is the area of the lateral surface of the

pyramid?

What is the area of the lateral, surface of the_ _

frustum

What is the ratio of the lateral are 1)0f the pyramid

to the lateral area of the frustum? Explain.

Prove Theorem 11-21.

Hint: Let AABC be in plane

h from . het plane parallel to and

at distahce k -;rpm V , intersect VB , VC

in AI C' , respectively. Then show that

AAIB,C, AAJEC and that

d point V a distance

area of k-A'B'C'
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13. A point of light is 6 feet from a wall. A piece

cardboard containing 24 square inches of surface area

is held between the light and the wall 3 feet from the

wall and parallel to it. Find the ar of the shadow of

the cardboard on the wall.

14. A point of light is 10 feet from a wall. 'low r from

the wall, but parallel to it, should a piece of paper be

held so as to cast

paper?

a shadow four times the area of the

11-13. Summary.

There are four major types of measures in our geometry.

In Chapter 3, we discussed the measure of the distance between

two points, or equivalently, the length of the segment joining

the points. This is the basis for measuring a figure in one-

dimensional geometry. In the

measure of convex polygons, or

polygonal-region. This is the

two-dimensional geometry. The

would be if we only had time

present chapter, we treated a

more generally, the area of any

basis for measuring a figure in

next stage in this development

to examine a measure of a

convex polyhedron, or more generally, the volume of any

"polyhedral-region." This would be the basis for measuring a

figure in three-dimensional geometry. In Chapter 4, we con-

sidered the measure of an angle, or if you like, a measure of

the "angular distance" between two concurrent rays.

There are extensions of measurement. The measure

dihedral angle is defined in terms-of the measure of ari angle.

In the next chapter the measure of an angle will-permit us to

measure an arc of a circle. Also in the next chapter the area

of a polygonal-region will permit us to describe the areas of

circular-regions and of other two-dimensional regions associated

with circles. The volume of a, polyhedral-region would permit

us to discuss the volumes of spherical regions and other regions

in space.



- These types of measure have certain properties in common.

(1) A measurelis a real number that is not negative. (2) A

'measure depends upon a chosen unit, and the measures of the

same g4-ometric figure relatlye-toidifferent ur) are related
in a simple manner. (3) Wild measures pf two ruent figureS
are the same. (4) Tie measure of .a "whole" i the std ef.the

measures of its nemdverlapping "parte, that is, the le_gth of

a segment- is the sum of the measures of any' egments such that

tie interiors of any pwo of them do not intersect ancr_theit.
1. ---

union is the,give6 segment; -the area of aCnoygdhal-region is
,

\
the'sum 4

of the measures of any polygonalIcegions such that the

interiors of any t.4) of them do not intersect and their union

is'the given polygonal-re on; a similar remark would .pply to

the volume of a polyhedral-region; the measure of an angle is

the sum of the measures of any angles such that the interior%

of any two of them do not intersect and the union of the

angles and their interiors is the same as the union of the

given angle and its interior.

There are connections among the various types of measure.

The area ciT a two-dimensional region may be related to a product

of two lengths. The volume of a three-dimensional region may

be related,tp a product of three lengths, or to a-product of a

length and an Area. These relationships are the familiar

formulas for calculating areas .and volumes. Their prActical

importance depends heavily on the fact that in the physical

world it is often less convenient to measure an area or a

volume directly than to compute it from data obtained by

measuring appropriate distances and perhaps angles.
.J

A similarity between two geometric figures either directly

or indirectly prescribes many corresponding parts: sides,

angles, diagonals, altitudes, medians, faces, abases, and so

forth. In a similarity, the lengths of all segments, the

square roots --the areas of all polygonal-regions, and the

cube roots olf the volumes f'all polyhedral-regions in one

geometric figure are proportional to the corresponding numbers

for the other geometric figure. For the special case in which

the constant of proportionality is one, the similarity is a

congruence.
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Review Problems

1 What is-thee-Measure of each interior angle of a regular

polygon of fifteen sides? What is the measure-Nor each

exterior angle?

If an exterior angle of a regular polygon has measure

how y sides has the poi on

,sum of the measures of the angles of -,a ten-sided

'poly-el is 1440 Is the sum of the measures of the

angles of a twenty -sided polygon twice as much? Vari

your answer.

y

10

4. The ypotenuse of a 30 , 60 , 90 triangle_ is 16 and
w

the shorter leg of a second ,30 , 60 , 90 triangle

13 . What-is the ratio of their areas?

5. Two face angles of a trihedral angle meastire 56 and

100 . Between what numbers must the measure of the third

face angle of the trihedral angle be?

Which of-tpe following triples of numbers can be the

measures ofhe three face angleslo_f a tr hdra1 angle?

(a) 45 ,,Y45 , 90 .

) 66 , 6o ; 5o

In choosing tile for a

(c) J40 , 171 , :70

) 150 , 118 , 130

loor covering, would congruent

regular hexagonal tiles give

other regular polygons would

lalow?

8. By hypothesis we have an

equilateral triangle with

side measuring s

altitude h , and area A

(a) Show that h

ow that A

a complete coverage? 'What

fit together? How do you



9. Find the area of an equilateral triangle having the length

of a side equal to:

a) 2 (c) 4/7,

(b) '8 (d)
a

10.. The area of an equilateral triangle is

length of its side and its altitude.

Find the

11. The altitude Of an equilater',01 triangle is, 81(7

Determine the length of its side and its area.

12. A square whose area. is 81 has its perimeter equal to

the perimeter f,anequilateral triangle. Find the area-

of the equilateral triangle.

13% If ABCD is a square,

in terms of s and b

the area of the star

pictured here. The

segments forming the

o? the star

are co -int.

find,
D--

14. Prove that the area of an lssceles right triangle is

equal to one-fourth the area or a square having the

hypotenuse of the triangle as a side.

15. Given: Square ABCD witn_

points B and F as shown,

so that EC I FC . Area of

ABCD is 256 . Area of

ACEF is 200),

Find BE
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16: Find the area of each of the following polygonal - regions,

if possible:

30

(d)

12'

Parallelogram

Triangle

Square

10

Trapezoid

Rhombus

(h)

12

Triangle

Triangle



17: If W , X , I and Z

are midpoints of sides

of eqUi6e.ABCD , as

shown in the figure,

compare the area of

ABCD *with the area

of squae. 4WQ

18. The area of a CO quadri ateral-is .,126 and the length
of one diagonal' s s -2I: if the diagonals are perpen-

,

4dcUiar, find the length of the other diagonal.
.

The diagonals of a rhombus have lengths of 15 and 20,.
Find it atea. If an.altitude of the rhembus is 12 ,

find the length of ore

20. Find the area of the polygonal-region which is the inter-
section of ((x,y): -7 S x S 5) and

((x,y): -5.< y -1) (Draw and shade the polygonal

region.)

21. Diagonal 1715 of the pentagon

ABCDE shown has 1pngth,

and theperpendiculars from

B , C',,and7-B' have lengths

24 , 16 15 ,

respectively. AD = 25 and

CD = 20 . What,41athe area

of the pentagon?
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Givell: Parallelogram ABCD

with X and E midpoints

-.AB and .1175 respectively

Area of AECX is

e area of ABCD

23. If AB i a eegment in plane , what other positions

of P. in plane will let the area of AABP remain

constant? .Describe the location

of dll possible positions of P

in plane 4 which satisfy the

- ,condition. Describe the location

of all possible positions of P

in space which satisfy the

condition.

represents24. This figure represents A

cube. The plane determined

by points A , C and F

is Shown. .If AB is 9

inches long, how long is-

AC -?

What is the measure of. /'PAC

What is the area of AMC ?

25. Find the length of the diagonal

6 units long.

A

of a cube whose

26. Explain how to cut a polygonal-region bounded bfa

trapezoid into two polygonal-regions having equal areas

by a line through a vertex of the trapezoid.
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f27. In trapezoid ABCD , base

'angfes of measure 6o include

a base of length 12 . ,The

ppnitparall@l side WU has
length 8 Find the area

of the trapezoid.

28. .Find the area of

AF4pezoid ABCD

D(2,2 C 7,2)

A(0,0)

.prove the following theorem: The median of.a

trapezoid is parallel to the bases and equal in,

length to half the sum of the lengths of the bases.

If AB = 9 and

Dc = 7 , then

FQ =

If' DC =

and PQ = 7 ,

then Ab =
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30. In surveying the field ABCD-

Shown here, a surveyor laid

olff,:fitlVti5Aand-south line

through B and then located

the east-and-wedt lines CE ,

41W",41.0% He found that

CE = 5 (rods) ; DF = 12 (rods

AG = 10 (rods) = 6 (rods

BF = 9 (rods) . 4 (rods

JF

Find the area of the field.

By hypothesis we have a

right triangle ABC with

the right angle at C .

We are to prove that the

area of square AKHB is

`equal-to the sum of the

areas of square ACDE and

square BFGC .

Hint: -Consider CK , BE ,

1T such that II AK

Study AKAC and ABAE
(Proof from Euclid.)
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A proof_ of. the Pythagorean Theorem by the following method

is attributed to President Garfiel Let 21ABC have

right
A

Ingle at C On the ray

to AC , let T be a point such

AT = a . Let U be a point on the

same side of AC as B such hat

TU AT and. TU = b

Find AU , express the area of

the trapezoid BCTU in two ways,
_2and deduce that a: b-

2

In a Cube with A as one vertex, a triangular pyramid

formed by joining to -A and to each Other the midpoints.

of the three edges which meet at A . Fincithe total

area of the pyramid if each aide of the cube .is 12 .

34. A regular right hexagonal prism 10 units high has a

lateral area 'of 480 . :Find the apothem of the base and

the total area of the prism.
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Chapter 12

CIRCLES AND SPHERES

_ -Basic Definitions.

In this chapter we begin thet0tUdy of sets of points not
made up of planes, halfplanes, lines, rays and sgments.!-.The
simplest such curved figure are the circle and the sphere and
portions of these. We begin'W1th some definitions.

DEFINITIONS. The s0 of all points in a plane whose
distances from a given point in the plane are a

given number is called

The given point is called the center of The circle.The

The given number is called the imdius'orthe circle._

PQ1 4,3 =

Y

If we choose a two-dimensional coordinate system In the

plane whose origin is the center P and if Q is any point

- of the circle, then PQ = r Usidg the distance formula of

Theorem 8-4, we can write

Therefore the circle is

or - y =

2 2 2
,y): X + y = r

1

6

8



DEFINITIONS. The set ,of all points fn:space,Whhse

diafafigeS from a given point are a given number, is

el:414d a sphere.

The given point isapailea the center of the sphere.

The given number is called the radius of the sphere.
fi

Pal 2 'Pa 20 4

If we choose a three-dimensional coordinate system whose

origin is at the center, P , and Q is any point of the

sphere, then PQ = r- Using the three-dimensional distance

formula, we can write

0 y - 0)2
2 2

r or x y z =

2 2 2 2Therefore the sphere is .)cpy,z): x- y- z = r-)

DEFINITION. Two or mor

same center are called concentric.

circles with the



THEOREM l2 -1. The intersection of a sphere with a plane

though its center is a circle whose center and radius

are the same as those of the sphere.

Preof; We choose a threepdimensional 'coordinate system

with the center of the Sphere P as origin (0,0,0) and the

given plane as the;xy-plane (in which every point has zero ai

its z- coordinate). If r is the radius of the sphere, the

intersection of the'pphere and the plane is

y,z): x
2

y2 z-
2

= r
2

and z-= o) .

We recognize this. to be the set-of points in the xy-plane

given by

2 2
((x,y): x y

This is a circle whose center and radius are the same as those

of the sphere.

DEFINITION. The circle of intersection of a sphere

with a plane through the center is called a great

circle of the sphere.

There are two types of segments that are associated with

spheres and circle

DEFINITIONS. A chord of a circle or a sphere is a

segment whose endpoints are points of- the circle or

the-sphere. The line containing a chord is a secant.

A diameter is a chord containing the center.

A radius is a segment one of whose endpoints is the

center and the other one a point of the circle or

the sphere.

The latter endpoint is called the outer end of the

radius.

The plural of radius is radii.
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,Notice thathe single word "radius" is used to men two

.different objects--a certain segment and also the length of

that segMent. This should not be confusing t4eaUSO lflee we

know that, the word has two meanings we can easily decide which

one '1-3, intended wherever the word occurs.

The ward "diametdr" also has two meaningS. In addition

to meaning a certain kind of chord it also is used to mean the

length of such a chord.

DEFINITIONS Circles with congruent radii are

called congruent circles.

Spheres with congruent radii are called congruent

spheres.

'A direct outcome of these definitidns are the following two

theorems.

THEOREM 1_27 The radii of a circle or congruent circles,

of a sphere or congruent spheres, are congruent.

1110

TEE115N.,,EL. The diameters of a eircle or congruent circles,

or of a sphere or congruent spheres, are congruent.

or

It should be clear. that the radii and diameters referred

in these theorems are segments, not numbers.
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Problem Set 121

Fill in the blanks with a word or words which will best

name or descitibe the indicated parts. Assume that points

are where they appear to be.

Diagram (a)

Refer to Diagram (a).

Point 0 is the center of the circle.

Diagram b)

(1) Any point X on any subset of the circle is .a

distance from 0

(2) DS is a

) OS is the

(4) MN is a rN: is a

(5) NT isa ,41We is a

(6) Points in the diagram which are n-
4

given circle are

the

(7) Points in the diagram which are in the

circle are

(8) S is the of the radius

(9) Each point in the circle is the of one

and only one- radius.

(10) Any point X on the subset of the circle

between R and M would'in every possible

not

position be a distance from 0 .

p



Refer to 6gram (b).

P0,41t 0 is the center of he-sphere.,

(1) I is. a.

(2) Points are outer endpoints of given

radii.

(3) If 0, A, and B are collinear, then 117

is a

(4) If 0 lies in plane A?.

center .0 -and radius VR in , is a

of'the sphere.

(5) BM is a .

(6) Every point on the

radius.

7) All points in .X which lie at fa distance OB

from 0 lie in

then the circle with

he ou
.

end of

with center . and

radius

Row many planes may contain any given point

such as 0 ? How many great circles are there

ons..Ny given sphere? All great circles on a

given sphere are to each other.

(9 ) In order to specify a unique sphere, w must

be given

(10) With a given point as center, it is possible

to consider (how many) spheres? All these,

spheres are called spheres.

2. Tell whether the following statements are true or false.

(a) There is exactly one great circle of a sphere.

(b) Every chord of a circle contains two points of the

(c) A radius of a circle is a chord of the circle.

(d) The center of a circle bisects only one of the

chords of the circle.

) A secant of a circle may intersect the circle

only one point.

(f) All 'radii of a sphere are. congruent.
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(g) A chord of a sphere may be longer than:a radiusof

the sphere.

If a .sphere ana a circle have the same ,center and

if they intersect, them'the intersection Is a circle..

3. Tell whether the following statements are true or false.

(a) if a line intersects a circle in one.point; it

intersects the circle in two.points'; -

(b) The intersection of a line and a Circle may be

empty.

In the plane of a circle, a line which passes

through the center of the circle has two points in

coon with the cirq"le.

(d) A circle and a line may-havd three points-in common.

If a plane intersects a sphere in at least two

points, the intersection is a line.

f A plane cannot intersect a sphere in one point.

(g).. If two circles intepaect, their intersection is

two points, -

(h) The radius of a circle is a subset of the circle.

4 Consider an: xy-coordi em and yz-coordinste,

system as indicated in the diagrams below.

6) R(3,5)

figure (a). Figure (b)

B(4,0)
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(a) Refer to Figure (a).

Express the distance between C and P in

terms of x and y

(2) Write an equation of the circle with center

P and radius 5

Write the coordinates of 4 points which you_7(3)

(4)

(5)

know lie on the circle in Part (2

Find the distance between B and P .

Write an equation of a circle which has P as

a center and contains B

Write an equation of the circle which has

as its "center and contains A .

(b) Use Figure (b).

(1) What is the radius of the circle which has P

as center and contains B ?

(2) Write an equation of the given circle.

(3) Find the distance RP . How can you tell

without a diagram that R is not on the circle?
(4) Write an equation of a circle with center P

and which contains A .

B is a point on the circle with center A and radius

Use the xz-coordinate system as indicated.

(a) Express the distance

between B and A .

(b) Write an equation of

the circle which has

A as center and

radius 3 .

Write an equation of

the circle which has

point (-2,0) as

center and which

contains the origin.

(d) Write an equation of

a circle in the xz-plane

with center at point (h,k)

and with r as its radius.
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2 2
6. Given circle C = ((x,y): x 25)y = . Check whether

or not the following points are'points of C

(a) (0,-5)

(b) (-3,4) ) (12,13)

Write an equation of the sphere with center at point

(0,0,0) and radius 7 3 .

2 2 .

B. Given sphere ((x)Y)z
.+ y z 169). Check

whether or not the followit points are points of

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

9. Find 5 more points

(0,13,0) (/TOU,1,0)

(-3,4, (1/1',0,-4/76,3)

4/755g,2,-

(0,0,0)

in Problem 8.

10. Using the set notation, write an expression for the points

of the circle whose center is (0,0) and whose radiuS

(a) 3 (b) 4 .
) I/5

'11. Given C = ((x,y) x + y = 25)

(a) What restriction on x and y would give only the

portion of the circle in Quadrant I?

(b) What portion of the circle would you be considering

under the restriction, x > 0 ?

-) Wit- restriction on x and y would give the

-ruadrant III?

12. Given

intersection of

C = ((x,y):

Find x if point of

Find y if (3,y) is at point of C

Can you find y so that (4,y ) is a point of C ?

Explain.



0
41.3. Given S = ( a y- z- = 25)

(a) Find z if 3,0,z) is a point of S

(b) Find y if (-4,y,3) is a point of S

(c) Find x if (x,0,0) is a point of S

(d) Can you find z such that '(3$5,z) is a point
S ? Explain.

14. Prove: A diaMeterro a- circle is its longest chord.

15.. Given: AB and CD
are diameters.

Prove: AC BD

16. Prove: If AB and CD are distinct dii eters of a
circle, then ACED is a rectangle.

17. Prove that the midray of the angle formed by two radii

of a circle, PA and 1517 , lies in the perpendicular
bisector of AB

18. Consider a sphere whose center is at 0(2,3, -1) .

Q(x,y,z) be a point of the sphere. What is the distance
OQ , by the distance formula? Is b7 a radius of the
sphere? Write an equation of the sphere which has

(2,3-1) as center and which contains Q , if OQ =

(Eliminate radicals by squaring both members of the

equation.)
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12-2. Tangent Lines.

Anyone who looks at a drawing of a circle sees that it

divides the plane into two regions, one consisting of the

points inside the-circle and the other of the outside points.

We now define these term- formally.

The interior of a circle is -the set -of

all points in the Plane of the circle whose distances

from the center are less than the radius.

The exterior of the circle is- the set of all points

In the plane of the-circle whose distances from the

center are greater than the radius.

From these definitions it follows that A point in the

plane of a circle is either in the interior of the circle, on

the circle, or in the exterior of the circle. (We frequently

use the more common word "inside" for "in the interior of,"

etc.) In terms of an xy-coordinate system whose origin is the

center of a given circle of radius r , the interior of the

circle is

and its exter-

a a
y r<

a

V
x2+y2<r

n in _rior Point

7(24-Y2 :>r2

is an exteplo
of C

point
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blem get 12-2a

(Exploratory)

1 Given C = ( ( ,y)
y2 p,

lo; and (xa = a)=' x
Find the set of point3.in the intersection 0.- c and
if a = 3 ; if a = 4 ; if a . 5 .

2.' Using the resul's you found in Problem 1, complete the
'following.

The inter=section of C and' M conta
point(s) if a < 4

(b) The intersection of C and M contains
point(s) if a = 4

The intersection of C and M contains
point(s) if a > 4 .

What three relations between a circle and a line in the
plane of the circle are suggested by Problems and 2?

If a stone is twirled on the end of a string in a circular
path and then let go, it will "fly off on a tangent." Try.to
see how this use of the word tangent is related to the one we
now give.

DEFINITIONS. A tangent to a circle is a line in the

plane of the circle which intersects the circle in
only one point.

This point is called the point of tangency, .or point

of contact, and we say that the line and the circle
are tangent at this point.

In the figure, -I' is tangent to the c cle-at
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Lines ancl. circles are important sub Sets of planes. Let us

consider a single plane and study the relatiokis of lines and

circles to one another. It looks as if the following three

figures indicate, a complete catalog of the possibilities:

In each case, P is the center of the circle, and F 1s the

foot of the perpendicular, from P to the line. We shall soon
. _

see that this point- F , the foot of the perpendicular, is the

key to the whole situation, If F is outside the ctrcle,.as

- in the first figure, then all other points of the line are also

outside, and thi line and the circle do not intersect at all.

If F is on the circle, then .the line iS a tangent line, as in

the second figure, and the point of tangency 10 F If F is

inside the circle, as in the third figure, then thine is a

secant, and the points'of intersection are equidistant from the

point F . To verify these statements, we need to prove the

following theorem:,

THEOREM 12-4. Given a line j and a circle C in the same

plane. Let F be the c nter of the circle, and let

t be the foot of the perpendicular from P to the line.

(I) Every point of .1 is outside C if and only if

_u side /C

is a tangent ,to C if and only if F is on C

is a secant of C if and only if F is inside C
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Proof: Let r be the radius of C and let PF = a

We introduce the xy-coordinate system with origin at P

whose y-axis, is paralleltto and whose positivlex-axis

contains F . Then F = (a,0) C = ((x,y): x2 y = and
((x,y): x or ((a,y))

) F is outside C F is on C (3) F is inside C.

(1) Suppose F is outside C , then a > r Since a

and r are positive numbers, it follows that a- and

y-
2

> r
2

. Therefore all pointS (a,y) are outside C .

Since (a,y)) , then all points of are outside C

Of course, if every point of I is outside C then F

is also outside C . This proves both parts of (1).

(2) Suppose F is on C . Then 17= a , and the inter-

section of ..land C is ((x,y): x2 a2 and x = a)

or ((a,y): Y2 = 0)

But there is exactly one number whose square is zero,

namely zero. Therefore the only point of intersection of

and C is F(a,O) . Therefore is a tangent to C

If Je is a tangent, it can have only one point in common

with C . That point is shown-to be F(a,0) Thus, both

partS'of (2) are proved.
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(3) Suppose F is inside a , then r > a . The inter-

section of 1 and C is, ((x,y): y = x = a sand
2 0 S2a r) or ((a,y): y- = r

2
- af) r > a ince r2

-0-
a positive number, y can be either or

Therefore the intersection consists of (a,

(a, 2 - a ) . These are distinct points. Why? Therefo

is a secant.

lff is a secant, it inter ects in two distinct=

points, which we have shown to be and

(a, - a ) This implies that r a > 0 . (Why

can't rG - a = 0 ?) And because r and . a are positive,

r > a. But PF = a ; therefore' PF < r , or F is inside

C . This completes the proof of the theorem.

The following table displays some of the facts about

that we met in our proof.

Case 1 Case _ Case

,0 a > r = r a

a + y
2

> r
2 0 0, , 0+y,

0
no y for if and only if and only if y --= - a

which

a
2

+ y =-=

if y - o . or

y--='

No point of Only F and C have exactly

lies on on C . two points in common.

_ . They are

(a, /r - and

(a,

Now we can proceed to our first basic theorems on

tangents and chords which are all corollaries of Theorem 12-2

To prove them, you merely need to refer to Theorem 12-4 and

see which of the three cases. of the theorem applies.
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Corollary 12-471 Given a circle and a coplanar line, the

line is a tangent to the circle if and only if it is perpen-

dicular to a radius of the circle at its outer end.

Corollary 12-4-2. A diameter of a circle bisects a non-

diameter chord of the circle if and only if it is perpendicul

to the chbrd.

Corollary 124-3. In the plane of a circle, the 1:417pen-

dicular bisector of a chord contains-the center of the circle.

Hint for prop Use Corollary 12 -4 -2.

Corollary 12-4-4. If a line in the plane of a circle

intersects the interior of the circle, then it intersects the

circle in exactly two points.

Case (3) applies. [In Case (1) and the line does not

intersect the interior of the circle.]

THEOREM 12-5. Chords of congruent circles are congruent if

only if they are equidistant from the centers.

Proof: Let P and PI be the centers of the congruent circles,

let AB and A'B' be the chords, let F be the foot of the perpen-
A-11.

dicular from P on AB and let F' be the foot of the

perpendicular from P' on AIB, . Then by Corollary 12-4-2,

we have tAB and F'B' -
1

By the Pythagorean Theorem

,

(PIB (FF)2 + kFB

(PF

8-31]

(FIB'

-J

Fl )2 + (F'B'

lAIBI= (p'F'
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By hypothesis P- = FIB' so

(PF)2 -I- (117AB)

Itffollows that PF = P'F' if and only if AB -

DEFINITIONS. Two circles are tangent if and only

if they'are coplanar and tangent to the same line

at the same point. Tangent circles are internally

or externally tangent ecordingly as their centers

lie on the same side oir on opposite ides of the

common tangent line.

4

Internally tangent

Problem Set 12-2b

ernally tangent

1 Given: C = ( (x,y): y2 = 36) . Tell whether each of

the following points is in the interior, can, or in the

exterior of

Given: (3-,5) 1s on the circle whose center is

(a)

(b)

Find the radius of this circle.

Find four points on the circle.

Find two points in the interior of the circle.

Find two points in the exterior of the circle.
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State the number of the theorem or corollary which

justifies each conclusion below. P is the center of a

circle. F, H, B, K, A are points on the circle and

3, T, and R are coplanar with the circle.

) If TA = then PK 1
_ _

If PK , then RK

is tangent to the circle.

If T is in the interior

of the oirqle, then KP

will interAct the circle

in exactly one point Other

than Point K

(d) The perpendicular bicecto]

of FH contains P

). If KE and FH are equi-

distant from P , then

AS FH .

If RS is tangent to the circle, then PK _S

If PK 1 AS , then AT = TB .

If AB Z: FH , then AB and PH are equidistant

from P

4. In a circle with radius of 5 units, how long is a chord

3 units from the center of the circle?

If a chord 4 inches long is 1.5 inches from the

benter of a circle, what is the radius of the circle?

HQW far from the center of abircle'with radius equal to

12 is a chord whose length

7 Chord 7E1 is parallel to J
which is tangent to the circle

at Q . P is the center of

the circle. AB bisects 17q

at R . AB = 12

Find PQ

836
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Given: The figure below, with C the center of the circle

d KT RS . In ,the ten problems respond as follows:

Write "A" if more numericalinformation Is given

than is needed to solve the problem.

Write

solve

Write

"B" if there is insufficient information to

he problem.

if the information'is sufficient and

there is no unnecessary information.

Write "D" if the information given is contra-

dictory.

(You do not need to.dothe computations.)

(a) KP 4 , PC = 1 , CT = b KT'=,

(b) RP = 5 , RS -

(c) CT = 13 , CPS 5 , RS =

(d) KP 18 , RS = 48 , KC-
RK

(e) PC = 3.5 , R3 = 2'4

RK = ?

KT = 40 RP -

Cs

(g CS = 8

PC

(h) RK = RS

KP = 13 , KT -

(1) RS = b , KC = 5 , PT .

(j) PT = 5 , CS = RS ='?

9. In a circle whose diameter is 30 inches a chord is

drawn perpendicular to a radius at a point on the radius

3 inches from its outer end. Find the lerlth of the

chord.

10. Prove that the tang nts to a circle at the ends of a

diameter are paral 1

11. Write Corollary la-

converse of the 04er. Prove each.

as two statements, each the



12. For the concentric circles

of the figure, prove that

all chords of the larger

circle- which are tangent

to the smaller circle are

bisected at the point of

contact.

13. One arrangement of three circles

so that any one is tangent

to each of the other two

is shownThere. Make

sketches to show three

other arrangements of

three circles with each

circle tangent to each of

the other two.

14. Prove: The line of centers of two tangent circles

contains the point of tangency. (Hint: Draw the common

tangent.)
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tne'-fikure, A,

and C. are the

Centers of the circles.

AB =14 , BC = 10 ,

AC = 18 . Find the

radius of each circle.

16. Prove: The midpoints of all chords congruent to a given

chord in a kiven circle lie on a circle concentric with

the original circle and with a radius equal to the dis-

tance,of a chord from the center; and the chords are all

17.

tangent to this inner circle.

The distance from P , the center of a circle, to

T an exterior point, is 20 A tangent from T

to the circle has a point of contact A . Ff the

radius of the circle is 12 , find AT

(b) A second tangent from T has B as a point

contact.- Find AB

18. In the circle with center

at 0 , AB is'a diameter

and AC is any other chord

from A If CD is the
41,74,-

tangent at C ,and DO II AC,

prove that DB is tangent at

B.

der the circle

If line-e , ((x,y): x -\

C , find the values for _'a

(b) Find an equation for a line

C at T(51/7,51/7)

y2 - 100

is tangent a circle

-gent to circle
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Hints: What is the slope of the radius to t ?

What must be the slope of t ?

Must t contain (54, 54M ?)

20. Consider the set P 3 ((x,y): (x o 1)2 + (y + 2)2 = 25)

(a) Can you interpret the equation as specifying that

the distance between (x,y) and (1,-2) is 5 ?

(b) Is the set a circle? If so, what are the

coordinates of its center and the length of its

radius?

(c) Given P a ((x,y): (x2 - 2x+1) + (y2+ 4y+ 4) . 25)
Show that P ((x,y): x2 + y2 - 2x + 4y . 20).

If you were confronted with this last equation, could

you complete the squares to reproduce the original?

Demonstrate this process.

(d) Find an equation of a line t which is tangent to-

the circle P at the point (5,1) . (Hint: Find

the slope of the radius to (5,1) . Use its

negative reciprocal as the slope of t . Tangent t

must contain (5,1).)

221. Consider the circle C ((x,y): x- + y2

) Write an equation of the line tangent to C which

contains the point (-1,0) .

) Write an equation of the tangent line to C which

contains the point T(- 1 --) (Hint: Is

the tangent line perpendicular to the radius of C

which contains T ?)

Find the coordinates of the point P on the x-axis

which contains the tangent to T deter=mined in (b)

above.

(d) Find the distance PT



'22. Consider the sphere S

and the plane 71 such

that

S s ((x,y,z): x2 y2 z2
25)

72. ((x,y,z):z a)

How is = rC related to the

xy-plane?

How is 7/ related to the

z-axis:

77 intersects the z-axis at a point, say F , with

coordinates (0,0,a) . Consider the intersection of S

and 7Z , en a has the values indicated below.

Assum a = 4 .

What °metric figure is this intersection?

(b) Assume a 5 .

How many p_ nts are in this intersection?

(c) Assume a = 7

Ho4 many points are in this intersection?

(d) What appears to be the relation between the inter-

section of S and 7 and the distance PF ?

12-3. Tangent Planes.

We have just studied circles and lines in a plane. We are

now going to study spheres and planes in space. We shall see

that many of the definitions and theorems of the last section

resemble the definitions and theorems about spheres and planes.

DEFINITIONS. The interior of a sphere is the set

of all points whose distances from the center are

less than the radius.

The exterior of the sphere is the set of al14,0ints

whose distances from the center are greater than

the radius.



in terms of a coordinate system whose origin is the center

of a given sphere of radius the interior of the sphere is

((xa, x2 + + z2 < :
2

)
_

and its exterior is

X
Q is an interior point

_2 2 _ 2
x + y + z-

_2
< r

Q is an exterior point
2 2 2 2

x + z r-

DEFINITIONS. A plane that intersects a sphere in

exactly one point is called a tangent plane to the

sphere.

If the tangent plane intersects the sphere in the

point Q then we say that the plane is tangent to

the sphere at Q

Q is called the point of tangency, or the point

of contact.

8'2
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,
When we investigated circle-line relations in Theorem 1-11

we found that the key in each.-phase of. the study was the foot

of the perpendicular from the center to the line. Our sphere-
Plane study also has a key, It is the foot of the perpen-

dicular from the center of the sphere to the plane.

The basic theorem relating Opliteres and planes is the

following:

THEOREM 12 -6. Given a plane M and a sphere S with center'

P . Let F be the foot of the perpendicular from -P

to )'7
1. Every paint of ,;.? is outside S if and only if F

is outside S .

2. 777 is tangent to S if and only if F is on S

3. 277 intersects S in a circle with center F if

and only if F is inside S

Proof:- Let be the radius of S and let PF = a

We introduce an xyz-coordinate system with origin at P

whose xy-plane is parallel to 717 and whose positive z-axis

contains F. Then F e (0,0,a), C ((x,y,z): x2±y2+ z s r
and 772 ((x,y,z ) z--%4 a) or y,a)).

X

(1) F is outside F Is on F side
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(I) Suppo e F- 'outside S , then a > r It follows,
since a and are positive number- that a-

2
> r

2
andsince a _

2
a2x + y + a > This tells us that (x,y,a) is outside

S . But Pt = y,a)). Thereforern is oUfside S.

Of -course, if every point of 277 is outside S then F
-o outside' S This proves both parts cif (1).

(2) Suppose F is on S . Then r = a' and the inter-
ection of ,7 and S is

((x,y,z): x2 + y
2

+ z-
2

= a
2

and or

((x,y,a): x + y
2 =0)

But there is only one pair of numbers, (x,y) , namely (0,0)
2 2such that x + y ,= 0 . Therefore )74r, and S have only

F(0,0,a) in common and it follOws that 192: is tangent to S

ife,,e is tangent to S , they have only one point in

common and it has been shown that (o,o,a) is that point.

Thus both parts of (2) are proved.

(3) Suppose F is inside C , then r > a . The

intersection of

+ y2
and

+

S is
2((x,y,z): x2 z m a, r > a) or

((x,y,a): x2 + y2 r> a) .

2 2

Because r
2

- a
2

> 0 , we can see from the form of the equation
2 _2

r2 a2x + y r- - a , that we have a circle in the plane z = a ,

with center (0,0,a) and radius
2

- a
2

On the other hand, if )t intersects S it follows that

+ Y2 = r2 a2 has a solution. This implies that

> a
2

or r > a Therefore F(0,0,a) is in S

This completes the' proof of the theorem.

Corollary 12-6-1. A plane is tangent to a sphere if and

only if it is .perpendicular to a radius at its outer endpoint.

Corollary 12 -6 -2. A perpendicular from the center of a

sphere to a chord of the sphere bisects the chord.

Corollary 12-6-3. The segment joining 'the center of a

sphere to the midpoint of a chord is perpendicular to the

chord. 81 :3 ''-
4 6
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Problem Set 12-3

1. The sphere with center

is tangent to plane

at A . 411W and 4R-f are

of through A .

What is the relationship_

of ©A 1,Trand 411T9

2. In a sphere having radius 10 , a segment from the center

to the midpoint of a chdrd has length 6 . How long is

the chord?

A sphere has radius 5 . A plane 3 units from the

center intersects the sphere in a circle. What is the

radius of this circle?

4. Prove that circles on a sphere in planes equidistant from

the center of the sphere are congruent.

State Corollary 12-6-1 as two statements which are

converses of each other. Prove each.

6 Show that two great circles of a sphere intersect at the

endpoints of a diameter of the sphere.

7. Consider the sphere S = (x,y,z): x2 4- y2 ± z2 = 9)

(a) What is the center of S ? What is the radius of S 9

(b) Write an equation of a plane tangent to S and

parallel to the xz-plane. How many such planes are

there?

Write equations of all planes tangent to

parallel to the yz-plane.
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-8. Consider the sets

((x,y,z): x2 y-2 z
2 16)

M ((xa,z): Ixf > 4) ; N = (_(xa : I-I > 4)

((x,y,z): 1z1 > 4)

(xy5r/z):'' < 4', IA < 4 . IzI < 4)

Describe the intersection of 9 and

N ; of S and R

Describe the set T.

What is the intersection of and T'?

9 Two great circles- are said to be perpendicular ifthey lie

in perpendicular planes. Show that, given any two great

circles, there is one other great birdie perpendicular to

both. If two great circles on the earth are. Meridians

(through the north and south poles) what great circle is

their common perpendicular,?

10. Plane intersects a

sphere whose center is

. A and B are two

points of the inter-

section. F lies in

plane OF

AF I BF . If AB = 5

and OF = AF find the

radius of the sphere

and m ZA0B . If G

the midpoint of ,

find OG .

11. Given a sphere and three points on it. Describe the 'steps

you would take to find the center and the radius of the

sphere.

12. Plane 4. is tangent to a sphere X at point T , and

plane is any plane other thbn which contains T

Prove:

(a) that plane intersects sphere 9 and plane

in a circle and a line respectively;

846
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(b) that the line of intersection is ent to,the circle

of intersection.

Consider the sphere S = ((x,y, x2 y # z-= 100)
2 2

Find

((x,y

ntersection of sphere S with the plane

z = 10)

Consider the-plane P = (x,y,z ). z = 8) . In order

for a point (xa,z )' to be in the interseetion of

S and P certainly 'z = 8 ; what conditions, then,

--7must x and y meet? 44

14.- Consider the circle C = ((x,y): 42 y2 - 4x4+ 6y = 23)

(a) Complete squares and transform-the equation of C= to

the form (x - h
2 k)2 r2

'What are ther

coordinates of the center and the length of the

radius of C ?

Write an equation of the sphere S whose radius has

the Same length as the radius of C and whose center

is at (2,-3,0) .

Write an equation describing a plane tangent to sphere

S an perpendicular to the z-axis. (Two answers are

pobsible,)

12-4. Arcs of Circles.

So far in'this chapter we have been able to treat circles

and spheres in a similar manner. For the rest of this chapter

we confine ourselves exclusively to circles. The topics we

discuss have their corresponding analogies in the theory of

spheres but these are too complicated to consider in a begi

course.

DEFINITION. A central angle of a given circle is

an angle whose vertex is the center of the circle.

847
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DEFINITIONS. If A and B are two points of a circle
with center P and if A and B ,are-noi the endpoints

of a diameter of that circ e,,then the union of A, B,

and all the points of the circle in the interior of /APB

is a minor arc of the circle.

The union of A, Ai and All points of the circle in

the exterior of APB is a major arc of the circle.

If, AB is a diameter, the union of A, B, and all

points of the circle in one of the two halfplanes,

with edge 1r% lying in the plane of the circle is

a semicircle.

An arc is either a minor arc, a major 'arc, or a

semi-circle. A and B are the endpoints of the

arc.

In some ways an arc of a circle is like a segment of a

line; for instance, it has two endpoints. However, unlike the

segment, an arc is not determined by its endpoints. In fact

there are infinitely many arcs which have any given pair of

points as their endpoints, as the figure ggests. This makes

it hard to find a symbol to denote an arc, ileup from the

symbols for its endpoints. In spite of this we often denote

848
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an arc whose endpoints are A and B by AB . We. must be

sure we know what circle we have in mind for this:to make sense,'
and also we must know which of the two.-arcs on that circle we
have in mind. Sometimes it will be plain from the context which
arc is meant. If not, we will pick another point X somewhere
in the arc AB , and denote the arc by A) . For example, in
the figure, AXB is-a minor arc; AYB is the associated ma or
arc; and the arcs CAB and CYB are semicircles.

The reason for the names "minor" and "major" is f.pparent

when one draws several arcs of each kind. In such. drawings the

major arc looks "bigger" than a minor arc. This relation will
be made more precise in our next definition.

DEFINITION. AXB is any arc then its)degree"

measure, mAXB is given as follows:

1. If AXB is a minor arc, then mAXB is the

measure cif the associated central angle.

mAXB

If AXB is a semicircle, then mAXB = 180 .

If AXB is a major arc, and AYB is the corre-

sponding minor are, then

mAXB 360 mAYB .

81-6-
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In the figure, m /APB is 6o . Therefore mA is 60 ,

and mARB is

Hereafter,- mA will be called simply the measure of -the

arc ATii . Note that an-arc is minor or major according as its

measure is ),ess Ulan or greater than 180

If ,X is A 'point of an arc AB different from 4. and B,
it determines, with A and B , two other arcs, AX and

It is natural to inquire how the measures of such arcs, AX and

XB , are related to the measure of AB ; theanSwer is simple

and reasonable, namely, mAXB mAX mXB . This can actually

be proved as a theorem but the proof is surprisingly long and

tedious. We prefer to:state the result as a postdate.

Postulate 30. If AB and HC are arcs of

the same circle having only the point B in

common, and if their union is an arc AC , then

mAB mBC = mAC .

mAXB mEYC = mABC

Notice that for the cases in which AC is a minor arc or

a semicircle the theorem follows from the Protractor Postulate.

It is the other case-whose proof is difficult.
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In each of the figures below, the angle x is. said to be

inscribed in the arc ABC

Figure

DEFINITION. An angle is inscribed in an arc if and

only if (1) the angle contains the-two endpoints of

the arc and (2) the vertex of the angleis a point,

but not an endpoint, of the arc.

More concisely, LABC is inscribed in ABC

In Figure a, the angle is inscribed in a major arc, and
in Figure b, the, angle is inscribed in a semicircle.

In each of the figures below, the angle shown is said to
intercept PQ

FIGURE
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In Figure c, the angle is inscribed; in Figure d, the vertex is

outside the circle; in.Figurae, the angle is a central angle;

and in Figure f, one side of thd'angle is tangent to the circle...

In Figure d, the angle shown intercepts not only P R but also

These figured give the general idea of an into-depted arc.

We will now define what it means to say that an angl inter-'

cepts an arc. You should check carefully to make sure that the

definition really takes care of all four of the above cases.

DEFINITION. An angle intercepts an arc if (1) the

endpoints of the arc lie in the angle, (2) each

side of the angle contains at least one endpoint

of the arc and (3) except for its endpoints, the

arc lies in the interior of the angle.

The reason why we talk about the arcs intercepted by

angles is that under certain conditions there is a simple

relation between the measure of the angle and the measure of

the arc.

In the figure above we see three inscribed angles, Lx

, all of which intercept BYC and are inscribed in

BXC . It looks as if these three angles are congruent: That

this is so is a corollary of the following theorem:
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THEOREM 12-7.. The measure of an inscribed angle is half the

measure of its intercepted arc.

Proof:

Given: Circle with - center ,P

A Is an inscribed angle intercepting

1To prove: m LA

There are three possible cases: 1) P is on a side of A ,

say AT , (2) p is an interior point of LA , (3) P is an
exterior paint of

Case (1). P is on TU

Let _L?c and Ly be as shown. By Theorem 6-10,

m LA A-m Lx rriZY . By Theorem 12-2, AP r3r and therefore

m LA = mLX . By the substitution property of equality,

an LA By the definition of the measure of an arc,

m = m By the multiplication property of equality we

conclude that

TIBC

833
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Case ) . P is ,AfiTnreior point of
\ s

By the BetweenneSS-Angles orem Dr L')\ m V + M Lw I- ----- ----7:1.
d by the Postulate 30, mBDC = mBD + mDC

By Case 1 _-. BBD and

73-(mBD + 1

Case (3). P i an exterior point

BAC = m Lt

mBD mCD

LP m Zu

From this --orem we get two very important corollaries:

Corollary 2-7-1. An angle inscribed in a semicircle is
a right angle.

This isso because such an angle intercepts a semicircle,
which has measure 180
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Corollary 12 7 -2. Angles 1-scribed in the same arc are
..

congruent.

This is so because all such angles intercept the same arc.

We now say what we mean by congruent arcs. Just as we

already did for segments and angles, we state our definition in

terms of the appropriate measure.

4

DEFINITION. In the same circle, or in congruent

circles, two arcs are called congruent if they

have the same measure.

Corollary 12-7-3. Congruent

circles intercept congruent arcs.

files inscribed in congruent

Problem Set 12-4a

1. In the circles in each diagram F is the center and

points A, B, C, D, M are contained in the circles as

indicated.

Figure a Figure b Figure c

A contains AC conta i F mAB = 95

DP I AB mLC = 40

Figure a.

(1) Name the central angles.

(2) The measures of all central angles are positive

numbers less than what number?

Name all the minor arcs in the circle.)

8 55



(4)

(5)

(6)

'Nance all the major arcs in the circle.

Name the pairs of congruelA arcs in the circle.

Name two arcs which do not have central angles

associated with them.

(b) Refer to Figure b.

(1) U-Tow many inscribed angles are shown?

(2) Name any 6 of these and for each name the arc

/in which it is inscribed and the arc

-intercepts.

For which of the inscribed angles can you give

-theL_Oegree measure?

Refer to Figure c.

(1) Name the arcs intercepte4 by LA , LIB , LC , Lp
(2) Give the degree _measure of each angle in Part 1.

(3) Name two pairs of conuent angles. Justify

your statements in two ,lays. Write the

definition, theorem or cv,ollary used.

Consider angles formed by secant-r0s, tangent-rays, and or

chord-rays. Call the vertex o such angles. i7 0 Make

diagrams which indicate all 9o_sible pairing of chords,

recants, tangents= to form th6se angles if:

(a) V is in the exterior of the circle.

(b) V is on the circle.

(c) V is in the interior of the circle.

The center of an arc is the

center of the circle of

which the arc is a part.

How would you find the

center of AB ?

Given: P is the center

of AC , m 45 .

Prove: BP I AP

856
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5. If m5 ===

Prove AAHK ABHF
(b) What other triangle

in the figure is

similar to ABHF

In the circle with center_

let m LIR - 85 , mRS = 40 ,

m -= 90 . Find the degree

measures of the other arcf-1

and angles indicated in

the figure.

An inscribed quadrilateral is

a quadrilateral having all of

its vertices on a circle.

Prove the theorem: The

opposite angles of an

inscribed quadrilateral

are supplementary.

The two circles in this figure

are tangent at k and the

smaller circle passes through

0 , the center of the larger

circle. Prove that any

chord of the larger circle

with endpoint A is

bisected by the smaller

circle.

857
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9. ATNthe figure, A0B is a

semicircle and CD 1 AB .

Prove that (CD)2 AD . DB

`Refer to Corollary 7-7-1=

10. Prove the following converse

of Corollary 12=7-1= If an

angle inscribed in a circular

arc is a right an!zie-'-; then

the arc is a sem:-1rcle.

11. A, D, C, are pain

/BAD . Prove that

a circle

mCB

12. Prove: A diameter perpendicular

to a chord of a circle bisects

both arcs determined by the

such that AC- bisects

13. 'Prove: If a line bisects both an arc

contains the center of the circle.

14. In the diagram AS AC

Prove that ma mAC

be.

_d Tfiord, it
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15. grove Corollary 12-7-1 by using coordinates. [Hint: Let

an xy-coordinate system assign (0,0) to the center of
P

the circle. Find the slopes of the rays forming the

angle. What must the product of these slopes be ?l

16. XY ie the common chord of

two intersecting circles.

TT and T;7 are two

segments cutting the

circles as shown in

the figure and con-

taining X and Y

respectively.

Prove: AD 11 BC .

(Hint: See Problem 7.)

17. InIthis diagram AB is a

diameter and DE AB .

(a) Indicate a corre-

spondence which is a

similarity between the

triangle with vertices

A, C, B and the triangle

with vertices B, D, E

(b) Express the relation

between the corresponding

sides of the two triangles in

for a proportionality.

Prove: BD ' BE

859
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18. In this figure, wn is a

diameter of the smaller of

two concentric circles,

both with center 0 , and
41111. -411=7-0.
AC and BD are tangent to

the smaller circle. CO

and DO are radii of the

larger circle.

Prove that CD is a diameter

of the larger circle.

(Hint: Consider AD and

We return to congruent arcs 'and related Chords.

T OREM 12-8. In the same circle o_ In congruent circles, if

chords, not diameters, --e congruent, then so are the
associated minor arcs.

Proof: Referring to the above figure, we need to show
that if AB 9 A'B' , then a .17A1B1 By the S.S.S Postulate
we have

AAPB AA'P'B' .

Therefore LP P' Since mAB m ZP and mAYB
this means that AB :If A'B' , which was to be proved.

The converse is also valid and the proof is very similar.

86-C



THEOREM 12 -9. In the same circle or in congruent circles, if

two arcs are congruent, then so are the associated chords.

That Is, referring to the figure above, if AB 74 A'B' ,

then AB == A'B' . If the major arcs are iiown to be congruent,

then the same conclusion holds.

We now relate measure of other types of angles to measures

of intercepted arcs. The figures below show the types of

angles we consider.

Figure c Figure d

In Figure a the one ray is contained in a tangent and t

other ray contains a chord. Describe'.the rays in Figure b,

in Figure c, in Figure d.

DEFINITION. If the vertex of an angle is on a circle

and one of its sides is contained in a tangent, and

its other side contains a chord, then the angle is

called a tangent-Chord angle.
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DEFINITIONS. If e vertex of an angle is an exterior

point of a circle and its sides are contained in two

secants, or two tangents, or a secant and a tangent,

then it is called respectively a secant-secant angle,

or a tangent-tangent angle or a secant-tangent angle.

THEOREM 12-10. The measure of a tangent-chord angle is one-half

the measure of its intercepted arc.

Proof:

Given: Circle with center P .

QS is a tangent at Q

c77A is a chord. 0 is
the intercepted arc of

LRQS

To prove: mZHQ

We consider three cases.

Case (1). P is in VI'.

Case (2). P A an exterior point cx, R

Case (j). P is an interior point of- LRQS

Case (1) . P is on QR . Then by G rllary 12-4-1

/RPQ _s a right angle. Since mli == 180 m ZRPQ

Case (2). P is an exterior point

of RQS . Consider diameter . By

the Betweenness-Angles Theorem

RQS m 2191-S m LTQR

LTQS - 4.180 , TQR 7.7mTR

Therefore m 180 - mtR

Case (3 ) is left as a problem.
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THEOREM 12711. The measure of an angle whose vertex ie in the

interior of a circle and whose sides are contained in two

secants, is one-half the sum of the measures of the inter-

cepted arcs.

Proof:

Given: A circle with secants
I
AB and a inter-
secting at E .

/

To prove: LDEB = (mDB

The remainder of the proof is

left as a problem.

/DEB - /EAD ADE)

THEOREM 12-12 The measure of a secant-secant angle, or a

tangent-tangent angle or a secant-tangent angle is one-

half the difference between the measures of the inter-

cepted arcs.

The proof of this theorem

for a secant-secant angle should

sugget the proofs for the

remaining two angles.

Let the secants ire as shown

in the diagram.

/ABC = m E m /BCD . Why?

Cr /E = i /ABC' m 7BC D

The rest of the proof is dasily

completed by noting that

rn LABC = tAC (Why ?) and

1 --BCD = 7mBD

BOA
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Problem Set 12-4.10

1 Consider the points in the following diagrams to be located
as the figures suggest. The degree measures indicated are
assigned to the arcs.

Figure (1 Fi

220

Figure 3

Figure (5) Figure (6)

Match the numbers (1) through (5) from the diagrams
with the appropriate angle-name selected from
tangent-tangent angle, tangent-secant angle, secant-
secant angle, tangent-chord angle, central angle,
inscribed angle.

(b) Give the measures of each Indicated angle.

m LAVA

m LRvs

m LAVA

m LAVA

m L'TyQ

mcLAVB

(1) Figure (1),

) Figure (2),

(3) Figure (3),

(4) Figure (4),

(5) Figure (5),

(6) Figure (6),

864
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2. Find the measures of each indicated part. The arcs have

degree measures as marked.

P is the center of the

the circle. F is in the exterior of the circle. 8, T,

andB, R are on the circle. AS and AM are tangents

to the circle at S and M respectively. TR is a

diameter.

circle. E is in the interior of

mBM.

(b) mST

m /FMR

m ZFAC

m /CAR

(d)

ASP

(g) /TRM

(n) m ZSAR

(1) m ZS PE

j) m /FEE

Prove Theorem 12-9; In the same circle or in congruent

circles, if two arcs are congruent, then so are the

associated chords.

In the figure AF BE

Prove:

=Z! za

(b) 4NBMF 2; AMB
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5. ABCD 1, a square. E is

any point of DC , as shown

in this figure. Prove that

EA and EA trisect /DEC

6. In the figure, A, B, C, D

are on the circle and EF is

tangent to the circle at A .

Complete the following state-

ments:

ZBDC

/ADC

ZACB

LEAD is supplementary to

/DAB is supplementary to

ZABC is supplementary to

L(g) / DAE

(h) LDBA is supplementary to

i) LAM is supplementary to
/DAC

V. In the figure CP- and AQ

are tangents, Fq is a
diameter of the circle. If

120 and if the radius

of the circle is 3 , find

the length of AP .
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8. Two circles are tangent, either internally or externally,

at a point H . Let u be any line through H meeting

the circles again at M and N ., Prove that the tangents

at M and N are parallel.

9. Given: Tangent '411wand

secant W. B is the

midpoint of PR

Prove:, B is ecididist_

from PT and PR-

10. Prove the theorem: If two pa ,11e1 1_ es Inteesec

circle, they intercept .congru_rt arcs.

Case I

(One tangent one
secant

Case II

(Two secants)

case III

(Two tangen
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11. Consider the circle 0 ((y). x2 25) , and
the point Q(O,3)

(a) Find the intersectIons A,B of the line with
the clrcle 0 , given QA' ((x,y): y =3)

(b Find the tntersections C,D of the line

QC ((x,y): x 0) , wlth the c1cle 0

(c) ,.What is the product of the lengths of aeenta
and ? Of senents and ? Are these

products equal? (If not, check your work.)

*12 Consider the circle 0 ((x) x2 + y2 25) and the
point p(8,3) .

(a) Find the points A,B which are the"nterseotiona ofH - -PA which equals ((x,y): y 3) , with the cIrcle 0
I (b) Find the points C,D which are the lntersctions of

PC= ((x,y): y x - 5) wIth the circle 0

(c) Find the product PA PB nd the PC PD

(If theSe products are not equal, check your work.)

*13 Given D tangent to the

clrcleat.A andthe
secant intersecting

the clrcle at B and, C .

(a) at is the relation

between ADB and

CDA? Why? B
(b) Why does AD (of ADB) A

=kCD(or CDA)?
Why does BD(of ADB)

=kAD(of CDA)? 0

(c) Assume CD 6
. S

Express AD in terms of -k

Express BD in terms o k .

(d) Compae AD AD with

BD CD Would this relation

be true for all values of k ? 0

S Wotild itZe true for every, value C

assigned to CD ?

S .i:
S

868



12-5. Lengths of Tangent and Secant Segmen

DEFINITION. If the line is tangent to a circle

at R , then the segment 0 is a tangent-segment

from Q to the circle.

THEOREM 12-13. The two tangent-segments to a circle from an

external point are congruent, and form congruent angles

with the line jdining the external point to the center

of-the circle.

Proof:

Given: 0 is tangent to the circle C at R , and

is tangent to-

To prove:,

at S

By Corollary 12-4-1, AP

with right angles at R. and Obviously Fq P and

PRr7: PS because R and S are points of the circle. By the

Hypotenu

andAPQS are right triangles,

e-Legs Theeirem, thiSmians that

Therefore

APQR APQS .

d LPQR LPQS , which was to be, oved.
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DEFTNITION. If oilliii intersects a circle in A and
B such that A illOgtween Q and then Ziff is

called the secant - segment from Q to the circle and Zr
is called the external secant-segment from Q to the
circle.

THEOREM 12-i4. The product of the length of a seoant-segment

from a given exterior point and the length of its external

secant-segment is constant for any secant containing the:

given point.

Proof: Let Q be the given point and let 17 and .alir

bq two secant-segments, having respective externalsecant-

ts and ZU . By the A.A. Theorem for similar
glea we prove

ASQU n. 6TQR

870
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It follows that

and therefore

, QT)

QS QR

We prove that the product QS QR is equal to the product
of the length of any secant-segment from Q and the length of
its external secant-segment. This proves the constant to be
QS * QR .

Notice that this theorem means that the product QR QS
is determined merely by the given circle and the given external
point, and is independent of the choice of the secant. (The

theorem tells us that any other secant gives the same product.)
This constant product is called the power of the point with
respect to the circle.

The following theorem asserts hat, in the figure below,
QR QS = (QT)2

THEOREM 12-15. Given a tangent-segment 7 to a circle at T

and a secant through Q , intersecting the circle in
points R and S . Then

QR . QS . ,(QT)2

The main steps in the proof are as follows. You should
find the reasons in each case.

S = yITR 4. AQRT AQTS

. m LRTR = TR 5. (QR,QT) F (QTA,$) .

.3. S LIM QR QS = (QTr .

871
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The following theorem is a further variation on the,

preceding two; the difference is that now we are going to draw

two lines through a point in the interior of the circle. The
theorem says that in the figure below, we have

QR ' QS a. QU QT

You will recognize this theorem as the generalization

arrived at in Problem 5 of Problem Set 1-4.

THEOREM 12 -16. If two chords of a ci le intersect, the product

of the lengths of the segments f one is equal- to the

product of the lengths of the segments of the other.

The main steps in the proof are as follows. You should
find the reason in each case.

1. LT

ZSQU L.2.

ATQR

(Qs,QT) F (Qu

QS = QU QT .

Problem Set 12-5'

1. Oompl6te the following statements. by replacing the blanks

with appropriate words or expressions.

(a) If M is- any point in the exterior of a circle,

there are tangent-segments to the circle
from M and their are equal.

If P is the center of he circle,

872
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then the of the containing

the tangent-segments. Illustrate with a diagram.

)0 A.f RS is a secant-segment, R is in the exterior

of a circle and S is the circle. If FIT

is the external secant-segment and a subset of T,,

then A is the circle and is between

and Illustrate with a diagram.

If in a circle three chords , UD and EP
intersect at X and if AX XH = 12 , then what

is CX XD ? What is EX XF ?

2. Points P, R, M are in the exterior of the circles and

A, B, X, H, K, S, T are on the circles as indicated in

the diagrams. R is the center of the circle in Figure a.

A, and X''are points of contact of tangents in Figures

(a) and (b), respectively.

Figure a. Figure b.

a) Refer to Figure a.

(1) Segments RA and PH are

(2) If PA = 10 , then PB

(State the theorem.)

If m LAPR 45 , then m LRPR

Why? (State the theorem.)

Figure c.

Why?
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Refer to Figure

(1) The tangent-segment 11

(2) The secant-segment is

(3) The external secant-segment is

(4) AB = . What theorem did you use?

(5) XR .:12 , could RA = 8 when AB . 10

ustify your answer.

(6) s'12 , could RA = 6 when AB . 18 ?

Giver) another pair of numbers which could be

the measures of a and M respectively.
(c) Refer to Figure c.

(1) If MH . a b x , KS y

. State the

theorem which justifies your answer.

( ) Could WH =3 , HT = 17 . 4 , KS = 11 ?

then a . ( ) = x

Explain.

In he diagram P is the

center of the circle, Q

is a point in the ex-

terior of the circle and

A and B are on the

circle. QE is a secant-

segment, U. is an external

andsecant-segment and QA" 1-

a tangent-segment.

We want to discover the relation between Theorem 12-14

and Theorem 2 -l5 by rioting relations in the. diagram.

(a) In what position does appear to have its

greatest length?

In what,position'does the external secant-segment

appear the shortest;

If takes on a sequence of positions on the circle,

changing from position QPB to position QA" , the

length. or appears to . The leninh of

the external secant-segment appears to

The length of the secant-segment appears to decrease

874
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(d)

and approach the length of the QA"

length of the external secant-segment appears to

increase and approach the length of

Since QB QA 41,0 QA1

of B' and Al , when BO

, etc. for all positions

becomes A" and Al

becomes A" we would expect QB QA to equal

Q (Q_ ) Thus the situation in Theorem 12-15
is what we might call the limiting case of the

situation in Theorem 12-14.

CE andleare
tangent to a circle at

B, D, and F

respectively.

?Prove: CB EF = CE

5. Use the data as it appears in the diagr

BA 20

CE -= 1'

EA 6

Figure (a)

16

MA = 4

Fi

875

BA = 9

AP . 7

PC .

Figure (c
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(b

Use Figure (a) and compute DA .

Use Figure (b) and compute AT .

Use Figure (c) and compute PD

6. In the figure DC = 8 ,

CR = 6 , RB =7

Find BA .

A

7. Secants CA and CE intersect

the circle at A, B, and D, E

as shown in this figure. If

AB = 8 , BC = 4 , ED = 13 ,

find DC .

8. In this figure AB is tangent

to the circle at A and secant
.4r,4
BW intersects the circle at K

and W If AB = 6 and

= 5 , how long is BK ?

Given a circle with intersecting

chords as shown and with x < w

If AB = 19 , find x and w

C

A
10. Given a circle with a chord of length 12 whose distance

from the center is 8, find the radius of the circle.
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11. In the figure, CD is a tangent-

Segment to-the circle at D and

AC is a secant-Segment which

contains the center of the circle.

If CD = 12 and CB = 4 , find

the radius of the circle.

12. If two tangent - segments to a circle form an equilateral

triangle with the chord having the points of tangency as

its endpoints, find the measure of each arc of the chord.

13. If a common tangent of two circles meets the line of

centers at a point between the centers it is called a

common internal tangent. If it does not meet the line

of centers at a point between the centers it is called

a common external tangent.

In the figure .11Vis a common internal tangent and CD
_

is a common external tangent.

In the ftgare above, how many common tangents are

possible? Specify how many of each kind.

If the circles were externally tangent, how many

tangents of each kind?

If the circles were intersecting at'twa points?

(d) If the circles were internally tangent?

If thdircles were concentric?
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14. Give The sides of quadrilateral

CDRS are tangent to a circle as

in the figure.

Prove: SR 4- CD = SC RD,

15. AB and DC are tangent to

a circle with center 0 at

A and C , respectively,

and m LADC equals 120 .

Prove that AB ± BC = OB .

16. The radii of two circles have

lengths 22 and 8

respectively, and the

distance between their

centers is 50 . Find the

length of the common external

tangent-segment.

(Hint: Draw a perpendicular

from Q to lig .)

17. Two circles have a common external tangent-segment 36

inches long. Their radii are 6 inches and 21 inches

respectively. Find the distance between their centers.

87e
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18. In_ the accompanying diagram and _ are tangent to

a circle with center A at

Second-circle with center A' lies-in the'union.of 20B,
and its InteriOr.

1
and

2
are tangent to circle_ A'

at and C' respectively..

and 'C 'respectively.,:A

Are PA and PAS distinct? Explain.

(b) If minor arc BC has a degree measure of 130 ,

what is the degree measure of minor arc 9'C' ?

Justify your answer.

19. Show that it is not possible for the

lengths of the segments of two

intersecting chords to be four

consecutive integers.

20. Consider circle C = ((x,y): (x

and lines

((x,Y): y

such that

and

Y .641

x,y): x y = 12) .

Find the coordinates of P , the intersection of

and ,4e, .

(b) Find the coordinates of T , a point oi ritersection'

Or with the circle. (There is only one point' in

this case J is tangent to C .)

(c) Find the coordinates of R and SI two points of

intersection of )g, (a secant) with the circle.

(d) Find PT and square it.

(e) Find PR and PS' and t product.

(f) Did you expect d PR PS' to be equal?

Why
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21. Prove The common internal

angenta of two circles meet

the line of centers at the

same point.

(Hint: Use an indirect

.4P7 proof.Y

22. Standing on the bridge of a

large ship on the ocean, the

captain asked a young offer

to determine the distance to

the horizon. The young officer

took a'pencil and paper-and in

a few moment's came up With an

answer. On the paper he,had

written the formula

d v miles.

Show that this formula is approximately correct if h is

the height in feet of-the observer above the water and if

d is the distance in miles to the horizon. (Assume the

diameter of the earth to be ,8 000 miles.)

Review Problems

(Chapter 12, Sections 1-5)

Consider the problems below With reference to the four.

sets C Li , L2" and L3

C m ((x,y): x
2

y2 =x100)

((x,y): x = -10) ;

L-
2

= ((x Sr), y 6)

((x,y): Y = 4x) It

C. i s a

cen

with radius

the point with coordii

880
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(d) Findthe.intersection of

(e) Find the intersection of

A(6, 8), B(7, -7), and -(-8, 10) are three

points in the xy-plane. For each point

determine whether it is on the circle, in the

interior of the circle or in the exterior of the

circle. Show your computations,

,Find the intersection of L
1

and C

L2 and C

L
3

and

2. Consider Ts. sphere S with radius 10 and an xyz- oordlnate

system which has its origin at the center of S..

(c )

Write an equation

of S .

Give the coordinates

of the points of

intersection of

with

.(1)

(2)

(3)

Give

the

the

the

the

x-axis

y-axis

zaxis

intersection

of S with the

xy-plane, that is,

with ,((x,y,z): z = 01

Give:the intersection of

S' with-the xz-plane.

Give the intersection of with t yz-plane.

Given the

7t6t9i6,1)

..(1). in

points A(3,-4,51/7) B 3,

. For eachpoint daterm_ e

S (2) in the interior of

he exterior of

-5,7)

whether it is

S %pi* (3) in

Write an equation o`f a circle in the xy-plane_ which
-V

has its center at (3, -2) dits radius equal to It

Write an equation of a sphere with center at

(2,-1,3) and with radius equal to 3

881



4. From the presentation in Sections 12 -i through 12-5, we

have several situations in which two angles, two segments,

or two arcs are coep,uent%

(a) Give 6 conditions under which- ,segments related

to a circle are congruent.

(b) Give '3' circumstances under which

to 4,1,eircle is a right angle.

) Give 4 conditions under which two angles related

to a circle are congruent.

Give 4 conditions under which 2 arcs have

,11

_ angle related

the same degree measure.
-o$

How is4the degree measure of the are in which an

angle is inscribed-related to the degree measure of

the arc which it intercepts?

Explain how the relation between the measure of a

central angle and the degree measure of its

associated arc might be considered a special case

of the relation between the measure of an angle formed

1.11r two chords wilich intersect in the interior of a

circle and the degree measure of its associated arcs.

For the circle centered at 0 ,

(a) BC is a

(b) AD is a

c) in a

(d) is a

AX is a

CD is a

ADC is a

j:11) LBCA tis an

(1) /COD is a

Given: In the figure, `the

circle with 'Center 0 has

diameter AB . XV 11 OH ,

m LA - 55

Find, V and mAF



Given: AB is a diameter

of the circle with center C

XY bisects .LAXB

Prove: U7 1 AB

(Hint: rind m LAXY

Indicate whether each of the following tements is true

or false.

(a)' If a point is the midpoint of two chords of a circle,

then thepoint is the center of the circle.

(b) If the measure of one arc of a circle is twice the

measure of a second arc, then the chord'of the first

arc is less than twice ts long as the chord of the,

second arc.

A line which bisects two chords of a circle

perpendiculartoeachof thel.ehords.

If the vertices of a qudriIateral are on a circle,

then each two of As opposite angles are supplementary

If each of two circles is.tangent to a third circle,

then the two circl&s are tangent to each other.

(f ) Acircle cannot contain three collinear points.

If a line bisects 'a chord of a circle, then it

bisdcts the minor arc of-that chord.

If T17 is a diameter of a circle and Q is any

point in the interior of the circle not on 717

°then LPQR is obtuse.

(i) A tangent to a circle at the midpoint arc i-
.

parallel to the chord of that arc.

It is possible for two tangents to the same circle

to be perpendicular to other.



10. Given: In the figure -4-13?

is tangent to the circle

At B . AB = AC

mCB = 100 . Frid m
m LABX , -and m LpBA .

11. Given: Two circles tangent

at P with common tangent

AP . AX is tangent to one

circle at X and 4IAY* is

tangent to the 'other circle

at Y

Prove: AY = AX

12. A hole 40 inches in diameter is cut in a sheet of

plywood, and a globe 50 inches in diameter is set in

this hole. How far below the surface of the board will

the globe sink?

13. A wheel is 'broken so that only a portion otthe rim

remains. In order to find the diameter of the wheel the

following measurements are made: three points A,

B are taken on the rim so that chord AB chord TC .

The chords AB and AC arilt each 15 inches long, 'and

the chord BC is 24 inches long. T Find the diameter of

the wheel.

14. Diameter AD of a circle with center C contains a point

B which lies between A and C . Prove that nx is

the shortest segment joining B to the circle and ED

is the longest.
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EC'
Circle with center C

_

II PQ , and HR

tangent o the circle at H

Prove: = m ZRI-LN

(Note: The circle may be

considered o represent the

earth, with Pit the earth's

axis, LREN the angle of

elevation of the Nosh Star

and mHE the latitude of a

point H-1)

16. Assume that the earth is a sphere

of radius 4,000 miles. A

straight tunnel AB 200 miles

long connects two points A and

B on the surface, and a.venti-

lation shaft CD is constructed

at the center df the tunnel.

What is the length, in miles, of

this shaft?

17. Describe the sets dica ed below.

2
(a) T = ((x,z): x2 + z, > 4)

(b) M = ((x y): (x 2)2 + (y + 4)2 = 49)

N = ((Yoz): Y2 z2 < 9)

(d) R = ((x,y,z):
2 y2

z2 2-, z = 3)

(e) The intersection Of A = A(x,y,z): x2
y2 z2

1)

and B = ((x,y,z): Ix' = 1) .

(f) The intersection of _D = ((x,y,z): x2 + y z2 = 16)

and F = ((x,y,z): x2
y2 22-,

(g)r The intersections of T = ((x,y,z): x2 + y
2

+ z
2

25)
2 2 ,

and U a ((x,y,z x + y- = 9j

885



18. In the figure, 44011. fa
tangent tbthe circle

- at A . AP = PX = XY.

If PQ = 1 anp QZ = 8 ,
find

19. Given: AB , BC and CA

are 1200 area on a circle
--

and P' is a point on AB .

Prove: PA + PB = PC

Hint:- Consider a parallel

to FE through A Inter-.

secting IT in P and the

circle in .)

20. Prove that if two circles

intersect, the common

secant biSects both common

tangen t -Segments.

886



12- The Circumference of a Circle; the Number

It makes sense to ask of someone- who made a trip.how far

he went. If he traveled in a straight line the answer would be

the distance between his starting point and arrival point. if

he traveled in a curved path the answer would not be so easy to

give. If the path were a circular arc, the degree measure of

the arc,la not a satisfactory' way of describing its length.

Can you see'thatt is possible for two arcs to have the same

degree measure endrhave different lengths? Can you also sae

that it is possible fol4 two arcs to have different degree

measures and have the same length?

mA_B_ = 90
-1 J.

length of All

(in mm.) 93

-2 90

length of

62

180

length of

mA
3
XB,= 62

A

We are going to try to say what we mean by the length of

circular arcs and to derive ways of finding such lengths. The

subject is discussed more thoroughly in a branch of mathe-

matics known as "calculus," where all kinds of curved paths

are discussed. We first proceed informally, referring to the

physical world. We imagine that we have made a complete circuit

around a circular path and inquire how far we have gone. We
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call this distance the circumference of the elrele and denote

it by C . It seems reasonable to suppose that if we want to

measure C approximately, we can do it by inscribing a

regular polygon with a large number of sides and then measuring

the perimeter of the polygon. That is, the perimeter p ought

to be a good approximation to C when n , the number of sides,

is large. Putting it another way, if we decide how close we

went pL to be to C , we ought to be able to get p to be

this close to C merely by making n large enough. We

describe this situation in symbols by writing p

we say that p has C as a limit..

We cannot prove, this, however; and the-reason why we

cannot prove it is rather unexpected. The reason is that so

ar, we have no mathematical definitioh of what is meant by

the circumference Sf a circle. (We cannot get the circum-

ference merely by adding the lengths of certain segments, the

way we did to get the perimeter of a polygon, because a circle

does not contain any segments. Every arc' of a circle, no matter

how short, is curved at least slightly.) But the remedy

easy; we take the s atement

p C

as our de_ nitiorpof C , thus:

DEFINITION. The eitcumference of a circle is the/

limit of the perimeters of the inscribed regular

polygons.

We would now like to go on to de de the numbe

the quotient of the circumference of i circle divid by its

diameter. But to make sure that this definition Make ense,

we first need to know that the number is the same all
2r

circles, regardless of their size. Thus we need to proves the

following:

THEOREM 12-17. The quotient of the circumference divided b

the diameter, is the same for all circles.
2r
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Proof: We use similar triangles. GiVen a circle with

center Q and radius r , and another circle, with center

and-radius ry , we inscribe a regular n-gon in each of them.

(The same value of n must be used in each circle..)

In therigure we show only one side, of each n-gon, with the

associated isosceles triangle. Let ,e and el be their

lengths as shown. Now LAQB '1Z.A1Q1B1 , because each of thebe

angles.has measure 3Q
. Therefore, since the adjaces4 sides

are proportional,

aAQB

by the S.A.S. Similarity Theorem. Therefore (e, E- (e'
A-

P

or- .(ne,r) -
P

(ne',r') But ne is the perimeter of the first
(

n -son, and new' is he perimeter oA. the second. .We can write,

(p,r)
iT; (PlArt). Now let C and C' be the respective

circumferences of the two circles. Then p-- ir.0 and ,

, by definition of circumference of a circle. It is

plausi e that (C,r) (CI,r,) By alterncion we can write

thi (C,C') (r,r1) It follows that (C,CP) p (2r,2r')

The last proportionality shows the constant of proportionality

to be -
r

. It is designated by r . We see that the
2 -

circumference of any circle divided by its diameter is

We express the conclusion of Theorem 12-17 in the

well-known formula

C

B89
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It en be proved that or is not a rational number, that

is, it cabinet be represented by an expression , where p,
and q. are integers. It can, however, be approximated as

closely tie we please by rational numbers. Some rational

approximations to r are

22
3 3.14 ,

'
3.1416 , 3.141592653577

(As a gineral rule, if there is a choice, you should leave
your answer to problems in terms of

Corollary 12717-1k The circumference of circles are

proportional to their radii.'

Problem Set 12-6

1. Which is the closer approximation to 22
, 3.14 or

7

2. In the following problems C = circumference, r = radius

and d = diameter of a circle. Find the indicated parts.

(a) r = 7 ,

(b) C = 36 ,

d = 15

(d) r = 6a

(e) r

and C
1

C2
Fradill r1 and r2 respectively. Fill in the blanks with

the appropriate multiplier.

d

C =

r

r

d

C =

are the circomferences of two circles with

(a) If
rl 3r2 °

(b) If C2 5C1 ,
c

(c) If d
2 =

1
I

1 If = di

then C1

then d2

then C
1

=

then C
2
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4.

7.

Two concentric circles have

centre]. angles LBOA ea.

indicated.

(a) The mba (in degrees)

equals how many times

mB,A1 (in degrees) ?

(b) If OA = 20A' then you would expect the length-of

BA equal how many times. the length of B'A',?

[Lengths of arcs will be considered more precisely

in Section 12-8.]

OA
If , what would you expect

h of BA

length of BLAI

Given' T_= (x,y): x-
2

+ y2 = 38)

U = ((x,y): x2 + y
2

= 18) .

o equal?

What is the ratio Of the circumference of T to

the circumference of U ?

What would you expect the ratio of the lengths of

he s4bsets of T and U which are in the union

f the7P-Oitive-x-axia, the positive y-axis and

,Quadran b

The moon is about 240,000 miles from the earth, and

its path around the earth is nearly circular. Find the

circumference of the circle which the moon describes

every month.

The earth is about 93,000,000 miles from the eun. The

path of the earth around the sun-is nearly circular.

Find how ..far we travel every year "in orbit." What is

our speed in this orbit in miles per hour?

A certain tall person takes steps a yard long4 He walks

around a circular pond close to the edge taking 628

steps. What is the approximate radius of the pond?

(Use 3.14 as an approximation for r .)

891
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91 A. regular polygbn is inscribed in a circle, then another

with one more side, than the first4i insdribedland so-on

endlessly, each time increasing the number of sides by one.

(a) What is the limit of the length oT tk4 apothem?

(b) What is the limit of the length of a side?,

(c) What is the 141it of the measure of an angle?

(d) Aat is the limit of the perimeter of the polygon?

The figure represents art of a regular polygon of which

mr and MU arssides, and R is the center of the

circle in which the polygon is inscribed. Copy and

complete the table:

Numb?r
of sides

rat ARB
or
RRC

m LABR
or

m .CBB

3

4

5

b

45

40 70 140

144

12 /

15

18

20

24

4

11. The sides ofi a regular hexagon are each 2 snits long.

If it is inscribed in a circle, find the radius of the

circle and -the apothem of the hexagon.
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12. The side of a square Is 12 inches, what the

circumference of itainscribed -ircle? Of its circum-

scribedcirclere-

13. (a) One circle has a radius of 10 feet. k second=

cir has radius one foot longer.. HOw much

long_ isjthe circumference of the second circle

than that of the first?

0 How much longer is the circumference of a circle

whose radius is 1001 feet than that circle

whose radius is one foot 'shorter?

14. 4 regular octagon with sides i unit long is inscribed
/in a circle. the radius of the circle.

15. In the figure, square XY21.1 is. .

inscribed in a circle with center

0 , and square ABCD is circum-
( scribed about this cirae. The

iagonals of both squaxes lie P
-4 t aw.
ACS- and BD . ClAren that A

square PARS is formed when

the midpoints P, Q, R and

of$ AX BY , , and MW are

joilaed, is the perimeter of this

square equal to, greater than,

or less-than the circumference

of the circle? Let

answer by computation.

12-7. Area of a Circle.

in Chapter 11 we considered areas of polygonal-regions,

'

defined in terms of a basic region, the triangular-region,

which is the.4nion of a triangle and its interior. In talking

'about areas associated with a circlee make a similar basic

definition.

1 an d ustify your
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DEFINITION. A circular- reef* I the union or a

cliche and itc interior.

In speaking of "tho area of a tri,anclav=vetun we foupd

it convenient to auureviato toLs pas,: to "t,c2 area 01-- a

triangle. Similarly; we usually 'icy "tre aroa of a kliPa:;e at3

an abbreviation or the area of a clvaulav-egton"

We now get a formula for the area 0 a iai :ilroady

havo a formula for the area of au !aorit,e,1 reciae
th10 to

where tho aeothom tiAA

111 t111:.1. 1111,111111011 1 [1(:1110 ,tL', ;1;-,10 .1...:t111 11 1,1.:

111Z I.L.111 111.111t1Ild 1 I 1,;:. 1. 1 I I1 I LW 111 I 111 viit; o

and e A To t.-,t; I mt, I .1 roe tA a t.eom 'S A a 1 w lt`81
111-1 1:1111 11.11, WHCIA t ,11,1111 ft tk!t:, ht vt1 ,1:1 1,',,iltt-1',1
lart;!;t1.

(I) WhAt A . A Alw;IyA sil;Aht I

that fit' ;ivo;\ A Hoc.;;;;; ove Aeo .11w,lys

ror, [tie I Hit. 1 o 1 I a 1 I I I 1 Hr at I a a ii



Litit the (1 rfeverice t,f)tweer A t t;ma II whran

t:r r-eu reoaltse wt el 1 a tl Iv) lyi4orirt 1

rt.kz, 1 )11 at t .1 I a a at a ,,tt t' t '

oxpo st, t

atc, 1(1 the cchl,Cr) .c t_

crann--)te., -1-)to.)vor,i hnt 1 wo y t-ho arr,at

ti S S a , t

t

tho

rcy ,101 thlt `..ch

( What t1:1;,,proa cic,, 1:: a t'ocUly!

Wh.it, hat Ccr^:,

tILt 11

r,r. I LI ri,C11

'icr'tc;r` 15IS1I
4 Wo rrNlar,.T.

1 1 orcer'l .1., I C

ta:t, t Crr-rN r . t

hoc h1v.c ,,t,c- 1 I CI ,

W .t

wc-



Thus the formula that. you have known for years finally
becomes a theovem:

THEONRM L. Me area oC a ('1.rele of radius r la vr-

Corollary The arjias of two circles are

rropertIonal to the squares of'thetr

Problem Llet

Flhd te the hearest tenth the elreumference and. area of a

circle wt1111-AI Padtus

la)

(I) 10

P1nd evwt I v ( In term:, at 11-) the troomterchoe anal area

t a .1h,'10 with raa1dh

[,'Iaa 1 [ c 1 so,m1r,:11.10nCo

1,1[1,1 t t'a

(a ) I

(b) .

1,1[1,1 11,o even ,11

of a (11 rcle whose area Is

I J 11( 1 1 1111 t' 10 1

oI' 1 III a 1 you Wnt cI ì I r
a 1ameI ,u` 1[-

;1[1,1 110 haul1 n or [1,

lodell 1,1 Inn ,' ,IP,;[ 4,e mdl
1 1 1 I a a 1 P ca a,r,

it 'iiI1L

Is
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6. The radius of the larger of two circles is three times the

radius of the smaller. Find the ratio of the area of the

first to that of the second.

7. The circumference of a circle and tNe perimeter of a

square are each equal to 2G inches. Which has the

greater area? How much greater is it?

8. Given a square whose side is 10 'inches, what is the

area bet en its circumscribed and inscribed circles?

9. An equilateral triangle is insqribed in a circle. If the

side of the triangle is 12 inches, what is the radius

of the circle? The circumference? The area?

10. The.cros- inside the circle

is divisible into 5 squares.

Find the are which is inside

the circle 'and 'outside the

cross.

11. iven: Two concentric circles.

AC is a chord of the larger

and is tangent to the.smaller

at B

Prove: The area of the ring 1

(annulus} r FIC

In a sphere whose radius is

1"0 inches, sections are made

by planes 3 'Inches and 5

inches from' the center. Which.

section will he the larger?

Provethat:your 2P is

correct.
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13. Inhe figure, ABCD

a square in which. E, F,

are midpoints Of AD , AC

and CE , respectively.

AF and FC are circular

arcs with centers B and

respectively. If the

sIde of the square is s

'find the area of the shaded

portion.

14. In the fiure,,semicircles

are drawn with each side

of right triangle ABC as

diameter. Areas of each

r tTrove:

letters

i1111111111111111111hihillh

region in the figure are

indicated by lower-case

t
A

15. A special archery target, with which aeaovice can be

expected to hit the bulls-eye as often as any ring,,ks

onstnicted in the following way. Rays ON and PN

are parallel. A circle with center 0 and radius r

equal to'the: di sance between the rays, is drawn inter-

secting dffiw at QA . Then a circle with center

0 and radius OA , or r1 is drawh intersecting OM

in R This process is repeated by drawing perpen-

diculars at R and at S , and circles with radii OB

and OC . Note that we arbitrb.rily stop at four

concentric circles.

(a)

(b)

in terms ofFind ,r1

Show that the areas of the inner ci cle 'and the

three "rings, represented by a, b, c, and d

are equal.

898
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16. An isosceles trapezoid whose bases are 2 inches and

6 inches is circumscribed about a circle. Find the area

of the portion of the trapezoid which lies outside the

circle.

12 Lengths of Arcs. Areas of Sectors.

dust as we define the circumference of a circle as th:

mit of the perimeters of inscribed regular polygons, sb we

c n define the length of circular arc as a suitable limit.
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If AB is an arc of a circle with center Q , we take
n a 1 points P1 Pn - 1 on -0 so that each of the

n angles LAQP1 LP1QP2

1
mATT

1
QB has measure

DEFINITION. The length,of arc AB is the limit of

AP
1

+ P P-
1-2 + Pn - IB as we take n larger

and larger.

Notation. We sometimes write

of AB

1 I to mean "the length

It is convenient, in discussing lengths of arcs, to

consider an entire circle as an arc whose degree measure is

360 . The circumferenceof a circle can then be considered to

be simply the length of an arc whose degree measure is 360 .

We now have two types of measure for circular arcs, their

degree measure and their length. There is a simple connection

between these measures in the case of congruent circles,

namely, that the lengths of arcs on congruent circles are

proportional to their degree measures. It is possible to prove

this fact, but the proof is very difficult. We prefer to state

it as a postulate.

Postulate 31. The lengths of arcs in congruent

roles are proportional to their degree measures.

(,e0 A.B,

900
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If we take A'B' to be a semicircle, then mA,B, - 180 ,

and A'' 8' -Tr

Then we may write AB,wr) m.61,180)

nrClearly the constant of proportionality is

THEOREM 12-19. An arc of degree measure q contained in

circle whose radius has length.. L , where

L i80 q

This result follows from the propOrtionality,

(L,711 l8O)

A sector of a circle is a region bourked by two radii and

an arc, like this:

More precisely:

DEFINITIONS. If AB is an arc of a circle with

center Q and radius r , then the union of all

segments Qp , where P is any point of Kh-

is a sector.

AB is the arc of the sector and r is the radius

of the sector.

The'following theorem is proved just like Theorem 12-18:

THEOREM 12-20. The area of a sector is half the product

its radius and the length of its are.

901
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Combined with Theorem 12-19, we getCombined_ _ _

THEMEM12-21'Illeareaofasecthr-c'fradius r and arc

measure q is
rr 2

70 q

Problem Set 12-8

1 The radius of the circle with

center A is 20 The

radius of the circle with

center B is 10

mEB . 60 . mEF . 60 .

Is the length of CD

greater than, equal to

or less than, the length

of EF ?

Which has the greater degree measure: an arc of one inch

on the equator of the earth or an arc of one inch on a

half dollar?

Are the degree measures of congruent arcs equal? Are

the lengths of congruent arcs equal?

Suppoq0 AB on one circle has a larger degree measure

than; CD on another circle. Does this information permit

yotcto conclUd* that the length of AD is greater than

theiength of CD ? Suppose that you were also told that

the length of A is equal to the length of dB . Which

circle has the greater radius?

5. The radius of a circle is 15 inches. What is the length

of an arc of q60°'? of 90° ? of 72° ? of 36°

b. The radius of a circle is What is tie area of

sector with an arc of 90° ? of 60°' of 540

What is the area of a sector whose arc' has degree measure

90° and arc length 3r ? 41"

902



What is the length of AB in the circle with center

if m LA ©B 60---d the area of the sector AOB

If the length Hof a 60° arc is one centimeter, find the

radius of the arc. Also find the length of the chord of

the arc.

10. In a circle of radills

the measure of its arc?

11. Given

and P

a sector has area What is

((x,y,z): y + z

,Y, a = 3)

(a) Describe the intersection

(b) Compare the circumference

section of S and P and the circumference of a

great circle of

of S and P

of the circle of inter=

Compare

and

(d) Compare

such th

=

12. Find

the area of the

P and the area

the arcs of the

t all points of

conditions that x > 0

the area of the

circle of intersection of

of a great circle of

circles in Parts (b) _d

the arcs satisfy the

and y > 0
0

of the circle x- + y- = 1 0

which has the positive x2-axis and the line y a

partial boundries and which satisfies the condition that

x 0 y > 0 .

13. A segment of a circle is the

region bounded by a chord and

an arc of the circle. The

area of a segment is found by

subtracting the area of the

triangle formed by the chord

and the radii to its endpoint

from the area of the sector.

In the figure., m APB = 90

If :PB = b , then

Area of sector PAB

Area of triangle PAB

Area of segment = - 18 or approximately 10.26

903
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4
Find the area` of t

(a)

(b)

(c)

ent

APB = 60 ; r, 12 .

APB = -2 r= 6
APB = 45 ; 8

14. If a wheel of radius 10 inches rotates through an

angle of 36°

(a) how many Inches does a point on the rim of the

.wheel move?

(b) how many inches does a point on a spoke 5 inches

from the center move?

15. A continuous belt runs around two wheels of radii

inches and 30 inches. The centers of the wheels are
48 inches apart. Find the length of the belt.

lb. In this figure ABCD is a square whose side is 8 inches.

With the midpoints of the sides of the square as centers,

arcs are drawn tangent to the diagonals. Tind the area

enclosed by the four arcs.

()CI



insdribed and Circumscribed Circles.

DEFINITIONS.

the triangle

each side of the triangle is tangent to the circle.

A circle is circumscribed -about a triangle, or the

triangle is inscribed in the circle, if each vertex

of the triangle lies on the circle.

A circle is inscribed in a triangle, or

circumscr=ibed about the circle, if

In these figures, it ABC is inscribed in circle

A A'B'C' Is circumscribed about circle (39. Circle

scribed in nAIB'C' and circle C,

n ABC.

is circumscribed about

The problem finding ,cle, circumscribed about a

given triangle can be stated in a slightly different way. If

A, B, C are three. points, it is natural to inquire if there t

a circle which contains all three points, and if -so, how many

such circles there are. We know that no circle has

collinear points, so we ought to restrict our attention to
you see any dlfferenee

Y I 0 about iven

three points which are noncollinear:

between the problem of etroumscribt

triangle and that cal' pouch wick oy

given noncollinear pot '19
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If we want to circumscribe a circle' about a given triangle

ABC, we would first have to locate its

center 0 . Wi start with the require-,

ments that OA = 0 = OC . Where do

we look for 0 if OA and OH are

to be equal? If OB and OC are to

be equal? If OC and OA are to be

equal? By Theorem 8-28 we know that

the set of all points equally

distant from two points is the

perpendicular bisector of a line

segment joining the given points. We are therefore led=to find

the perpendicular bisectors of AB , TU and TT . Will these

perpendiculars meet in one point? In fact, they do, as is

proved in Corollary 8-28-1. Since 0 is the only point that

has the property that '0A - OB - OC and since "OA is the

only radius that we can use for our circle we therefore conclude

that there Is exactly one circle that circumscribes AAPC .

And thus we have proved

Mil:OREM 127:22.- A triangle has one and only ine circumscribed

-circle. The center of Lill E) elrole is the intersection

of the perpendicular bisectors of the sides of the

We now -turn I clPoles inscribed in Lytantes. We look

fop a circle whten has the fli,ree sides as tangents. The

segment from its center 0' to a point of ,contact is perpen-

dicular to thts :0.ae. Why? Then the tev,Ln of this segment

is the diStance CPOM 01 tO the stiles. Why? Ltimilapfy, the

Lengths of the perpendicutap eifments from 0' to the other Mt de

A-&

)



would be the distances to those sides. Our problem then is -to

find a point equally distant from the sides of a triangle. By

Thborem 0-29 we know that the set of all points equally distant

'from the sides of ankangle it its midray. Furthermore, by_ _

Corollary 8=29-1, we know that the midrays of the angles dr a
4

triangle meet ln -one point. We may therefore find the center-
4.

of an inscriP&I circle by ,fining where the three angle

bisectors of the triangle meet. The radius of the circle is

-th distance from this point to a'side. Moreover the,circie is

unique because its center -and radius are unique. We have thus

proved

THEOREM 12-23. A triangle has one.and only one inscribed

circle. The center -of this circle is ...the intersection of

the midrays of the angles of he triangle.

Problem Set 12-9

I. Investigate whether the center oC the circumscribed circle

about a given triangle is in the interior', on, or in the

exterior of toe triangle. Consider three cases: a

triangle whose angles are acute, a triangiewith a right

angle, and a triang le with an obtuse angle. After making

drawIngs coo so '30 state what seems to be true in each

Thou }wove end H:41tmont.

Twit tho cc!mioc or- the liw.,pthc,d '1 st i a given

Lvtattrjo (1,.! lu too Inte-plor dr tac tpLn0.o,: Write an

aPY:nmen,, to L;upport '/out anwou.

J, The IL to tYiniul,' V ekt

.,tdd.nul_rjoV on one ii HIs and 1 ii is nt boo rvom each

a,vtex. I,dud Lit' icur:th wdl.au L) ionlw:o

VC. t'C' C. I VC1Hil;,' e I hod thou 1, l'OC1-arli%

lIL a Ps_.ctanr;1(? Ppove

youv AtUIVWC

L',..10 l's lw;'i'i td In I tIvn houttuY.' ['pave you',

Can a cIrch! 1,0 a[46,Lit,it von
rhomhns':
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Prove that an equilateral triangle has concentric

inscribed and

Prove that, i_

oIrcumscribed

circumscribed circles.

atripngle has concen inscribed

circles, thpn it is eq 'lateral.

Preiltethat:A:luadrilaterai can be circumscribed by a

circle if-a pair,of opposite angles are supplementary

(.Hint: Use the indirect-. method.)

Can a circle be circumscribed about a given isosceles

:trapezoid?

in a given

The radius

2 thches

divides it

Prove your answer. Can a circle be inscribed

isosceles trapezoid?

of the inscribed circle ofa right triangle is

ong. The point-of contact on the hypotenuse

into two segments whose lengths have the ratio

3:2 . Find the length of the, hypotenuse.

ii. Consider triangle XYZ with vertices X(0,0) , Y(8,o)

z(5,3)

(a) Find the midpoint and the sl of 17 , and write

an equation of the line containing this point and

having as its slope the negative reciprocal,of the

slope of 41R-7. That is, write an equation of the

perpendicular bisector of R4 .

(b) Similarly, obtain an equation of the perpendicular

bisector of 77 .

(c) Find .the point of intersection, C , of the

respective perpendicular bisectors of IT and 77 .

(d) Obtain an equation the perpendicular bisector of

77 . Do the coordinates of C obtained in (c),

satisfy this equation? Are the three perpendicular

bisectors of triangle XYZ concurrent in the point

C ? (If ydu have not found this to be the cas.o, you

should check your work.)

Show that C is equidistant from the vertices of

triangle XYZ . What is the, distance' ex ?

Write an equation of the circle having C as center

and containing X, Y, Z . This is sometimes called

the "circumcircle4' and C is the ".circumcenter,"

of the triangle.
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Consider, again, the triangle XYZ with vertices X(0,0

y16,0) , Z(5,3)

) Write an equation of t e line containing the midpoint,

of 77' and the oppoti_e vertex Z . This line:

contains the median to .

Write an equation of the line containing the

to 77

Write an equation of the line containing he median

to V-
4

Express the three equations Of Parts (a), (b and (c)

above in parametric form. For the parameter k take
1the value 7 , or and find the coordinates of

the trisection points _f' each median which it common

to all three medians. This point is sometimes called

the "centroid" of the triangle.

13. Consider, again, the triangle XYZ with vertices X(0,0)

Y(8,0) , z(5,3) .

(a) Write an equation of the line which contains Z and

is perpendicular to 7Y . This line contains the

altitud to

(b) Write equations for the line's which contain the

altitudes to and 12Y , respectively. -4r

(c) Find the coordinates. of the point 0 which is common

to,all three of the lines containing the altitudes.

This point is sometimes called the "orthocenter" of

the triangle. Is the orthocenter of triangle XYZ

in the interior or the exterior of the triangle?

Sketch a triangle for which the opposite is true.

It is perhaps surprising to learn that the circum-

center,Ithe centroid, and the orthocenteri of dny

triangle are collinear. Use the results of Problems

11, 12, and 13 to verify that this Is the case for

triangle XV, .
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1 .

the-perpendlcular from tp center *fa, oircle
to a li,rid -is the key to understanding many relations between 6
circles Ad tangents and between circles ana chords. Similarly
the foot,of the perpendicular from the center of a sphere toa
_plane helps to explain the relations s-between-asphere and-W-- -

"tangent plane and the intersection,ofa sphereand a plane.

We saw some interesting relations between .the measures of
certain angles related to a circle and the measures of

intercepted arce.j_These relations are easily remembered by

noting that,"if the'-vertex of the angleLis an interior p0int of
.

the circle we use one-half of the-tglm of two arc mea$Ures; if
on the circle; one-half of arf'rarcmeasure; if -an exterior point,

one-half thedifference between two arc measures.

We defined the circumference of a circle, the length oran
arc, the area of a circle, and the area of a sector as limits

pf certain measures related to regular polygons. This enabled
us to make plausible the formulas used for measuring circum-

ferences, arc lengths, areas of circles and areas of sectors.

Review Problems

(Chapter 12)

If C is the circumference-of a 6lrele and r is its
' Cradius, what is the value of

Define (a) the area of a circle.

(b) the length' of an arc of a 4rcle.

If the circumference of a circle is. 12 i cheb the

length of its radius will lie between what two

consecutive integers?

4. if the diameter of two circles and-,C, are d and 2d

respectively ana C makes 10 revolutions in going's,

distance K , how many revolutions will CI make in
going the same distance?

What is the radius of a circle if its circumference is-

equal to its area!?



6, If the radius of-One cfrcle is' 10 times he radius of

another, give the ratio of

(a) their didMeterp.

(b) their circumferences.

(c) their areas.,

1431 regular-hexagon_ia-inscribed in a circle of radius

5 , what is the length ofeach side? What to the length

of the arc of each side

Show that the area of a circle is givenqw the.formula

2
A , where. d is the diameter or the circle.diameter

If both a square, and a regular octagon are inscribed

in the same circle, which has the greater apothem?

the greater perimeter?

(b) Ahswer the same questions for circum-cribed figures.

10. From what formula relating to regular polygons is the

formula for the area of a circle derived?

11. A wheel has a 20 inch diameter. How many revolutions

viii ,it make in going 100 feet?

12. The angle of a sector is 10° and its radius is 12_

inches. Find the area of the sector and the length of

its arc.

13. Prove that the area of an equilateral triangle circum-

scribed about a circle is four times the area of'an

equilateral triangle inscribed in the circle.

14. In the figure, REF tangent

to the circle at D and CA

bisects LpCD If ma7 s 88

and mCD = o2 find the

measure of each arc and each

angle indicated in the figure.



15. Theidistance between the

centers of two circles

having radii. of 7 and

9 is 20 . Find the

length of the common
, -

internal tangent-segment.

1- 'Given inscribed qUadrilateral

ABCD with diagonals inter-

.secting at P

Prove:

(a) 11APD ABPC

(b) V PC - PD - PD

Given the circle

(b)

(b ) '

((x,y).: x2 t y2 = 16)

Are points A(4,0) , B(0,4)

Find the slope of AB

Find the midpoint of TE

Write an equation of the line_ containing the

midpoint of AB and perpendicular to '4WE'w

(d) Does the line of Part (c) contain the origin?

What theorem does this illustrate?

Find the point of 'intersection of the perpendicular

bisector of AB with C This poivt is the

of AB

18. Given: in the figure, P

is the center of the circle,

and m LAEP,= m LDEP

Prove: AB qli-.,

on the circle?

012



REVIEW FRORLFMS

Chapters 10 -12

Write (+)if the statement' is true and'10 if it is false.

Be'able to explain why you mark:each statement true or raise.'

2...lbere can be a regiOn which is completely surrounded by a

polygonalregion and which does not contain a point of the.

polygonal-region.

2. If a polygonis equilateral,it must be a regular polygon.

No polygon can be a convex set, but some polygons can
enclose a convex set.

Each interior angle of a regular-pentagon has measure 72

Every polygonal - region As either a triangular-region or

the union of two or more coplanar triangular-regions:,

The sum of the measures of the face angles of a,

polyhedrai,angle can equal 360

7. The number of the diagonals from a given vertex of a

convex polygon is equal to the number of sides of the

polygon.
U

8. An exterior sa of a regular polygon is congruent to

the central .Ile f the polygon.

The sum of the measures of the interior angles of a

convex polygon of n sides is (n -2)180 .

10. The sum of the measures of the exterior angles of a

convex polygon, considering one at each vertex, is

equal to the sum of the measures of four right angles.

11. If a line intersects a circle in one point, it intersects

the circle in two points.

12. It is possible for two triangles to be congruent and to

be the boundaries of triangular regions with different

areas.

13. The area of a right triangular region is one-half the

product of the length of the hypotenuse and the length

of the shorter leg.
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14. The area of the 'interior of a parallelogram is _ht pro
of the lengths of any two ConsicutiVe

i5. If A(0,0) and B(0,6) are the endpoints of a diameter

of a circlhe, then C(3,3) is a point on the circle.

16.. If two parallelograms have congruent altitudes, the areas

of their interiors are proportional to the lengths of

their bases.

17. If a plane intersects a sphere in at least two points,

the intersection is a line.

18. If a sphere and a circle have the same center and

intersect, then the intersection is a circle.
1E4 -

19. If a line is tangent to a circle, It is perpendicular -to

the plane of t circle.

if they

20. A line which is perpendicular to And bisects a chord of

a circle contains the center of the circle. -

21. The set ((x,y,z): x ± 9) is' a'Sphere with

center at the origin and with a radius equal to 9

C ((x 2 2
22. If x y = 251 , then the line

f(x,y):,y,p 5) is tangent to C

23. The distince betwee_ the point A 1,2 and the 150iht
(0,-4,-1) is

24. Any quadrilateral can be inscribed in some circle.

25. If the lateral edge of a prism is congruent to the

altitude of the 'prism, the prism is a right prism.

26. Any two great circles of a sphere intersect.

27. Two tangent circles are externally tangent only if their

centers lie on opposite sides of each common tangent line.

28. The point of tangency of two tangent circles is collinear

with the centers of the two circles.

29. The areas of two similar polygons are proportional to the

squares of the lengths of any two corresponding sides.

30. The apothem of a regular hexagon of side s is equal to

the altitude of an equilateral triangle of side s .

4 '.
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31. The radiUs of A circle is congruent to the median 601!the

hypotenuse of a: right triangleinscribed inthe'circle.

32. In a circle of radius 12 , an inscribed angle of 135°
ercepts an arc of measure 9r

33. A line- can intersect a sphere in exactly one point.

Two planes _tangent_ tp.the.-PaMp7SPhere_imst intersect..
' 35. If two chords intersect within a circle, the difference

.

ih the lengths of the segments of one chord is equal to

the difference in the lengths of the segments of the other.

36. If the lateral edge of a parallelepiped igho-se base is a

square is congruent to a side of the 'square base, then

the parallelepiped is a cube.

37. If a line intersects the exterior 6f a sphere, then it

-------

must intersect the sphere,.

38. Concentric circles have concurrent diameters.

39. 4V sphere has'radius- 5 . If a plane 3 units from the

center intersects the spheioe in a circle, the radius of

-this circle is 4 .

The plane,, 7) intersects the sphere

((x,y,z)t x2 y2 z- = 16) in a circle.

41, yoirit :(2,3) lies on the circle ((x,y): x2 y2 . 5) .

f

42! The product of a secant-segment and its external secant-

segmvt is constant for any given circle and exterior

point.

43. A pyramid is a regular pyramid if the foot of the perpen-

dicular from its vertex is one of the vertices of the
base.

44.i The formula A = p Is the formula for the lateral area

Of any pyramid.

45. r 7 3.14159

01



46. The degree measure of a minor arc is the some as the

measure of the central angle whicWAntercepts it.

47. All arcs with the same degree measure have the same length
2.v

if they are all of the same circle.

48. Every circle forms with its interior a polygonal-

49; The measure of a tangent-chord angle is one-half the

measure of its intercepted arc.

An arc whose degree measure is 120

if the length of its radius is one...

Line y = ax intersects the circle x2 4- y2 in

, the points with coordinates (21/5 , 41/5) and

(-2 , -4 I/7)

52. (x,- 2)2 + (y + - 25 is a circle with center a__

(225

53. If the measure of the radius of a circle is one, its

circumference is 2r and its area is m

54. The median of an isosceles triangle is.parallel,

base.

has length

55. If two chords of a circle bisect each other, then each

must be a diameter of the circle.

56. The quadrilateral with vertices (0,l) , (4,4) ,

(B,4) is a square.

57. In a sphere the planes of great circles are parallel.

58. A unit-square must have a measure of one inch for each

side.

59. Angles inscribed in the same arc are congruent.

60. The area of a circle is,smaller thank the area of any=

regular polygon in which the circle is inscribed.

61. The area of a trapezoidal-regiOn is the product of the

lengths of its altitude and its median.

62. A rectangular prism whose bases are squares, and each of

whose lateral edges is twice as long as the side of the

base, has a total surface area which As ten times'the

area of a base.
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6- If two triangles have bases of f-the same length and

altitudes of the same length, they have the same area

and are similar polygons.

64. If a circle is inscribed in a parallelogram, then the

parallelogram must be equilateral.

65. If the degree measure of one arc of a circle is twice,-

the degree measure of-a. second arc, then the chord

associated with the first arc, is twice as long as the

chord associated with the second arc

66. If a set of-points is a quadrilateral, then the points

are Cdpianar.

67. It is posSible for the incenter, the circumcenter and

the orthocenter of a triangle to be the center of the.

same circle.

68. The sqUare of the length of a tangent-segment from a.

given exterior point is equal to the product of the

lengths of any secant-segment from that point and the
1

length of its external segment.

69. .Th:e points of a circle are said to be collinear.

70. If the circumference of a circle is 12r , then the

area is 144r

71. The area of a sector of'radius r whose arc has a degree
_2

measure q is rr

The Point which.is equally distant from all three sides

of a triangle, is the intersection of the midrays of the

angles of the triangle.

73. The circumference of a circle is the limit of the

perimetdrs of the circumscribed regular polygons.

74. If two parallelograms have the length: of the base and

altitude of one proportional to the lengths of the base

and altitude of the other, the parallelograms are

similar.

75. A quadrilateral whose vertices have xy-coordinates (0,0) ,

(3,0) (4,2) , (1,2) a,parallelogram.

4



76. All bisectors of the Interior angles of a regular polygon

intersect in a mingle point.

77. The perpendicular bisectors of the sides of.a triangle

are concurrent.'

,
78.. A triangle,has one and only one circumscribed circle.

79. The center of a circle circumscribed about a right

triangle is not,in the interior of the triangle.

80.. The least number of faces a polyhedron can have is three.
0

8 If the perimeter of a regular hexagon is .p , then the

radius of the inscribed circle is

82. There are only five types of regular' polyhedrons.

83. the point (4,-3) ins - point=of a circle whose center

is the point (0,0) and whose radius is 4

84. The radii, of two circles are 3 and 5 ; the radius of

a circle whose area is equal to the sum of the areas of

these circles is 1/737

85. The face angles of a trihedral angle may-have measures

120 ,2.5 , and 90 .

A regular polyhedron h&ving as many faces as there are

monthS in the year is called a dodecahedron.

87. If AB CD , then (A,B ) = ( C,D)

88. The addition of directed line segments is commutative.

89. Vector addition is commutative.

90. The vector [6,3] determines a unique directed line

segment.

91. The vector- [6,3) is-the Aditive.4nverse of [-6,

.92. If 17 then ial cannot equal Ibi

3. 3.
93. If a+b=b+a, we can conclude 'a:...-137b

94. The scalar product of two vectors is commutative.

95. The scalar product of two vectors is not zero if the

vectors are perpendicular.

olizI



96. The origin of ) is A

97. The terminus of (Al) is B .

98. If (A,B) MO and (C,b

then (KT1) (CrY

99. .If (
'-= (C715) then A = C .

100. If (XI) is not equivalent to

they -represent cannot be equal.

C,Y

then the vectors



Appendix ,V

Hplcro DRAW, PICTURES OF SPACE FIG

Simple Drawing.

A course in mechanical drawing is concerned with precise

representation of physical objects seen from different positio6

in space. In geometry we are concerned with drawing only to the

extent that we use sketches to help us d mathematical\thinkng.

There is no one correct way to draW-pictures in geometry, but

there are some tdohniques helpful enough to be in rather \general

use. Here, for example, is d technically

correct drawing of an ordinary pyramid,

for a person can'argue that he is looking

at the pyramid from directly aboVe. But

caref14 ruler drawing is not as helpful

as this very crude free-hand sketch. The

first drawing does not suggest 3-space;

the second one does.

The first part of this discussion offers suggestions for

pimple ways to draw 3-spdce figures. The second part introduces

the more elaborate technique of drawing from perspective. The

difference between the two approadhes is suggested by these two

drawings of a rectangular box.

In the,Cirst drawing the base is shown by an easy-to-draw paral-

lelogram. In the second drawing, the front base

back base edge are paraile.1, but the back base edge is drawn

edge and the

shorter under the belief that the shorter le

"more remote".

h will suggest



No era ter how a rectangular box is drawn, some bacrifices
must be made. All angles of a rectangular solid are right angles,
but in each of the drawings shown on the previous page two
thirds of the angles do not come close is indicating nitnety,

degrees when measured with a protrac<or. We are-willing'to'-give
up the drawing Of right angles that looelike right angles in
order that we make the figure as a whole more suggestive.

You already know that a plane is generally pictured by a
parallelogram.

It seems reasonable to

draw a horizontal plane in either,

of the ways shoWn, and tci draw a vertical plane like th

If we want to indicate two parallel planes, however, we can not
be effective if we Just draw any two "horizontal" planes. Notice
how the drawing to the right below improves upon the one'_: the
left. Perhaps ypu prefer still another kind:of drawing,.

Various devices are used to indicate that one part of a
figure passes behind another part. Sometimes a hidden part is
simply omitted, sometimes it. is indicated by dotted lines. Thus,
a line piercing a plane may be,drawn In either of the two ways:



Two InterseetIng planes are Illustrated by each of these
1

drawings.

The second is better than the arss I:nn she itne oC intersec-

tion is shown and parts conccaied CPOW view ace dotted. The

third and Coulith drawings are bettor yet bocanoe the line of

interseetion Is vlsuaily sled Lit with piane as well as pla
by the use of parallel 11nc In te drawing.

Here Is a drawing which has the advantage

of simplicity and the disadvantage at

suggesting one plane and cue haUpiane.

In any ca-se a line of -intersection is a mrtl.cal_arly impoPtant

part of a figure.

Suppose- that we w t.sh 1.) [raw 1 we I 111:(,sitnot lug planes each

perpomil_cu._Uw to a LliLri p Lane ovocvd,tre 'Ls shown
by this step -1,y-step Ut'vol..,-wmont,

Notice how tin Lass two planes drawn APO os I I tin oC

Intersectlea. A compLel,e riteiwlmig rimow I up a I thc htdUu Ilncs Is
Itlot tee involved to h,tudle plc:1:;a111-1y. Thc plcLuP(' bct,)w

much more sdggestIve.



A dime, from different angles, looks like this:

NeitheP the first nor the last too good pictury of a circle in
J-spae0,. Elther oC ohe ouhcrs is sati_sCacLory. The thinner oval
Is perhaps better to use to represent the base of a cone.

Cectalnly nobody shouLd expect ns tu tnrerpPeI the figure shown
be 1w as a conc.

A Cow andiUloual. JLLLwtIlCS wtth veotd doscbipLtomp are
Si own.

A 1 1ily po pu I let to

A ,:yLindoP out by a pltic

L to tin bnno.

IL ,yttudcy cut by a plant.

not pnyalicl Inc lit;'.

,

,) r



A pyramid cut by a plane

parallel to th base.

It is important to remember that a drawing is not an end in

itself blip simply an atd to our understanding of the geometrical

situation. We should choose the kihd of picture that serve

us best for this purpose, a'nd one person's choice may

different from another.

pees ective.

be

The rays a , b , c , d , e to the left -hand figure

below suggest coplanar lines inter lag at V the cores-

ponding rays In the right-hand figure suggest parallel lines in a

three-dimensional drawing. Think of a railroad track and tele-

phone pales an you look at the right-hand figure.

e
The right-1u C Lg nugge

fuL 111 makLnt per:.,1),,,7 1, \Rs cit'aw

d

(1)

Ln -les wh tch'ave rise-

A rctt. oC parallel Linen whl recede vtew_

Lys a, byeyd,
The potnt on the drawing where the rays moot t=r; knows as, the

"vantuhtng potut."

drawn an concurrent rays; Coy example,



Congruent segments are drawn smaller when they are
further from the viewer. (Find exampled in the drawing.).

(3) Parallel lines which are perpendicular to the line of

sight of the viewer are shown a: parallel lines in the drawing.

(Find examples in the drawing.)

A person-does not need much artistic ab irlity to mate use of these
threeprinciples.

The steps to follow in sketching a rectangular solid are
shcin below.

Draw the front face as

rectangle.

Select a vanishing point and

draw segments from it to the

vertices. Omit ,segments that

cannot be seen.

Draw edges parallel to those

of the front face. Finally erase

lines of perspective.

Under this, technique a single horizon-,,1 plane can be drawn

as the top face oV the solid shown above.

A single- vet tical. plane can toe v

tlto right-hand Lace of the oild.

the front race or



.After this brief account of two approaches to the dra. ,.-ng of

figures in 3-space we should once again recognize the fact that

there is no one correct way to picture geometric ideas. however,

the more "real" we want ouripicture to appear, the more attention

we should pay to perspective. Such an artist as Leonardo da Vinci

paid great attention to perspective. Most of us4find this done

for us when we use ordlrary cameras.
'-

See some books on drawing or look up "perspective" n an

encyclopedia if-you are interested in a detailed treatment.



Ao- indix VII

SURFACE AREA AND VOLUME

Introduction..

In your study of informal geometry you learned formulas lor

finding surface areas and volumes of familiar figures. You may
. 4 3

recall that a' cohere radius r has volume 7-
3

Trr for In

stance, and that its surface area is given by 47TrLL. This

course in geometry that you have just completed covered formally

most of the other topics that you met in informal geometry,
1>LP

and you may wonder why topics.of surface area and volume were

omitted. The reason has to do with a branch of higher mathema-

tics known as "integral calculus." Unti3 the integral calculus

was invented, in the seventeenth century, the study of area

and volume was sketchy. There were no satisfactory definitions

of area and volume and no systematic ways of finding them.

The subject cons ed of the discovery and study of formulas

for the areas and volumes of individual figures. Momover
the derivation of these formulas, in pre-calq.ulus geometry,

4
are almost without exception either very long and difficult

to follow, or logically unsound., It seemed unfair to inflict

this kind of study on the high school student when (a ) there

are parts of geometry from which he could profit more and

he will see a suitable development of this subject when

(and if) he studies( calculus.

(41.

Surface Area.

We shall discuss surface area in an informal way, moreas

though.we were talking about physical objects than mathematical

ones.

It is easy to find the surfaCe area of solids such as

prisms and pyramids, because their surfaces are composed of

plane figures, namely polygons. There are a few other types

of solids, whose' surfaces... are not made up of plane figures,

whose surface area can be found by finding an-equivalent plane

figure.



The cylinder and the cone are such figures. If you imag

slitting a cylinder and unrolling its surface onto a pla-

whatifigure do you think is obtained?

h

277r

Can you see that it is a rectangle whose altitude is the al-

titude of the cylinder and whose base is the circumference of

the base of the cylinder. If R is the_ radius of the base of

a cylinder and h is its height, then the surface-area of the

cylinder (called its lateral surface) is equal to the area

of the rectangle obtained by unrolling the cylinder. Thus,.

its lateral surface is 2rrh.

Cones can be treated in a similar way. If a cone is slit

properly, it can be unrolled to lie flat.

Can you see that the unrolled cone is a sector ofAlk circle?

This procedure: reduces the problemHof finding the surface area

of a cone to that of finding the area of a sector.



This latter problem has already been solved (Theorem 1 -20).

All we need to know in any given case is the radius of the

circle and the length of the ercepted arc; In the Case

of a sector obtained by unrolling a cone, the radius of the

sector is the slant height of the cone and the length of the

intercetnted arc is the circumference of the base of the cone.

Therefore, the formula for the lateral surface of a cone is
1 /J:C, where is its slant height and C is the circum-

ference of its base. Another important surface for which
0

there is an area formula is the sphere. The formula is livr'

where r is the radius of the sphere.

It is natural to try to derive this formula by slitting

th'e sphere and unrolling it onto some plane figure. However,

it has been proved in higher mathematics that it is impossible

to flatten out the sphere in this way. (Can you see any con-

nection between this statement and the fact that maps of large

portions of the earth have to distort thie shapes of the regions

which they depict`:

There is a simple experiment which you can perform to test

the formula Orr- for the surface area of a sphere. Wind a

string around a sphere, in a spiral, until an entire hemisphere

is covered, and measure the length of the string required. Then

9 31



d a string f the same diameter) in a planar spiral until

it just covers the inside of a circle of the same radius as

the given sphere, and measure the length of the string required.

If your work is accurate the length of string required to cover

the hemisphere will be twice the length required to cover the

circle. Since the area of the circle is rrc, a hemisphere

2n-r ,should have surface area

have surface area

he whole sphere should

A more sophi -icated ;approach to deriving the formu

the surface area of a sphere is to approximate the surface

of a sphere by revolving suitable chords around a diameter,

shown below.

This makes it possible to find the surface of a sphere, ap-

proximately, in terms of surfaces of portions of cones. A

limiting process then yields the formula iirr
2

for the

surface area of a sphere.

Possible Definitions of Volume.

it is a strange fact that mathematicians di_seovered for-

mulas for the volume of many figures long before they knew

what volume was,

Lion of volume. One way of understanding this is observe

that they had some general notions as to what should be true

about volumes, which, in the case of some of the simpler fig

ures, were sufficient to lead to definite formulas.

at least before they had 'b formal defini-



Let us draw up a list of some requirements that are

reasonable to impoSe on any possible definition of volume.

1. It is, reasonable to expect that the volume of a solid I

should be a non-negative real number.

It is reasonable to expect that if a solid is partitioned

into several parts and that if each of the solids involved

has a volume, then the volume of the original solid should

equal the sum of the volumes of the parts.

3. It is reasonable to'expect that congruent solids

equal voluMes.

uld have

4 It is an important fact about volume (which may or may not

seem reasonable) that if solid S is similar 3',

and if the proportionality factor is k, then the vcilume

of solid St is k3 times the volume of solid S. For

instance, consider two cubes, 3 and SI, such that the

edge of 9! is twice as long as the edge of S. Then S

is similar to and the proportionality factor is 2.

Notice that

congruent to

volume of

can be partitioned into eight cubes each

Is it not reasonable to expect that the

should be 0-,
3

times the volume of

5. It is reasonable to require that the volume of a rectangu-

lar parallelepiped should be the product of its 'altitude

by the area of- its base.



Cavalieri's PrineApj2.

'Even though we have hbt,been able to define "volume",

there are some situations in-Which we can reasonably say that
two solids have the same volume. We are going now to illus-
trate one important case of this sort. It will help us under-

stand the case in question if we first think or a physical
model. We can make an approximate model of a square pyramid

by forming a stack of thin cards, to the proper size, like
this:

The figure on the left represents the exact pyramid, and the

figure on the right is the approximate model made from cards.

Now, suppose we drill a narrow hole in the model, from the

top to some point of the base, and insert a thin rod so that

it goes through every card in the model. This enables us to
tilt the rod in any way we want, keeping its bottom en_fixed
on the base. Such tilting changes the shape of the model,
but not its volume. The reason;is that its volume is simply

the total volume of the cards; and this total volume does not
change as the cards slide 'along each other.

1
The same principle applies more generally. Suppose we

have two solids with bases In a plane which we shall th r
as horizontal. If all horizontal cross-sections of the two

solids at the same level have the same area, then the two solids
have the same volume. To see this, observe t--

card model of each of the solids, then each card in the firs

make a

model has exactly the same volume as the corresponding card

in the second model.



Thefore, the volumes 'Of the two models' ought be the
same. The approXimmtion given by the models is ab close

we please, if only the cards are thin enough. Therefore, the
volumes

of the two solids that we started with ow,
.

The principle involved here is called Cava_lieri,s Principle.

We have not proved It we have merely been explaining why It is

reasonable. Let us state It explicitly.

to be the same.

.valieri'e Principle: Given two solids and a plane.

If, for every plane which intersects the solids and

is parallel to the given plane, the two intersec

aye equal areas, then the two solids have equl

volumes.

Cavalieri,s Principle can be user as a key to the calcula=

tior of vo-lumes, as we shall see in the ne ,, section.

Prisms and IILLIILL1L3.

The formula for the volume of a rec dg-1 allelepiped

also applies to general paralleleplprus.



'This can be seer by using Cwialieri's Principle to compare the

volume of a parallelepiped with ti-alt of the appropriate rec-

tangular parallelepiped. k

The volume of any prism Is the product of its altitude and

the area of its btac.

The volume of a pyramid Ls given by )- 111-3 where h is its

alL1Lude and B Is the avon of Its base_ Notice the occur-

rence or the Xactor In thla Cormull Perhaps it reminds_ . _c
0

1
you oC the factor whtch occurs In the forMuls lib for

the area of a triangle. These factors are Indeed analogous, and

we now try to show how.; In the JortvatJoh at the formula tar

, u



the area-of a triangle cif altitude h atrLi ha qe b an

auxiiiary paralielograM was introduced,,also having altitude
h and base b, and wd6ch could be dissected into two triangles,'

each congruent to the original one. Since the parallelogram
was known to have ea hb, the formula hb was readily.de-
(Weed. In the case of a triangular pyramid with altitude

and base area B, the auxiliary figure is a triangular prism

with the same base ono altitude, and which can be dissected.-

Into three triangular pyramids, each naving the satr7c volume as
the given one. Since the prism has volume hB, formula
1 ,7 un 16 readily deduced.

The formula for the volume of any pyramid, not _cessarily

triangular, is also T hB. It con be derived by dissecting the

given pyramid into triangular pyramids and observing that the

volume of the original figure is the sum of the volumes of the

auxiliary pyramids.

Cones and Soheres.

Ono way oC finding the volume of a cy.i.noer is to introuuce

a suitable prism and use Cavalier

\\\\\\s

:ing to

al aI"eu 0 OS our we sL

' :3111

ea of cross sect ion is

wing C SSM

the c!.v.1_ Hit-

and cro,

volume



One way of finding the volume of a cone la to introduce

a suitable pyramid and use Cavalieri's Principlei

areas of all horizontal cross- sections are equal

By referring to a pyramid havir the same altitude h as our

cone, and equal cross-sectional area at corresponding levels,

we can infer that the volume of the cone is KB, where B

is the area of its base.

Another important solid for which there is a volume forMula

is the interioryor a sphere. The volum- of such a region' is

vr
3

, where r Is the radius of the sphere. et us see if

we .can find some justification for this statemen

If planes are drawn through the center of the phere, the

sphere is pertitioned into solids which are very rn eh like

pyramids. These solids have curved bases, so the ormula we

have for the volume of a pyramid ought not be use for finding

their volumes. However, if enough planes are drawn, the base

of any one of these solids is almost flat, its altitude is

almost equal to the radius of the sphere, so it is not unreason-

able to believe that itS volume is given by

31

r B

where B is the surface area of its base. Therefore, the total

volume of the sphere appears to be the sum of all these volumes.

A little algebraic manipulation shows that their sum is lr

times the sum of all the Areas B. Thus, the volume of the
1sphere appears to be rS, where S is the surface area of the
3

sphere.



Since S is ihrr2, it therefore appears that 7 Tr4

the correct formula.



Appendix VIII

HOW ERATOSTHENES MEASURED THE EARTH

The circumference of the earth, at the equator, is aboUt

40,000 kilometers, or about 24,900 miles. Christopher Colum-

bus appears to have thought that the.earth was -much smaller

than this. At any rate, the West Indies got thiir name,. be-

cause when Columbus reached them, he thought that he was

already in India. His margin of error; therefore, was

somewhat greater than the width of the Pacific Ocean.

In the third century B.C., however, the circumference of

the earth was measured, by a Greek mathematician, with an
error of only one or two per cent. The man was Eratosthenes,

and his method was as follows:

9



It was observed that et Assuan on thp,Nile, at noon-on
,

the Summer Stils ice, the sun was exec ly overhead. ThIlt is,

at noon of this particular day, a vertical pole oast no',_

shadowat all, and the bottom of 'a deep well was complet6ly
lit up.

In the figure, C is the center of the earth.. At hoon on

the Sumtner Solstice, in Alexandria, Eratosthenes measured the

angle marked a on the figure, .that is, the angle between a

vertical pole and the line of its shadow. He found that this
1angle was about 7 0121, or about 3,5 of a complete circumfer-

ence.

Now, the sums rays, observed on earth, are very close to

being parallel. AssUming that they are actually parallel, it

follows when the lines L1 and L2 in the figure are cut by

a transversal, alternate interior_ angles arecongruent.

Therefore, L Lb. Therefore, the distance from Assuan to
1Alexandria must be about
0 of the circumference of the earth.

The distance from Assuan to Alexandria was known to be
about 5,000 Greek stadia. (A stadium 'was an ancient unit of
distance.) Eratosthenes concluded that the circumference

of the earth must be about 20,000 stadia. Converting to
miles, according to what ancient sources tell us about what

Eratosthenes meant by a stadium, we get 24,ob2 miles.

Thus, Eratosthenest error was well under two per cent.

Later, he changed his estimate to an even closer one,, 212,000

stadia, but nobody seems to know on what basis he made the
change. On the-basis of the evidence, some historians believe
that he was not only very clever and very careful, but also
very lucky.
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Appendix IX

RIGID MOTION

The General 'Idea- of a Rigid Motion.

'In-Ch6pters 5 and 12 we have defined congruence in
a number of different ways,Aealing with various-kindd'of

looks like this:

AB W CD if the two segmehts have the same length,

figures. The complete list

that is if AB CD.

(2) L A LB if the two angles have the same measure,

that mLA.mLB.
ABC g ADEF tf, under the correspondence

ABC(- 'DEF, every two corresponding sides are congruent

and every two corresponding angles are congruent.

(4) Two circles are congruent if they have the same

radiu-

(5) Two circular arcs AB and F15- ere congruent if

the circles that contain them are congruent and the two

arcs have the same degree measure.

The intuitive idea of congruence is the same in-all

five of these cases. In each case, two cardboard figures

are congruent if one of them can be moved so as to coincide

with the other.

At the beginning of our study of congruence, the

scheme used it (Thapters 5 and 12 is the easiest and

probably the -t.. It s'a pity, however, to have five different

special ways oi describing the same basic idea in five special

cases. And, in a way, It is a pity for this basic idea to.be

limited to these five special cases.

9)43



For- example, as a matter of common sense, it is plain that two )

squares, each of-edge'l, must be congruent in some valid sense:

B' I
I C

D' A
The same ought to be true for parallelograms, if corresponding

sides and angles are congruent, like this:

B_

-D A

it is plain, however, that none of our five special definitions

of congruence applies to either of these cases.

In this appendix, we shall explain the idea of rigid

riot This idea is defined in exactly the same way, regard-

les the type of figure to which we happen-to be applying. it.

We 11 show that for segments, angles, triangles, circles

and arcs it means exactly the same thing as congruence. Finally,

we will show that the squares and parallelograms in the figures

above can be made to coincide by rigid motion. Thus, first,

the idea of Congruence will be unified, and second, the range

of its application will be extended.

Before w give the general definition of a rigid motion,

let us look at some simple examples. Consider two opposite

sides of a rectangle, like this:

P

P' Q'



The vertical sides are dotted, because we will not be 'especially
concerned with them. For each point P, Q, ..., of the tpp
edge let us drop a perpendicular to the bottom edge; and let
the foot, of the perpendicular be P1# Q' . Under this
procedure, to each point of the top edge there correspohds
exactly one point of the bottom edge. And conversely,
to each point of the bottom edge there-corresponds exactly
one point, of the top edge. We can't write down all of the
Matching pairs P4--*Pf, Q4-11.01, '..., because there are
infinitely many of them. We can, however, give a general 'rule,
explaining what is to correspond to what; and in fact, this
is what we have done. Usually, we will write down a typical
pair

F*_-*121,

and explain the rule by which the pairs are to be formed.

Notice that the idea of a one-to-one correspondence is
exactly the same in this cape as it was when we were using it
for triangles in Chapter 5. The only difference is that if we
are matching 171p the vertices of two triangles ,we can write
down all. of the matching pairs, because there are only three
of them. (ABC4-4*DEF means that A4---*D, B.4-4.E and C4 >F.)
At present, we are talking about exactly the same sort of
things, only there are too many of them to write down.

It is very easy to check that if P and Q are any
two points of the top edge, and P' and are the corres-
ponding points of the bottom edge, then

PQ = P'Q'.

This is true because the segments PQ and P'Q' are opposite
sides of a rectangle. We express this fact by saying that the

correspondence PP' preserves distances.

The correspondence that we have just setup is our first
and simplestexample of a rigid motion. To be exact:

Definition: Given two figures F and F', a rigid_

motion between F and F' is a one-to-one correspondence

P*--*Pi

between the points of F and the points of F', preserving
distances.

945
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If the correspondence P4--o.pl is a rigid motion between

F and then we shall write

F m Fi.

This notation is mice the notation A'A ABC g APPOC, for

congruences between triangles. We can read F m F' as "F

is isometric to. Fl." ("Isometric" means "equal measure." )

Problem Set IX-I

1. Consider triangles 'A ABC and ,AA,B,C,, and suppose

that AMC W
Let F be the set consisting of the vertices of the

first triangle,andlet' F' be the set consisting of

the vertices of the second triangle. Show that there

a rigid motion

F ss pl.

2. Let F be the set consisting of the vertices of a square

of edge 1, and let F' be the set consisting of the

vertices of another square of edge 1, as in the figure

at the beginning of this'Appendixl ,Show that there is

a rigid motion

F m Fl.

-(First, you have to explain'what correspbnds to wh

and second you have to verify that distances are pre-

served.)

Do the same for the vertices of the two parallelograms in

the figure at the start of this Appendix.

4. Show that if F consists of three collinear points, and

F' consists of three non-collinear points, then there

is no rigid motion between F and F'. (What you will

have to do is to assume that such a rigid motion exists,

and then show that this assumption leads to a contradic-

tion.)

5. Show that there is never a rigid motion between two

segments of different lengths.

O. Show that there is never a rigid motion between a line

and an angle. (Hint: Apply Problem 4.)
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Show that given any two rays, there is B,rigid motion be-
tween them. (Hint: Use the Point Plotting Theorem.)

Show that there is,never a rigid motion between two circles
of different. radius.

-Rigid Motion of Segments.

Theorem = CD, then there is a rigid motion

AB gs CD.

Proof: First, we need to set -up a correspOndence

-between Aff` and M. Then, We need to check that distances
are preserved.

By the Ruler Postulate; the points of the line 15r can

be given coordinates in such a way that A has coordinate
zero and B thejpos tive'coordinate AB.

_

0 x Y AB

In the figure, we have shown tylkical points

their coordinates x and y.

a tes

with

In the same way, the points of CD can be given coordin-

P1 0'

AB

,Notice that D has the coordinate AB, because CD . AB.

It is now plain what rule we should use to set-up the

correspondence

P4--*P'

betwe= :le points of AB and the points of CD. The rule
is that P correponds to PI if P and P' have the same
coordinate. (In particular, A C because A and C have
coordinate zero, and B*-->B because B and D have coor-

dinate AB.)
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Lt is easy to see that this correspondence is a rigid

motion. If P4*--*P' and Q4*Q1,
x and y, as in the figure, then

° xl =

We therefore have a rigieMotion

and the theorem is proved.

Notice that this rid motion between the two segments is

completely, described if ire explain how the and-poin

be matened up. We therefore will call it the 0,1Kid

induced 1,y the correspondence

A*--*C.

and the doordinatas are

PQ = P'Q',
ptcp.

because

B D.
.

Theorem IX-2. If there is a rigid motion AB vr between

two segments, then AB = CD.

The proof is easy. (This theorem was Problem 5 in the

previous Problem Set.)

Problem Set IX-2

1. 'Show that there is another rigid motion between the con-

gruent segments AB and CD, induced by the correspon-

dence

Show that there are two rigid motions between a segment

and itself. (One of these, of course, if the identity

correspondence pi- >PI, under which every point corre

ponds to itself; this is a rigid motion because PQ = PQ

for every P and Q.)

Rigid Motion of Rays, Angles and Triangles.

Theorem IX-3. Given any two rays AB and

a rigid motion

there

AD Al CD.

The proof of this theorem is quite similar to that

Theorem IX-1, and the details are left to the reader.



Theorem IX -4.

motion

L ABC "ar LDEF, then there is a rigid

LABCAILDEF

between these two angles:

Proof: We know that there are rigid motions

and

between th-

=ilb =AO
BA fts ED

ETe

ays which " form the sides ofof. the,. two angles.

Dot us agree that,two points P and P (or Q and QI) are

to correspond to one another if they correspond under one of

these two rigid motions. This gives us a one -to -one corres-

pondence between the two ehgles. What we need to show is that

this correspondence preserves distances.

Suppose that we have given two points F, Q of: ABC

and the corresponding points PI, Q' of DEF. If P and

Q are on the same side of_ ABC, then obviously

F' Q'

because distances are preserved on each of the rays that form

LABC. Suppose, then, that P and Q are on different sides

of L ABC, so that PI and Q' are-on different sides of

LDEF , like this:
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By the S.A.S. Postulate, we have

PBQ g A P' E2'

Therefore PQ = P, 1, which was to be proved.

Next, we need' to prove the analogous theorem for triangles'l

Theorem IX -. If

AABC gAA,BvCv,
then there is a rigid motion

ABC CS AA'B'C',

under which A, B and C correspond to A', B', and C

Proof: First, we shall set up a oneto-one correspondence

between the points of AABC and the points of AA'B1C,. We

have given a-one-to-one correspondence

ABC A'B'C'

for the vertices. By Theorem VIII-1 this gives us the in-

duced rigid motions

between the sides of the triangles. These three rigid motions,

taken together, give us a one-to-one correspondence Pi--*P'

between the points of the%two trignales. We need to show that

this correspondence preserves distances.

If P and Q are on the same side of the triangle, then

we know already =hat

P'Q' = PQ.

Suppose, then, that P and Q are on different sides, say,

AB and AC, like his:
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know that

AP . A'P',

because TtE 0 TrET is a rigid motion. For the same reason,

AQ = A'Ql,

LiABC A A'B'C'. By the S.A.S.and LA L A, , because

Postulate,

Therefore, '

PAQ g AP1A'Q'.

P'

which was _ proved

Notice that while the figure does not show the case

B, the proof takes care of this case. The proof'is more

important thanithe figure, anyway.

Problem Set IX-3

Let

be a rigid motion, and suppose that A, B, and_C
are collinear. Show that if B is between A and C,

then B1 is between At and C'.

Given a rigid motion

'F Fl.

Let A and B be points of F, and suppose that F

contains the segment' AB. Show that F' contains the

segments A'B'.

Given a rigid motion

F m F'.

Show,tha F is convex, then so al6o is Fl.

Given a rigid motion F'0 F'. Show that. if F is a ray,

then so also is F'.

a Show that there is no rigid motion between a segment and

a circular arc no matter.how short both of hem may be).



Rigid Motic,n of Circles and Arcs.

Theorem IX -6. Let, C ana be circles of the same radio
r. Then, there is a rigi0 motion

#

C C,

between C and C.

Proof: Let the centers of-the circles .be P and Pl.

Let AB be a diameter- of the first,c1rcle,libna let A'B'

be a diameter of the second. i.,et Hl and _ be the
)
half-planes determined by the line -AB:- and let HI

1
and

4=-3.
HI2 be the half - planes deteinined by the line A'B'.

We can now set up our one -to -one correspondence Q4--o#Q1,

in the following way: (1) Let A' and B' correspond to

A and B, respectively. (2) If AI is a point of C,

lying in Hi, let Q,1 be the point of 0, lying in

H, such that

LQ' c"=1
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(3) If Q Is a point of lying in Ho, let Of2, be

LO/ - (if

the point of Co, lying in Hto, such that

7

a

We :need to check that this correspondence preserves d

tances.

v

Thus, for every two points, Q, R of C, we must have

WRT - QR^

If Q and R are the id-points of a diameter, then so are

QC and Ri, arid QIRI = QB = 2r. Otherwise, we always

have QT1;i: A 1,1H ao that Q - QR. (Proof? There

are two/17,ases to consider, a,,-!cordin,,r, as B is in the interior

Or the,exterior of LQFILI

You should prove the following two theorems for yourself.

They are not hard, once we have gone this far.
*

Theorem IX-7. Let C and

rqdlus, as lu Theorem fX-h.

,10
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Let LXPB and LX,P,B, be congruent central angles of C

and C'. respectively.

Then a rit i d motion C C' can be chosen in such a way

that Bit ->B' X', and BX cs B'X'.

Theorem IX -S. Given any two congruent arcs, there is a rigid

motion between them. Thar proof is left to th reader.

RetlectiOns.

The deflnition of rigid motion given in Section VIII -1 Is

a perfectly good mathematical definition, but we might

claim that from an intuitive viewpoint it does not convey any

idea of_ "motion". We will devote this section to showing how

a plane figure can be "moved" Into coincidence with any

Isometric figure In the same plane.

Thrpt It this sec t lc.}n all furores will be considered

as lying it1 s fixed plane.

)efttltt,stts. F+ one-to-one correspondence between two

fII ures is a reflection if they is a line L, such that for

any pal --ling points P and P', either (1) P PI

ann lies on L or L is the perpendicular bisector of

PP'.

L Is called the axis of reflection, and each figure Is said to

be the reflection, or the image, of the other figure in L.
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In the pictures below are shown some examples' of reflec-

s of simple figures.

L

em i ='. A reflection is a rigid motion.

Proof: We must show that if P and are any two

and F' and Q' their images in a line L, then F = P'Q'.

There are four cases to consider.

Case (1)

P'

Case (2) Case (4)

Case 1. and Q are on the same side of L. Let PP'

Intersect L at and QC_' intersect L at B. By the

definition of reflection TT7 1 L and PA = P'A, and

1 L and QB 018. Hence APAB A PAH, and PH =

L PHA a LF' HA. By subtraction, LPN '14 L FEW . We then have

(by S ) Ll PK)

Case

A F'BQ' , and so I' = pvev.

= proof is the same, except that in proving

L PBQ L PEW we add angle measuvos Inste6d of subtracting.

Case 3. In on L. Then t - Q.' and PQ - P'Q'

since is on the perpendicular bisector of PPI. The case

P on L and t not on L is just the same.



Case 4. P and Q both on L. Since P PI and Q1

we certainly have PQ F'Q'.

starting with a figure F we can reflect it in some line

to get a figure F
1,

F1 can be reflected in some line to get

figure F,, and so on. If we end up with a figure F'

after n- such steps we shall say that F has been carried

into F' by a chain of n reflections.

Corollar IX-9-J. A chain of reflections carrying F into

F' determines a rigid motion between F and F'.

Coming back to our opening discussion in this section, a

reflection can be thought of as a physical motion, obtained

by rotating the whole plane through 130- about the axis of

reflection. The above corollary says that a certain type of

gid,mOtion, namely, those ,obtainable as a chain of reflec-

tions, can be given in a physical interpretation. What we

shall now show is that every rigid motion if of this type.

The proof will be given in, two stages, the first stage in-

volving only a very simple figure. For convenience we will

use the notation F I F' if F and F' are reflections of

each other in some axis.

Theorem IX -10. Let A, B, C Al, 5', C' be six points such

teat AB = A'B', AC - A'C', BC - B'C'. Then there is a

chain of at most three reflections that carries B, C into

A', C'.

Proor:

Step 1.



Let L.--)

and C2

Step 2.

be the perpendicular bisector -#L and let ao

be the reflections of B' and C' in L,. Then

B', C'.

Let L1 be the perpendicular bisector of BD,.

f

Since

AB = A'B' and since by Theorem TX-9, A'B' - it follows

that AB = AB . Therefore A lies on L._ and ls its own
2

huge in the reflection In L. Thus, the image of

A, B,, C2 in L1 is A, E Cl.

Step 3.

By argumenta similar to the one above, we see that AC - AC

and BC = BC1. Hence, AB is the perpendicular blseeter

and the image A, Cl In AB is A, B, C.
CC 1)

We thus have,

A, B, C I A, D. A, B, C, I A', B1, C',

a-s woa desired.
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Any one or two of the thret; steps may be unnecessary if the
pair of points we are working on (A in step 1, 8 in step 2,
C in step 3) happen to coincide.

We are now ready for the final stage of the proof.

Theorem IX-11. Any rigid motion is the result of a chain

of at most three reflections.

Proof: We are given a rigid motion F F't Let
A, B, C be three non-collinear points in F, and A',

the corresponding points in F'.

(If all points of F are collinear a separate

proof is needed. The details of this are left to

C'

ut simpler-,-

stude'nt.)

By Theorem IX-10, we can pass from A', B', C' to

B, C by a chain of at most three reflections. By corollary
IX -9 -1, this chain determines rigid motion F' F" and

by the construction of the reflections we have Alt = A,
B" = B and C" - C. Schematically the situation is some-
thing like this:

f

iv en

F' F,.

C ons truc ted

We shall show that for every point P of F, we have

F" = P. This will show that F"' coincides with F, and

that the given rigid motion F F' is identical with the

one determin by the chain of reflections.

Let us consider, then, any point P of F, its correspond-

ing point P' in F' determined by the rigid motion F N F',
and the point PH in F" determined from F' by the

chain of refie tions. We recall that A" A, B" = B,

C" = C.
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A

Since all our relationships are rigid motions, we have

AP" A' P' =-AP. Similarly, BP" BP and CP" - CP. From

the first two of these, and AB -7 AB, we get that

AABF'g AABP", and so LBAP = LEAP". If P and
_

are on the same side of AB then by the Angle Construction

Theorem AP AP'', and since AF = AP" it follows frdm the

Point Plottil)g Theorem that P P", whice2 i3 what we wanted

to pro

AB.

Suppose then that P and F" lie on opposite sides of

Since PA = P"A and PB = P"B it follows that A and B

lie on the perpendicular bisector of Wir. Since PC F"C,

C also lied on this line, contrary to the choice of A, B, and

C as non-

are left w

llinear. Hence, this case does not arise, and we

P = P", thus proving the theorem.
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Emblem Set IX -5

I. In each of the following construct, with any instruments

you find convenient, the image of the given figure in the

line L.

2

4nd
a chain of three or fewer refle

CD into A,B1C,Di.

B

a. Carry _ABC through the

the axes L1, L2, L L
-1' 2' S' -4

c.

hat will carry

of four reflections

Find a shorter chain that will -lye tie same rigid

motion.
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Definitions: A figure is symmetric if it is its own im

in some axis. Such an axis is called an axis of symmetry of the

figure.

4 Show that an isosceles triangle is symmetric. What the

axis?

A figure may have more than one axis

do each of the following figures have?

a. P. rhombus.

b. A rectangle.

c. A square.

d. An equilateral triangle.

e. A circle.

How many

The rigid motion defined by a chain of two reflections in

parallel axes has the property that if p*--*P, then

F177 has a fixed length (twice the distance between the

axes) and direction (perpendicular to the axes). Prove

this. Such a motion is called a translation.

The rigid motion de,fined by a chain of two reflec=tions in

axes which intersect at Q has the property that if

then L PQP' has a fixed measure (twice the

measure of the acute angle between'the axes). Prove this.

Show how by using the results of Problems o and 7 the

Fundamental Theorem IX-11 can be restated in the following

form:

Any rigid motion in a plane is either a reflection, a trans-

lation, a rotation, a translation followed by a reflection,

or a rotation followed by a reflection.



Appendix X

TRIGONOMETRY

Trigonometric Functions.

The el&flentary study of trigonometry Ls based on the

following theorem.

Theorem X-1. If an acute angle of one right triangle is

congruent to an acute angle of another right triangle, tnen

the two triangles are

Proof: In 6 ABC and 6 let Lc and Lc'

he right angles and let m L I -mLA1. Then A ABC - A I 'B'C

ty I A. Similarity Theorem 7-0.

We apply this theorem as follows: Let r be any

number between 0 and go, and let A ABC be a right

triangle with m L C = 90 and NL A = r. For convenience

set

AB = c,k AC b, BC -= a.

(The -Pythagorean Theorem then tells us that c2 - a + h2.

If we consiJer another such triangle A A'B'C with

m LC1 - 90 ,--Ind m L A' - r, we get trrq e corresponding

numbers a', which would generally be different from

a, b, c. However, we have (a, c) a', c'). By alternation
P

we can then write (a, a') (a a' and its constant of
P

proportionality is
c i

aThus, the number does not depend on the particular

triangle we use, bixt only on the measure r of the acute

angle. The value of this number is called the sine of r°,

written sin r° for short. The reason we specify that we are

using degree measure Is that in more advanced aspects of
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trigonometry a different mea

Is common.

Let us see whatw- can say

aoout sin 3e. We know from

Theorem 11-9 that in this case

if c 1, then a Hence,
asin 30 =

It is evident the number
tc

can be treated in the same way as

angle, radian measure,

a

of r-, writtenccos r
o

. From the

The number 2- is called the cosine

Phythagorean Theorem, we see that if a = and c 1, then

of

Hence,
0

Of the four

cos 30°

er possible quotients of the three sides

the triangle, we shall use only one, E. This is called

she tangent of ,written tan r-o . We see that
tan Jo

n
nr . (This use of the -ord "tangent" has only an

unimportant historical connection with its use with relation

so a line and a circle.)

These three quantities are called tri-ronome ric functions

Proble X-1

1. Tn each of the following give the required information

in terms of the indicated lengths of the sides.

sin A cos tan A ===

b. sin cos P

CJb 4

tan P



sin P

d. sin A =

tan A

cos P = tan Q =

sin B

tan B =

In each of the following, find the correct numerical

value for x.

a. cos P = x.

b. tan a = x.

3. Find: stn 00° cos o0°, tan 00°.

4. Find: sir , cos Lan 450.

D. By making careful drawings with ruler and protractor

determine by measuring

sin 20 °, cos

sin 53u, cos ',3° tan 5

fib 5



Trigon ometric Tables and Applications.

*`* Although the trigonometric functions can be computed

000
,exactly for a few angles, such as 30

o
, 00- and in

most cases, we have.to be content with approximate values.

These can be worked out by various advanced methods and

at the end of this Appendix, we give a table of the values

of the three trigonometric functions correct to three decimal

places.

Having a "trig table", and a device for measuring angles,

ch as a surveyor's transit (or strings and a protractor

don solve various practical problems.

Example X-1. From a point:_ 100 feet from the base

of a flag pole the angle between the

horizontal and a line to the top

of the pole is found to be 23°.

Let x be the height of the

pole'. Then

100 tan 42-3.

Heb x w2.--) feet. An gle like the one used in this

excmple is frequently called the angle of elevation of the

object.

Example -2. In zl circle of rad 6 cm. a chord

AB has length 10 cm. What is the measure of an angle

inscribed in the arc AD? We have

AG._ 10T--3- 10 - Hence, sin (LAC

m ACQ

r a

2(m L ACC;?

Hen_ _

m LACB

78°

in LAPS - m AB

to the nearest degree.

Problem Set X-2.

1. boom the table find: sin 170, cos 6 tan 820,

cos 33°, sin DO°. Does the last value agree with the

one rouna in Problem 3 of Set X-12
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2. --Fr m the table find x t© the nearest degree in each

of the following cases:

co. x r. 731, sin ,* .390, tan x =: .300

sin x .413, tan x 2, cos x
3'

a, A hiker climbs for a half mile up a slope whose inclina_

tion is 7°. How much altitude does he gain?

When a six-fbot pole casts four-foot shadow, what is

the angle of elevation of t. e sun?

An isosceles triangle has a base of o - inches and an

opposite angle of 30°. Find:

The altitude of the triangle-.

The lengths of the altitudes t the equal sides.

c. The angles these altitudes make with the base.

d. The poi _ of intersection of the altitudes.

6 A regular decagon (10 sides) is inscribed -in a

cle of radius 12. Find the length of a side,

apothem, and the area of the decagon.

-o
Given, MLA = 26-, mL.CBD == 420 ,

BC -= 'DO; find AD and AB.

lations Among' the Trironometric Functions.

Theorem X-2. For any acute LA; sin A < 1, cos A <V.

Proof: In the rig _ triangle 0 ABC of Section X-1,

and

c gives

which is what we wan

Dividing each of these inequalities by

a
(7, < 1, -(7,

to prove.



X-3. For any acute angle

In A
tan A, and (sin Aads-A

Proof:

sin A c
an A.cos A

c
'(sin A)2 + cos A

(cos A) 2
= 1.

2
a- b

4- 7
c

2 2 2
a + b c

2 -7

Theorem X-11-. If A and B are complementary acute
angles, then sin A = -cos B, cos A = sin B, and
tan A+ 1

tan B

Proof: In the notation of the figure, we have

sin A = = cos B,

cos A = = sin B,

tan

4

Problem Set X-3

Do the following probl ms,without using the tables.

If sin A = wha* the value of cgs A? What is
thevalue of tan A? (Use Theorem X-3.)



2. With ruler and compass construct LA, if.possible, in

each of the following. You are allowed to use the

results of earlier parts to simplify later on a.

a. cos A m .8.

A

Solution: Take AC any convenient segment and construct

CQ 1 AC. With center A and radius construct an arc

intersecting CQ at B. Then cos4LBAC)= .8.

b. co§ A .

c.
3

cos A = 7.

d. sin A

e. sin A = .7.

f. tan A = 1.
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Table of Trigonometric los

rent ArArms Sine Cosine

0
1
2
3

4

5

0.000
.018
.035
.052
.070
.087

1.000
1.000
0.999
.999
.998
.996

0.000
.018
.035
.052
.070
.088

6 .105 .995 .105
7 .122 .993 .123
8 .139 .990 .141

9 .156 .988 .158-,
10 .174 .985 .176

11 .191 .982 .194
12 .208 .978 .213
13 .225 .974 .231'
14 .242 .970 .249
15 .259 .966 .268

6 ''*- .276 -.961 .287
.292 .956 ..306
.309 .951 ,T.325

19 .326 .946 .344
20 .342 .940 .364

21 .358 .934 .384
22 .375 .927 .404
23 .391 .921 .42
24 .407 .914 .4

25 .423 .906 .466

26 .438 .899 .488
27 .454 .891 .510
28 .470 .883 .532
29 .485 .875 .554
30 .500 .866 .577

31 .515 .857 .601
32 .530 .848, .625
33 .545 .83,* .649
34 .559 .829 .675
35 .574 .819 .700

36 .588 .809 .727
37 .602 .799 .754

.616 .788 .781
39 .629 777 .810
40 .643 .766 .839

41 .658 .755 .869
42 .669 .743 .900
43 .682 .731 .933

44 .69= .719 .966
45 .70 .707 1.000

970

Sine

46 0.719
4- .731
4 .743
49 .755
50 .766

:TN52
53 .799
54 .809
55 .819

51

56 '.829

57 .839
58 '.848

59 .857
60 .866

61 .875
62 .883
63 .891
64 .899
65 .906

66 .914
67 .921
68 .927
69 .934
70 f .94o

71 .946
72 .951
73 .956
74 .961
7541, .966

'76 .9740

77 .974
78 .978
79 .982
80 .985

81 .988
82 .990
83 .993
84 .995
85 .996

86 .998
87 .999
88 .999
89 1.000
90 1.000

Tan -

=ant

0.695 1.036
.682 1.072
.669 1.111
.656 1.150
.643 1.192

.629 1.235

.616 1.280

.602 1.327

.588 1.376

.574 1.428

.559 1.483

.545 1.540

.530 1.600

.515 1.664

.500 1.732

.485 1.804

.470 1.881

.454 1.963

.438 2.050

.423 2.145

.407 2.246

.391 2.356

.375 2.475

.358 2.605

.342 2.747

.326 2.904

.309 3.078

.292 3.271

.276 3.487

.259 3.732

.242 4.011

.225 4.331

.208 4.705

.191 5.145

.174 5.671

.156 6.314

.139 7.115

.122 8.144

.105 9.514
'.087 11.43

.070 14.30

.052 19.08

.035 28.64

.018 57.29



2.

b.

Solutions to Appendix

Problem Set X -1
3 4 3
5' 7' 7*

12 5
131 12

4 4
5' 7*xzxz

zi x*

b. 12

% Problem Set X-2'

2. 43°, 23°, 17°, 24°, 63°, 71°.

3. sin 174, x x = .292 2640 = 771 feet.
5260

4. tnx.q= 1.5. X = 56°.
5. m L A = LB = L C 75°.

ADa. = tan .C. AD = 3.732 3 = 11.196.
CEb. sin B. CE .966-6 = 5.CB

c. m L 90° - m LB = 15°.
DF tan 15°. DF = .268-3 .604.
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sin 18°= tbr

b = 3.71, 210'3 7.42

cos 18° =

a = 11.41.

2 4F 42 . 1 3r. 42.
...,--

area - 10

7. tan 42° . CD
'

CD . 4b.0.
50

tan 26° .4, .*AC . 92:2, AB . 42.2.

sin 26
0 45

'
= AD = 103.AD

1. (sin

cos A

tan A=

Problem Set X-3

(cos A)2 - 1, i (cos

9

sin A
cos A

2. (c) is impossible.

(d)

(g)

1 .

2

A here is congruent to

2
. 1,

of 'par

complement of the

4
972
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Appendix XI

VECTORS IN SPACE

In Chapter 10 our work dealt s le with vectors in a plane.
However, all that we did there can e extended to space, and

in this appendix, we summarize, without proof, the exten-

stone of our results to three dimensions. (Definitions, note-

tions, and theorems which are not repeated here are the same
in two and three dimensions.)

Definitions. A vector in space is ordered triple

of real numbers [a, b, c]. The .numbers a, b, c

are called the com onents of the vector.

)

Definition. The ordered triple [0,

the zero vector.

called

Definition. If u = [a, b, c] and h is a scalar,

th,,vector [ha, hb, he] is called the product of

the vector u and the scalar h.

Definition. If u [a, b, c], the vector

[-a, -b, -c] is called the opposite of u.

Definition. If u = [a, b, c] the number + b + c

is called the magnitude or length of u.

Definition. Two vectors are equal if and only if

they have the same components.

Definition. If 71. [a, b, c] and v . [d, e,

the vector [a d, b + e, is called the

sum of u and 77.

Properties r_ii hold equally well for vectors in a plane and

vectors in space.
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Definition. Three vectors AB, -CD, -EF sr, said to
4H0 41"10

be co lanar if there exitits'a plane to which AB,. CE,

are all parallel.

Thedrem XI-1. If are three non-zero and non-

coplanar vectors, and if z is any vector, then there exist

scalars p, q,' r such that

Theorem XI-2. If u,

coplanar vectors, and

such that

then

z . pu + qv + rw.

are three non-zero and non-

r are scalarsp1, p r- p P
1 1 -2'

q r_ = p2u + qv + r2w,

q2, r1
= r2.

Definition. If u = [a, b, c] and v = [d, -e, fl,

the number ad + be + cf is callId the scalar product

of ,u -and V.

The properties of the scalar product are the same in two

and three dimensions.

Theorem XI-3. Two non-zero vectars are perpendicular if

and only if their scalar product is zero.

Theorem XI-4. If and v are non-zero vectors, the

absolute value of their scalar product is equal to

(a) The length of multiplied by the length of

the projection of on u; or, equally well,

(b) The lepgth of 7i multiplied by the length of the

projection of 1.7 on
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liFFENDIX XII

APPLICATIONS OF GEOMETRIC THEORY

to the
USE OF STRAIGHTEDGE AND NCOMPASSES

in

DRAWING PICTURES OF PLANE FIGURES

In your study of informal geometry in previous mathematics

courses you may have learned how td use a straightedge and

compasses in drawing pictures of plane geometric figures. The

pictures below suggest some of the basic operations in the use

,of these tools. The comments give some indichtion of the

related theory for the plane which may be applied to "prove the

accuracy" of thepicture.

1. Given a ray AB and a segment CD , to draw the point E

on AB such that AE 11 CD .

A

(The Point Plotting Theorem)

2.' Given two distinct points, to draw the line which contains

them.

(Postulate 3)

Given two distinct point, A and B , to draw the circle

with center A and radius AB

(Definition of Circle)
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Given a segment and a point, to draw the circle with

center at the point and-radius equal,to the measure of

the segment

(Definition of Circle)

5. Given a ray AB and a segment GD , to draw the point .B

on AB such that AT = 3 CD .

D A

(Point Plotting Theorem)

To draw the midpoint of a given segment.

(An application of the Triangle Congruence Postulates)

7. To draw the perpendicular bisector of a given segment.
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8. To draw the bisector of a given angle.

(An application of the S.S.S. Congruence Pil ulate)

9. To draw a line pendicular to a given line at a given
point on it.

(An application of the S.S.S. Congruence Postulate)

10. Given a line and a point not on it, to draw the foot

the perpendicular from the point to the line.

(An application of the S.S.S. Congruence` Postulate)

11. Given a line and a point not on it, to diciav the line which

is perpendicular to the given line and contains the given
A,point.



12. Given an angle LABC , a ray DE and a point 0 not on
.11.111R.
DE-, draw the ray DF- such that F and 0 are on the

same side of %4 and LFDE .

(An application of the S.S._ Congruence Postulate

13. Given three segments PP' , RR' , such that the sum

of the lengths of every pair of them exceeds the length

of the third segment, draw a triangle AABC such that

?AB PP' = QQ' , AC = RR' ,

R

(Some algebra involving coordinates and equations may be

used to show that the circles with centers at A and B ,

with AB =' PP' and radii QQ1, and RR' respectively,

intersect in t- poin one on each side of AB .)

14. Given two segme is and an angle, to draw a triangle having

two sides and a included angle congruent to the given

segment and an le.

(An application involving some of the incidence postulates ,

and (12 ) above.
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15. Given a, line 1 a. point P not on it, to draw the line

through the given point and parallel to the given line.

An application involving (l)
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Problem Set XII

The following are exercises in the use of straightedge andthe use

compasses:

1. Given a circle with center M and chord RS not contain-

ing M to draw a chord AB; through M and perpendicular

to RS .

IT

The chord AB the chord RS .

The chord AB is a of the circle.

Given a circle and a radius which Joins its center to a,

point P on it, to draw a line perpendicular to the

radius at P

Given a circle wit center P and chord WE not contain-
'_ ing P , to draw the chord A perpendicular to AB ,

and also to draw the chord BC

The chord rd the point P

Given a circle with center P and chord U5 not
containing P , to draw the perpendicular bisector of. CD

This bisector containb,the point

5. Given a circle with center R and chords RA and C.

to draw the intersection of the perpendicular biseAors

of MA and AC

This intersection is

6. Given three noncollinear points A, B, C, to draw a

circle which contains A, B, and, C

tow many distinct circles contain these three points?

7. Given a triangle ABC', to draw the triangle whose

vertices are the midpoints of AABC

Given a convex quadrilateral ABCD to draw the

quadrilateral A'BIC'DI where A', B', C', D' are the

midpoints of AB , BC , CD DA-, -respectively.

9. Given a line segment AB , to draw the point C

such that AC = B
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12.

Given two distinct points

such that AC AB

A and B

Given two distinct points

ZFELA auCh that m LPBA'

A

60

and B ,

Given two distinct points A and B ,

hexagon ABCDEF

;0.

todraw a-point- C

to draw an angle

to draw a gulsr

13. Given three nonc011inear points, to draw 'a parallelogram

having the given points gis three of its vertices.

4. Given a triangle, to draw its medians. The medians

intersect in the centroid of the triangle.

15. Given a triangle, to draw its angle bisectors.'. These

angle bisectors intersect in the iricenterof the triangldh.

16. Givena triangle, to draw its altitudes... These altitudes
r.

intersect in the orthocenter f the triangle.

17. Given a triangle, to draw the perpendicular bisectors of

its sides. These bisectors intersect in the clrcumcente

of the triangle.

18. Given .a triangle, to draw its incircle.

19. Given a triangle ABC , to draw a triangle DEP similar

to ABC with constant of proportionality

20. Given three noncollinear: points, to draw an equilateral

triangle containing the three points.

4c
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General.,

= A = B can be read as "A equals B", "A pis equal-to.

.1311,, "A equal B" (as ifYLet A = B"), and possibly

other, ways 'appears, However, we should not use the

symbol, p , in such rms as "A and B are ="; its
t

proper use is between twolex ressiOns. If two expressions

are connected by "='4 it is to be understood that, these
0

two expFessions are names of the same mathematical ob-

ject, in our case either a real number or a point` set.

The Meaning and Use of ymbols

"Not equal t ". A B means .that A and B do not

represent ape object. 4The same variations and

autions apply to the use of as to the use of =

property). The set of.all elements a each of which

has the stafed property. (The "set-builder" notation)..

Ait ebraic.

These familiar algebraic symbols for Operat-

ing with real numbers need no comment. The basic

postulates about them are presented in Appendix II.

< > Like = , these can be read in various ways in

sentences, and A <_B -may stand for the'underlined'part -

of "If' A is less than B" "Let A be less than B"

"A leas than _B Implies", etc. Similarly for the

other three symbols, read "greater than", "less than or

equal to", "greater than or equal to". These inequali-
.

ties apply only to real numbers. Their properties are

mentioned briefly in Section 3-2, and in more detail in

Section 3-

lAl "Absolute value of Discussed in Sections 3-2 and

8-3.

y) The coordinates ofa point, (an ordered pair of real

numbers); also used as the name of the point

Proportionality. "(a,

are proportional to "d,
p

f".
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Geometric.

Point Sets. A single letter may stand for any suitable

despribed potnt set. Thus, we may speak of 0_ point

a lin m, a halfplane AL a circle C, angle x,

a 'segment b, etc.

The line containing the two points A and B.

AB The segment having A and B as endpoints.

AB. The ray with A as ItS endpoint and 'contalning point

LABC
--)

The angle having B as vertex and BA- and BC as sides.

AABC The triangle having A, 9, C as vertices.

A,

LABC is a right angle.
*-*

LA-BC-O. The dihedral angle having line BC as edge and

with faces containing A and 6.

Al) Directed segment whose origin is A and whose

terminus is B. Read "directed=segMent AB".

The vector u, read "u vector or "the vector

[a -] The vector whose components are a and b. Note

that a and b form an ordered pair and in general

ra,b1 is "not-the Same as rb,al.

The magnitude, or length, of

PQ The vector whose components are the same as those of

directed s pent Read "PQ vector" or "the

vector

The zero - vector; that is the vector whose components

are both hero.

The scalar product c

"u- dot

_

the vectors u and
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LV- Qn The polyhed

whose edges' are VQ1,

ngle whose vertex is V and

AB An dr° or a circle with endpoints A and B. Read

"arc AB".

AXB The arc of a circle with endpoint's A and B and

containing the point X. Read "arc AXB".

in.AXB The degree measure of the arc whose endpoints are

and B and which includes the point X.

if The greek letter pi, used here and many other places

to denote the colotient of the circumference of a

cfrcie divided by its diameter. The number 71. is the

-same for all circles.

Real Numbers.

AB The positive number which is the distance between the

two points A and B and also the leng=th

segment AB.

m L ABC. The real number between 0 and 180 which is

the degree measure of L ABC.

PQCrelative to (A, A')) The measure of the segment PQ

with respect to'the unit-pair (A; Al).

-AB The slope of segment -AB.

The slope of ray AB.

m4* The slope of line AB
4E*

.A

Relations.

b, a is matched with b.

Congruence. A 7 B is read "A is congruent B",

same possible variations and restrLations

as fA = B. In the text A and B may be segments,

angles, or triangles.

but with the



yerpendicular. A ± B

to'fB,.but withi he same

may bt either two lines, or subsets c

segments),

s read "A

Comment as for

F F1 F is isomet_ c to F'.

II NParallelism. We read

to line Q".

ppehdix IX .

cin 6s "line

perpendicul

y. A and

lines- (rays or

is parallel

Similaity. ,Wpread " AABC A DEF" as "triangle

AFC issimilar.to triangle DEVI.

Equivalence for directed segments {C,_ D) is

read "directed segment (A, B), is equivalent to directed

eegment oTt "
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A alpha

beta

T gamma

delta
epsilon

zeta

eta

theta th , (th)

iota

K K kappa (k)

A lambda 1- (I)

z

The Greek Alphabet

M/4 mu (

0

7

X

omicron ,o

Fri P (P)

rhp ,r, rh(r)

sigma

tau

y, u oo

phi ph

chi, ch

psi Ps.

omega

K)

Ps)



LIST OF CHAP AND POSTULATES

CHAPTER 6., Coordin-Les it a Plane.

CHAPTER 9, Perpendicular ty,- Parallelism, and

Coordinates in Space

pOSTULATE 24. There is a unique planec-which con a given

point and is. perpendicular to a enjine.
4

POSTULATE 25. Two lines which are perpendicular to the same

plane are-parallel.

CHAPTER 10. Directed Segments and Veeiorb

CHAPTER IS, Polygons and Polyhedrons

POSTULATE 26. If R is any given polygonal `legion, there

a correspondence which associatPs to each

polygonal-region in space a unique positiye____

numb such that the numbr assigned to the

g en polygonal-region. R is one.

POSTULATE 27. Supppse that the polygonal-region R is the

Union of two polygonalregions R_ And
1

R2

suchthattheintersectionof_and' R2

contained in a union of a finite number of

segmenVs. Then, relative to a given unit-area,

the area of R/ is the lum of the areas of. R
1

and R2

POSTULATE 28. If two triangles are. congruent, then the

respective triangular-regions consistZig of the

triangles and their interiors have the same

area relative to anygiven unit-area.

POSTULATE 29 Given a unit -pair fot measuring di. the

area of a rectangle relative to a u t-square

is the product of t emeasures (relative.to the

given unit-pair) of any two consecutive sides

of the rectangle.
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CHAPTER 12. Girdles and Spheres

POSTULATE 30. If AB and EC arearce of the same circle

having only the point B in common, and if

their union is an arc AC , then mA13..+ mEZ

mAC

POSTULATE 31. The lengths of arcs In congruent circles are

proportional to their degree meases.
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THEOREM 8 -i.

THEOREM 8-2.

THEOREM 8-3.

THEOREM 8-4.

THEOREM 8 -5.

THEOREM 8-6.

THEOREM

THEOREM

LIST OF THEOR AND COROLLARIES

If P land Q are points on thetsame vertical

line, then PQ = lyp yc2,1

If and Q are points'on the same horizon-

tal line, then. PQ = - x(21'.

Every vertical line is perpendicular to every

horizontal line.

If

in the xy- lan

P2 , (Y2 Yl

Pl(xial) and P(x ,y
2 2

are two paints

If P and Q are two p- _ An the same

vertical line, then the midpoint_ M___o_

y_ yM = P t 0_

2

If "P and Q are two points on the same

horizontal line, then the midpoint M of

PQ is the point

M P I-
x

,

If P and Q are distinct points on a line

which is neither vertical nor horizontal,

then the midpoint

xQ.

2-

M cif is the point

x N

If P = x ,y1) and Q = (x2,y0) are any

two distinct points in a plane, then the

midpoint M of PQ is the point

M



THEOREM 8-9. Liat a ..be any real number. Then the set of

all points in the xy-plane each of which has

x-coordinate a is' a vertical line.

THEOREM 8-10. Let b be any Peal number. The ,set of all

points in t.e xy-plane with y-coordinate b'
is a horizontal like.

EREM 8-11 If P
1
(x ,y ) -and

points, then,

PiP ((x)Y): x = k(

1V1 + k(y y1), k is real) .

THEOREM 8-12. If a, b, c, d are real number

211Z2
are any two

such that b

and., d are not both zero and if

S 7 ((x,y) : x,= a + bk; y = c + dk, lc

real) , then S is a line.

THEOREM The slope of a non-vertical line p

1 where P15 is any, segment of1 2

and P
1 yl) 2 (xa)

THEOREM If p is the line through (xi, with.

slope m = , then

= ((x)Y) x = x_ + kg
1 , 511 kf.'

is real) and

- ((x,y) x = x
) Y a y1 -I-

k is i'eal)

THEOREM 8-15. Two non-vertical lines are parallel if and

only if their slopes are equal.

COROLLARY 8-15. Three points A, 11, C are collinear if and
only if m = m or they lie on a vertical
line. AB BC
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THEOREM
a;-

6. If P = x
1 1
,y-) and Q

is an oblique line, then
x x

11W= (x,Y)
x2 - xl

- Yl

Y2 Yl

and if

COROLLARY 8 -16-2. If p is the line which passes through

P(xl,y1 with slope m , then

p =. ((x,y) 3 y - yi = m(x xl)).:

THEOREM 8-17. Two non-Vertical lines are perpendicula

and only if the product of their slopes I -1

TI OREM A quadrilateral is a parallelogram if ea

of its sides is congruent to the side 0 osite
it.

THEOREM 8-19. A quadrilateral is a parallelogram if and only

if each angle is congruent to the angle

'-oppotlte it.

THEOREM 820. A quadrilateral is a rectangle if and only

if it is equiangular.

THEOREM 8-21. A quadrilateral is a rhombus if and only if
it is equilateral.

THEO 22. A line segment which joins the midpoints of
two sides of triangle is parallel to the

third sideand its length is half the length

of the third. side.

THEOREM 8-23. Given quadrilater ABCD with A = (0,0)
B = (a,0) , D = (b,) , then, ABCD is a

parallelogram is and only if C = (a b,c)

COROLLARY 8-23-1. If the coordinates of, the vertices of a
parallelogram are A = (0,0) , B = (a,0)

C = (a b,c) , and D = (b,c) , then the

parallelogram is a rectangle if and only if
b =.0
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_

COROLLARY 8-23-2. If the' coo_

THEOREM 8-24.

THEORME 8-25.

es of the ventices of a,

parallelogramlars A == (a,0)

C =-1a b, c) b` c) where a > 0,

the the_paPallel° is a rhombus if and

only f a = b
2

c

A quadrilateral*is a parallelogram rand only

the diagonals bikect each other.

A:parallelogram is a rectangle if and only if

the diagonal are congruent.

THEOREM 8-28.' A parallelogram is a rhombus if and only if

the diagonalsare perpandiculA

THEOREM 847. A_parallelogramAas_a,rhombusif--and-ohIy-.

a.ldiagonal bisects one of its angles.

THEOREM 8-28. The set of all ppi nts in a plane which are

equidistant_ from two given points i- the-

plane is--fhe perpendicular bisecto-rof the

segment joining the given points.

COROLLARY 8 -2

THEOREM"8-29.

-- The perpendicular biffeAtors or-the Bides of

a triangle are concurrent at a point equi-

distant from the vertices of the triang1,0.

The set of all points in the interior of an

angle which are equidistant from the lines

which contain the sides of the angle is the

interior of the, midray of he angle.
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The lines which contain the 'angle bisect()

of the

liners

Of*a...triangle are concurren

at a point tquldistant.from the sides, f the
triangle-.

9-1. The planewhich is perpendicular to a given
line at a point contains every line which is

rperpendfrolar to tpe given line at that
point.

THEOREM 9-2. If ,a line is perpendicUlar to each of two

intersecting lines at their point of inter-

section, it Is perpendicular to the plane

determined by 'the two lines.

g©REM 9-3. . There is a quique line` which is p6rpendicular

to a giv lane at a given point in the .plane.

REM 9-4.

T11E0

If a plan& intersects one of two distinct

parallel lines'in a point, it intersects the

other line in a point:also.

9-5. If aplane is parallel to one of two parallel,

lines, it is also parallel to the other.

If a plane tntersects,each of two distinct

parallel planes, the intersections are two

distinct parallel lines.

EOREM 9-6.

wo

THEOREM 9-7.

THEOREM ,-

, -

If a line intersects one of two distinct

parallel planes in a single point, .it intersects

the other plane in a single point also.

If aline is parallel to one of two parallel

planes, it is parallel to the other.also.

`THEOREM 9-9. Two planes which are perpendicular to the same

line are parallel.



f

li_EOREM 1_ If a',1t is perpendicular to one of two .

Afistinet parallel planes it is perpendicula'r
t

,

to the other also.,

_

THEOREM -11. If a plane is perpendicular-to one of two

distinct parallel lin.s it is perpendicular_

to the other linaso.
.,--

THEOREM y -12. If two lines are parallel -o-a third

line, they are parallel to each other.

THEOREM Given a plane and a point not in the plOne,

'there is a unique line which passes through

the P49int and is perpendicular to the plane..
. .

THEOREM 9-14. There is a unique plane pa'raliel , to a given

plane through a given point.,

THEOREM 9-15. If two planes are each,parallei to a third

plane they are parallel to each other.
,

THEOREM 9-15. _ The shortest segment ,joining a point to a

THEOREM 917.

plane not containing the point is the segment

perpendicular to the given plane.

All segments which are perpendicular to each

'of two distinct parallel planes and have their

endpoints in the planes have the same length.
I

EOREM y 1_ The set of all points which are equidistant.

from the endpoints of a given segment is the

plane which 'contains the midpoint of the

segment and is perpendicular to the line 'which

contains the segment.

THEOREM 9-19. Any two plane angles

congruent.

dihedral angle are
.1...AP
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THEOREM,_-20. is perpendicular toa. plane,

then any plane con ining this line Is

THEOREM 9-21.

THEOREM 9-, G.

THEOREM 9-

THEOREM 9-24.

THEOREM 9-25.

perpendicular given Plane.

-If two planes are perpendicular, then any

line in one of the planes which Is perpendi-

cular to their 119e of Intersection is

perpendicular to the other plane.

If two planes are perpendicular, then any line

perpendicular to one of the planes at a point

on their line of intersection lies in the

other plane.

If two intersecting planes are each'perpendi-

cular to a third plane, then' their line of

intersection is perpendicular to this plane.

If F'1 and P, are points on a 11 parallel

to the x-axis, then P
1
P. = Ix

1
- , where2

and xo are the x-coordinates of P and
1

respectively.

If P.
1

and R, are points on a line parallel

to the y-axis, then P1P = lyi a y,1 , where

yi and y, are the y-coordinate. of Pi and

P, , respectively.a

THEOREM If P
1

and are pointa-- nd

to the z-axis, then
2

P_P_
-1-

z
1

andad z are the z-coonare

,

THEOREM g t. The distance bet

on a

lz

ate

_ the points

line parallel

z, 1 , where

of P and
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THEOREM 9-28.

THEOREM 9-29.

THEOREM 10-1.

THEOREM 10-2.

THEOREM 10-3.

THEOREM 10:4,

P1(x1,y1,z1) and P2(i2,y2,z2)' are any

two distinct points, then for every value

of k the poi?it whose coordinates are

z z
1

+ k(z- z1)

lies on4r.FT11' and.,_ conversely, to every point

on 1P P there corresponds a unique value-1-2
of k such that these equations give the,

coordinates of the point.

Every plane has an equation of form

ax + by + cz = d , where one or more of the

numbers a, b, c is different from zero; and

every equation, of this form is an equation of

a plane.

There is one'and only one directed segment

which is equivalent to a given directed

ment and has its origin at a given point.

Two directed segments (P1,P2) and (P3,P4)

are equivalent if and only if they have the

same components

If P1 and P0 have coordinates
1

(x1,y1)

and (x
2
,y

2
) , respectively, the length of

any directed segment equival6nt to
(P1'P2)

is
2

the coordinates of P
1

and 'P are

1,y1,)
and (x2 y,) , respectively, then

the components of the directed segment

(P1,P) which is k times the directed

segment (P1,F2), are k(x2 x1) and

k(Y2 y1)
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THEOREM 10-5.

THEOREM 10 -6.

THEOREM 10-7.'

p

THEOREM 10-8.

THEOREM 10-9.

The components of P P ) are

the sums of the corresponding- components

of P.
' 2
P-) andl- -,P4)

(Pi, 4 (F3,P4 ) and (.,P3,P4

are equivalent directed segments.

If

then (P_
-1,

If

4=--,
then F

1-
P and P-17!b7 are parallel.
2 4

Q1,Q2) and

14) (Q1'Q-2)

and
3-P 4

parallelarallel Vectors,

If it and v are parallel vectors, then

v r== ku

where
k

THEOREM 10-10. The sum of the vector

P3P
4

is the vector

unique point such that PX-PP
3-

.

and the vector

P_X
1-

where X the

a
THEOREM 10-11. If OA and OB are two non-zero vectors

which are not parallel and if OP is any

vector in the plane OAB , then there exist

scalars h and k such that

OP = h0A kOB

THEOREM 10-12. If u and v are non-zero, non-parallel

vectors, and if, y, z, w are scalars such

that

xu +. z wv

x z and y - w

THEOREM 10-13. The midpoints of the sides of any quadrilateral

are the vertices of a parallelogram.
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THEOREM 1 The segmeqt joining the midpoints of two

sides of a triangle is parallel to the thin

side and the length of the segment is one

half the length of the-third.side.

THEOREM 10-15. A quadrilateral is a parallelogram if and

only if its diagonals bisect each other.

THEOREM 1016.

THEOREM 11-1.

o. non-zero vectors are perpendicular if

and only if the sum of the products of thpir

respective\components

The sum of the measures of the angles of.

convex-polygon of n Bides is (n - 2)

180 .

COROLLARY 11-1-1. The measure of, ach angle of a regular

polygon of n sides is

(n - 1180 360
or 180 -

n

THEOREM 11-2. For any convex polygon of n sides, the-

sum of the measures of exterior angles,

one at each vertex of the polygon,-is 360 .

COROLLARY 11-2-1.' The measure of each exterior angle of

regular polygon of n sides is 360

THEOREM 11 -3. The area of a right trlangle is one half

the product of the 1-';ngths of its two le

THEOREM 11-4. The area of a triangle is or-its-half the

product of any base and the altitude to that

base.

COROLLARY 11-4-1. The area A of an equilateral triangle

whose side has length

A
2

1000 4
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THEOREM 11-5. The area or a rhombus is one half the product

of the lengths of the diagonals.

COROLLARY 11-5-1. The area A of the square whose diagonal

has length d 18 given by

THEOREM 11 =E. The area of a parallelogram is the product

or any base and the altitude to that base.

THEOREM 11-7. ffie area of a trapezoid 15 one-half the

product of its altitude atd the sum of its

bases.

_LARY 11-7-1. The area of a trapezoid is equal to the

product of its altitude and the length of

Its median.

THEOREM 11-8. Consider-a spt of two or more triangles.

(a) If thelbases of all the triangles are

equal, then the areas of the triangles

are proportional to the corresponding

altitudes.

(b) If the altitudes of all the triangles

are equal, then he areas of the

triangles areproportional to the

corresponding bases.

(c) If the areas of all theftriangles air

equal, then the bases of the triangles

are inversely proportional to the

corresponding altitudes.,
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THEOREM 11-9. Gonsider a set of two or more parallelograms.

If the bases of all the parallelograms

are equal, then the areas of the parallel-

ograms are proportional to the corres-

ponding,aktitudeos.

If the altitudes of all the parallelograms

are equal, then the_areas of-the paralfel-

°grams are proportional to the corres-

ponding bases. If

If the atreas'of all the parallelograms

are. equal, then the bases of tine

parallelograms arp .inversely proportional
_

to the corresp.onding altitudes.

THEOREM 11-10. Every similarity between triangles has the

property that the measures of the -three sides

and any altitude of the one triangle are

proportional to the measures of the corres-

THEO 11-11.

THEOREM 11-12..

ponding sidee and the corresponding altitude

of the other triangle.

Every similarity between trianglIs has the

property that the areas of the triangles are

proportional to the squares of the lengths

of any pale of corresponding sides,.

Every similarity between convex polygons

With n sides has the property that the

lr gths of the n sides and the perimeter

one polygon are proportional to the lengths,

the corresponding sides and the perimeter

of the other polygon.

THEOREM 11613. Every larity between convex polygOns

with n ,.ides has the property tht the areas

of the pol*phal-regionb (consisting of the

polygons andheir interiors, respectively)

are.proi)ortioniel to the squares of the

lengths of any -ptr of corresponding sides.
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THEOREM 11-14.

THEOREM 11-15.

THEOREM 11-16.

r

THEOREM 11-17.

THEOREM 11-18.

THEOREM 11-1j.

The bisectors of the interior anV:es of a

intersectregular convex polygon of n
at a point.

Every central angle of a _rer1 polygon

is isosceles and is congruent :wry .other

central triangle.

The area of a regular polygon -hal the

.product of the apothem and the perimeter o

the polygon.

The sum of the measures of any two farce

-ater'Ehah

the measure of the third face angle.

angles a trihedral angle

The sum of the easures of all the face angles

of any polyhedral angle is less than -360 .

There are no more than five types of regular

polyhedrons.

THEOREM 11 -20. The lateral area

product of the le

COROLLARY 11-20-

THEOREM 11-21.

a prism is equal to the

h of a lateral edge and

the perimeter of a right-section.

The lateral area of a right prism is the

product of the length of a later ,1, and

the perimeter of a base.

Let a triangular pyramid be given.

Every cross- section of the pyramid is

a triangle similar to the boundary of

the base.

(b) If the distance from the vertex of the

pyramid to the plane containing the

cross-section is k and if the altitude

of the pyramid is h , then the area of

the cross-section and the area of the

base are proportional to the 'numbers

k' and h'
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THEOREM 12-1. The intersection of a sphere with a plane

through its center is a circle who- center

and radius are the same as those' the

THEOREM 12-2.

THEOREM

THEOREM 12-4.

sphere.

The radii of a circle or congruent circles,

or of a sphere or congruent spheres, are

congruent.

The diameters of a circle or congruent circles,

or of a sphere or congruent spheres, are

congruent.

Given a line 2 and a circle C in the same

plane. Let F be the center of th circle,

and let F be the foot of the per :endicular

from F to the line.

(1) Every point of ,e is outside C if and

only if F is outside C .

.1 is a tangent to C if and only if

F is on C

Ae is a secant of C if and only if

E is inside C

COROLLARY 12-4-1. Gi'verl a circle and a coplanar line, the line

is-a-kp.ngent to the circle if and only if it

is perpendicular to a radius of the circle

at its outer end.

COROLLARY 4-2. A diameter of a circle bisects a non-diameter

chord of the circle if and only if it is perl

pendicular t.o the chord.

COROLLARY 12L4-3. In the plane of a circle, the perpendicular

bisector of a chord contains the center of

the circle.
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COROLLARY 12-4-4. If a line in the Oane of a circle intersects

toe interior or the circle, then it intersects

the circle in exactly two points.

THEOREM 12-5. Chords of congruent circles are cengruent if

and only if they are equidistant from the

centers.

Given a plane ni and a sphereTHEOREM with

center P . Let -F be the foot of the

perpendicular from P to 772,

1. Every point of '772, is outside S if and

only if F is outside S

2. is tangent to S if and only if F

is on

3. 271 intersects S in a circle with

center F if and only if F' is inside

I

COROLLARY 12-b-1. A plane is tangent to a sphere if and only

if it is perpendictilar to a radius at its

outer endpoint.

COROLLARY 12-6-2. Aperpendicular from the center of a sphere

to a chord of the sphere bisebts the chord.

COROLLARY 12- The segment joining the center of a sphere

to the midpoint of a chord.is perpandicular

to the chord.

TEOREM 12-7. The measure of an inscribed angle is half the

measure of its intercepted arc.

COROLLARY 12-771. An angle inscribed in a semicircle is a right

angle.

COROLLARY 12-7-2. Angles 1- cribed in the same arc are congruen

COROLLARY 12-7-3. Congruent angles inscribed in congruent cir-

cles intercept congruent arcs.
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THEOREM 12-8.

THEOREM 12-9.

THEOREM 12 -10

In the same circle or in congruent circles,

if two chords, not diameters, are congruent,

`then so are the associated minor arcs.

In the same circle of, in congruent circles,

if two arcs are congruent, then so are the

associated chords.

0

The measure of a tangent-chord angle is one-
.

-half the measure of its `intercepted arc.
4'

THEOREM 12-11. The measure of an angle whose vertex in

the interior of a circle and whose sides

are contained In two secants, is one-half

the sum of the measures of the intercepted

arcs.

THEOREM 12 -12. The measure of a secant-secant angle, or a

tangent-tangent angle or a secant-tangent

angle is one-half the difference between the

measures of the intercepted rcs.

THEOREM 12 13. The t- _ tangent-segments to a circle from

an external point are congruent, and form

congruent angles with the line joining the

external point to the cent,pr of the circle.

THEOREM 12-14. The product of the length of a secant-segment

from a given exterior point and the length of

its external secant-segment is constant for

any secant containing the given point.

THEOREM 12-15. Given a tangent- segment to A circle at
T and a secant through Q intersecting the
circle in points R and S Then

QR QS (QT)2

THEOREM 12-16. If two chords of a circle intersect, the

product of the lengths of the segments of

one is equal to the product of the lengths

of the segments of the other.
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THEOREM 12-17. The quotient of the circumference divided by

the diameter, 71.-- is the same for all

circles.

COROLLARY 12-17-1. The cireum ende of circles are prop or

to their radii.

THEOREM 12-18.

Y.

The area of a circle of radius r is 7r

COROLLARY 12-18-1. The areas of two circles are proporti nal

( to the squares of-their radii.

THEOREM 12 -19.

anal

An arc of degree, measure q contained in a

Lqrcle whose radius has length L ,

where
7r . q

THEOREM 12-20. The area of a sector is half the product of

its radius and the length of its arc.

THEOREM 12-21.

THEOREM 12-22.

THEOREM 12-23.

The area of a sector of radius

measure q is
2

7r q

3b0

arc

A triangle has one and only one circumscribed

circle. The center of this circle is the

intersection of the perpendicular bisectors

of the sides of the triangle.

A triangle has one and only one inscribed

circle. The center of this circle is the

intersection of the midrays of the angles

of the triangle.
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For precisely defined geometric terms the reference is to
the formal definition. For other terms to reference is to an
informal definition or to tie moat promin nt discussion.

A.A. similarity theorem, 413
absolute value, 81 ex., 519
acute angle, 182
addition property,

of equality, 235
of order, 63
of proportionality, 398

adjacent angles, 181
alternate interior angles, 31'
alternation property of

proportion, 399'
altitude

of a parallelogram, 748
of a prism, 799
of a pyramid, 803
of a trapezqid,
of a triangle, 427

"And ", 534
angle(s), 145

acute, 182
adjacent, 181
alternate interior, 319
bisector of, 167
central, 847'
complementary, 189
congruent, 184
consecutive interior, 319
of a convex polygon, 213
correspon4Ang, 319
dihedral, 215
exterior of a polygon, 738.
exterior of a triangle, 292
face,' 789
inscribed, 851
intercepts an arc, 852
interior of a polygon, 738

. interior of a triangle, 292
linear pair of, 179
measure of, 154
obtuse, 182,
plane angle of a dihedral

angle, 634
'polyhedral, 788
of a quadrilateral, 204
reflex, 143
right', 182
secant-secant, 862
secant-tangent, 862
side of, 145
"straight", 144
supplementary, 189
tangent-cnord, 861

angle(s), (can't.)
tangent - tangent, 862
of a 'triangle, 204-
trihedral, 789
vertex of, 145
vertical,' 194
"zero', 144

!angle construction theorem, 160
antiparallei rays, 355
apotheffi of regular polygon, 779
arc(41

congruent, 855
degree measure of, 849
endpoints.of, 848
intercepted, 852
length of, 900
major, 848
minor, 848
of a sector, 901
semicircle, 848

area
of a circle, 895
of equilateral triangle 755
lateral, of .a prism 799
of a parallelogram, 756
of polyganalrealons, 744
of a rectangle, 748
of a regular polygon, 786'
of.a rhombus, 755 1

of a sector of a circle, 201
of a square, 749, 756
of a trapezoid, 758
of triangles, 753

area relations
of congruent triangles, 747
of paralleloarams, 769
of triangles, 767

A .A. aostalate,252
ax anti; 10
bases)

of isosceles triangle, 277
of a parallelogram, 748
of a prism, 796
of a pyraaidp 803
of a trapezoid, 593

base angles
of isosceles triangle, 277
Jf a trapezoid, 525

betweenness
for points, rl
for rays, 165



betweenness-addition components
theorem, 240 of directed segments,\690

betweenness-angles theorem, 16 of 'rectors, 703
betweenness-coordinates , composite condition, 533

theerem, 1094 concentric, 820
- betweenness-distance conclusion, 10

'theorem, 117 concurrent lineal, 597
bisection .- concurrent rays, 597

of an angle, 167 in that order, 166
of a segment, 92 concurreNt segments, 597

boundary of s polygonal- conditionals, 244
',...,_region, 732 i congrunce between o convex
center polygons, 460

of a circle, 819 congruence between two
of gravity, 771 ex. triangles, 228
f a regular polygon,,779 congruent

of a sphere, 820 angles, 184,

central angle 2f-a circle, 847 arcs, 855
central triangle of a , chords, 54

regular-po ygon, 779 circles, 822
chess, 34 polygons, 405
chord, 821 segments, 115
circle(s), 819 spheres, 822

area -Dra 895 triangles, 229
area of sector of, consecutive interior angles, 319
center of- 9 constant of proportionality, 393
cent-al -*-- 847, contrapositive, 328
chort of 21 property of, 329
circm e ence of, 888 c nve _., 280
circumc bed, -,05/------ Pythagorean theorsm, 434
concentri. 820 onvex polygon(s 211
congruent, angles of, 213
diameter ot, 21 oonsec_Aive angles of,
exterior of, 829 diagonals of, 212
great, 821 . interior of, 212
inscribed, 905 convex polyheLron, 884
interior of, 829 convex set of points, 134
major arc-of, 848 coordinate ,lanes, 643
minor arc of, 848 coordinate of a point, 76
power- pi' a point with coordinate system, 76

respect to, 871 in a plane, 509
radius of, 819, 821 in space, 641
secant of, 821 on a line, 505
sect or. of, 901 origin of, 76 ')
segment of, 903 unit point of, 76
tangent of, 830 coordinates of a point
tangent externally, 835 in a plane, 511
tangent internally,- 8 5 in space, 646

circular-region, 894 coplanar, 44
circumference ,f.a circle, 888 correspondence, one-to-one, 30
circumscribed circles, 909 between triangles, 227
circamscribed triangle, (:,,,09 oorresbonding an,Jes, 319
collinear, 40 ,counter-example, 5

intnat order; :::1 counting numbers, 55
common external tan;ent, 877 ex .cross-section of a prism, 798 ,

common Internal tangent, 877_ex.cuoe, 7_,7
com21ement, 185 decagon, 210
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deahodrbh 184
deddotive reasoning, 10
definitions,,15

,Oireclar, 34
complete _form,. 241
formak,_15
if and'only if form, 242
in proofs, 241

degree, 154
degree measure-of an arc, 849
diagonals of(s. convex

polygon, 212-
diameter, 821

' dihedral angle(s), 215
edge of-,- 215
,face, of,, 215
Measure of, 635

,plane angle of, 634
''right, 635
vertical, 216' .

directed segment(e), 684
equal, 685
equivalent, 686

properties of, 687
length of, 685
opposite at, 693
product with a number, 693
subtraction of, 701 ex.
sum of, 697
x-component of, 690
y-component of, 690

displacement, 683
distang00

betWeen a point and a
line; 376

etween a point and
plane, 628

betwezli two Parallel
lines, 354

between two points, 522, 655
measure of, 70

dietaries formula,
in a plane, 522
in space, 655

dodecagon, 210
dodecahedron, 784
"clot product", 718
ed,e of,

hal6liune, 138
polygonal- region, 734 ex.
polyhedral angle, 788
polyhedron, 783

empty set, 26.'
endpoints of an arc, 848
equal directed segments,
equal vectors, 704

equation (0), 538
equivalent, 539
intercept tom, 571 ex.
parametric., 546, 658
of a plane, 663
point-alOpe form, 569
slope-intercept form, 571 ex,
two-point form, 569,

equiangular triangle, 277
equilateral triangle, 277

area Jf, 755
equivalent directed

'segments, 686
equivalent equations, 539
Zulerls theorem,. 734 ex.
exterior

..of an angle, 176
of a circle, 829
of a sphere, 841
of a triangle, 203

exterior angle of polygon, 738
exterior angle of triangle, 292
external_ secant segment; 870
externally tangent Circles, 835
face angle of a

polydehral angle, 789
faces

of a polygonal -region, 734 ex.
of a polyhedral angle, 789
of a polyhedron, 783

foot of a perpendicular, 2A
frustum of a pyramid, 805
geometrical applications

of vectors, 714,
grad, 153
gragh, 514
great circle of a sphere, 821
greater than, 57 X
hairline, 137
nalfplane, 138

dge of, 138
space, 139
agon, 210
ahedron, 784

hexagon, 210
Hexahedron, 784
horizontal lines, 510
hypotenuse, 364
hypotenuse-leg theorem, 367
ypothesis, 10

icosaftedron, 784
identity correspondence, ex.
if and only if form, 242
if-then form, 17
incidende'rel,.tions, 35

points and lines, 36
points, lines, and planes,



indirect method of proof, 325
indirect reasoning, 12
inductive reasoning, 5
inequalities, 538

in the : ar, 370
initial point 684'
inscribed angle 851
inscribed circl_ 905
inscribed triangle, 905
integere, 56

negative, 56
;positive, 55

intercept form of a linear
-. equation, 571

- intercepted arc, 852
interior

of an Angle, 175
of a circle, 829
of a convex pOlygon, 212
of a polygonalregion, 732
of a ray, 90
of a segment, 90
of a sphere, 841
of a triangle, 202

interior angle
of a polygon, 738
of a triangle, 292

internally tangent circles, 835
intersect, 27
intersection of sets, 24, 534
inversely proportional, 766
inversion property of

proportion, 399
isosceles trapezoid, 593
isosceles triangle, 277

base of, 277
base angles of, 277
theorem, 275
vertex of, 277

lateral area of a prism, 799
lateral edge of a prism,, 797
lateral face of a prism, 797
lateral surface of a prism, 797
leg of a right triangle, 366
leg of a trapezoid, 593
length of an arc, 900
length ot a sement, 114
length of a vector, 704
less than; 64
limit, 888
line(s)

oonourrent, 597
coordinate syStem on, 50,
horizontal, 510
intercept form of, 571
opposite sides of, 138

line(s), con't.)-
parallel, 316, 34;3
parallel to.* plane, 617
warn-0Mo equations of, 46
perpendicular, 183
perpendioular O'a plane, 610
point-dIape fozirof, 569
proection/ of a point on; 428
projection of a

segment on, 428
representation .of, 35
skew, 316
Slope of, 556
sloperintercept

form of, 571 ex.
transversal, 317
two-point f'rm of, 569
undefined, 33
vertical, 510

linear,pair, 179
Lobacnevskian geometry_ , 340
locus, 538
logical equivalence, 329
logical system, 2
magnitude of a vector, 704
major arc, 548
measure of an angle, 154
measure of an arc, 849 .

measure of a dihedral angle, 635
measure of distance 70
median of a trajezoid, 593, 758
median of a triangle, 289
midpoint of a

segment 91, 526 -0

midray, 16
mil, 153
minor arc. 646
multiplication property

of equality, 236
of order, 63

nonagon, 210
nonanedron, 784
non-Euclidean ;geometries 339
null set, 29 ex.
numbers

counting, 55
inequality of, 57
inte6ers, 56
irrational, 56
natural, 55
negative, 63
order properties, 63
positive, 63
rational 56
real, 56

obtuse angle, 182
octagon, 210
octahedron, 784



one - to-one correspondence, 30
between triangles, 228
41t

vial numbers, 63
collinear- points, 91

Ordered pair; 511
ordered triple, 646
origin, 76, 510, 684
origin and unit point

theorem, 78
-auter.end of radius, 821'
parallel lines, 316, 343

diatance between, 354'
properties of, 347

parallel goat 4e, 339
parallel ram 355
parallel segnonte,.350
_-11411 vectors, 705

parallelepiped,-797
rectangular, 797

parallelism; 315
of a line to-,a plane, 617
of two planes, 617

parallelogram, 351
altitude of, 748
area of, 756
base of, 748
properties of, 603

parameter, 546
parametric equations

p_

in 546
in s e, 658

pentagon, 10
pentahedron; 784
perpendicular, 183

foot of, 294
lines, 183
planes, 635
sets, 183,
vectors, 717

perpendicularity of a line
and plane, 610

869
planets),

coordinate system in, 509
equation of, 663
parallel to a line, 617
parallel to another

plane, 617
perpendicular, 635
perpendicular to a line, 610
representation of, 44
tangent, 842
Undefined, 33

plane angle of a dihedral
angle, 634

plane separation poltulate 138

plot, 514
point(s)

line coordinate 0, 7
pane coordinates ©f, 151.
space coordinates of,646
distanoe between, 522, 655
power of with respect to

a circle, 871
representation of, 35
undefined, 33

point. plotting theorem, 116
pointA1090_Zorm of a,

linear AqUation,
point of tangency*
,,of a circle, 830
of a sphero,'142

polygOn(s)
angles of;,213
congruenc0,4Petwison, 405
consecutive sides of, 210
consecutive verioes of, 210
convex, 211
regular, 297, 779
sides of, 209
oimilar, 403
vertex of, 209 ,

polygonal-rogio_ 8), 730
area of, 7:
boundary , 732
edges of, 734
faces of, -734
interior of 732
vertices of, 734

polyhedral angle(s),-788-
.edge ofk 788'
face of, 789
face angle of, 789
vertex. 788 ,

poIyhedro(s)4 783
convex, 784
edge of, 783
face of, 781
regular, 784
section of, 784
vertex of, 783

postulate(s), 10
of Algebra, 57_
of congruence,

. S.A., 252
S,A.S.,

253
of in cidence, 35,. 36, 42,
interior of an angle, 1/4
parallel, 339
plane separation, 138'
proportional segments, 412
protractor, 159
ruler, 77



power of a point with rOsoect
to a circle71

prime number 5
orism(4), 7

altitude oe..799:
base of, 796
cross-eectidn of, 798
lateral's:tea of, 759
lateral ed,ge of, 797
lateral face of, 797_
lateral surface of, T91
rectangular, 796
right, 797
rignt-section of, 758
total area of, 799
triangular, 796

prismatic surface, 797
product property of

proportion, 399
projection,-

of a point-,Anto-a plane, 630
of fa Point'on a-line, 428
of a segment on a line, 428
of a set of points into a

plane, 631
of a vector, 720

proof, 17
finding of, 271
indirect method, 325,
paragraph form, 276
two column form, 244, 276
using definitions In, 241
writing of, 260

properties of
congruence, 233

for angles, 235
for segments, 234
for triangles, 235

directed segments, 687
equality, 233, 235
order, 63
parallel lines, 347
parallel planes, 627
parallelograms, 603
proportion, 399
proportionality, 397
rectangles, 603
rhombuses, 603
scalar products, 719
similer convex polygons, 406s
Squares, 603
trapezoids, 603
vectors, 707

property of the
'contrapositive, 325

proportion, 399
properties of, 399

proportional, 393
Sr

f
proportiOnal'segMen

postulate, 412
proportionality. 392

inverse, 766
properties of, 397

protractor, 151
protractor postulate, 159-
pyramid(s), 803

altitude of, 803

frustUm of, 805
regular, 804
slant _height of, 805
vertex of, 803

Pythagorean theorem, 433
quadrants, `513
quadrilateralks), 204

opposite sides of, 213
opposite vertices of, 213
sides of, 204
vertices of, 204

radian, 153
radius

of a bircle, 819, 821
outer end of, 821,
of a regular polygon, 779
of a sector of a circle, 901

ray(s), 84.
antiparillil, 355
concurrent, 597
coordinate of, 159
endpoint of, 04
initial, 143
interior of, 90
opposite, 85
Ordered pair of, 143
Parallel, 355
slope of,' 556
terminal 143

ray-coordinate system, 159
real numbers, 56
reasoning,

deductive,'10-
indirect, 12
inductive, 5

rectangle, 578
area of, 748
Properties of, 603

rectangular parallelepiped, 797
rectangular prism,796
reflex angle, 143
reflexive property

of congruence,
for angles,235
for segments, 234
for triangles, 235

of equality, 233
of equivalent directed

pegments, 687



reflexive property, (can't.)
lof 'parallel lines, 347
of parallel planes, 627
of proportionality, 397
of siMildr cOnvex

polygons, 406
regular polygon(s), 297

apothem of, 779
area of, -780
Center of, 779
Central triangle of, 779
'radius of, 779
gular polyhedron, 784

regular pyramid, 804
resultant, 709 ex.
rhombus, 578

area of, 755
properties of, 609

Riemannian geometry, 340
right angle, 182
right dihedral angle, 635
right prism, 797
right section of a prism, 798
right triangle, 366
rotation, 143
ruler postulate, 77
S.A1A. theorem, 361
S.A.5. postulate, 251
S.A.S.. similarity theorem, 421
scalar(s), 683,'703
scalar product, 718

properties of, 719
secant, 821
secant-secant angle, 862
secant - segment, 870

external, 870
section of polyhedron, 784
sector of a circle, 901

arc of,
area of, O1
radius of, 901

segment(s), 86
of,a circle, 903 ex.
concurrent, 597
congruent,. 115
directed, 684
endpoints of, 86
interior of, 90
length of,,114
midpoint of, 91, 526: 550
parallel, 350
elope of, 554
tangent, 869

semicircle, 848
separation,

by a line, 138
by a plane, 13:
by a point, 155

set(a), 19
cOhvex, ],34
elements of 19
empty, 26
equa.lity of-, 20
intersection of, 24, 534
null, 29 ex.
of real numbers, 55
union of, 25, 534

set-builder-notation,531
side,

of an angle, 145
of a line, 138
of a plane, 139
of a quadrilateral, 204
ofa.trian6le, 201

'Similar polygons, 403
properties of, 406

skew lines, 316
slant height of a pyramid 804
slope,

of a segment,'54-
of a non-vertical line, 556
of a non-vertical ray, 556

slope-interce)t form of a
linear equation, 571

space, 36'
coordinate system in, 641

sphere(s), 820
center of, 820
chord of, 821
concentric, 820
congruent, 822
diameter Of, 821'
exterior of, 841
great circle of, 821
interior of, 841
racTI.us of, 820,1
secant of, 821
tangent to, 842

square, 578
area of, 749, 756
properties of, 603

5.6.3. postulate, 253
5.3.3. simildrity'the- -420
"straigLt angle", 144
subset, 22

proper, 25 ex.
substitution oroperty, 235
supplement, las
supplement tneorem, 189
symmetric property

of congruence,
for angles, 235
for segments, 234
for triangles, 235

of equality, 233
of equivalent directed

segments, 687



symmetric property, (Can't.
of parallel lines, 347
of parallel planee,,627
of proportionaAlty,-397
of similar convex

polygons,. 4__
tangent to a circle, 830

mmon external, 877 ex.
_emmon internal, 877 ex.

tangent-chord angle, 861
tangent circles, 835
tangent plane, 842
ta ent-secaht an-le, 862
tan_ent-segment, 869
tangent-tangent angle, 862
terminal point,,; 68
terminus, 684
tetrahedron, 784
theorem(s), 10

A.A.: similarity, 422
angle conitrgption, 160
betweenness-angle,,166
betweenness-addition,

for points, 240
for rays, 240

betweenness-coordipate, 109
betweentess-distance, 117
hypotenuse-leg, 367
isocelpe triangle, 275
origin and unit point, 78
point-plotting, 116
Pythagorean, 433

odnverse of, 434
B.A.A. 351
,A. similarity, 421

B.S.J.:similarity, 420
supplement; 165
triangle inequality, 378
two-coordinate system, 1
two- point, 108

total area of a prism,
transitive property

of congruence,
for angles, 235
f®r segments, 234
for triangles, 235

of equality, 234
of equivalent directed

segments, 687
of order, 63
of parallel lines, 347
of parallel planes, 627
of proportionality, 398
of similar convex 1

polygons, 406
transversal, 317

trapezoid, 553
altitude' of, 593
area of,'758
base of, 593
base angles of 5_
leocelea,-593
legs of, 593
median of, 593, 758
properties of, 603

triangle(s), 201
altitude of, 427
angles of, 201
area of, 753:
circumscribed, -05

congruent, '229
equiangular, 277
equilateral, 277
exterior of, 203

4

exterior angle of, 292
Inscribed, 905
interior of, 202.'
intelpioe angle of, 292
isosceles, 277
median of, 289
right, 366
sides' of, 201
vertices of, 201

triangle inequality theorem, 378
triangular prism, 796
triangular-region, 730
trihedral angle, 789
two-coordinate system

theorem, 103
two-point form of a line

equation, 569
two -point theorem, 108
unequal in the same order, 370
union of sets, 25, 534
unit, 70
unit area, 744
unit-pair, 70
unit-point, 76
unit square, 748
vector(s), 700, 703

components of, 703
equal, 704
geometrical applications,_ 714
length of, 704
magnitude of, 704
parallel, 705
perpendicular, 717
product with scalar, 704
projection of, 718
properties of, 707
scalar product of,. 718
subtraction of, 705
sum of, 705
zero,,704



vertex
of a polygonal-region--,, 734ex,
of a polyhedral unae, 788
or a polyhedron, 783
of a pyramid, 803

vertex angle of an isosceles
triangle, 277

vertical angles,, 19;4
vertical lines, 510
X-axis, 510
x-component of a directed

segment, 60
x-coordinate, 511, 646
xy-plane, 510, 643
xz-plane, 643
Y-axis, 510
y-component of a_directed

segment, 690 '

y-coordinate, 511, 646
yz-plane, 643
zrcoordiate, 646,
zero-ray, 1F,c,:;

zero vector, 704
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